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Preface 

 

The area of Intelligent Systems (ISs) has expanded phenomenally over the years 

since the 1940s; both in terms of the range of techniques and also in terms of the 

number of applications wherein they have often provided a competitive edge 

when compared with others approaches. IS includes a range of techniques that 

work synergistically and provides, in one form or another, flexible 

data/information processing capabilities for handling real life situations. IS, 

unlike conventional techniques, can exploit the tolerance for imprecision, 

uncertainty/ambiguities, approximate reasoning and partial truth in order to 

achieve tractability, robustness, and low cost solutions.  

The techniques are in general based on biologically inspired strategies for 

solving problems. At the current time the major categories of IS include neural 

networks (NNs), fuzzy logic/systems (FL/Ss), evolutionary 

computation/algorithms (EC/As) (including genetic algorithms (GAs), genetic 

programming (GP), evolutionary strategies (ES)), support vector machines 

(SVM), particle swarm optimization (PSO), memetic algorithms (MAs), and ant 

colony optimization (ACO). In addition hybrid combinations also play a mayor 

role. These include neuro-fuzzy, neuro-genetic, fuzzy-genetic systems and so on. 

These techniques became more and more necessary and popular to meet 

needs such as: 1) Handling large datasets which are very complex and comprise 

various forms of uncertainty, in a robust and computationally efficient manner. 2) 

Much of the data are inherently uncertain and noisy, thus making FLS a natural 

choice for processing them. 3) The learning capability of NNs, supervised, 

unsupervised or hybrids can be utilized effectively when extracting patterns from 

large datasets. This is especially true in data-rich environments where the data 

may be mined. 4) Many of the tasks involve search and optimization of different 

criteria (such as energy, alignment score and overlap strength), while requiring 

robust, fast and close approximate solutions. 5) Evolutionary and other search 

algorithms such as ACO, PSO provide effective techniques to search and explore 

very large and multi-modal solution spaces. 6) Additionally, many of the 
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requirements involve multiple, and often conflicting, objectives thus lending 

themselves to the application of multi-objective optimization algorithms such as 

multi-objective GAs. 

The focus of this book is on the application of IS Techniques to solve a range 

of problems in the areas of Olfaction, Engineering, Telecommunications, 

Antennas and Medical diagnosis/imagining. 

This book brings together research articles by eminent experts and active 

practitioners; reporting recent advances in integrating IS techniques, either 

individually or in an hybridized manner, for problem solving in order to extract 

more and more meaningful information and insights. Typically the data to be 

considered for analysis include: sequence data and structure data, and data types 

that are typically complex in nature requiring advanced methods to deal with 

them. Characteristics of the techniques presented here include the use of domain-

specific knowledge for reducing the search space, dealing with uncertainty, 

partial truth and imprecision, efficient linear and/or sub-linear scalability, 

incremental approaches to knowledge discovery, and an increased level and 

intelligence of interactivity with human experts and decision makers.  

The book has five sections: Olfaction, Engineering, Telecommunications, 

Antennas and Medical diagnosis/imaging. Let us now consider each one in turn. 

 

 

Section I – Olfaction 

 

Odour classification systems used in machine olfaction, often termed 

electronic noses (ENs), have been gaining favour in a wide range of industrial 

applications. Recent advances in the field of ENs have led to new developments 

in sensor design, pre-processing for feature extraction and data processing 

techniques. As a result, the user of EN systems is provided with an increased 

amount of information for the discrimination of odours using multi-sensor arrays. 

In this section, EN applications for food analysis and gas sensing are blended 

with examples of novel processing and analysis methods. 

Chapter 1, by Yang et al., applies a GA based sensor selection technique, 

known as GNMM (Genetic Neural Mathematical Method) to EN data. GNMM 

uses multilayer percetrons (MLPs) as the classification engine but separates the 

optimal sensor subset selection process from the final classification. By utilizing 

GAs to identify optimal sensors that are subsequently fed as inputs to MLP 
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classifiers, GNMM simplifies the MLP structure and makes the final 

classification process more efficient. The effectiveness of GNMM is 

demonstrated by its application to case study data which has previously been 

explored in the literature via alternative methods. The results generated by 

GNMM are generally superior to previous methods demonstrating the 

effectiveness of the methodology. 

The application of GA and NN methods to sensor data, here to virgin olive oil, 

is the focus of the second chapter by García-González and Aparicio. Although 

sensing mechanisms and the physical-chemical phenomena that cause sensor 

responses have been extensively investigated, interpretation of sensor signals is 

arduous when dealing with the complex mixtures of compounds such as food 

aromas. This is because there are many interactions between volatiles and the 

sensitive sensor material producing a single response involving unknown 

synergic and masking effects. Here, an experimental procedure is proposed to 

determine the individual contribution of volatile compounds in the sensor 

response, illustrated with the examples of the aroma of virgin olive oil and metal 

oxide sensors. Following discussion of preliminary studies, the use of a sensor 

array as a non-destructive detector in parallel with the flame detector in a gas 

chromatography (GC-EN) is described. Gas chromatography facilitates study of 

the relationship between volatile compounds and sensor responses. The chapter 

also contains a real application of the metal oxide semiconductor sensors to 

quality assessment. 

In the third chapter, from Vergara and Llobet, the analysis of single gases and 

multi-component mixtures using semiconductor gas sensor arrays and the tools of 

ISs is investigated. Despite the extensive literature on this subject, important 

problems such as lack sensor selectivity and a lack of reproducibility remain as 

research topics. Recent progress in methods to systematically design the use of 

sensor dynamics has produced significant steps forward in recent years. In this 

chapter, an approach adapted from system identification that selects estimates of 

the impulse response of the sensor-gas system from the spectral components 

present is presented. The selection of the former results in the determination of 

the optimal temperature modulating frequencies because of the direct relationship 

between spectral components and modulating frequencies. A practical 

application is included to reinforce the utility of the method, which is generally 

applicable.  
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Chapter 4, by Pardo and De Vito, takes the application of generalized linear 

discrimination machines or support vector machines (SVMs) as its centre of 

attention. SVMs have recently been employed in the EN community for pattern 

analysis in both classification and regression problems. This contribution 

provides an overview of SVM theory, a review of artificial olfaction and 

descriptions of interesting classification and regression case histories. In common 

with any other machine learning technique, SVM requires „hyper parameter 

selection‟. In the applications, hyper parameter tuning permits exploration of 

under- and over-fitting, which form the principal limitations of non-parametric 

learning techniques. 

Chapter 5, from Vergara, Vilanova and Llobet, concludes the section with 

consideration of dynamic methods for improving the performance of 

semiconductor gas sensors. The lack of selectivity and the response drift present 

in semiconductor gas sensors have limited their spectrum of applications to 

qualitative gas analysis. IS offers tools to improve the gas sensing performance 

of well-known materials. Sensors in the presence of gas mixtures can be 

considered as dynamic systems, enabling the employment of methods that are 

used to study the properties of dynamic systems. This chapter reviews some of 

the latest developments in the field of gas sensor dynamics, and illustrates their 

performance for various gas analysis and electronic nose applications. 

 

 

Section II – Engineering 

 

The considerable breath of application areas in which IS methods are 

applicable is particularly demonstrated by this section. The chapters develop 

techniques that range from river flow to yield prediction, incorporating image 

and signal processing in addition to classification techniques.  

Chapter 6, from Yang et al., presents the application of a new technique to the 

prediction of the longitudinal dispersion coefficient in rivers. The longitudinal 

dispersion coefficient is a key variable in describing longitudinal transport in a 

river. In recent years, NNs have become established as tools for environmental 

modellers, overcoming some of the difficulties associated with traditional 

statistical approaches. Little attention has been paid to date, however, to the task 

of selecting the most appropriate NN inputs. In this chapter, the use of a GA 

based variable selection technique in applied to longitudinal dispersion 
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coefficient prediction. The GNMM of chapter one is adapted to this purpose with 

extremely good results, which are favourably compared with principal 

component analysis (PCA) and the use of a self-organizing map (SOM). 

Remote sensing offers the seventh chapter, from Camps-Valls et al., in 

particular the classification of the images obtained in this area. Remote sensing 

of the Earth is an active research field of science concerned with acquisition of 

data by airborne or satellite sensors, and its subsequent transmission and 

processing. Remote sensing imaging instruments acquire information in several 

spectral bands that ultimately characterize the pixel in the acquired image. Here 

the latest developments based on kernel methods for remote sensing image 

classification are summarised. In particular, the work focuses on various types of 

SVM, kernel-based fusion of heterogeneous information, multi-temporal 

classification kernel schemes and the specific problem of change detection with 

kernels. Methods are analyzed theoretically and through numerical and visual 

inspection of the classification maps in a number of real scenarios. 

There follows a chapter from Sloper, Miotto and Hines, which considers the 

use of computational intelligence in the context of a large data acquisition project 

at the European CERN facility. The ATLAS particle physics experiment 

encompasses a trigger and data acquisition system (TDAQ), which is large, 

heterogeneous and distributed. This chapter presents the design and development 

an automatic system for detecting and appropriately dealing with the different 

types of errors, which may occur in TDAQ. The size and complexity of the 

system introduces considerable uncertainty and “noise” in the form of irrelevant 

data or incomplete information. The outputs from fuzzy C-means (FCM), PCA 

and SOM analysis feed MLP based NNs that are trained to recognize error 

scenarios with extremely reliable results.   

In chapter nine, Li et al. consider the application of unsupervised learning to 

failure modes in fibre reinforced plastic. The different types of damage occurring 

in composite materials may be discriminated by analysing acoustic emission 

(AE). The problem is then the decision as to which failure mechanism produces 

which AE signature. Here this question is elegantly addressed by obtaining the 

two most significant frequency components from the AE signal via a fast Fourier 

transform (FFT). The data are then analyzed using a SOM and FCM, giving 

successful classification and the identification of plausible physical categories.  
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Section III – Telecommunications 

 

This section illustrates the range of application areas where IS techniques 

have been implemented in telecommunications applications. The need to allocate 

wavelengths or frequencies with constraints leads naturally to difficult 

computational problems, ideal for stochastic optimisation. In this part, 

applications in the radio frequency and optical domains are presented since the 

appropriate techniques map easily from one physical layer to another with 

adjustment of the fitness function and constraints.   

Chapter 10, by An, Hines and Leeson, demonstrates the use of GA and fuzzy 

logic (FL) methods for cellular radio network optimisation. A cellular radio 

typically comprises mobile stations and fixed based stations. To achieve high 

quality mobile communications the coverage of the latter is limited to cells in 

small geographic areas. This concept produces two technically challenging 

engineering problems, namely that of channel allocation and call blocking need 

to be addressed for optimum system performance. The former is formulated as a 

signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) maximization problem that is implemented 

using GAs, whereas the latter is tackled using FL with a simple channel 

borrowing technique. It is shown that the GA optimized channel allocation 

scheme consistently optimises the network and that the FL system produces a 

substantial reduction in blocked calls. 

Chapter 11, by Kavian et al., addresses the design of resilient optical core 

networks using GAs. A key issue in such networks is the assignment of 

wavelengths to meet the routing needs of the traffic to be conveyed. This is a 

difficult mathematical problem and thus ideal for GA application, and the 

inclusion of a back up transmission path to cover fibre failure increases the 

complexity. In the chapter, lightpaths are encoded into chromosomes made up of 

a fixed number of genes equal to the number of entries in the traffic demand 

matrix. Each gene represents one valid path, producing a coding via a variable 

length binary string.  In each new generation, each member of the population 

represents a set of valid but possibly incompatible paths and some must be 

discarded. The best paths according to fitness function are assigned the minimum 

number of wavelengths within the problem constraints. The method is shown to 

be efficient and able to design survivable optical mesh transport networks. 

In the twelfth chapter, from Van Vaerenbergh and Santamaría, the focus on 

radio frequency transmission, in particular multiple-input multiple-output or 
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MIMO systems. MIMO systems offer significant increases in spectral efficiency 

over traditional single-input single-output (SISO) transmission. A number of 

computationally efficient algorithms for time-invariant MIMO symbol detection 

exist but their application in time-varying environments is difficult because they 

need perfect receiver channel state information. The clustering approach to this 

problem exploits the fact that when channels are excited by signals from a finite 

alphabet, the noisy observations tend to be clustered around a finite number of 

so-called channel states. Once these have been estimated (typically by applying 

any supervised clustering technique based on a known training sequence), 

channel equalization reduces to a classification problem, which can efficiently be 

solved using a radial basis function network (RBFN). The time-varying MIMO 

case produces non-convex clusters shapes that overlap, meaning that 

conventional clustering algorithms fail. Here, a new version of a spectral 

clustering technique is utilised to deliver better results than state-of-the-art 

MIMO decoding techniques for time-correlated channels.  

Chapter 13 from Ren et al. considers the routing of traffic in ad hoc 

networking. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of a collection of 

wireless nodes, which dynamically form a temporary network, without using any 

existing infrastructure of wired networks or centralized administration. Here, the 

use of swarm intelligence (SI) to tackle traffic routing is the central thrust.  

Following a comparison between existing methods, SILS, a hybrid routing 

protocol for MANETs based on SI is presented. The lack of link stability, arising 

from the constant node movement, is identified as key to the optimisation of a 

routing protocol. Preliminary results show that SILS performs well in 

comparison with the popular routing techniques employed today. Further work to 

optimise the parameters of SILS and to introduce GA assisted methods is 

discussed.     

 

Section IV – Antennas 

 

The design of the antennas needed for modern communication systems offers 

substantial opportunity to apply IS methods. Traditionally, an approximate 

design has been produced and then refinements made by empirical methods and 

laboratory tests. IS offers the prospect of producing designs that are close to 

finished, requiring only minimal final adjustments in the field. A flavour of the 

range of work in this field is presented within this section. 
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The synthesis of antenna arrays provides the fourteenth chapter, by González-

Ayestarán and Las-Heras. They address the design problem of calculating the 

feeding values that must be applied to the ports of an antenna array in order to 

obtain a specified radiation pattern, known as synthesis. This problem is typically 

solved using antenna models that do not take into account the real properties of 

the elements of the array, assuming a certain degree of error in the solution 

because of the complexity of developing accurate models able to include the real 

antenna behaviour in the different synthesis schemes. Support vector regression 

(SVR) can be used to develop such accurate models from experimental or 

simulated data accounting for all the real properties of the elements of the array. 

Furthermore, these SVR-based models can be easily included in different 

synthesis schemes or in novel SVR-based schemes able to solve synthesis 

problems with specifications given in different manners. Support vector multi-

regression (SVMR) can also be used to develop efficiently 3D models of the 

arrays. SVR is shown to be a flexible and powerful tool for the modelling and 

synthesis of array antennas. 

In Chapter 15, Randazzo and Pastorino review the use of SVMs for the 

estimation of the directions of arrival of electromagnetic waves. Determining the 

incident angles of waves impinging on receiving antennas is of fundamental 

importance not only for the development of smart antennas for wireless 

communications but also in many other applications related to imaging and 

security. The main advantage of the SVM based approach is related to the ability 

of the system to determine incident angles not included in the original training set. 

This property is a consequence of the excellent generalization capability of 

SVMs, which have been proven in several applications related to antennas and in 

other areas of applied electromagnetics. The chapter presents a brief review of 

the mathematical formulation of the estimation algorithm and then discusses 

recent relevant results from the literature. 

Kernel Methods for smart antennas by Martínez-Ramón et al. are the focus of 

this the sixteenth chapter. Adaptive array processing improves performance of 

receivers in time varying scenarios. Linear methods provide easy to implement, 

adaptive and low computational burden solutions. For that reason, methods such 

as least mean squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS) are widely used 

in practice. Nonlinear algorithms are usually impractical due to their high 

complexity and because they often need large training datasets for their 

parameters to be adjusted. Also, it may be hard to obtain adaptive versions of 
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them. Kernel methods, together with SVMs provide nonlinear, low complex 

machines that have good generalization performance. Here we present a 

nonlinear and complex-valued SVM that is applied to antenna array processing, 

and its adaptive version, and we compare it with the standard methods in several 

multiuser varying scenarios. 

 

Section V – Medical diagnosis/imaging 

 

Medical data are well known to be noisy in the sense that there are often 

incomplete records, wrongly entered numbers or some other outcome of the 

process of human interaction in a hospital setting. Historically, health 

professionals have applied medical expertise to make diagnostic decisions in the 

presence of imperfect information. Modern IS methods are now available to aid 

this process and some of these are presented in this section. 

Chapter 17, by Empson et al., outlines an approach to find optimal clusters in   

patients who have non-specific low back pain (NSLBP). The results of SOM 

training using clinical data from a study are presented. Clustering is then 

performed using both the k-means (KM) and FCM clustering algorithms to 

enable extraction of the patient subgroup memberships from the SOM. The 

clustering results are shown to have better agreement than when the data is 

clustered directly, and the clusters found fall into clinically recognizable groups. 

The eighteenth chapter, from Alonso-Atienza et al., tackles the detection of 

ventricular fibrillation in its early stages to substantially reduce the risk of sudden 

cardiac death. This, in turn, allows „recovering shock therapy‟ to be administered 

in a timely manner. A number of classification methods have previously been 

proposed, to characterise ventricular fibrillation by temporal, spectral or time-

frequency measurements. There is thus a large amount of information about 

arrhythmia conveyed by the variables present. Here, special attention is given to 

the feature selection problem to discover the most informative features to allow 

effective pathology discrimination. There is a summary of filter and wrapper 

methods from the literature, and a comparative analysis of several representative 

databases. The results obtained are good, and show that significant information 

about ventricular fibrillation may be retrieved by a moderate number of features. 

Further work on increasing the detection accuracy of these schemes, and to 

establish a clinical correspondence of these relevant variables is also discussed. 
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The provision of a decision support tool for the anaesthetist, and modelling 

the knowledge of the anaesthetist in evaluating patients during pre-operative 

assessment are the subjects of the final chapter, by Folland, Hines and Morgan. 

An anaesthetist must decide prior to a surgical operation whether the general 

physical state of the patient is robust enough for the stresses that are a natural 

part of surgery. The work is based on an evolutionary fuzzy mixture model 

(EFMM) based system that encapsulates the decision strategy of an anaesthetist 

in determining patient suitability for surgical anaesthesia.  Methods for 

automatically identifying cardio-respiratory pathology and for fusing this 

information with other patient information are demonstrated.  It is shown that a 

genetic program can evolve the fuzzy system such that classification accuracies 

in excess of ninety per cent can be attained. 

In summary, the chapters on IS techniques and their application to a range of 

problems provides a representative selection of the available methods and their 

effectiveness in real domains. While the field is rapidly evolving with the 

availability of new data and new tools, these chapters clearly indicate the 

importance and potential benefit of synergistically combining the potentials of 

the various techniques in order to be better able to face new challenges. The book 

will be useful to graduate students and researchers in computer science, 

bioinformatics, computational and molecular biology, electrical engineering, 

system science and information technology; both as text and reference book for 

some parts of the curriculum. Moreover, researchers and practitioners in diverse 

industries, and in research and development laboratories will also benefit from 

this book.  

We take this opportunity to thank all the authors for contributing chapters 

related to their current research work that provide the state of the art in advanced 

methods for solving such problems.  

Evor Hines 

Mark Leeson 

Manel Martínez-Ramón 

Matteo Pardo 

Eduard Llobet 

Daciana Iliescu 

Jianhua Yang 

June, 2008 
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Chapter 1 

Optimising the Number of Electronic Nose Sensors 
Needed using Genetic Algorithms and Neural 

Networks 

Jianhua Yang, Evor L. Hines, Daciana D. Iliescu, Mark S. Leeson and Pascal 
Boilot 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Odour classification systems used in machine olfaction, which are often called 
electronic noses (ENs), have been gaining favour in a wide range of industrial 
applications (Hines, Llobet et al. 1999; Llobet, Hines et al. 1999; Gardner, Shin 
et al. 2000; Dutta, Hines et al. 2003). An EN is a device that is designed to detect 
and discriminate among complex odours using a sensor array (Pearce, Schiffman 
et al. 2003). Typically, it comprises three main functional components: a 
sampling unit, a signal processing unit, and an odour classification unit 
(Phaisangittisagul and Nagle 2007). The sampling unit, which is analogous to 
biological olfactory receptors, typically consists of for example an array of gas 
sensors. Unlike traditional analytical methods, EN sensor responses do not 
provide information on the nature of the compounds under investigation, but only 
give a ‘digital fingerprint’ of the odour, which can be subsequently investigated 
by means of data processing methods (Ulivieri, Distante et al. 2006). Thus, the 
composition of the sensor array of an electronic olfactory system is a 
fundamental choice which impacts significantly on the effectiveness of the 
overall system. 

Recent advances in the field of ENs have led to new developments in sensors, 
feature extraction (pre-processing), and data processing techniques (Gardner, 
Boilot et al. 2005). As a result, the user of EN systems is provided with an 
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increased amount of information for the discrimination of odours when using 
multi-sensor arrays. However, even if each sensor is linked to specific classes of 
compounds, not all the sensors contribute to the characterisation of the odour 
which is being analysed (Ballabio, Cosio et al. 2006). Furthermore, not all of 
them are relevant to the particular pattern recognition (PARC) classification task. 
This problem is known as the curse of high dimensionality (Gardner, Boilot et al. 
2005). The aim of sensor selection is to eliminate redundant, noisy, or irrelevant 
sensors and thus find an optimal subset from an array of high dimensionality. By 
optimising the array size, the overall system performance can potentially be 
increased by maximising the information content and hence increasing the 
predictive accuracy. 

PARC analysis has been reported in the literature that determines an optimal 
subset of sensors for machine olfaction. For example, Gardner et al. (2005) 
introduced a modified genetic algorithm (GA) called V-integer GA. In this V-
integer GA, each chromosome was used with integer values from one to a pre-
defined number of features/sensors representing the selected subset of features, 
and evaluated using probabilistic neural network (PNN) classifiers within the 
population. They also compared this V-integer GA with other search methods 
such as sequential forward or backward searches (SFS or SBS) and normal 
(binary) GAs. For the dataset used in their work, SFS achieved over 89% correct 
classification by selecting just three features, whereas SBS needed at least five 
features to reach the same level. With binary genes GAs, the dimensionality is 
reduced by 50–60% and the classification rates are on average 91%. Considering 
eight, six or four features, the optimal subsets returned by the V-integer genes 
GA selections have dimensionality reduced by over 80% and on average achieve 
around 90% correct classification. These results showed that the V-integer genes 
GA approach is an accurate search method when compared to some other feature 
selection techniques such as SFS or SBS. However, in the V-integer GA, the 
number of sensors to be selected has to be defined in advance – in other words, 
there is potentially a lack of flexibility in some application scenarios. 

On the other hand, Ballabio, Cosio et al. (2006) suggested a chemometric 
approach based on a partial ordering technique and the Hasse matrix. In this 
approach, the Hasse matrix can be obtained from each EN data sequence and the 
similarity between two sequences can then be evaluated with the definition of a 
distance between the corresponding Hasse matrices. Since all the signals which 
are temporarily selected are intrinsically ordered, the data provided by the EN 
can also be considered to be sequential data and can consequently be 
characterized as such. In this way, a similarity/diversity measure can thus be 
applied in order to characterize the class discrimination capability of each EN 
sensor. The distance based on the Hasse matrix is then used to link each EN time 
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profile to a meaningful mathematical term (the Hasse matrix), which can be 
subsequently explored using multivariate analysis. However, in this model there 
is an absence of a proper classifier. The consequence of this is that the results of 
sensor selection are not comparable. In their case study, two sensors were 
selected out of a total of 15 to distinguish two features. This result was also 
confirmed by principal component analysis (PCA). However, if the number of 
features increases, PCA may not be able to handle the problem and thus the 
whole method may fail to work efficiently. 

Recently, a Spanish research group (Gualdron, Llobet et al. 2006; Llobet, 
Gualdron et al. 2007) have reported successful techniques for EN sensor 
selection. In the first case (Gualdron, Llobet et al. 2006), by evaluating different 
variable selection techniques (including deterministic and stochastic methods) 
coupled with neural network-based classifiers, they proposed a two-step strategy 
for sensor selection: a coarse selection based on a variance criterion followed by 
a simulated annealing (SA) process based on either the fuzzy ARTMAP or the 
PNN. As a result, a success rate of 91.66% in simultaneous identification was 
obtained using only nine input variables (out of the 120 available) in their 
application. However, in this approach when computing the variance of each 
sensor, dependence (linear and/or nonlinear) between two sensors was not 
considered, and as such the selected subset may still contain redundant features 
and thus may not be the optimal subset. In the second case (Llobet, Gualdron et 
al. 2007), a three-step strategy for feature selection was presented: the first two 
steps were aimed at removing noisy, non-informative and highly collinear 
features; the third step makes use of a stochastic variable selection method (SA) 
to further reduce the number of variables. However, in this approach the 
threshold values for the discrimination ability and collinearity were both set 
heuristically. Therefore it is still possible that irrelevant sensors are not filtered 
out; and vice versa. 

The current chapter is concerned with the application of a GA-based pattern 
classifier to the problem of optimal EN sensor selection (GNMM, Genetic Neural 
Mathematical Method) (Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, 
Hines et al. 2008). Further details about this GNMM technique can be found in 
the chapter titled “A Genetic Algorithm-Based Input Determination Method for 
Neural Networks in the Prediction of Longitudinal Dispersion Coefficient in 
Rivers”. This current chapter is organized as follows: in the next section we will 
give a brief description of different Intelligent Systems (ISs) based PARC 
techniques that can be used in the field of EN data classification. Through this 
description we will show that the combination of GA and MLP is a natural 
choice; after that, we will present an introduction of GNMM and apply it to an 
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EN dataset collected from bacteria that cause eye infection; finally we make our 
conclusions. 

1.2 INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS (ISS) BASED PATTERN RECOGNITION 
(PARC) FOR ELECTRONIC NOSES 

PARC has been a research topic for many years and excellent introductory books 
are available; see for example Bishop (2006) and Theodoridis and Koutroumbas 
(2006). This section provides a short overview of different ISs based PARC 
techniques that have been implemented to analyse EN data. A detailed 
description of these methods can be found in (Hines, Boilot et al. 2003) and a 
recent review was given in (Scott, James et al. 2006). 

Table 1: Classification of ISs-based PARC techniques 

 ANN Fuzzy systems Evolutionary algorithms 
Supervised MLP, PNN, RBF FIS, FCM GA 

Unsupervised SOM Fuzzy ARTMAP  

 

Input
signals

Weights

Output
signal∑

Activation 
functionBias  

 
Figure 1: Illustration of an artificial neuron 

 
Compared with statistical/chemometric methods (e.g. PCA), which are 

parametric based on the assumption that the spread of the sensor data can be 
described by probability density function (PDF), ISs-based PARC techniques 
offer advantages such as learning capabilities, self-organization, generalization 
and noise tolerance. According to the biological inspiration that each model is 
built on, these techniques may be split into three sub-groups: artificial neural 
networks (ANNs), fuzzy systems and evolutionary algorithms. Another criterion 
to group these techniques may be based on the way in which the training pattern 
is being fed into the system: either supervised, unsupervised or reinforecment. 
The classification of some commonly used techniques includes for example 
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multi-layer perceptron (MLP), probabilistic neural network (PNN), radial basis 
function (RBF), self-organizing map (SOM), fuzzy inference systems (FIS), 
fuzzy c-means (FCM), fuzzy ARTMAP, and genetic algorithms (GAs), see Table 
1. 

1.2.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 

Figure 1 is a representation of an artificial neuron. An artificial neuron is a model 
of a biological neuron. Each neuron typically receives signals from outside, or 
from other neurons. When fired, these neurons compute a net input signal as a 
function of the respective weights. The net signal serves as input to the activation 
function using which the neuron then determine the output signal. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: A three-layer MLP 
 

An ANN is a layered network of artificial neurons. It is characterized by three 
main properties: the activation function, the network topology, and the learning 
algorithm (Haykin 1999). The MLP is the most popular arrangement of neurons 
in odour classification. An MLP usually consists of three layers: the input layer, 
the hidden layer and the output layer, as shown in Figure 2. The number of input 
neurons is typically determined to correspond to the number of sensors in the 
array. The number of neurones in the hidden layer is determined experimentally 
and the number of odours to be classified generally determines the number of 
output neurons. The most popular method for training the MLP is based on 
minimisation of a cost function and is known as the back-propagation (BP) 
algorithm (Engelbrecht 2007). In BP, learning iterations (i.e. epochs) consists of 
two phases: in the feedforward pass, the actual output values of the MLP for each 
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training pattern are calculated; in the backward propagation, any error signal is 
propagated back from the output layer toward the input layer. Weights are then 
adjusted as functions of the backpropagated error signal. 

RBF networks are supervised learning paradigms very similar to MLP except 
that they use radial basis transfer functions for the hidden layer rather than linear 
or sigmoid ones. The RBFs operational principle is that it paves the input space 
with overlapping receptive fields, as they classify data using hyper-spheres rather 
than hyper-planes (Lin and Lee 1996). The RBF network is basically trained by a 
hybrid learning rule: unsupervised learning in the input layer and supervised 
learning in the output layer. Hence RBF implementations differ mainly in the 
choice of heuristics used for selecting basis function centres and widths. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Self-organising map with one Kohonen layer 
 

PNNs also have layered structures as in MLPs. Unlike MLPs or RBFs, they 
usually consist of four layers: an input layer stores the new pattern while it is 
serially passed through the hidden layer; a hidden layer computes the Euclidean 
distance between the new pattern and the training set pattern; a 
pattern/summation layer consists of one neuron for each data class and sums the 
outputs from all hidden neurones of each respective data class; and finally a 
decision layer where the estimated probability of the new pattern being a member 
of that data class is computed. By using a Gaussian activation function in the 
hidden layer, a PNN can compute nonlinear decision boundaries which approach 
the Bayes optimal (Specht 1988). 

The SOM is a feed forward unsupervised learning network (Kohonen 2001). 
SOM applied to EN systems typically contain a two-dimensional single layer of 
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neurons in addition to an input layer of branched nodes, as in Figure 3. SOM 
training is based on a competitive learning strategy: measured based on the 
Euclidean distance, the best neuron learns by shifting its weights from inactive 
connections to active ones. Neurons close to the winner are also updated 
according to the neighbourhood relationships. In this way, SOMs effectively 
cluster the input vectors through a competitive learning process, while 
maintaining the topological structure of the input space. 

The main potential drawbacks of the MLP-BP networks are that they quite 
often suffer from becoming stuck in a local minimum and they may require long 
learning periods in order to encode the training patterns. This also holds for 
training the ordinary RBF and SOM networks, since the network parameter 
tuning method resorts to a gradient-descent type algorithm, which normally 
requires iterative and long training (Hoya 2005). In comparison, PNN does not 
require iterative training of the weight vectors. This is probably the reason why 
PNN was used in (Gualdron, Llobet et al. 2006; Llobet, Gualdron et al. 2007). 
On the other hand, however, the PNN is typically limited to applications 
involving relatively small datasets; large datasets would lead to large network 
architectures and may increase the rate of misclassification (Scott, James et al. 
2006). 

 
 

Figure 4: Flowchart of a typical GA 

1.2.2 Fuzzy Systems and Evolutionary Algorithms 

Fuzzy logic is a tool for embedding structured human knowledge into workable 
algorithms (Kecman 2001; Bezdek 2005). Fuzzy logic methods can be used to 
design ISs on the basis of knowledge expressed in a common language. In the 
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field of machine olfaction, it is attractive when odour samples are described by 
olfactory descriptors, such as peppery, floral, or sweet, and intensity attributes, 
such as quite, very, or strong. 

GAs are a powerful optimisation technique, based upon the underlying 
principles of natural evolution and selection (Holland 1992). The main 
procedures in the GA optimisation process are shown in Figure 4. The basic idea 
is to maintain a population of chromosomes, representing candidate solutions to 
the problem being solved. The possible solutions are generally coded as binary 
strings and these strings are equivalent to biological chromosomes. Each bit of 
the binary string (chromosome) is referred to as a gene. A GA starts off with a 
population of randomly generated chromosomes and advances towards better 
chromosomes by applying genetic operators that are based on genetic processes 
occurring in nature (i.e. selection, crossover and mutation) (Mitchell 1996; Haupt 
and Haupt 2004). This process leads to the evolution of populations of 
individuals that are better suited to their environment than the individuals from 
which they were created. 

GAs are well suited to the task of selecting an appropriate combination of 
inputs to a model as they have the ability to search through large numbers of 
combinations, where interdependencies between variables may exist (Reeves and 
Rowe 2003; Rothlauf 2006). Another popular stochastic optimization method 
called simulated annealing (SA), has been used in (Gualdron, Llobet et al. 2006; 
Llobet, Gualdron et al. 2007). Although SA is not biological based, GA and SA 
share very similar theoretical roots (Davis 1987). However, GAs are population-
based approaches, where there is the concept of competition (i.e. selection) 
between candidate solutions to a given problem. Furthermore, SAs generate new 
candidate points in the neighbourhood of the current point, while GAs allow the 
examination of points in the neighbourhood of two (or more) candidate solutions 
via the use of genetic operators such as crossover (De Castro 2006). Therefore, 
GA tends to improve the solution consistently when given more time. 

1.3 THE GENETIC NEURAL MATHEMATICAL METHOD (GNMM) 

From the descriptions in the previous section it is obvious that the PARC 
techniques have relative strengths and weaknesses depending on the application 
being considered. Therefore, it is of interest to explore hybrid methods which for 
example incorporate two (or more) techniques and thus hopefully takes 
advantage of them. Here we utilize a GA-based input determination method for 
ANNs called GNMM (Genetic Neural Mathematical Method) (Yang, Hines et al. 
2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2008). A detailed discussion of 
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GNMM and its applications in the field of civil engineering is presented in the 
chapter titled “A Genetic Algorithm-Based Input Determination Method for 
Neural Networks in the Prediction of Longitudinal Dispersion Coefficient in 
Rivers”. In the rest of the chapter, we will firstly give a brief introduction to 
GNMM in the context of EN data feature selection, and then apply the method to 
an EN dataset to demonstrate its usefulness.  

1.3.1 The Curse of Dimensionality and GNMM 

As mentioned in the section Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), the MLP is the 
most popular arrangement of neurons in odour classification. However, as the 
number of sensors in an EN array increase, the number of weights an MLP 
optimize during training grows exponentially. For example, a fully connected 
array of 10 sensors with 10 neurons in the hidden layer classifying 6 different 
odours would need 160 weights to be learnt. If the number of sensors in this MLP 
increases by 1, the weights would increase by 10. On the other hand, increasing 
the dimensionality rapidly leads to the point where there may not be enough 
training data for the MLP to be trained optimally, in which case the MLP may 
provide a very poor representation of the input/output mapping. This is the 
phenomenon often referred to as the curse of dimensionality (Bishop 1995). Thus, 
the objective of any sensor selection algorithm should be to reduce the 
dimensionality and also realise optimum PARC accuracy. 

The basic idea behind GNMM is that GAs serve as a wrapper technique for 
MLPs to select optimal sensor combinations as inputs; while MLPs perform the 
classification tasks and provide evaluations for each sensor combination. In the 
GA process, as shown in Figure 4, firstly an initial population of chromosomes 
was randomly generated, in which each chromosome consists of as many genes 
as there are elements in the sensor array. The encoding of a gene is binary, 
meaning that a particular sensor is considered as an input variable (represented 
by ‘1’) or not (represented by ‘0’). The assessment of the fitness of a 
chromosome uses the Mean Squared Error (MSE) where a three-layer MLP is 
being trained with the input sensor subset and the output target for a relatively 
small number of epochs. For simplicity the encoding of the target is decimal 
instead of binary, which means that there will always be only one neuron in the 
output layer of the MLP. The GA optimisation process is then realised by altering 
MLP training epochs and the GA’s population size, generation size, crossover 
probability and mutation probability. As a result, sensors which occur most 
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frequently throughout all the populations can therefore be identified. The final 
sensor subset formed by these sensors is the subset that produces the minimal 
classification error. This is the first step in GNMM, i.e. sensor selection. Once 
input sensors are determined, GNMM processes the EN data using an MLP-BP 
for a much larger number of epochs. At this time, the MLP’s internal weights are 
finely adjusted in an attempt to better model the input/output relationship and 
thus to improve the classification accuracy.  

 
Figure 5: Statistics of the dataset 
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Due to the randomness in the GA and MLP initialization, there is uncertainty 

associated with the GAs and MLPs. This means that a sensor combination’s 
performance may not stay constant. In GNMM, this problem is solved by 
applying two techniques: one is introducing an elite group into the GA; that is a 
proportion of the collection of chromosomes that performed best and were made 
exempt from genetic operators are retained in the next generation (Reeves and 
Rowe 2003; Haupt and Haupt 2004). The other is the concept of appearance 
percentage, which is defined as the average of the chance that a sensor appears in 
the winning combination (chromosome). In addition to sensor/feature selection 
and classification, GNMM also offers a mechanism to extract regression rules 
from a trained MLP. This is realised by dividing the input space into four sub-
domains. For a detailed description of GNMM, please see chapter “A Genetic 
Algorithm-Based Input Determination Method for Neural Networks in the 
Prediction of Longitudinal Dispersion Coefficient in Rivers”. 
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1.3.2 The Dataset 

The EN dataset used as the case study has previously been investigated in (Boilot, 
Hines et al. 2002; Gardner, Boilot et al. 2005). The data were collected using a 
Cyranose 320 EN to sample three dilutions of six eye bacteria species. The EN 
comprises of an array of 32 sensors, and each dilution of these six bacteria was 
measured ten times. This gives a total of 180 samples belonging to six categories. 
For details about bacteria that cause eye infections and the experimental 
protocol/methodology, please refer to (Boilot, Hin 2es et al. 200 ). 

Statistics of the dataset are shown in Figure 5, in which STD stands for 
standard deviation and is calculated according to ∑ 1⁄ , where x 
is the data samples for each sensor and n is the total number of samples i.e. 180. 
It can be seen that in Figure 5 the maximum value for each sensor varies within a 
small range. This is because all the signals were produced by the same type of 
carbon black polymer composite resistors. However, the minimum values have a 
bigger variation and so have the mean values, due to the fact that EN sensors 
react differently to different odours. This feature helps to distinguish odours from 
the EN data. It is noticeable that the STD of sensor 8, 23, 24 and 32 are 
considerably higher than others. These findings may indicate sensors that would 
appear in the optimal subset. 

1.3.3 Results and Discussions 

Table 2: GNMM configurations for the EN data 

Case Population Generation Epochs 
1 30 100 20 
2 30 100 50 
3 30 150 20 
4 30 150 50 
5 30 200 20 
6 30 200 50 

GNMM was implemented using MATLAB version 7.2 on a Sun workstation 
equipped with UltraSPARC III (900 MHz) CPUs. As suggested in the literature 
(Schaffer, Caruana et al. 1989), a relatively small population size and large 
mutation/crossover rate can achieve thorough search in the search space. Thus 
the population size was kept small (30) for all GNMM runs and the 
mutation/crossover rate was set to be 0.8/0.01 respectively. For the MLP 
classifier training, the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (a fast variation of BP) 
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was used, and the learning rate was set to be 0.01. For the EN data used in this 
case study, GNMM was run six times. Other configurations of GNMM can be 
seen in Table 2. 

Defining a sensor’s appearance percentage as a sensor’s accumulated 
appearance in the winning chromosome of each generation divided by the total 
number of generations, the appearance percentage of these 32 sensors in each of 
these six cases is shown in Figure 6 (a), (b) and (c), and the mean appearance 
percentage is shown in (d). Apart from illustrating each sensor’s ability to be 
selected in the winning chromosome (i.e. the sensor subset performing the most 
accurate classification), Figure 6 also demonstrates the importance of repeating 
the GA’s optimization processes. For example, sensor 6 performed quite well in 
case 1, 2, 4 and 6; however, this is not the case for case 3 and 5. By calculating 
an averaged ‘appearance’, we now know that the chance of sensor 6 being picked 
in the optimal sensor subset is quite low (~60%). On the other hand, sensor 19 
approaches zero in case 3 and 5. But from Figure 6 (d) it can be seen that sensor 
19 is not the worst one. To summarise Figure 6, by calculating the appearance 
percentage of each sensor, we smooth out the curve formed from a single 
GNMM implementation, and thus minimize the randomness associated with GA 
and MLP. 
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Figure 6: Appearance of each sensor in one case ((a), (b) and (c)) and the mean appearance for all 

cases ((d)) 
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Figure 6 (d) also indicates that the best sensors are not quite distinguishable. 
However, a line can still be drawn to select the most important ones. By drawing 
a line at appearance percentage = 95%, we identified 6 sensors, which are 
illustrated by solid black dots in Figure 6 (d). These sensors and their mean 
appearance percentage are: 1 (96%), 8 (97%), 21 (97%), 23 (96%), 26 (97%) 
and 29 (96%). Reviewing the STDs of this sensor array, where sensor 8, 23, 24 
and 32 are considerably higher than others, it seems reasonable that some sensors 
(8 & 23) which contain the most diverse data were included in this optimal subset. 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 7: Comparisons of the last 50 generations’ RMSE for each case 

 
Figure 7 provides comparisons of the RMSE for the last 50 generations for 

each case. These comparisons can help us understand GNMM’s optimization 
process. Given that the other configurations are the same and only training 
epochs for the MLP classifier vary, which is the case illustrated by Figure 7 (a), 
(b) and (c), it is evident that larger epochs generally produce smaller values and 
variation of the optimization error (see Table 2). On the other hand, if the epochs 
are the same and the generations are different, larger generations normally yield 
lower error as in Figure 7 (d). However, the most outstanding feature that can be 
found from Figure 7 is that later generations do not necessarily generate better 
performance. This finding, from another point of view, validates the importance 
of the mean appearance percentage. 
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Once the optimal subset is found, GNMM’s implementation goes into the 
next stage – classification. In the first step, the whole EN data were randomly 
divided into two subsets: one for training and one for validation. As a result, 
GNMM achieved 100% accuracy for both subsets. In the second step, the data 
were randomly divided into three equal subsets: one for training, one for testing, 
and one for validation. Once again, GNMM achieved 100% classification rate in 
recognizing the training and validation subsets. For the testing set, a 93% 
accuracy was achieved. 

The optimal subset selected by GNMM ({1, 8, 21, 23, 26, 29}) is different 
compared with results obtained by (Boilot, Hines et al. 2002; Gardner, Boilot et 
al. 2005) ({8, 11, 15, 23, 31, 32}), who applied an integer-base GA using PNN 
classification rate as the fitness function. However, in their work, there is an 
absence of a mechanism that minimizes GA’s randomness. As we already know 
from Figure 6 that a GA’s single run may not be representative of its overall 
performance, it is therefore necessary to run GA several times. Furthermore, a 
100% and 93% classification rate compares favourably with the results from the 
previous work (90.6%) using the above six-sensor subset ({8, 11, 15, 23, 31, 32}). 

1.4 CONCLUSIONS 

To conclude, in this chapter, we introduced a GA-based sensor selection 
technique for EN data called GNMM. GNMM uses MLPs as the classification 
engine. However, it separates the optimal sensor subset selection process from 
the final classification. By repeating the GA sensor selection process several 
times and applying a technique call appearance percentage, GNMM is able to 
minimize the randomness associated with GAs and MLPs. By utilizing GAs to 
identify optimal sensors that are being input into MLP classifiers, GNMM 
simplifies the classifier – MLPs – structure and makes the final classification 
process more efficient.  

The effectiveness of GNMM is demonstrated by means of case study data, 
which has previously been explored by other authors using various methods. The 
number of sensors selected (i.e. 6) was deliberately made the same as those that 
have appeared in the literature. By comparing the results generated by GNMM to 
those presented in the literature, the effectiveness of this methodology is 
demonstrated. 
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Chapter 2 

A Comprehensive Study of Sensor Responses to Fat 

Food Aroma – Using Genetic Algorithms and Neural 

Networks: The Particular Case of Virgin Olive Oil 

Diego L. García-González and Ramón Aparicio 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Systems based on sensor arrays or electronic noses (ENs) have proven to be 

rapid, objective and non-destructive instruments to analyse food aroma (García-

González and Aparicio, 2002a). Since most of the volatile compounds originate 

from the oxidation of lipids, the EN has significant potential for application in 

odour analysis of fatty products. Several sensor systems, most of them based on 

metal oxide sensors, have been applied to evaluate fatty food aroma. In the 

particular area of virgin olive oil aroma, some applications have been developed 

to classify samples using ‘quality categories’ (García-González and Aparicio, 

2003), variety (Cimato et al. 2006) or geographical area of origin (Pardo et al. 

2000). However, such systems are not being extensively exploited in the food 

industry yet despite their potential as an on-line screening method and the 

profusion of literature in recent years reporting promising results. This delay in 

extensive application of such techniques is partially due to for example the 

difficulty in finding agreement between sensor responses and human odour 

perceptions; hence this results in a lack of understanding of the ‘information’ 

being provided via such sensors. A study of the relationship between both kinds 

of information - chemical, from the compounds, and physico-chemical, from 

sensor signals - requires further ‘information’ as to which volatiles are mainly 
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responsible for the overall sensor response as well as in the determination of their 

contribution to the aroma.  

Any study intended to identify the relationship between odours and sensor 

responses should take into account the fact that odours are generally defined in 

qualitative and quantitative terms. In other words, from the chemical point of 

view the perception and intensity of an odour are understood to be determined by 

the presence and concentration of volatile compounds (Figure 1). On the other 

hand, from the standpoint of sensory perception, the aroma is characterized by 

odour intensity, odour threshold, and their corresponding descriptive attributes. 

In addition, the sensor responses do not only depend on the presence of 

compounds interacting with sensitive material, but also on many other 

parameters that are involved such as type of sensitive material, flow and type of 

carrier gas, and the kinetics of the adsorption/desorption processes. In order to 

define the relationships between these three aspects - aroma, EN data, and 

volatile compounds - a new methodology needs to be developed to express the 

agreement between sensor response, concentration of individual compounds, and 

sensory characteristics of each one of them.  
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Figure 1: Schematic of the relationships between aroma and electronic nose data by means of the 

volatile composition of the sample. 
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The present chapter describes a novel approach whose objective is to quantify 

the individual contribution of volatile compounds to the overall metal oxide gas 

sensor responses when they are exposed to the sensitive material. The potential 

of this methodology for routine analysis of food aroma in contrast to 

conventional ENs is also discussed. In addition this chapter explores the 

possibility of using sensors as an alternative to classical chromatographic 

detectors. The use of a sensor array as a gas chromatographic (GC) detector 

system opens up the option wherein it can be used in tandem with other 

analytical techniques since sensors, unlike GC detector systems, are not sample 

destructive. Furthermore, a sensor array used as a detector allows us to obtain as 

much information as possible from the sample aroma and the content of the 

volatiles that have a major odour impact; once the appropriate sensors are 

selected. Such a methodology will provide more information than a GC 

chromatogram or single EN sensor responses. The peculiarities, problems, 

solutions and feasibility of this approach will be explored in this chapter in the 

framework of the particular case of virgin olive oil as a good example of fatty 

food aroma. 

2.2 BACKGROUND 

Some attempts to interpret the meaning of EN sensor data have been made 

through, for example, studies of the correlation between sensor signals and the 

concentrations of volatile compounds in the food quantified by GC (García-

González and Aparicio, 2002b). An alternative to this method is the sequential 

analysis of the standards of the volatiles that are commonly present in the target 

food (García-González et al. 2007). However, food aroma is typically due to the 

presence of several hundred volatiles, which makes this approach difficult to 

implement. Furthermore, that procedure does not take into account the synergic 

and masking effects between odorants when interacting with sensor surface. A 

new approach based on the separation of the volatiles followed by their 

sequential exposure to sensors makes it possible to investigate the individual 

contribution of each volatile to the overall sensor response but now taking into 

account the actual concentration of the volatile in the sample and the possible 

interaction between volatiles. For this purpose, a silica column is coupled to a 

sensor array in order to collect a sequential series of sensor responses, each one 
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of them being the result of the interaction between a single compound, or a small 

group of compounds, and the sensor sensitive material.   

The coupling of GC with an EN (GC-EN) has previously been used to 

correlate the intensity of sensor signals with the structure of volatile compounds 

(Kohl et al., 2000; Masila et al. 1999), to analyse simple mixtures of volatiles 

(Williams and Pappas, 1999) or to remove a masking component (Ragazzo-

Sánchez et al., 2005). Other research groups are investigating the pros and cons 

of micromachined gas chromatographic columns in-tandem with sensor arrays 

(Zampolli et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the coupling of gas chromatography-sensor 

array (GC-EN) has not been used yet to analyse food aroma composed of a 

complex mixture of volatile compounds such as virgin olive oil. In such 

foodstuffs, the variety of volatile compounds, together with the slow baseline 

recovery of most of sensor types, prevents a complete separation of compounds 

in terms of sensor response. Therefore, the hyphenated technique GC-EN could 

only be applied to complex food aroma after the experimental variables have 

been optimised and the choice of an appropriate data processing strategy to 

extract ‘information’; even when the peaks in the sensor signals are due to more 

than one compound delivered from the column, has been made. Furthermore, the 

interpretation of results provided by GC-EN is in need of a prior in-depth 

knowledge and experience of the volatile compounds responsible for food aroma.      

2.3 CORRELATION STUDIES BETWEEN VOLATILE COMPOSITION 

AND SENSOR RESPONSES 

The objective of this study is to compare the results obtained with a separative 

technique GC with those obtained by a non separative technique such as ENs. 

This comparison is carried out under the assumption that both techniques behave 

in a similar way when a compound is analysed at different concentrations. Also, 

it must be assumed that the volatile compounds interact with the sensitive 

material to the same degree either if they are isolated or in combination with 

others. These two assumptions may be questioned when this approach is applied 

to foods with a complex aroma where the concurrence of interactions of many 

volatile compounds with the sensors may cause synergistic and/or antagonistic 

processes. However, this procedure is appropriate in the case of volatiles that are 

present at sufficient concentration to produce high sensor responses. The authors 

carried out a study to interpret the sensor responses to ‘sensory defects’ of virgin 

olive oil (Garcia-Gonzalez and Aparicio, 2002b). Figure 2 shows the responses 
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of a metal oxide semi-conductor (MOS) sensor to virgin olive oil subjected to 

oxidation by UV irradiation, the concentration of hexanal in the sample is 

quantified by GC, and the intensity of the rancid attribute according to the 

official sensory assessment (EC, 2003). The evolution of the three types of 

‘information’ over time is quite similar, which proves that a relationship may be 

found by a correlation study despite the fact that many other volatiles also 

interact with the sensors. The correlation study carried out in this work suggests 

that the sensor response is correlated with the concentration of hexanal and the 

scores for the rancid attribute produced regression coefficients higher than 

0.85%. Similar results were found when the correlation study was carried out 

with other sensory defects (such as fusty, winey-vinegary) and other volatile 

compounds (e.g. acetic acid) (García-González and Aparicio, 2000c).      
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Figure 2: Results of an oxidation process of the samples irradiated with an ultraviolet beam for 12 

days: rancid sensory defect evaluated by panellists, hexanal quantified by DHS-GC, and the 

maximum values of the first windowed time slicing of sensors 1 and 6. Results fitted by the least-

square algorithm (García-González and Aparicio, 2002). 

However, the aroma of food samples are composed of many volatile 

compounds that are present at a wide range of concentration. Table 1 shows the 

volatile compounds identified in virgin olive oil. Based on this information the 

indication is that it is difficult to reach credible conclusions from the results if the 

samples selected for a correlation study do not include all the quality levels and 

all the possible concentration values for all the compounds. Thus, Table 2 shows 

the results of a correlation study between the responses of two types of MOS 

sensors (Cr3O2 doped with Ti, and SnO2 doped with Pd and Pt) and the 
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concentration data of volatiles quantified in 14 virgin olive oils of different 

categories of quality and six oil standards with the following defects; bitter fusty, 

winey-vinegar, muddy-sediment and rancid.  

Compounds that were correlated with the sensor responses at a regression 

coefficient R>0.80 (R1 in Table 2) were hexanal, 2-heptanone, ethanol, 2-

methyl-3-buten-2-ol, 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one, octanal, and acetic acid. 

However, when the correlation study was carried out considering only those oils 

of good quality (extra-virgin and virgin categories), other volatile compounds 

also showed regression coefficients higher than 0.80 (R2 in Table 2) in the case 

of Cr3O2 sensor, such as (E)-2-hexenal and (Z)-3-hexenyl acetate, characterized 

by bitter almond and fruity odour respectively. On the other hand, in this second 

correlation study, only the responses of SnO2 sensors were highly correlated with 

the concentration of 1-octanol. This fact indicates that these sensors only show 

high responses with volatiles that are present at high concentration in olive oils 

with low quality, while the Cr3O2 sensors employed in this study are sensitive to 

those volatile compounds characteristics of high quality olive oils. 

The volatile compounds that are correlated with the sensor responses may not 

be necessarily significant from a sensory point of view since only those volatile 

compounds with an odour threshold lower than their actual concentrations may 

be perceived by the human nose. Therefore, in order to provide an appropriate 

sensory interpretation of the sensor responses, data for concentration and odour 

thresholds expressed as odour activity values (OAV) should be considered; OAV 

being the ratio between the odour threshold and the concentration in the sample 

and it is higher than 1 for those compounds that are actual contributors to the 

food aroma. Table 3 shows the range of concentration for some volatile 

compounds quantified in the extra virgin olive oil (high quality) and lampante 

olive oil (low quality), and the odour thresholds for each one of them. Thus, 

important volatiles in lampante oils in terms of their contribution to sensor 

responses, and their sensory perception, are acetic acid, (Z)-3-hexenyl acetate, 

ethanol, hexanal, (E)-2-hexenal, 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one and ethyl propanoate. 

On the other hand, concerning virgin olive oils with good quality, fewer 

compounds can be highlighted. However, it is well known that the sensors show 

a response when they are exposed to the aroma of virgin olive oil, and this fact 

points out that a correlation study is not enough to explain the sensor responses. 
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Table 1: Some of the volatile compounds identified in different categories of virgin olive oil by 

several researchers.  Note: numbers in brackets correspond to compounds in Figure 3.  

Aldehydes Alcohols Esters 

Acetaldehyde Methanol Methyl acetate (2) 

2-Methylbutanal Ethanol Ethyl acetate (3) 

3-Methylbutanal 2-Methyl-1-butanol Butyl acetate 

2-Methyl-2-butenal 3-Methyl-1-butanol (10) 2-Methylbutyl acetate 

Pentanal 2-Methyl-3-butenol Isopentyl acetate 

(E)-2-Pentenal 2-Methyl-1-propanol Hexyl acetate (12) 

(Z)-2-Pentenal 1-Pentanol 2-Hexenyl acetate 

Hexanal (7) 3-Pentanol 3-Hexenyl acetate 

2-Hexenal 1-Penten-3-ol (Z)-3-Hexenyl acetate (13) 

(E)-2-Hexenal (11) (Z)-2-Pentenol Octyl acetate 

(Z)-2-Hexenal 3-Hexen-1-ol 2-Ethylphenyl acetate 

3-Hexenal (E)-3-Hexen-1-ol (15) Benzyl acetate 

(Z)-3-Hexenal (Z)-3-Hexen-1-ol (16) Phenethyl acetate 

2,4-Hexadienal 2-Hexen-1-ol Ethyl propanoate (4) 

Heptanal (E)-2-Hexen-1-ol (17) Propyl propanoate 

(E)-2-Heptenal (Z)-2-Hexen-1-ol Ethyl 2-methylpropanoate 

(Z)-2-Heptenal 4-Hexen-1-ol Propyl 2-methylpropanoate 

2,4-Heptadienal 1-Hexanol (14) Methyl butanoate 

Octanal 1-Heptanol Ethyl butanoate 

(E)-2-Octenal 1-Octanol Methyl 2-methylbutanoate 

Nonanal 1-Octen-3-ol (19) Ethyl 2-methylbutanoate 

(E)-2-Nonenal 2-Octen-1-ol Methyl 3-methylbutanoate 

2,4-Nonadienal 1-Nonanol Ethyl 3-methylbutanoate 

(E)-2-Decenal 1-Decanol Butyl 3-methylbutanoate 

Decanal (20) Lavandulol Methyl pentanoate 

2,4-Decadienal Linalool Methyl hexanoate 

(E)-2-Undecenal Benzyl alcohol Ethyl hexanoate 

 2-Phenylethanol Methyl heptanoate 

Ketones Α-Terpineol Methyl octanoate 

2-Butanone 1,3-Butanediol 3-Methyl-2-butyl acetate (9) 

2-Propanone (1)    

3-Methyl-2-butanone Hydrocarbons Phenols 

3-Pentanone (5) 2-Methylbutane Anisole 

4-Methyl-2-pentanone 2-Methylpentane  

1-Penten-3-one 3-Methylpentane Ethers 

2-Hexanone Hexane Diethyl ether 

2-Heptanone Hexene 1,8-Cineole 
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Table 1: Some of the volatile compounds identified in different categories of virgin olive oil by 

several researchers.  Note: numbers in brackets correspond to compounds in Figure 3. (Continued)  

Ketones (Cont.) Hydrocarbons (Cont.) Acids 

6-Methyl-5-hepten-2-one Heptane Acetic acid (18) 

2-Octanone Octane Butanoic acid 

3-Octanone 1-Octene Pentanoic acid 

2-Nonanone Nonane Propanoic acid 

Acetophenone Tridecene Hexanoic acid 

 Pentene dimers Heptanoic acid 

Sulfur compounds Methylbenzene (6)  

3-Isopropenylthiophene Styrene Furans 

2,5-Diethylthiophene Ethyl benzene (8) Ethylfuran 

2-Ethyl-5-hexylthiophene Limonene 2-Propylfuran 

  3-Propylfuran 

  3-Methyl-2-pentylfuran 

  2-Propyldihydrofuran 

  3,4-Methyl-3-pentenyl furan 

 

Table 2: Regression coefficients (R) between the concentration values of volatile compounds 

quantified in olive oil by SPME-GC and sensor responses.  Note: R1, Regression coefficients 

obtained with virgin olive oils of all categories; R2, Regression coefficients obtained when only 

high quality oils were considered.   

Volatile compound 
Cr3O2 + Ti Sensors SnO2+Pb+Pt Sensors 

R1 R2 R1 R2 

Hexanal 0.80 0.90 0.48 0.67 

2-Heptanone 0.85 0.86 0.68 0.67 

Ethanol 0.94 0.56 0.87 0.64 

2-Methyl-3-buten-2-ol 0.92 0.83 0.85 0.44 

6-Methyl-5-hepten-2-one 0.91 0.89 0.84 0.44 

Octanal 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.68 

1-Octanol 0.21 0.42 0.48 0.83 

Acetic Acid 0.81 0.53 0.82 0.46 

(E)-2-Hexenal 0.49 0.89 0.49 0.69 

Octane 0.62 0.87 0.39 0.30 

Ethyl Propanoate  0.20 0.83 0.24 0.57 

Pentanal 0.69 0.85 0.57 0.46 

1-Penten-3-ol 0.37 0.85 0.42 0.68 

(Z)-3-Hexenyl acetate 0.57 0.84 0.62 0.62 

1-Penten-3-one 0.14 0.82 0.27 0.76 

2-Methyl-3-Buten-2-ol 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.46 

(E)-3-Hexen-1-ol 0.32 0.80 0.34 0.42 
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Table 3: Concentration range (mg/kg), sensory characteristics, and odour threshold (mg/kg) of 

some of the compounds quantified in virgin olive oil (VOO).  

Compound 

Concentration in non-lampante 

VOO 

vs. lampante VOOa 

Sensory Characteristic Threshold 

Acetic acid  (trb) vs. (0.01-128.35) Bitter-pungent odour 0.50 

(Z)-3-Hexenyl acetate  (1.10-2.10) vs. (1.7-3.10) Green or fruity banana 0.70 

Ethanol  (2.25-6.59) vs. (3.6-57.91) Alcohol 30.00 

2-Heptanone  (0.01-0.20) vs. (0.13-0.60) Fruity 0.40 

Hexanal  (0.56-3.43) vs. (2.48-13.95) Green, fat 0.08 

(E)-2-Hexenal  (0.07-1.04) vs. (0.29-8.64) Bitter almond 0.42 

2-Methyl-3-buten-2-ol  (tr-0.03) vs. (0.04-0.29) Herbaceous, land, oily 0.50 

6-Methyl-5-hepten-2-one  (0.03-0.08) vs. (0.15-3.15) Pungent, mushroom, gum 1.00 

Octanal  (0.11-0.13) vs. (0.15-0.20) Fat 0.32 

Octane  (0.01-0.03) vs. (0.26-3.85) Sweet, alkane 0.94 

Pentanal  (0.039-0.47) vs. (0.48-1.64) Wood, fat 0.24 

Ethyl propanoate  (0.01-0.04) vs. (0.15-6.66) Ether, intense fruity 0.10 

       NOTE: a, it includes standard of oils with defects;  b, trace. 

The results shown in Table 2 prove that the correlation study between the 

sensor responses and the volatile composition is greatly affected by the selection 

of samples. Therefore, in the case of foods with complex aroma it is difficult to 

reach a generalized theory about which volatile compounds are responsible for a 

sensor response since it depends on the kind of volatiles and their concentration 

in each sample analysed for the correlation study. However, this approach is 

valid for foods with simpler odours, or to estimate the relative significance of 

some volatiles (e.g. hexanal or ethanol in olive oil) contributing to the responses. 

In addition to this limitation, a correlation study does not consider the masking 

and synergy effects between compounds interacting with the sensors. Further to 

these drawbacks, the high regression coefficients of some compounds may not be 

due to their relationships with sensor responses but due to high correlation with 

the concentration of other compounds that do interact with the sensors (e.g. 

correlation between acids and esters in olive oil). As a consequence, any study to 

elucidate the volatile compounds contributing to sensor response should be 

supported by experimental approaches other than mathematical relationships. 

Another mathematical approach to relate the information from volatile 

compounds and sensor responses is the projection of both types of information 

onto a PCA plot. Figure 3 shows the PCA plot of the sensor responses of 12 

sensors (coded with numbers 1-12), 6 of them composed of Cr2O3 (doped with 

Ti) and the other 6 composed of SnO2 (doped with Pd+Pt). This PCA 
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corresponded to 14 samples of virgin olive oil from the categories lampante (low 

quality) and non-lampante (extra-virgin and virgin oils). Only the compounds 

that showed differences in their concentration between lampante and non-

lampante oils are displayed in order to facilitate interpretation; codes in brackets 

correspond to the compounds shown in Table 1.  
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Figure 3: Projection of the information on volatile compounds onto a PCA of sensor responses.  

Note: Codes correspond to volatile compounds shown in Table 1.  

 

The first conclusion that can be inferred from Figure 3 is that there are two 

types of sensors: sensors 2-5 and, in another group, sensors 1, and 6-12. The 

responses of the first set of sensor are highly correlated with the concentration of 

compounds responsible for green attributes such as hexyl acetate (12), (E)-3-

hexen-1-ol (15), 1-hexanol (14), (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol (16), (E)-2-hexenal (11),  (E)-
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2-hexen-1-ol (17), (Z)-3-hexenyl acetate (13) (Aparicio and Morales 1998). The 

second set of sensors (S1, S6-S12), on the other hand, is located in the same 

quadrants as volatile compounds that are typically quantified at high 

concentrations in low quality oils (lampante), such as ethyl benzene (8), 2-

methyl-butyl acetate (9), acetic acid (18), 3-methyl-1-butanol (10), 2-propanone 

(1), ethyl acetate (3), ethyl propanoate (4), decanal (20), 1-octen-3-ol (19), 3-

pentanone (5), methylbenzene (6) (Morales et al. 2005).   

This result shows that these sensors will be likely to be able to differentiate 

high quality oils from the low quality ones but at the same time it suggests that 

there is ‘overlapping information’ that must be removed before it would be 

appropriate to try to develop ‘mathematical model’ to try to classify the samples. 

The results from PCA projection, however, should be cautiously considered as 

they are the results of ‘mathematical correlations’ rather than experimental data. 

Thus, as has been said, a high correlation does not necessarily mean a high 

sensitivity to a volatile compound. Therefore, these results should be further 

verified by somehow exposing the sensors to individual compounds.  

2.4 INTERPRETATION OF THE SENSOR RESPONSES BY MEANS OF 

THE ANALYSES OF STANDARDS OF VOLATILE COMPOUNDS 

An experimental alternative to determine the most important volatile compounds 

interacting with sensors and producing high responses is the systematic analysis 

of pure compounds diluted in an odourless vegetable oil (refined). Even though 

the headspace of virgin olive oil is composed of more than 100 hundred volatile 

compounds, a group of them can be selected based on previous experience and 

this subset is considered to be sufficient for this study. Thus, one strategy entails 

using dilutions of a set of standards at the same concentration. This experimental 

design makes it possible to compare the relative importance of volatile 

compounds contributing to the whole sensor response. Tables 4 and 5 show the 

relative response of a sensor array to a series of standards in refined oil at 

5mg/kg. The normalization of the responses has been performed by assigning a 

value 1 to the volatile compound that produces the maximum response within 

each sensor. The results reveal that the compounds that induce higher sensor 

responses are ethanol, (Z)-2-penten-1-ol, 2-methyl-1-propanol, (E)-2-hexenal, 

hexanal, acetic acid, 3-methyl-1-butanol, 3-methyl-butanal, 3-pentanone, 2-

pentanone, 1-pentanol.     
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Table 4: Standardized responses of Cr3O2 sensors –doped with Ti- (S1-S12) to 5 mg/kg of volatile 

compound standards in refined oil. The responses were standardized by the maximum value 

obtained in each sensor. 

Volatile Compound S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 

Octane 0.54 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.19 

Ethyl acetate 0.68 0.14 0.18 0.19 0.14 0.10 

3-Methylbutanal 0.91 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.69 0.79 

Ethanol 0.80 0.47 0.59 0.67 0.57 0.48 

Ethyl propanoate 0.73 0.17 0.25 0.25 0.19 0.14 

3-Pentanone 0.98 0.63 0.96 0.89 0.69 0.55 

Hexanal 0.95 0.52 0.80 0.73 0.54 0.37 

2-Methyl-1-propanol 0.86 0.94 0.81 0.95 0.93 1.00 

Ethylbenzene 0.55 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.20 0.23 

3-Methyl-1-butanol 0.75 0.82 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.68 

(E)-2-Hexenal 1.00 0.70 0.93 0.94 0.54 0.32 

1-Pentanol 0.92 0.64 0.77 0.83 0.57 0.50 

Hexyl acetate 0.66 0.14 0.23 0.20 0.16 0.10 

(Z)-3-Hexenyl acetate 0.53 0.31 0.24 0.26 0.25 0.23 

(Z)-2-Penten-1-ol 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.73 

6-Methyl-5-hepten-2-one 0.94 0.29 0.43 0.41 0.28 0.18 

1-Hexanol 0.86 0.40 0.57 0.58 0.40 0.31 

(Z)-3-Hexen-1-ol 0.93 0.52 0.68 0.65 0.44 0.33 

Acetic acid 0.82 0.41 0.49 0.52 0.51 0.46 

1-Octen-3-ol 0.94 0.34 0.46 0.45 0.32 0.24 

Decanal 0.78  0.45 0.47 0.45 0.34 0.32 

                NOTE: Values higher than 0.80 have been written in bold Italics. 

 

Regarding the type of sensors, the Cr3O2 sensors are characterized by a high 

response to (Z)-2-pentan-1-ol, a medium response to ethanol, 6-methyl-5-hepten-

2-one, (Z)-3-hexena-1-ol, among others, and a low or insignificant response to 

esters (ethyl acetate, isobutyl acetate, hexyl acetate). On the other hand, ethanol 

is by far the compound that produces highest responses in SnO2 sensors. Unlike 

the Cr3O2 sensors, the SnO2 sensors show a medium response to the esters 

included in this study, and their relative response to (E)-hexenal is slightly higher 

as well. 
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Table 5: Standardized responses of SnO2 sensors – doped with Pb and Pt- (S7-S12) to 5 mg/kg of 

volatile compound standards in refined oil. The responses were standardized by the maximum 

value obtained in each sensor. 

Volatile Compounds S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 

Octane 0.52 0.46 0.66 0.44 0.16 0.09 

Ethyl acetate 0.79 0.50 0.73 0.45 0.14 0.20 

3-Methylbutanal 0.80 0.86 0.92 0.94 0.19 0.19 

Ethanol 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Ethyl propanoate 0.77 0.52 0.77 0.77 0.08 0.13 

3-Pentanone 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.25 0.24 

Hexanal 0.78 0.76 0.80 0.83 0.19 0.18 

2-Methyl-1-propanol 0.78 0.88 0.95 0.90 0.01 0.04 

Ethylbenzene 0.66 0.67 0.73 0.52 0.20 0.14 

3-Methyl-1-butanol 0.76 0.74 0.89 0.83 0.11 0.07 

(E)-2-Hexenal 0.79 0.76 0.79 0.89 0.11 0.12 

1-Pentanol 0.80 0.77 0.87 0.85 0.12 0.15 

Hexyl acetate 0.54 0.48 0.61 0.41 0.03 0.03 

(Z)-3-Hexenyl acetate 0.67 0.79 0.76 0.58 0.06 0.01 

(Z)-2-Penten-1-ol 0.80 0.77 0.81 0.80 0.16 0.10 

6-Methyl-5-hepten-2-one 0.61 0.55 0.69 0.58 0.06 0.07 

1-Hexanol 0.67 0.64 0.76 0.66 0.05 0.07 

(Z)-3-Hexen-1-ol 0.66 0.70 0.70 0.61 0.08 0.08 

Acetic acid 0.84 0.80 0.80 0.75 0.25 0.26 

1-Octen-3-ol 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.74 0.06 0.02 

Decanal 0.68 0.70 0.76 0.60 0.19 0.17 

                NOTE: Values higher than 0.80 have been written in bold Italics. 

 

On the whole, the sensors were sensitive to alcohols, aldehydes and ketones, 

whereas they show low sensitivity to esters and hydrocarbons. Nevertheless, in 

this study the concentration of the compounds has been set at a fixed value (5 

mg/kg) for an easier interpretation of results while the actual concentration 

values of these compounds in real samples cover a wide range that makes a 

complete study very difficult to address it.  

Figure 4 shows the response of a sensor to different concentration of 6 

compounds diluted in refined oil (0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0 mg/kg). 

From the figure it may be concluded that the highest responses corresponded to 
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(E)-hexenal, ethanol and hexanal, while acetic acid, hexanol and 6-methyl-5-

heptene-2-one induce medium responses; and finally the esters showed the 

lowest intensity. However, this distinction is hard to make at low concentrations 

at which some of the esters (e.g. hexyl acetate) may produce responses higher 

than other compounds. Thus, a study of responses of standards based on a single 

concentration, although providing valuable information and being easy to 

interpret, may lead to incorrect conclusions that cannot be extrapolated to real 

samples where the compounds are present at different concentrations; and where 

they interact with each other. However, this approach is useful since it is 

indicative of the relative importance of some volatiles in the sensors response, 

such as the acetic acid in oils with winey-vinegary defect (García-González and 

Aparicio, 2002c) or hexanal in rancid oil (García-González and Aparicio, 2002b). 

The analysis of standards is also useful to help classify a set of sensors into 

different groups and in predicting their behaviour when they are exposed to real 

samples or to explain retrospectively results already obtained (García-González 

et al. 2007). 
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Figure 4: Responses of a Cr2O3 sensor (doped with Ti) to different concentration of volatile 

compounds that produce high (doted lines), medium (continuous line) and low responses (dashed 

line). Note: Maximum response, raw data; compounds diluted in refined oil.  
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2.5 COUPLING GC AND ELECTRONIC NOSE AS AN EXPERIMENTAL 

APPROACH TO CHEMICAL EXPLANATION OF SENSOR 

SIGNALS. 

The sensor systems or electronic noses (EN) have shown to be fine instruments 

for determining virgin olive oil aroma. An EN is a device composed of an array 

of gas sensors that have non-selective responses to volatiles but makes it possible 

to build a pattern recognition algorithm from the multivariate data analysis of the 

whole set of sensor signals. The response of MOS sensors are commonly 

characterised by a curve with adsorption and desorption slopes that correspond to 

the deposition and subsequent combustion of the volatile compounds on the hot 

MOS film of the sensor. This characteristic signal does not explain to which 

volatiles the sensor is sensitive since the response is the result of the concomitant 

adsorption processes of all the volatiles that occur as soon as they reach the 

sensor chamber. Although mathematical algorithms such as windowed time 

slicing (WTS) (Garcia-Gonzalez and Aparicio, 2002c), allow us to extract more 

information from the raw response, obtaining better classification rates, they still 

do not provide any kind of ‘chemical knowledge’ of the sensor signals that may 

be directly related with sensory attributes. Thus, a quality classification of virgin 

olive oils by means of sensors has as a main drawback the fact that it is 

impossible to determine whether the classification is based on volatiles that 

actually contribute to virgin olive oil aroma or not.   

As has been described in a previous section, the study of the ‘correlation’ 

between the concentration of volatile compounds and the responses of the 

sensors provide certain useful information to determine the sensitivity of the 

sensors to some volatiles. But the relationship between sensors and volatiles 

observed using this method do not have any experimental basis and they are thus 

merely ‘mathematical correspondences’. On the other hand, an experimental 

verification of this relationship can be realised by the coupling of a gas 

chromatograph that would separate the volatile compounds of the samples prior 

to being analysed by the sensors. This experimental methodology would ensure 

that the compounds are transferred to the sensors at the concentrations that they 

are present in the samples.   
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2.5.1 Set up of a coupled system GC-EN: Experimental considerations 

Figure 5 shows the schematic of the coupling of a chromatograph and a sensor 

system. In the resulting instrumented system the sensor array is connected to a 

flame ionization detector (FID) at the end of the chromatographic column. Thus, 

this column separates the compounds by their polarity (according to their Kovats 

Index) and they are sequentially released into a sensor chamber where they 

interact with the sensors. As a consequence, the sensors individually respond to 

the volatiles one at a time and with this strategy they provide information about 

the relative sensitivity for each compound.  
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Figure 5: Coupling a gas chromatograph to a sensor array of MOS sensors. 

 

 

The sensor response recorded during the experiment (Figure 6) is the results 

of the deposition of volatiles on the sensor grid which means a variation of the 

sensor resistance. Thus, the sensor response, concerning both the height and the 

breadth of the peak is related to the sensor sensitivity to the volatile and the 
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volatile concentration. Both variables, height and breadth expressed in the time 

domain, may be related to the peaks of the chromatogram obtained from the FID 

output.  
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Figure 6: Sensorgram of a Cr3O2 sensor (A), its first derivative (B) and the chromatogram of 

volatiles (C) of an extra virgin olive oil.  
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Due to the similitude between the sensor response in the GC-EN and the 

chromatogram the former will be henceforth referred to as a sensorgram. As the 

sensor response is slower than the output of the GC ionization detector, the 

response consists of a series of adsorption and desorption slopes, some of them 

caused by the combined action of several volatile compounds that are released by 

the GC column in a short time frame. Furthermore, the sensor’s relatively slow 

response does not allow a complete recovery of the baseline in the experiments 

till the end of the process. In order to individualize the contribution of each 

volatile - a peak can be the result of the contribution of several volatiles, as has 

been mentioned - the first derivative is calculated for the whole sensorgram after 

applying the smooth Savitsky-Golay algorithm. Thus, the resulting sensorgram is 

much easier to compare with its corresponding chromatogram to assign most of 

the peaks to the volatile compounds that are being released by the column, as 

shown in Figure 5. This figure shows a delay of several minutes in the response 

of the sensor in comparison with the GC detector as a consequence of a rapid 

response to the absorption of the volatiles at the sensor surface but a lengthy 

desorption of them. This sensor behaviour makes the sensor response to a virgin 

olive oil sample much more complicated to explain. Thus, Figure 6 shows the 

response of two sensors (Cr3O2 doped with Ti and SnO2 doped with Pd and Pt) to 

three chemical compounds – 1-hexanol, (Z)-3-Hexen-1-ol and (E)-3-Hexen-1-ol 

– that are present in a virgin olive oil and are sequentially released by the GC 

column. The first two sensorgrams (A) correspond to the raw data from the 

sensors, and they show that there is apparently a broad peak per sensor response 

though the response of sensor S1 shows a shoulder in the peak left slope. The 

first derivative of the raw responses (B) reveals the information embedded in the 

broad peak, such as the responses to (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol and (E)-3-hexen-1-ol 

which are preceded by the response to 1-hexanol. According to the relative 

height of the signals for these compounds it can be inferred that the sensors show 

poor sensitivity to 1-hexanol, while the compounds responsible for this broad 

band are mostly (E)-3-hexen-1-ol and (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol. Beside the difference in 

the response intensity of the two sensors considered in Figure 7 (0.42 vs. 0.19 

relative units), the speed of response also differs between these two sensors, 

Cr3O2 sensor being the faster showing changes in the signal intensity and 

therefore it is the most suitable for GC-EN analysis. The difference in the relative 

intensity of these three compounds revealed in this experiment partially agrees 

with those obtained with pure standards diluted in refined oil (Tables 4 and 5) in 

which the relative sensitivity of most of SnO2 sensors for (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol is 
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slightly higher than that for 1-hexanol (e.g. relative response for Sensor 1 is 0.86 

and 0.93 for 1-hexanol and (Z)-3-hexen-1ol respectively). However, this 

difference is more evident when it is observed in a sensorgram, where the sensor 

never reaches the baseline and the response for each compound is greatly 

affected by the rest of the volatiles. On the other hand, in a study carried out with 

pure compounds diluted in refined oil, each volatile is separately exposed to the 

sensor when it is in a basal or non-excited state so the sensors responses are more 

intense than in true samples where all the volatiles reach the sensor at the same 

time.      
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Figure 7: Sensorgrams (A) and their corresponding first derivative (B) of two sensor composed of 

SnO2 doped with Pd and Pt and Cr2O3 doped with Ti (coded with number 1 and 2 respectively).   

 

Alongside the procedure to interpret the signal derived from a GC-EN system, 

another major issue is the assurance of the repeatability in both the intensity of 

the peaks and the time (retention time) at which they are shown up in the 

sensorgram. As in the individual cases of GC and EN systems, the repeatability 

of the coupled instrument greatly depends, among other factors, on the 

performance of gas connections, valves, flow rate and the lengths of the 

connecting tubes between sample and detector. The optimization of all these 

variables involved in the coupling of both instruments should lead to a 

repeatability, expressed in relative standard deviation (RSD%), lower than 10%. 

A study of repeatability involving the repeated analysis of a sample of virgin 
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olive oil resulted in an average RSD% of 12%. Those peaks with RSD% higher 

than 10% were left out in our analysis later. 

Even though the derivative of the responses permits us to assign each peak in 

the sensorgram to a volatile or group of them, the complex aroma of foods such 

as olive oil requires an additional identification by analysing simple mixtures of 

pure compounds. These analyses also inform of the delay of the sensor responses 

related to the FID detector for each volatile as a consequence of the segment of 

column that covers the distance between the split in the GC oven and the sensor 

chamber. This last segment of the column is connected to an additional inlet of 

carrier gas (air) to condition the GC carrier gas in temperature, flow rate and 

relative humidity. Thus, a column length of 15cm between the GC and the sensor 

system provides a delay in the sensor response of 5-10 min. This delay may be 

considered to be a characteristic initial time for the sensorgram. 

Finally, the control of the aforementioned delay in the sensor response 

involves the addition of a standard to the sample that must be chosen for both its 

high sensor response and low interference with other compounds. 4-methyl-2-

pentanol, an alcohol that is not naturally present in olive, fulfils these 

requirements and therefore it was selected as internal standard.  

2.5.2 Analysis of virgin olive oil aroma by GC-EN: Interpretation of results     

The typical sensorgram of a Cr2O3 sensor corresponding to the aroma of an extra 

virgin olive oil was already illustrated in Figure 6. The first changes in the 

response intensity are observed at 20 min (retention time, RT) corresponding to 

hexane, octane and methyl acetate. They are compounds that scarcely contribute 

to virgin olive oil aroma (Aparicio and Alonso, 1994) and their low responses in 

the sensorgram indicate that they also only make a small contribution to the 

sensor signal. The second broad peak, more intense than the previous one, is due 

to a group of compounds composed of ethyl acetate, ethanol, ethyl propanoate 

and 3-pentanone, all of them with a very similar retention time. Considering the 

results of the study carried out with pure compounds, it may be assumed that 

most of this response is due to ethanol rather than the other compounds (Tables 4 

and 5). However, the odour threshold of this compound is very high in relation to 

its actual concentration in oils (Table 3). In contrast, hexanal produces a very 

intense peak, being one of the compounds that contribute most to the overall 

sensor response. Its concentration is far higher than its threshold, which proves 

that it has a remarkable sensory significance in olive oil aroma perception. The 
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hexanal odour is described as green (Aparicio and Alonso, 1994), but at higher 

concentration, such as in lampante virgin olive oils, it may be responsible for 

fatty or rancid odours.   

The next compounds that are observed in the sensorgram are (E)-2-hexenal 

and 1-pentanol. The first is characterized by a bitter almond odour and its 

concentration is high in all categories of virgin olive oils. The second compound, 

1-pentanol, is characterized by an intense and unpleasant glue-like aroma and it 

only contributes in lampante virgin olive oil aroma (Morales et al. 2005).  

The changes of response intensity in the following time frame (RT=53-

70min) is attributed to a series of compounds that are commonly responsible for 

pleasant fruity-green attributes (Aparicio and Alonso, 1994), and they have 

similar retention times in the chromatogram. These compounds are hexyl acetate, 

6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one and (Z)-3-hexenyl acetate, and the alcohols 1-hexanol, 

(Z)-3-hexen-1-ol and (E)-2-hexen-1-ol. Depending on the relative concentration 

of these compounds, the response of some compounds may mask others, hence 

the derivative signal is necessary to elucidate the contribution of each one of 

them.  

The sensorgram of SnO2+Pd+Pt sensors, which are sensitive to a lower 

number of compounds (Table 2), shows a first zone that is assigned to hexanal, 

(E)-2-hexenal - and 1-pentanol if present at high concentration -, and a second 

zone due to three alcohols 1-hexanol, (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol, (E)-2-hexen-1-ol. 

However, the sensorgram profiles are very different from those described above 

when olive oils with sensory defects are analysed. Thus, for instance, the right 

side of the sensorgram is usually characterized by long chain aldehydes and acids 

coming from oxidation and fermentation processes and responsible for 

unpleasant attributes.  

In general terms, the sensorgrams of low quality oils (lampante) are 

characterized by a higher area under the curve that points out a more intense 

‘neat’ response. Aside from the neat intensity, the sensorgrams prove that the 

‘virgin olive oil defects’ differ in the compounds that most contribute to sensor 

signal. Such differences justify the promising results of MOS sensors being used 

as screening devices to distinguish olive oil defects (García-González and 

Aparicio, 2003). Figure 8 shows the sensorgrams for standards of virgin olive oil 

of the ‘winey-vinegary defect’ types for the two kinds of sensors considered in 

this chapter. 
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Figure 8:  Sensorgrams of a Cr2O3+Ti sensor (A) and SnO2+Pd+Pt sensor (B) of a virgin olive oil 

standard of winey-vinegary defect.  

 

The responses of these sensors are mostly due to ethyl acetate, ethanol, 

hexanal, (E)-2-hexenal, hexan-1-ol, (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol, (E)-2-hexen-1-ol and 

acetic acid. Despite the high concentration of ethyl acetate in winey-vinegary oils 

(Morales et al. 2005), this compound produces a relatively low response in the 

Cr3O2 sensor while the response is very intense in the SnO2 sensor. In the latter, 

the sensor response is mainly explained by ethyl acetate and acetic acid in the 

same proportion, while the rest of the compounds have an insignificant 

contribution. This result indicates, once again, that although this sensor shows 

sensitivity to a lower number of compounds, it would be the most suitable for 

detecting winey-vinegary defect in oils (García-González and Aparicio, 2002c). 

Figure 9 shows the sensorgrams of the same sensors for a standard of olive oil 

with the defect musty-humidity. The sensorgrams are characterized by an intense 

response to hexanal and a low response to the other compounds, which are 

usually present at a very low concentration in oils with this kind of defect 

(Morales et al. 2005). Even though hexanal appears to be the most important 
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compound, minor responses are observed to other compounds, such as 2-

heptanone, 2-octanol, 1-octen-3-ol, 3-methyl-1-butanol, y (E)-2-heptenal, all of 

them being responsible for musty, wood, earthy and pungent attributes (Morales 

et al., 2005).  
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Figure 9: Sensorgrams of a Cr2O3+Ti sensor (A) and SnO2+Pd+Pt sensor (B) of a virgin olive oil 

standard of musty-humidity defect.  

 

Like the sensorgrams of the musty defect, the sensor responses for rancid oils 

are mainly due to hexanal (Figure 10). In particular, the response assigned to 

hexanal is outstanding in the sensorgram of the Cr3O2 sensor. However, unlike 

the musty-humidity defect, many other volatiles are responsible for the response, 

although in a varying degree of intensity. Thus, the response to numerous long 

chain aldehydes and acids coming from the fatty acid oxidation are observed at 

the end of the sensorgram resulting in a slow recovery of the baseline and a high 

area under the curve of the overall response.         
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Figure 10: Sensorgrams of a Cr2O3+Ti sensor (A) and SnO2+Pd+Pt sensor (B) of a virgin olive oil 

standard of rancid fusty.  

 

 

The sensorgrams of oils with fusty defect (Figure 11) are determined by the 

high concentration of esters and acids. Thus, the beginning of the sensorgram 

(left side) is determined by the responses to ethyl acetate, butan-2-one, ethyl 

propanoate, butyl acetate and ethyl butanoate. Further these changes of intensity, 

a high response to hexanal is observed. By contrast, the response to (E)-2-

hexenal is very low. However, the most characteristic feature of these 

sensorgrams is the later responses due to numerous acids such as acetic, butanoic, 

propanoic, pentanoic and hexanoic acids, most of them being produced by 

microorganisms (e.g. Clostridium bacteria) which carried out a fermentation 

process resulting in this sensory defect (Morales et al. 2005).       
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Figure 11: Sensorgrams of a Cr2O3+Ti sensor (A) and SnO2+Pd+Pt sensor (B) of a virgin olive oil 

standard of fusty defect.  

 

2.6 APPLICATION OF MOS SENSORS TO THE ANALYSIS OF VIRGIN 

OLIVE OIL AROMA. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS ON THE 

BASIS OF GC-EN ANALYSIS 

The virgin olive oil has been one of the matrixes traditionally chosen to check the 

feasibility and reliability of new sensor systems due to the commercial and 

economical importance of the aroma in this product. Some applications such as 

the classification by cultivar classification or traceability seems to be a long way 

from being commercially attractive propositions because they are very complex 

and they must deal with the large number of olive oils varieties and areas of 

production. However, other applications, most of them related to the assessment 

of the overall quality of olive oil, have proven to be reliable enough to be set up 

in industry once the repeatability problems are solved and the reproducibility of 

sensor manufacture is improved. These applications have been developed to 
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determine the shelf life of oils, to detect sensory defect, or to classify oil samples 

into different ‘quality categories’. The latter application has been proposed by the 

authors as a rapid method to classify oils as ‘lampante’ and ‘non-lampante’ oils 

(García-González and Aparicio, 2003). The first category (lampante) corresponds 

to those oils with the lowest sensory quality and they are banned from being sold 

for human consumption by a European regulation (EC, 2003). The detection of 

this category is currently carried out by an ‘assessment panel’ that is in charge of 

the classification of samples based on sensory quality. Screening technique based 

on sensors would make it possible to reduce the workload of a sensory 

assessment (panel test), which is a costly methodology and has an important 

subjective component. Figure 12 shows the overlap between bell-shape 

distributions of the non-lampante and lampante samples qualified by the median 

of defects by several panel tests. Even though the panels were correctly trained 

and the official protocol to evaluate the samples was strictly applied, a median of 

defects between 3 and 4 would mean that a given sample could be classified into 

either lampante or non-lampante class with a probability of 60%.  

Because of the complexity and fuzziness of this classification task, the 

maximum value of sensor responses is not enough to accomplish good 

classification and hence a special data processing stage was applied to extract the 

maximum sensor information with the smallest number of data points possible. 

Then, the response of the sensors was processed to produce five ‘datapoints’ per 

sensor by means of the WTS algorithm (García-González and Aparicio, 2002c). 

The WTS datapoints are obtained by applying 5 functions in different ranges 

along the response curve of the sensor. Therefore, these five datapoints 

represents an average value of the sensor response during the adsorption and 

desorption processes of the volatiles on the sensor’s hot surface. 

The possible use of a sensor system in the analysis of virgin olive oil aroma 

has been tested with two sensor arrays, each one with 6 MOS sensors (6 Cr3O2 

sensors doped with Ti and 6 SnO2 sensors doped with Pd and Pt). These sensors 

were the same as those used for the studies described above (Figure 3, Tables 4 

and 5). 109 samples of olive oils, 50% of them from the lampante category, were 

analyzed and their sensor responses were submitted to a genetic algorithm (GA) 

(Goldberg, 1989) to select the sensors that allow the best classification between 

lampante and non-lampante oils, and later on, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) 

neural network (NN) was applied to obtain a ‘mathematical model’ (García-

González and Aparicio, 2003). The samples were randomly distributed into three 

subsets: training, verification and validation subsets (Stasoft, 2003). A conjugate 
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gradient descent algorithm, applied to the training samples, was used to minimize 

the prediction error made by the NN. The training algorithm used the sum-

squared error function to train the network and to report the root-mean-square 

(RMS) error. The weights and threshold were calculated by applying this 

algorithm to the training set. The best network was selected by means of the 

samples of the verification set. This set is also used to stop the training procedure 

to avoid that it overfits the training data. NN performance was determined by the 

validation set.  
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Figure 12: Bell-shape distributions of median of defects (Md) of non-lampante (continuous line) 

and lampante (dotted line) virgin olive oils (14 samples) evaluated by several panels. The limit 

between non-lampante and lampante virgin olive oil, according to the current European regulation, 

is marked with a vertical line. (Source: García-González et al. 2007).  

 

Figure 13 shows the MLP designed (MLP 11:6:1) after a training process 

with the conjugate gradient descent algorithm (58 epochs), and the MLP output 

values. The GA selected the information of 6 sensors (sensors coded with 

numbers 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12) that resulted in a classification rate of 94%.  
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The sensors selected by the GA are those whose responses were highly 

correlated with compounds that are commonly concentrated in lampante oils 

(Figure 3), with the exception of sensor 5, which was highly correlated with the 

concentrations of (E)-2-hexenal, (E)-2-hexen-1-ol, (Z)-3-hexenyl acetate, 

responsible for green perceptions.  

 

 

Figure 13: Results of applying multilayer perceptron (MLP) to lampante and non-lampante virgin 

olive oils (VOO), and schematic of the MLP designed for this purpose. 

 

With regards to the metal composition of the sensors, around 50% of the unit 

inputs of the NN corresponded to Cr2O3 sensors while the rest of the inputs 

handled information from SnO2 sensors, which points out that the selection of 

sensors was made on the basis of a balance between data from both kinds of 

sensors to reach the minimum overlapping information and maximum 

classification rate. The sensorgrams from the GC-EN analyses showed that both 

kinds of sensors provide rather different profiles that proves that the sensor 

signals from these sensors do not only differs in intensity, but also in their 

sensitivity to individual volatile compounds. The sensorgrams showed that the 

SnO2 sensors are more sensitive to volatiles compounds that are characteristic of 

lampante oils. Thus, for instance, clear changes of response intensities were 

observed for hexanal, acetic acid, aldehydes in rancid oils, or acids in fusty oils. 

The response of Cr3O2 sensors, by contrast, is determined by a series of 

compounds that are present in both good and low quality oils such as hexanal, 
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(E)-2-hexenal and ethanol and they shows a medium or low response to 

compounds responsible for unpleasant sensory attributes (e.g. acetic acid or 

esters). Therefore, the good results shown in Figure 13 in distinguishing olive 

oils by quality can be explained by the intense responses of the sensors when 

some volatiles compounds that confer off-flavour are present, in contrast with the 

moderate responses for the volatile compounds that are commonly present in 

good quality oils.        

2.7 CONCLUSION 

Since the aroma analyzers based on gas sensors operate under a non separative 

principle and they are equipped with non-selective sensors, the results when 

classifying samples are questioned because they may be only due to a distinction 

of samples by total concentration of volatiles, and not to a different profile of 

volatiles. Therefore a true characterization of aroma by sensor systems should be 

supported by any experimental approach to explore the individual contribution of 

each volatile compound in the whole sensor response. Such a study would ensure 

that the results can be directly related to the quality of the samples, and it would 

allow prediction of the sensor responses for other samples with a different profile 

of volatiles, providing in this way a chemical basis to the electronic nose 

analyses.  

Besides the ‘mathematical correlation’ and the sequential analyses of pure 

compounds, a new procedure based on the coupling of a sensor system to a gas 

chromatograph (GC-EN) adapted for samples with complex aroma provides 

definitive and unequivocal information about which compounds are the main 

ones responsible for the sensor responses. In addition to the chemical 

interpretation of sensor responses, the GC-EN equipment may be used as a 

routine analytical method for food aroma assessment characterizing the aroma of 

samples to a greater extent than conventional electronic nose but in a shorter time 

than a routine GC analyses.  

Another application of this hyphenated system is to provide an experimental 

criterion to select sensors that are sensitive to the compounds with major odour 

impacts for a given application. Today there are many gas sensors that are 

commercially available and the presence of a dopant metal in the composition 

may drastically change their sensitivity, hence the analyst should select sensors 

based on their responses to real samples to search for an optimized sensor array. 
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Finally, the GC-EN and the proposed data processing based on derivative and 

smoothing of the signal can be an alternative non-destructive GC detector that 

allows the coupling to other instruments. Furthermore, a sensor array used as GC 

detector would provide sensorgrams that can be easily correlated with the human 

odour perception once the appropriate set of sensors are selected.     

2.8 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

The implementation of a previous step of separation of compounds prior to being 

analysed by a sensor array and a new procedure optimized for complex odours 

such as food aroma open a new line to explore the possibilities of sensor systems 

in real applications. In this regard, the speed of the response seems to be a critical 

characteristic to be considered. Thus, further studies should be planned to 

examine the potential of other sensors such as acoustic sensors (SAW sensors) in 

food analysis with this methodology. Although some instruments based on SAW 

sensors and chromatographic separation have been commercialized, they are not 

optimized to be applied to food aroma. The micromachined GC columns, whose 

application in sensors has been recently reported, can improve the performance 

of these systems without significant reduction of the more advantageous 

properties of sensing instruments, the speedy reporting of results, low cost, and 

the options of portability and automation.           
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Chapter 3 

Systematically Improving the Performance of 

Semiconductor Gas Sensors: Optimization of the 

Temperature Modulation Mode via Pseudo-random 

Sequences – Using Fuzzy Artmap Neural Networks 

Alexander Vergara and Eduard Llobet 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, many papers have appeared in the literature concerned with 

investigating the analysis of single gases and multi-component mixtures using 

semiconductor gas sensors  and intelligent systems (ISs) engineering techniques. 

However, some important problems associated with this approach, such as the 

sensor lack of selectivity (i.e., sensors respond to a wide range of species) and 

lack of reproducibility (i.e., changes in sensor responsiveness due to ageing or 

memory effects), are the reasons why this is still a field of active research (P. T. 

Moseley et al. 1987, 1991). To overcome these difficulties, different strategies 

have been developed in parallel, yet with limited success. Some of these are 

related to the development and improvement of materials and technologies 

(Sberveglieri 1995; Cosandey et al. 2000; Xu et al. 1991; Göpel 1994; Demarne 

and Sanjines 1992; Hohl 1990; Shimizu and Egashira 1999; Yamazoe 1991; 

Mukhopaghyay et al. 1998; White 1997, Martinelli et al. 1999; Martinelli and 

Ghiotti 1999) (e.g., use of new metal oxide material or new catalyst and dopants), 

or the use of sample conditioning (e.g., chromatography-based methods) 

(www.znose.com; www.gerstel.de; www.alpha-mos.com; www.hkr-sensor.de; 

www.smartnose.com; www.smartnose.com; Fenaille et al. 2003; Marcos Lorenzo 

et al. 2002; Pérès et al 2002; Marcel Dekker Inc. 2002; Schaller 2000, Arthur and 

Pawliszyn 1990; Arthur et al 1991, Chen and Pawliszyn 1995; Vinaixa et al. 

http://www.znose.com/
http://www.gerstel.de/
http://www.alpha-mos.com/
http://www.hkr-sensor.de/
http://www.smartnose.com/
http://www.smartnose.com/
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2005) and pre-treating methods (e.g., techniques of selective pre-concentration) 

(Althainz et al. 1994; Park et al. 2002; Feng et al. 1994; Dori et al. 2000; Privat et 

al. 1998; Schaller et al. 2000). Other widely used techniques include taking 

benefit of the unavoidable partially overlapping sensitivities by using sensor 

arrays and pattern recognition techniques (Gardner et al. 1999, Persaud and Dodd 

1982; Gardner 1991, Kohl 1990; Shurmer et al. 1990) or the use of dynamic 

features from the gas sensor response (e.g. A.C. operation mode or temperature 

modulation) (Llobet 1997; Duran et al. 2006, Clifford et al. 1981, 1982-1983, 

Llobet et al. 1997 and 1998). Although these techniques are usually applied 

separately, their simultaneous application should lead to a significant 

improvement in the selectivity of sensors. 

In the last few years the use of signals resulting from the operation of 

semiconductor gas sensors in a temperature modulated mode has been, by far, the 

most studied dynamic method for reducing gas sensors problems (Le Vine 1975; 

Eicker 1977, Owen 1980; Advani et al. 1983; Sears et al. 1989 (a) and (b); 

Nakata et al. 1992, 1996 and 1998). When the working temperature of a gas 

sensor is modulated, the kinetics of the gas-sensor interaction is altered and this 

leads to characteristic response patterns. As the sensor response is different at 

different working temperatures, measuring the sensor response at n different 

temperatures is similar to the use of an array comprising n different sensors. This 

makes it possible to measure multivariate information from every single sensor 

and helps to keep the dimensionality of the measurement system as low as is 

needed to solve a specific application. Although good results have been reported, 

until now, selecting the frequencies for modulating the sensor operating 

temperature has been very often a trial and error process and it is not an accurate 

method to ensure that the best results are achieved for a given application. But 

this has changed in the last few years since several authors have developed 

methods to systematically design appropriate ways in which to use of sensor 

dynamics (Kunt et al. 1998). The principal objective of this chapter is to present 

one of such techniques, which permits a systematic optimization of the process of 

frequency selection for modulating the operating temperature of metal oxide gas 

sensors using maximum-length pseudorandom sequences (PRS) (either binary or 

multi level sequences) in order to increase their selectivity. This method is 

borrowed from the field of system identification and was introduced and 

developed in the area of gas sensors by Vergara et al. (2005 (a), 2005 (b), 2007) 

in the last few years. It involves the optimisation process which is conducted by 

selecting among the spectral components of the impulse response estimates of the 
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sensor-gas system (the few that better help either discriminating or quantifying 

the target gases for a given gas analysis application). Therefore, since spectral 

components are directly related to modulating frequencies, the selection of these 

components results in the determination of the optimal temperature modulating 

frequencies. The systematic studies are further validated by solving a practical 

application showing new results obtained from synthesizing multi-sinusoidal 

signals at the optimal frequencies previously identified by using these sequences. 

The structure of the chapter is as follows: 

Section 2 of this chapter deals with a mathematical description and definition 

of a general system. Furthermore, an introduction to perturbation signals for time 

and frequency domain system identification is given. Therefrom the ways to 

obtain the impulse response of a system are presented. Particularly, the 

generation and application of pseudorandom sequences signals (PRS) of 

maximum length (either binary or multilevel) is described. This is followed by an 

explanation of how PRS can be used to identify systems and, how the method 

can be extended to study temperature-modulated gas sensors systematically. 

Further, Section 3 describes the experimental methods and the experimental 

design approach that needs to be implemented in order to optimise the 

temperature modulation of semiconductor gas sensors. 

Section 4 and 5 present the quantitative and qualitative results for gas analysis 

of micro-hotplate gas sensors modulated by means of PRS signals (either binary 

or multilevel). Particularly in Section 4, the analysis of the thermal response of 

the gas sensor heating element, in order to obtain the cut-off frequency of the 

coated membranes and there from to determine the clock frequency (fc) and the 

length of the PRS signal will be detailed. Once these parameters are determined, 

the problem envisaged in these sections consists of the building of calibration 

models for the quantitative and qualitative analysis of pollutant species in order 

to determine in a systematic way the optimal set of modulating frequencies. In 

experiments an estimate of the impulse response is computed and its spectral 

components are studied. A few selected spectral components correspond to the 

frequencies that will be used in the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the 

gases studied. Once the optimal set of modulating frequencies has been 

determined a further validation of these results is envisaged by modulating the 

working temperature of gas sensors by means of multi-frequency sinusoidal 

signals. The frequencies within these signals were the ones selected during the 

training phase in the first part of every one of the experiments presented. The 
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validation process is preformed with new sets of measurements with the same 

type of pollutant species and using different metal oxide gas sensor micro-arrays 

(of the same type). This part is attended to in Section 6 of this chapter. Finally, 

the conclusions derived from the studies performed and an outlook on the 

methods and aspects towards more effective semiconductor gas sensors will be 

discussed in the conclusions. 

3.2  GAS SENSOR/SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

3.2.1  Description of systems: relationship between their input and output. 

It is always best to begin at the beginning. Since this chapter is about how the 

performance of a semiconductor gas sensors is systematically improved, and the 

method is borrowed from the field of system identification, the first question to 

answer is what is a system? One way to define a system is as anything that 

performs a function, that is, it operates on something (e.g., any time-varying 

physical phenomenon which is intended to convey information) and produces 

something else. Another way to define a system is as anything that responds 

when stimulated or excited (Roberts 2004 and Openheim 1989). A block diagram 

of a system is shown in Figure 1. Although systems can be of many different 

kinds, they have some features in common: A system operates on signals at one 

or more inputs to produce signals at one or more outputs. In this particular case 

the gas-sensor pair is considered as a system where, on the one side, the 

temperature stimulation or excitation of the heating element and the gases to be 

measured are the inputs, and on the other side, the sensor operating temperature 

and the sensor response to the gases are the outputs of the system. 

There may be noise in the system and/or in the measuring device and this is 

commonly represented by a noise signal n(t) added to the system output y(t) to 

give the measurable output signal z(t), so that 

Linear system 

with impulse 

response h(t)

Input x(t) Output y(t)Linear system 

with impulse 

response h(t)

Input x(t) Output y(t)

  
 

Figure: 1 Block diagram of a linear system. 
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 )()()( tntytz   (1) 

The system is assumed to be linear, so that the principle of superposition 

applies. This means that if x1(t) produces a response y1(t), x2(t) produces a 

response y2(t) and so on, then the sum [x1(t) + x2(t) + ...] produces a response 

[y1(t) + y2(t) + …]. 

There is a systematic method to find out how linear systems respond to 

excitations or inputs. This systematic method is called convolution. The 

convolution technique for finding the response of a linear system is based on a 

simple idea. The system response y(t) is given by an integral of weighted inputs 

which have occurred in the past. The past values of input are multiplied by a 

function h(t), called the weighting function of the system and the mathematical 

equation describing the relationship is: 

 



0

)()()(  dtxhty  (2) 

where λ is a time variable. If the characteristics of the system do not change 

with time, then the weighting function is also equal to the unit impulse response 

of the system. This is the response y(t) to an input x(t) = δ(t), where δ(t), the 

Dirac delta distribution centred at t = 0, is a distribution of height which tends to 

infinity and duration which tends to zero such that (height × duration) = 1. This 

Eq.(2) is the so-called convolution. 

In a practical situation, inputs which have occurred at times greater than TS in 

the past have negligible effect on the present output of the system so the previous 

equation may be modified to: 

  
ST

dtxhty
0

)()()(   (3) 

where TS is called the setting time of the system. Combining Eq.(1) and (3), 

the measurable output is given by: 

 )()()()(
0

tndtxhtz
ST

    (4) 

All equations and techniques shown until now were destined to find the 

response of continuous-time systems. So, on the other hand the convolution 

technique for finding the response of a discrete-time linear system is based on a 

simple idea. No matter how complicated an excitation signal is, it is simply a 
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sequence of discrete-time impulses. To find the response of a linear system, it is 

necessary to find the response of the system to one impulse at a time, all these 

responses then form the actual overall response. The responses to those impulses 

all have the same functional form except that they are shifted in time. Therefore, 

if a response of a linear system to a unit impulse excitation occurring at time n = 

0 is obtained, the response to any other excitation can be easily found. Therefore, 

the use of the convolution technique begins with the assumption that the response 

of the system to a unit impulse excitation occurring at time n = 0 has already 

been found, and it is called the impulse response h[n]. 

Therefore, since the response of the system to a single unit impulse occurring 

at discrete time n = 0 is known, by means of the convolution of the impulse 

response h[n] of the system and the input x[n], the output of the system y[t] can 

be found by the convolution expression as in the case of continuous-time 

systems. So, the discrete equivalent for Eq.(3) and (4) (convolution expressions) 

respectively are shown as follows: 

      



L

m

mnxnhny
0

 (5) 

        nnmnxnhnz
L

m


0

 (6) 

where the time TS is now denoted by L. 

In theory Eq.(4) or its discrete equivalent Eq.(6), could be solved to give an 

estimate of the system weighting function from almost any input-output records. 

3.2.2  Design and generation of PRBS signals. 

One of the most useful types of periodic signals for process identification is the 

pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) (Barker 1967; Everett 1966; Godfrey 

1980), which has the following properties: 

 

(1) The signal has two levels (e.g. 0 or 1), and it can switch from the one level to 

the other only at certain event points t = 0, Δt, 2Δt, etc. Therefore, since the 

signal changes level at predetermined event points, the PRBS is deterministic 

and experiments performed using this signal are repeatable. 

(2) The PRBS is periodic with period T = LΔt, where L is an odd integer. The 

most commonly used PRBS signals are based upon maximum-length 

sequences (MLS) of length L = (2n - 1) where n is the order of the sequence. 
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The reason why PRBS are so popular is that they can be readily generated 

using a feedback shift register circuit and simple XOR logic gates. The 

number of shift registers employed is the order, n, of the sequence (Godfrey 

1993). 

(3) In any one period, there are ½(L+1) intervals when the signal is at one level 

and ½(L-1) intervals when it is the other. 

 

These properties imply that a PRBS shares some properties with white noise 

but having the advantage of being repeatable. A PRBS of length L = 2n – 1 is 

generated by an n-stage shift register (n >1) with an OR-exclusive logic gate 

feedback to the first stage. The XOR gate performs a modulo 2 addition, and the 

logic values are given by: 

 00011   

 11001   

Table 1: PRBS from a 3-stage shift register with feedback connections corresponding to a primitive 

polynomial (modulo 2). 

Number of 

clock pulses 

Shift register stage 

1 2 3 

1 0 0 1 

2 1 0 0 

3 1 1 0 

4 1 1 1 

5 0 1 1 

6 1 0 1 

7 0 1 0 

8 0 0 1 

Such a circuit goes through a set of states and eventually repeats itself after 

2n-1 clock pulses, where n is an integer > 1. Figure 2 shows an example of a shift 

register circuit that generates a sequence of length L=7 (a) and a sample of a 7-

length PRBS signal (b). The shift register can be started with any binary number 

except 0, 0, 0 (which would give a sequence of length unity). In Table 1 the 

register started (arbitrarily) with 0, 0, 1 and it can be seen that this number 

reappears after 23 – 1 clock pulses (feedback are from stages 1 and 3). Each 

binary number from 0 0 1 to 1 1 1 appears as the register contents exactly once 
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during the cycle. This is a general result for all binary m-sequences: each binary 

number from 1 to 2n – 1 appears in the sequences exactly once. 

A shift register with the appropriate connections to generate a PRBS has a 

characteristic equation in the delays, D, (introduced by each stage of the shift 

register) according to a primitive binary polynomial (modulo 2). A list of 

primitive polynomials can be found in (Watson 1962; Stahnke 1973). 

If the polynomial p(x) = p0x
n + p1x

n-1 + + pn-1x + pn is a primitive 

polynomial (modulo 2), then the characteristic equation in the delays, D, 

introduced by a shift register of length n is (Briggs et. al. 1965): 

 p0D
n + p1D

n-1 + + pn-1D + pn = 0, modulo 2 (7) 

Therefore, 

 pnX = −p0D
nX − p1D

n-1X − − pn-1DX, modulo 2 (8) 

where X is the input sequence to the shift register and DiX is the output at the 

ith stage of the register. Considering that modulo 2 subtraction or addition is 

equivalent, Eq.(8) can be rewritten as follows: 

 pnX = p0D
nX + p1D

n-1X + + pn-1DX, modulo 2 (9) 

 

+   + 

XOR 

D2 D3 D 

CLK 

 
(a) 

 

0   0   1    1   1    0   1 t 

TCLK 

L  
(b) 

Figure 2: Shift register circuit used to generate a PRBS of length L = 7 (a) 

and 2 periods of a sequence generated (b). CLK is the clock signal and TCLK 

is the clock period. 
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For maximum length binary sequences to be obtained, p0 and pn have to be set 

to unity and the remaining coefficients in Eq.(9) are either 0 or 1. For the 

example shown in Figure 2, the characteristic equation is: 

 D3 + D + 1 = 0, modulo 2 (10) 

and the corresponding primitive polynomial is x3 + x + 1, modulo 2. 

3.2.3  Design and generation of MLPRS signals. 

The theory behind the generation of multilevel pseudo random sequences 

(MLPRS) based on multilevel maximum length signals is well developed. As in 

binary pseudo random sequences, MLPRS are periodic, deterministic signals, and 

have an autocorrelation function similar to white noise (Vergara et al. 2005 (a) 

and (b)). MLPRS exist for the number of levels, q, equal to a prime or a power of 

a prime p(>1), i.e. for q = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, ... (Zierler 1959; 

Godfrey1993). The relevant theory behind MLPRS is based on the algebra of 

finite fields (Albert 1956; Barker 1986). When q (the number of levels) is a 

prime, the digits of the sequence are the integers 0, 1,…, (q  1) and the sequence 

can be generated by a q-level, n-stage shift register with feedback to the first 

stage consisting of the modulo q sum of the outputs of the other stages multiplied 

by coefficients a1,…,an which are also the integers 0, 1,…, (q  1). The length of 

such a sequence {xr} is qn–1, where n is an integer. After qn
 – 1 digits, the 

sequence repeats itself. MLPRS signals are generated in a similar manner to that 

for the binary ones using a shift register and modulo addition. The generator of 

such a sequence and an example of a 5-level sequence (fragment) are shown in 

Figure 3(a) and (b), respectively. The initial state of the shift register can be any 

combination of length n of the values 0, 1,…, (q  1), exception made of n zeros. 

Each combination of these values (except n zeros) appears as the state of the 

register exactly once during a period of the MLPRS. The sequences can be 

generated by a q-level shift register with feedback to the first stage consisting of 

the modulo q sum of the outputs of the other stages multiplied by coefficients 

c1,..., cn, which are integers that lie in the range [0, q – 1]. 

For ease of reference, the important properties of q-level maximum length 

signals are summarized below: 

 

(1) Basic signals comprise the integer elements 0, 1, 2,…, q – 1. 

(2) Each cycle has (qn – 1) digits, where n is an integer (n > 1) corresponding to 
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the number of stages in the equivalent q-level feedback shift register (FSR) 

generator. 

(3) The number of zeros in each cycle is (qn - 1 – 1). 

(4) The number of each of the non-zero elements in a cycle is qn – 1. 

(5) Each cycle comprises (q – 1) sequential „blocks‟ of digits of length (qn – 1)/(q 

– 1) digits, and hence (q – 1) is always a factor of (qn – 1) for all q and n. 

(6) From any reference point in the cycle, the block comprising the subsequent 

(qn – 1)/(q – 1) digits can be derived by multiplying (modulo q) all digits in the 

preceding block of length (qn – 1)/(q – 1) by a primitive element g of the 

Galois field of q elements GF(q). 
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Figure 3: (a) A q-level pseudo-random maximum length sequence generator. (b) 

Fragment of a 5-level pseudo random sequence. 
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In a similar way to the binary case, the feedback configuration of the shift 

register is given by a primitive polynomial, modulo q. If nx
n + n-1x

n-1 ++ 1x 

+0
 is primitive, modulo q (i.e. the polynomial is irreducible and thus, has no 

factors modulo q), then the connections to the first stage are given by: 

 0X = 1DX n-1D
n-1X nD

nX,   modulo q (11) 

where X is the input sequence to the shift register, DX is the sequence at the 

output of the first stage of the register, so that DnX is the sequence at the output 

of the last stage of the n-stage register. 0 = 1 and the remaining coefficients 

1,…, n have integer values in the range 0 to q  1. 

Eq.(11) can be rewritten as follows: 

 X = a1DX an-1D
n-1X anD

nX,   modulo q (12) 

where 

 ai = (q  i),  i = 1, 2, , n (13) 

For example, the polynomial 3x4  4x3  4x2 is primitive, modulo 5, and the 

feedback to the input of the four-stage, five-level shift register is given by: 

 X = D2 + D3X + 2D4X, modulo 5 (14) 

Table 2: Feedback configuration for some q-level m-sequences of length L = qn-1. 

 Feedback coefficients 

Q n N a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 

5 2 24 1 3 - - - 

5 3 124 0 1 2 - - 

5 4 624 0 1 1 2 - 

5 5 3124 0 0 0 1 2 

7 2 48 1 4 - - - 

7 3 342 0 1 5 - - 

7 4 2400 0 1 1 4 - 

11 3 1330 0 10 7 - - 

13 3 2196 0 12 7 - - 

17 3 4912 0 16 14 - - 

19 3 6858 0 18 15 - - 

23 3 12166 0 22 20 - - 

29 3 24388 0 28 18 - - 

31 3 29790 0 30 17 - - 

The sequence resulting from Eq.(14) has logic values 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 and its 

period is 54-1= 624. A list of all irreducible polynomials modulo 3, 5 and 7 for 
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different values of n can be found in (Church). More details on the properties of 

q-level maximum length signals can be found elsewhere (Godfrey 1993). 

Finally, the feedback connection (with modulo q) for generating q-level m-

sequences are given in Table 2, for q = 5 and n = 2, 3, 4 and 5 and for q = 7 and n 

= 2, 3, and 4, derived from the primitive polynomials listing of Church in 1935 

(Church) and for n = 3 and q = 11, 13, 19, 23, 29, and 31 (all prime numbers), 

based on those given by Everett (1966). 

3.2.4  Pseudo Random sequences (PRS) and system identification. 

The impulse response, h(t), is the main descriptor of a linear invariant system. 

Among the different strategies to estimate impulse response, noise methods 

allows the system under study to be excited for long enough time to supply it 

with the necessary energy to obtain a good estimate of h(t). Exciting the system 

with white noise signals ensures a homogeneous distribution of the energy over a 

large frequency range. Periodic pseudo-random sequences (PRS) signals, either 

binary or multi-level, can potentially be employed as exciting signals for 

systems. Since PRS signals have a low crest factor (i.e. low peak-to-average 

factor) they minimize the risk of saturating the system under study. In practice, 

this means that the signals contain enough energy to obtain a good signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) in a wide frequency range (i.e., measurement with high 

dynamic range) and avoid sensor non-linearity caused by signals with high crest 

factors (e.g. impulsive signals). Furthermore, because the noise signal is 

deterministic, reproducible results would be obtained, provided that the 

conditions of the system under analysis remain unchanged. 

The power spectrum envelope of either binary or multi level PRS of 

maximum length is almost flat up to a frequency equal to 0.45fc, where fc is the 

frequency of the clock signal applied to the shift register used to generate the 

signal. The power spectrum is discrete and the separation between spectral lines 

(i.e. the spectral resolution) is fc/L, where L is the length of the PRS signal. The 

power spectrum envelope is similar to the power spectrum of white noise up to 

the –3 dB cut-off frequency: 0.45fc. Figure 4 shows the power spectrum of a 

PRS signal. Therefore, pseudo-random sequences are routinely used to obtain an 

estimate of the impulse response of systems (Ljung 1987). 

When the pseudo-random sequence is a maximum length signal, the impulse 

response estimate, ĥ(n), can be obtained by computing the circular cross-

correlation between the excitatory signal, x(n), and the response signal, y(n) 
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(Ljung 1987). The circular cross-correlation of two sequences x and y in L may 

be defined as: 

 .1 ,,2 ,1 ,0    ,)()(
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The cross-correlation is circular since l + n is interpreted modulo L, where L 

is the length of the sequence. In Eq.(15), L is a normalization factor that is 

optional. The circular cross-correlation between input and output sequences can 

readily be interpreted in terms of ĥ(n) because the autocorrelation function of the 

PRS of maximum length signal is of approximately impulsive form. 

Most non-linear systems can be described by their Volterra functional 

expansion (Volterra 1930): 
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where ),,,( 21 nnh   is called the Volterra kernel of order n (the kernel of 

order 1 accounts for the linear dynamics). 

 

When the excitatory signal, x(n), which is an PRS of maximum length signal, 

and the response signal, y(n), are cross-correlated over an integer number of 

periods of the excitatory signal, contributions from even-order kernels disappear, 
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Figure 4: Discrete power spectrum of a PRS of maximum length signal. 

Spectral resolution is fc/L, where fc is the frequency of the clock signal 

applied to the shift register and L is the length of the sequence. 
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which leaves the linear term and terms involving kernels of order 3, 5, etc. Since 

in most cases, higher order kernels have a small effect on the output (this effect 

diminishes rapidly when the order, n, increases), a better estimate of the linear 

kernel is obtained by removing the effects of the second order kernel. This 

property is advantageous to better study the dynamics of temperature modulated 

metal oxide gas sensors. 

In other words, signals based on multi-level maximum length pseudo random 

sequences (i.e. with a number of levels higher than 2) are preferred to binary 

signals because the former provides a better estimate than the latter signals of the 

linear dynamics of a system with non-linearity, which is normally the case with 

gas sensors. 

3.2.5  Gas/sensor systems identification. 

Maximum length pseudorandom sequence signals can be of help to 

systematically study the effects of the frequencies used to modulate the working 

temperature of metal oxide gas sensors. When either a binary or multi-level PRS 

signal voltage is applied to the heating element of a micro-hotplate gas sensor, its 

working temperature is modulated in a wide frequency range. If this sensor is in 

the presence of a gas diluted in air, the impulse response of the sensor-gas pair 

can be estimated from the circular cross-correlation of the PRS temperature-

modulating signal x(t) and the sensor response sequence y(t). Because metal 

oxide sensors change their resistance in the presence of gases, the sensor 

response sequence is the resistance transient of the temperature-modulated 

sensor. By using spectral analysis on the impulse response estimate, ĥ(t), 

important information about the modulation frequencies that are useful to 

discriminate between different gases and to estimate gas concentration is 

obtained in a systematic way. This process is illustrated in Figure 5. 

PRS of maximum length signals have a characteristic that make them 

especially suitable for the study of metal oxide gas sensors: Since their energy is 

distributed over L pulses of small amplitude, such signals have a low crest factor 

(i.e. low peak-to-average factor). In practice, this means that the signals contain 

enough energy for it to be possible to obtain a good SNR in a wide frequency 

range (i.e., measurement with high dynamic range) and to avoid sensor non-

linearities caused by signals with high crest factors (e.g. impulsive signals). 

By choosing the clock frequency (fc) used to generate the maximum length 

based PRS signal and the length (L) of the sequence, the frequency range of 
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modulating frequencies under study and the resolution are set. The range of 

modulating frequencies that are systematically studied is from the D.C. to 

0.45fc, which corresponds to the frequency range where the power spectrum of 

the PRS signals is approximately flat (e.g. white noise-like, see Figure 4). The 

resolution is (fc/L), which corresponds to the spectral resolution of the PRS power 

spectrum. The higher the clock frequency is, the wider the range of modulating 

frequencies studied is. If the clock frequency is increased, the length of the PRS 

signal should be increased too, for the spectral resolution not to degrade. 

Once the feature extraction methods have been applied to the gas sensor 

transient response (because of the temperature modulation) a simple variable 

selection procedure needs to be implemented in order to select a short number of 

features (i.e., the ones more representative of the problem) among the total 

number of variables extracted. 

A criterion is defined to rate the resolution power of each variable selected. 

For gas identification purposes, the measurements are grouped into as many 

categories as there are gas species (i.e. single species or their mixtures). In a 

similar way for quantification purposes, one specific model per species or gas-

mixture is built. Therefore, for every quantification model, the measurements are 

grouped in as many categories as gas or gas mixture concentrations are 

measured. 
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Figure 5: Study of the sensor/gas system using PRS signals. The PRS voltage signal, x(n), 

is input to the heating element of a micro-hotplate gas sensor. The transient of the sensor 

conductance (i.e. the response in the presence of gases), y(n), is recorded. An estimate of 

the impulse response, ĥ(n), can be computed via the circular cross-correlation of x(n) and 

y(n). Finally, by performing the FFT of ĥ(n), the spectral components of the impulse 

response estimate are found. 
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For each set of variable selected, intra-group and between-group variances are 

computed: 

 

(1) An intra-group variance is defined as the variance of the set of features or 

variables extracted which are considered to be within a given group of 

measurements. Two examples of intra-group variances are as follows: the 

variance of a spectral component within the measurements of a gas, no 

matter the concentration (case of gas identification) or the variance within the 

measurement of a given concentration of pollutant specie (case of 

quantification). The intra-group variance of a variable set j, can be defined 

as: 
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where n is the number of measurements within the group, Nji is the value of 

variable set j for measurement i and j is the mean of variable set j over the 

measurements within the group. 

(2) In a similar way, for every variable set, a between-group variance is defined 

as the variance within the category means centroids. Therefore, the between-

group variance can be defined as: 
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where ji is the mean of variable set j over the measurements within group i, d 

is the number of different groups and j is the mean over the ji. 

 

Finally, a figure of merit for the resolution power, RP, of a spectral 

component is defined as the ratio: 
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The higher the figure of merit defined in Eq.19 is, the more important is the 

spectral component considered to correctly discriminate or quantify gases. 

Therefore, a small set of spectral components, which comprises those that have 

the higher figure of merit, have been selected. These spectral components 

correspond to the temperature-modulating frequencies that lead to a better 
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discrimination or quantification of the gases studied and can be related to a 

specific temperature-modulation frequency by the following expression: 

 
L

fSC
f cm

m


  (20) 

where SCm is the spectral component number and fc/L is the spectral 

resolution. 

3.3  EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 

In this section, the micro-hotplate gas sensors used to illustrate the techniques 

described, the measurement system layout and the experimental set-up including 

the pollutant gases measured are presented in detail. The experiments presented 

here were performed using micro-hotplate gas sensors. The sensor substrates 

consisted of four-element integrated micro-hotplate arrays fabricated using 

microsystems technology. The gas sensitive materials used were tin oxide and 

tungsten oxide. The active layers were deposited onto microelectronic substrates 

by either sputtering or screen printing techniques. 
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Figure 6: Experimental setup. The sensors are studied in the presence of either single or binary 

mixtures of three pollutant gases diluted at different concentrations in dry air. 
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The sensors were encapsulated and placed in a chamber where measurements 

were performed by means of a continuous flow system which allows us to obtain, 

starting from calibrated gas bottles, the desired concentrations of the different 

gases and gas mixtures in a highly reproducible way. The carrier was dry and the 

total gas flow was set to 200 ml/min (sccm) (10 % R.H. measured at 30ºC  1ºC) 

during the whole measurement process. Figure 6 shows the measurement system 

lay-out. 

3.3.1  Micro-hotplate gas sensor fabrication 

The sensor substrates consisted of four-element integrated micro-hotplate arrays 

fabricated using microsystems technology. Basically, the structure of any sensor 

within the micro-array comprised a gas-sensitive layer, interdigited electrodes, 

insulating layers and a polysilicon heater, all stacked on a membrane. Figure 7 

shows the architecture of a sensor micro-array encapsulated onto a TO-8 package 

(a) and the schematic view of a SnO2 MHP gas sensor (b). Details of the 

fabrication process can be found in (Horrillo 1999; Rickerby et al. 2000; Gràcia 

2001), (Llobet et al. 2003), (Ivanov et al. 2005), (Ivanov et al 2005), (Vicenzi et 

al. 2000), (Vicenzi et al. 2000), (Llobet et. al. 2003) and references therein. 

Two different experiments were performed here. A preliminary experiment 

was conducted to determine the frequency range of the thermal modulation to be 

considered in our studies. This was done by analysing the thermal response of the 

  
(a)     (b) 

 

Figure 7: (a) 4-element micro-hotplate gas sensor array mounted on a standard TO-8 package 

and (b) structure of a micro-hotplate gas sensor. 
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sensor membranes. Furthermore, the experiment is aimed at systematically 

studying the modulating frequencies of micro-hotplate gas sensors using PRBS. 

The discrimination among pollutant gases such as NO2, NH3 and their binary 

mixtures was envisaged. A second experiment deals with the optimisation of the 

modulating frequencies using this time MLPRS. Once the optimal modulating 

frequencies are identified and selected, a multi-sinusoidal modulating signal can 

be synthesized and employed to modulate the sensor‟s operating temperature and 

then validate the optimisation process. 

3.3.2  Experiment 1: PRBS signals to modulate the temperature operation of 

micro-hotplates gas sensors. 

The objectives of this experiment are twofold: On the one hand (preliminary 

experiment), the correct choice of the clock frequency and length of the 

sequence, essentials to study the appropriate frequency range with enough 

resolution. To determine the frequency range of the thermal modulation, the 

thermal response of the sensor membranes was studied. On the other hand, once 

the frequency range has been determined, to see whether it is possible, by 

studying the gas-sensor system in a systematic way using PRBS, to determine the 

most optimal frequencies to modulate the working temperature of the micro-

hotplate gas sensors. The set-up of this experiment was then divided into the 

following steps: 

A stepwise current signal was applied to the heating element of either thin or 

thick film gas sensors. It was found that all membranes behaved as first-order 

systems, where the ones coated by screen-printing (thick film) presented a 

thermal response of around 19 ms while the thermal response of the membranes 

coated by sputtering (thin film) was of about 13 ms. Therefore, the cut-off 

frequency of the coated membranes was around 52 and 77 Hz respectively. There 

from, the clock frequency used to generate the MLS signal (fc), was set to 250 

Hz. This allowed the sensors to be tested for modulating frequencies raging from 

D.C. up to 112.5 Hz (i.e., 0.45 × fc). Once the fc had been determined the length 

of the PRS signal can be set (e.g., 65,535) to get a spectral resolution (fc/L) close 

to 4 mHz. Figure 8 shows the response of the heating element of a thin and thick 

film gas sensor (left to right) respectively to a stepwise voltage, where the 

thermal response change can be seen to be in the millisecond range. From this 

preliminary study, it was derived that the important modulating frequencies to 
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discriminate and quantify gases lay in the range between 0 and 1 Hz. This result 

is not surprising, since the objective of the temperature modulation is to alter the 

kinetics of diffusion and reaction processes at the sensor surface and these 

kinetics are slow (Moseley et al. 1987). This explains why low-frequency 

temperature-modulating signals (i.e. in the mHz range) have been used with 

micro-hotplate gas sensors (Cavicchi et al. 1995 and 1996; Heiling et al. 1997, 

Llobet et al. 2001 and 2002). 

According to these results, the value of fc and the length of the sequence and 

the resolution were readapted before the second part of the experiment was 

performed. Four tungsten oxide (thick film) micro-gas sensors were used to 

measure vapours at three different concentrations of NO2 (0.5, 1, 2 ppm), NH3 

(100, 500, 1000 ppm) and their binary mixtures (0.5 + 100, 1 + 500, 2 + 1000 

ppm of NO2 and NH3, respectively) diluted in dry air (Vergara et al. 2005 (a)). 

Initially, measurements were performed while the operating temperature was 

kept constant (i.e., study of the steady-state response). In the second step, these 

species were measured while modulating the working temperature of the micro-

hotplates. Each measurement was replicated 5 times. Every measurement took 

approximately 10 minutes to complete, which corresponded to the acquisition of 

2.5 sequences of length 511 generated with a clock frequency of 2 Hz. The 

sampling frequency was set to 10 Hz. Figure 9 shows the PRBS signal used to 

modulate sensor temperature and a typical transient response of a micro-hotplate 

gas sensor in the presence of 2 ppm of NO2. 
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Figure 8: Response to a heater voltage stepwise applied to a micro-hotplate based gas sensor (thin 

and thick film (left to right)). 
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3.3.3  Experiment 2: Optimized Temperature Modulation of Metal Oxide 

Micro-Hotplate Gas Sensors through Multilevel Pseudo Random 

Sequences. 

In the former experiment, we aimed at systematically selecting the modulation 

frequencies of micro-hotplate gas-sensors using pseudo-random binary sequences 

of maximum length (PRBS). In this experiment, an evolved method to modulate 
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Figure 9: (a) Temperature-modulating PRBS sequence of length 511 applied to the sensor 

heating element and (b) resulting resistance transient of a tungsten-oxide micro-hotplate 

sensor in the presence of 2 ppm of NO2. 
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the working temperature of metal oxide micro-hotplate gas sensors in a wide 

frequency range is presented, but this time based on the use of maximum length 

multilevel pseudo random sequences (MLPRS). One of the main reasons for 

considering multilevel signals instead of the binary ones is that the former can 

provide a better estimate than the latter of the linear dynamics of a process with 

non-linearities (Vergara et. al. 2007). And it is well known that temperature-

modulated metal oxide gas sensors present non-linearity in their response. 

Using this strategy, it is shown that the best temperature modulating 

frequencies to discriminate and quantify gases using an array of 4 metal oxide 

gas sensors are identified. The process is illustrated in solving a practical 

application: the quantitative analysis of acetaldehyde, ethylene, ammonia and 

their binary mixtures. 

Initially (i.e., during the frequency optimization process) the response of the 

first micro-array was measured when the sensors‟ operating temperature was 

modulated using a 5-level PRS. The higher and lower current levels were set to 8 

mA and 7 mA, respectively, which resulted in a maximum temperature variation 

of the micro-machined membranes equal to 200ºC. Since the number of levels of 

the pseudo random signal was set to 5, the current levels were 7, 7.25, 7.5, 7.75 

and 8 mA. The clock frequency (fc) used to generate the MLPRS signal was set at 

2 Hz. This frequency allows us to test the gas/sensors system at temperature 

modulating frequencies that range from 0 up to near 1 Hz. These modulating 

frequencies are far below the cut-off frequency of the metal oxide coated 

membranes, which is the inverse of their thermal response, (i.e., 1/19×10-3 s-1 = 

52 Hz). The length of the MLPRS signal was set to 624, which resulted in a 

spectral resolution, fc/L, of 3.21 mHz (see Figure 10 (a)). During each 

measurement, two periods of the excitatory MLPRS signal and the corresponding 

sensor response signals (i.e. sensor resistance) were acquired and stored for 

further processing. 

In the second step (i.e., during the validation process) the response of the 

second micro-array was measured when the sensors‟ operating temperature was 

modulated using a multi-sinusoidal signal resulting from the sum of a few 

sinusoids of identical amplitude. The frequencies of these signals were a subset 

of those that had been identified in the first step as more advantageous for gas 

recognition and quantification. 

Databases: The first database was used for optimizing the temperature 

modulation of the sensors via a 5-level MLPRS. The following single gases and 

gas mixtures were measured using the first sensor micro-array: 
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(1) Acetaldehyde (10; 50 and 100 ppm) 

(2) Ethylene (10; 50 and 100 ppm) 

(3) Ammonia (25; 50 and 75 ppm) 

(4) Acetaldehyde + Ethylene (10 + 10; 10 + 50; 10 + 100; 50 + 10; 50 + 50; 50 + 

100; 100 + 10; 100 + 50; 100 + 100 ppm) 

(5) Ethylene + Ammonia (10 + 25; 10 + 50; 10 + 75; 50 + 25; 50 + 50; 50 + 75; 

100 + 25; 100 + 50; 100 + 75 ppm) 

(6) Acetaldehyde + Ammonia (10 + 25; 10 + 50; 10 + 75; 50 + 25; 50 + 50; 50 + 

75 ppm) 

 

Since each measurement was replicated 5 times (performed in a disordered 

way), this gave a total of 165 measurements in the first database. The 

measurement procedure consisted of the following steps: First, measurements 

were performed while the operating temperature was kept constant of 450 ºC. 

This was done to measure the steady-state sensor response. Then the sensors‟ 

operating temperature was modulated using the MLPRS signal. 

After the sensors had been thermally modulated during five cycles of the 

MLPRS, the acquisition of 2 additional cycles started. This was done to ensure 

that reproducible response patterns were acquired during each measurement. The 

acquisition of these two cycles took 10.4 minutes to complete (i.e. 2 sequences of 

length 624 generated with a clock frequency of 2 Hz). The sampling frequency 

was set to 10 Hz. An example of the 5-level PRS signal used to modulate the 

temperature of the sensors and a typical transient response of a Au-doped WO3 

micro-hotplate gas sensor in the presence of Acetaldehyde 50 ppm are shown in 

Figure 10 (top to bottom respectively). 

The second database was used for validating the frequency selection 

performed using the first database. A new set of measurements was taken using 

the second micro-sensor array. The gases and concentrations measured were the 

ones reported for the first database. This time, a multi-sinusoidal signal was used 

to modulate the sensors‟ operating temperature. An equivalent procedure to the 

one reported before was employed to perform the second databases. 
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3.4  OPTIMISATION USING PSEUDORANDOM SEQUENCES 

3.4.1  Initial optimisation using pseudorandom binary sequences 

In this section the data from experiment 1 is fully analyzed. The sensor used in 

the experiment was a tungsten oxide micro-hotplate gas sensor and vapours of 
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Figure 10: (a) 5-level PRS applied to the sensors‟ heating element and (b) resulting 

resistance of a screen-printed WO3 micro-hotplate gas sensor in the presence of 50 ppm of 

acetaldehyde. 
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three different concentration of NO2, NH3 and their binary mixtures diluted in 

synthetic dry air were the gases measured (Vergara et. al. 2005 (a)). As was 

mentioned earlier, the main aim of the first part of this experiment (preliminary 

study) consisted of determining the clock frequency fc and length of the sequence 

L in order to study an appropriate modulation frequency range with enough 

resolution. To determine the thermal response of the sensor membranes a 

stepwise current signal was applied to the heating element of the gas sensors (i.e., 

sensor membranes were coated using either thin or thick film technology). Three 

replicate measurements were made for each one of the 4 different current 

impulses tested. Since the initial study revealed that the important temperature 

modulating frequencies lay in the range 0 to 1 Hz, the clock frequency (fc) used 

to generate the PRBS signal was set to 2 Hz. This frequency allows the sensors to 

be tested at temperature-modulating frequencies that range from 0 up to near 1 

Hz. The length of the sequence was set to 511, which resulted in a spectral 

resolution of 3.91 mHz. Once these parameters had been determined the PRBS 

was built in order to study, in the pre-established frequency range, the 

modulating frequencies. The process to obtain the optimal modulation 

frequencies for a given sensor and target gases needs two steps: 

 

(1) In the first step, an estimate of the impulse response of the sensor in the 

presence of each gas or mixture is computed. An estimate of the impulse 

response is obtained for every measurement and the spectral components of 

the impulse response are computed via the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (this 

step is described above). 

(2) In the second step, it is necessary to select the subset of spectral components 

that carry important information to discriminate and/or quantify the target 

gases. This subset of spectral components is the set of optimal modulation 

frequencies (this step has been described above). 

 

3.4.1.1  Estimating the impulse response. 

The database described in experiment 1 (consisted of 45 measurements) was used 

for this purpose. An estimate of the impulse response, ĥ(n), of each sensor in the 

presence of the gases and gas mixtures studied was computed through the 

circular cross-correlation between one period (L = 511 samples) of the PRBS 

signal, x(n), and one period of the sensor response (i.e. resistance transient), y(n). 
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Since the clock frequency of the PRBS sequence was set to fc = 2 Hz and the 

sampling rate of the acquisition system was set to 10 Hz, the sequences had to be 

decimated by 5 before the cross-correlation was computed. The module of the 

FFT of the impulse response estimate was calculated and, stored for further 

processing. This was done to study which spectral components contain important 

information for the identification and quantification of gases. Figure 11 shows 

the FFT module of the impulse responses for a tungsten oxide micro-hotplate 

sensor in the presence of ammonia, nitrogen dioxide and an ammonia and 

nitrogen dioxide mixture. This figure also shows that differences exist between 

these spectra when the sensor is in the presence of different gases. 
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In the next step, a variable selection method was implemented to identify 

those spectral components that carry important information for the discrimination 

and quantification of the pollutant gases studied. The number of spectral 

components available is 255, which corresponds to half the length of the PRBS 

(L/2). Two consecutive spectral components are separated by the spectral 

resolution, fc/L (i.e. 2/511 Hz = 3.91 mHz). For gas identification purposes, the 

measurements were grouped into 3 categories (i.e., ammonia, nitrogen dioxide 

and gas mixture). For quantification purposes, three specific models were built 

(one per species or mixture). Therefore, for every quantification model, the 

measurements were grouped into 3 categories (e.g. gas or gas mixture  3 

concentrations). For each spectral component, intra-group and between-group 

variances were computed (see Eq.(17) and (18)). A figure of merit for the 

resolution power, (RP), of a spectral component (i.e, the ratio between the inter-

category variance and the intra-category variance) was calculated (see Eq.(19)). 

Therefore, a small set of spectral components (i.e., those that have the higher 

figure of merit) were selected. These spectral components correspond to the 
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Figure 11: Module of the FFT of the impulse response estimate of a tungsten 

oxide micro-hotplate sensor in: a) NH3 (1000 ppm), b) NO2 (2 ppm) and c) 

NH3 (1000 ppm) + NO2 (2 ppm). 
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temperature-modulating frequencies that lead to a better discrimination or 

quantification of the gases studied (see Eq.(20)). 

3.4.1.2  Qualitative and quantitative gas analysis. 

One matrix per sensor was formed, which contained as number of rows the 

number of measurements performed (i.e. 45) and as number of columns the 

number of selected spectral components. Therefore, every element in these 

matrices corresponded to the value of a selected spectral component of the 

impulse response estimate for a given gas-sensor pair. These matrices were used 

to build and validate fuzzy ARTMAP classifiers to see whether it was possible to 

correctly identify the gases. A brief description of the ARTMAP network is 

shown as follows. 

The ARTMAP comprises two ART modules (ARTa and ARTb) linked by an 

inter-ART associative memory referred to as „match tracking system‟. Each ART 

module is formed by two major subsystems the attentional subsystem and the 

orienting subsystem. Two interconnected layers of neurones F1 and F2, which 

are fully connected both bottom-up and top-down, comprise the attentional 

subsystem. The application of a single input vector leads to patterns of neural 

activity in both layers F1 and F2. The activity in F2 nodes reinforces the activity 

in F1 nodes due to top-down connections. The interchange of bottom-up and top-

down information leads to a resonance in neural activity. The orienting 

subsystem is responsible for generating a reset signal to F2 when the bottom-up 

input pattern and top-down template pattern mismatch at F1, according to a 

vigilance criterion. When a mismatch is detected, the network adapts its structure 

by immediately storing the novelty in additional weights. The vigilance criterion 

is set by the value of the vigilance parameter. A high value of the vigilance 

parameter means than only a slight mismatch will be tolerated before a reset 

signal is emitted. On the other hand, a small value (low vigilance) means that 

large mismatches will be tolerated. After the resonance check, if a pattern match 

is detected according to the vigilance parameter, the network changes the weights 

of the winning node. During supervised learning ARTa receives a stream of input 

patterns {aM} and ARTb also receives a stream of patterns {bM}, where bM is the 

correct prediction given aM. When a prediction by ARTa is not confirmed by 

ARTb, inhibition of the inter-ART associative memory activates a match tracking 

process. This increases ARTa vigilance by the minimum amount needed for the 

system either to activate an ARTa category that matches the ARTb category or to 
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learn a new ARTa category. Fuzzy ARTMAP carries out supervised learning like 

back-propagation. But unlike back-propagation, Fuzzy ARTMAP is self-

organising, self-stabilising and suitable for real-time learning. More details about 

the building and validation of fuzzy ARTMAP classifiers can be found in 

(Carpenter et al. 1992; Ionescu et al 2002) and references therein. 

A cross-validation of order one (i.e. a leave-one-out cross-validation) was 

implemented to estimate the accuracy classification rates. Through the selection 

of information from up to 4 modulating frequencies, the gas identification rate 

using a single sensor varied between 80 and 93.33%. For instance, up to a 

93.33% identification rate was reached with sensor 3 when the modulation 

frequencies of 168, 399, 743 and 797 mHz where used. While NH3 samples 

could be perfectly discriminated, confusions occurred between samples of NO2 

and NO2 + NH3 mixtures. Increasing the number of modulating frequencies used 

did not improve these results. The gas identification rate of the fuzzy ARTMAP 

classifier increased up to 95.56% when information from different sensors was 

combined. For example, when sensors 1, 3 and 4 were combined, the modulating 

frequencies selected were 168, 188, 328, 399, 743, 797, 919 and 938 mHz. These 

results are summarised in Tables 3 and 4. 

Table 3: Frequencies selected (with high figure of merit for gas identification) for the different 

sensors studied and success rate in gas identification using a fuzzy ARTMAP classifier. 

Sensor no. 1 2 3 4 

Frequencies selected (Hz) 0.919 

0.938 

0.188 

0.403 

0.168 

0.399 

0.743 

0.797 

0.188 

0.328 

NH3 identification (%) 100 100 100 100 

NO2 identification (%) 86.67 80 93.33 73.33 

NH3 + NO2 identification (%) 60 73.33 86.66 66.66 

Overall success rate (%) 82.23 84.45 93.33 80 

In the second step the selection of the optimal set of temperature-modulating 

frequencies to quantify the different gases and gas mixtures was envisaged. By 

an equivalent procedure to the one described above, for every micro-sensor, the 

spectral components that had a high figure of merit for solving the quantification 

problem were selected to form the data matrices. Since specific quantification 
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models were built (i.e. for NH3, NO2 and their mixtures), for each micro-sensor 3 

data matrices were formed. Once again, fuzzy ARTMAP classifiers were built 

and cross-validated (using the leave-one-out approach) to estimate the success 

rate in gas quantification. Results are summarised in table 5 which shows that the 

concentration of the different gases and mixtures can be identified with an 

accuracy of a 100% even using a single sensor. 

Table 4: Success rate in gas identification when the information from different sensors is combined 

using a fuzzy ARTMAP classifier. 

Sensor no. 1-3-4 3-4 1-4 2-4 

Identification success rate (%) 95.56 93.34 91.12 91.12 

 

Table 5: Frequencies selected (with high figure of merit for gas quantification) for the different 

sensors studied and success rate in gas quantification using a fuzzy ARTMAP classifier. 

Gases  1 2 3 4 

NH3 Frequencies selected (Hz) 0.950 0.070 

0.188 

0.234 

0.789 

0.950 

0.993 

0.188 0.789 

0.950 

Quantification success rate (%) 100 100 87 100 

NO2 Frequencies selected (Hz) 0.445 0.797 0.797 0.797 

Quantification success rate (%) 93.33 100 93.33 100 

NH3 + NO2 Frequencies selected (Hz) 0.845 0.446 

0.594 

0.797 

0.845 

0.489 

0.685 

0.063 

0.410 

0.716 

0.845 

Quantification success rate (%) 100 100 100 100 

3.4.2  Optimisation and validation using multi-level sequences (MLPRS) 

In the previous experiment, we introduced a method based on the use of MLPRS 

to modulate the working temperature of gas sensors. In this section an evolved 

method based on the use of MLPRS sequences for optimizing the choice of the 

operating temperature modulating frequencies of metal oxide micro-hotplate gas 

sensors is developed and presented. The problem envisaged to illustrate the 

process is the building of calibration models for the analysis of acetaldehyde, 

ethylene, ammonia and their binary mixtures, species related to the quality of 
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climacteric fruit during cold storage and the occurrence of a leak in the 

refrigeration system respectively. In an attempt to show the consistency of the 

method discussed, all the optimisation process was conducted using a sensor 

array and all the validation was performed using a different sensor array from the 

same fabrication batch. 
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The first database described in section 3.3 (consisting of 165 measurements) 

was used for the spectral analysis purpose. For each measurement, an estimate of 

the impulse response, ĥ(n), was computed by means of the circular cross-

correlation between one period of the input MLPRS signal, x(n), and one period 

of the sensor response signal (i.e. resistance transient), y(n). The absolute value 

of the FFT of the impulse response estimate was calculated. This was done to 

study which spectral components contain important information for the 

identification and quantification of gases. Figure 12 shows the absolute value of 

the FFT of the impulse response estimates for an Au-doped WO3 micro-hotplate 

in the presence of acetaldehyde, ethylene and ammonia (the concentration of 

these species was 50 ppm). 

The number of spectral components available is 312, which corresponds to 

half the length of the MLPRS (L/2). Two consecutive spectral components are 

separated by the spectral resolution, fc/L (i.e. 2/624 Hz = 3.20 mHz). 

Once again, a simple search method was implemented to find a reduced set of 

spectral components that better helped either in the discrimination of the gases 

and gas mixtures or in gas quantification. For discrimination purposes, 

measurements were grouped in 6 classes, three corresponding to the single 

species and three for gas mixtures. On the other hand for quantification model, 
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Figure 12: Absolute value of the FFT for a temperature modulated, WO3 micro-hotplate sensor in 

the presence of (a) 50 ppm acetaldehyde, (b) 50 ppm ethylene, and (c) 50 ppm of ammonia. 
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the measurements were grouped in 3 categories (i.e., 3 concentrations). Once 

again for each spectral component, intra-category and between-category 

variances were computed, and then the parameter defined to rank the 

discriminating power of a given spectral component was computed (see Eq.19). 

3.4.2.1  Optimization for qualitative gas analysis. 

The optimization was conducted on the first micro-sensor array. The number of 

measurements available in this database was 165 (5 replicate measurements for 

each gas, gas mixture and concentration). The objective here was to identify an 

optimal set of temperature-modulating frequencies to discriminate among the 

gases and gas mixtures, regardless their concentration. 

The process of frequency selection was performed using a 5-fold validation 

approach. Selection the datasets was performed by using 4 out of the 5 replicates 

available per measurement (there were 132 measurements in each of the 5 

selection datasets). Their corresponding validation datasets were formed by the 

replicate left out (there were 33 measurements in each of the 5 corresponding 

validation datasets). Therefore, each sensor within the micro-array had 5 

frequency selection matrices (132 rows or measurements  312 columns or 

spectral components) and 5 validation matrices (33 rows  312 columns). The 

variable selection process described above was used with each frequency 

selection matrix in order to rank spectral components according to their 

usefulness to discriminate among gases and gas mixtures (6-category 

classification). 

For each sensor and selection set, the best five spectral components were 

selected. Table 6 shows the frequencies corresponding to these components. Two 

conclusions can be derived from the frequencies selected: 

 

(1) Considering each micro-sensor separately: A very high consistency exists 

among the frequencies selected over the five selection folds. Sensor 1 shows 

a higher variability than sensors 2, 3 and 4. Furthermore, differences arise 

generally in the fourth and fifth frequencies (i.e. those among the frequencies 

selected that had the lower value of the parameter used to rank them). 

(2) Considering the 4 sensors studied together: There are a high number of 

coincidences in the values of the modulating frequencies selected. This is not 

surprising, since 3 out of 4 sensors are based on the same gas-sensitive 

material (tin oxide), even though in each sensor, a different noble metal 
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catalyst was used. 

Table 6: Results of the 5-Fold selection and validation process for gas identification. A fuzzy 

ARTMAP classifier and a leave-one-out cross-validation were used to estimate performance. 

Fold #   

 
Sensors 1 2 3 4 2, 3 2, 3, 4 

 1 

Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

96.2 

121.8 

134.6 

144.2 

198.7 

12.8 

25.6 

76.9 

102.6 

115.4 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

64.1 

76.9 

12.8 

38.4 

198.7 

464.7 

618.6 

- - 

Identification success 

rate (%) 
42.4 63.0 61.8 51.5 84.2 89.7 

 2 

Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

185.9 

198.7 

12.8 

25.6 

115.4 

153.8 

192.3 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

64.1 

76.9 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

185.9 

198.7 

- - 

Identification success  

rate (%) 
42.4 55.7 61.2 47.3 80.6 84.3 

 3 

Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

3.2 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

134.6 

12.8 

25.6 

76.9 

89.7 

102.6 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

64.1 

76.9 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

134.6 

618.6 

- - 

Identification success  

rate (%) 
52.7 63.6 61.2 51.5 80.6 85.5 

 4 
Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

12.8 

28.8 

121.8 

134.6 

198.7 

12.8 

25.6 

76.9 

102.6 

115.4 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

64.1 

76.9 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

198.7 

451.9 

- - 

 
Identification success  

rate (%) 
50.9 73.3 60.0 55.1 83.0 89.7 

 5 
Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

3.2 

22.4 

25.6 

28.8 

134.6 

12.8 

25.6 

76.9 

102.6 

192.3 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

76.9 

89.7 

12.8 

25.6 

38.4 

134.6 

618.6 

- - 

 Identification success  

rate (%) 
52.7 64.8 57.5 55.1 81.2 87.3 

Fuzzy ARTMAP classifiers were built and validated to see whether it was 

possible to correctly identify the different gases and gas mixtures using the 

spectral components that had been selected. This process was repeated for the 5 
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folds available. Leave-one-out cross-validation was the approach implemented to 

estimate the success rate in identification. Each fold comprised 165 

measurements, (132 had been used in the frequency selection step and 33 had 

been left out). Fuzzy ARTMAP classifiers were trained 165 times using 164 

training vectors. The vector left out during the training phase (i.e. unseen by the 

classifier) was then used for testing. The performance of a given classifier was 

estimated as the averaged performance over the 165 tests. 

Classifiers were built and validated using the information of 1 sensor, 2 

sensors (2 and 3) and 3 sensors (2, 3 and 4). Therefore, the dimension of the 

vectors input to the fuzzy ARTMAP was 5, 10 and 15, respectively, since the 

values of 5 spectral components were used per sensor. The cross-validation 

results are shown in Table 6. This table shows that combining the information 

from sensors 2, 3 and 4 leads to success rates in gas identification that range 

between 84.3% and 89.7%, depending on the fold considered. The average of the 

success rate over the 5 folds is 87.3%. Increasing beyond 5 the number of 

spectral components used per sensor did not improve these results. 

Table 7: Confusion matrix (leave-one-out cross-validation results) for the fuzzy ARTMAP 

classifiers applied to the identification of gases and gas mixtures (adding up the results of the 5 

different folds). Bold face is used for correct identifications, plain face is used for misclassified 

samples from the frequency selection datasets and italics is used for misclassified samples from the 

validation datasets. 

  Real category 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 

  
 P

re
d
ic

te
d
 a

s 

1 72  1 2 1  

2 1 75     

3   74    

4    189 23+10 17+11 

5 2   26+4 191 2 

6    4  120 

          1: Acetaldehyde, 2: Ethylene, 3: Ammonia, 4: 1&2, 5: 2&3, 6: 1&3. 

Table 7 shows the confusion matrix that integrates the identification results 

for the 5 folds when the information from sensors 2, 3 and 4 was used. A clear 

distinction is made between measurements that had participated in the frequency 

selection process and those that had not. Table 8 shows that most of the samples 

misclassified belong to gas mixtures. The success rate in gas identification 

(averaged for the 5 folds), estimated using measurements that took part in the 
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selection of spectral components exclusively, is 89.4%. On the other hand, the 

success rate estimated using measurements that were left out (i.e. were not used 

in the selection of spectral components) is 80%. The latter success rate is similar 

to the former one (it decreases, but not substantially). This proves that the 

variable selection process is not over-trained and that it leads to the selection of 

those modulating frequencies that help discriminating among the species 

considered. 

3.4.2.2  Optimization for quantitative gas analysis. 

In the second step the selection of the optimal set of temperature-modulating 

frequencies to quantify the different gases and gas mixtures was envisaged. Once 

again, this optimization was conducted on the first micro-sensor array. Since 

specific quantification models were sought for every gas or gas mixture, the 

database (165 measurements, i.e. 5 replicate measurements for each gas, gas 

mixture and concentration) was split in 6 databases. The first 3 databases were 

for single gases (15 measurements in each) and the second 3 databases were for 

gas mixtures (45, 45 and 30 measurements for Acetaldehyde + Ethylene, 

Ethylene + Ammonia and Acetaldehyde + Ammonia, respectively). The process 

of frequency selection was performed using a 5-fold validation approach. 

Selection datasets were formed by using 4 out of the 5 replicates available per 

measurement. There were 12 measurements in the selection datasets of single 

gases and 36, 36 and 24 measurements in the selection datasets of gas mixtures. 

Their corresponding validation datasets were formed by the replicates left out. 

The variable selection process was, once again, used with each frequency 

selection matrix in order to rank spectral components according to their 

usefulness to quantify the gases. Only sensors 2, 3 and 4 were studied (since 

sensor 1 was discarded in the qualitative analysis). For each sensor and selection 

set, the best five spectral components were selected. Table 8 summarizes the 

results of the selection process. The frequencies shown in Table 8 correspond to 

those that appeared selected more times over the five selection folds. 

PLS calibration models that used the values of the spectral components 

selected from sensors 2, 3 and 4 were built and validated. Data were mean 

centered. PLS is a linear and supervised multivariate calibration method that 

attempts to find factors, which capture as much variance as possible in the 

predictor block X-matrix (spectral components for sensors 2, 3 and 4), under the 
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constraint of being correlated with the predicted block Y-matrix (gas or gas 

mixture concentrations) (Geladi et al. 1986). 

Table 8: Frequencies selected to build specific quantitative models. The number of times a 

frequency is selected over the 5 folds is shown in parenthesis. 

Gases/mixture 

models 
Sensors 2 3 4 

Acetaldehyde 
Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

339.7 (3) 

496.8 (4) 

612.2 (5) 

804.5 (5) 

996.8 (2) 

6.4 (3) 

224.4 (5) 

339.7 (5) 

785.3 (4)  

887.8 (3) 

339.7 (2) 

676.3 (3) 

698.7 (5) 

804.5 (5)  

887.8 (4) 

Ethylene 
Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

12.8 (2) 

51.3 (5) 

60.9 (4) 

73.7 (5) 

734.0 (2) 

22.4 (4) 

25.6 (5)  

28.8 (5) 

67.3 (5) 

734.0 (2) 

41.7 (3) 

179.5 (2) 

195.5 (3) 

208.3 (4) 

339.7 (3) 

Ammonia 
Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

256.4 (4) 

500.0 (4) 

564.1 (3) 

698.7 (3) 

705.1 (4) 

450.1 (4) 

500.0 (4) 

680.0 (5) 

685.9 (3) 

894.2 (3) 

185.9 (3) 

250.0 (3) 

330.1 (3) 

403.8 (4) 

685.9 (5) 

Ethylene  

+ Acetaldehyde  

Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

12.8 (4) 

25.6 (4) 

128.2 (3)  

551.3 (3) 

910.2 (4) 

3.2 (4) 

378.2 (3) 

496.8 (5)  

641.0 (5) 

846.1 (3) 

3.2 (5) 

9.6 (5) 

12.8 (5) 

16.02 (5) 

38.5 (3) 

Ethylene  

+  

Ammonia  

Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

51.3 (5) 

112.2 (2) 

121.8 (2) 

298.1 (5) 

689.1 (4) 

38.5 (5) 

310.9 (2) 

419.9 (5) 

682.7 (3) 

717.9 (3) 

92.9 (3) 

253.2 (5) 

368.6 (3) 

419.9 (5) 

987.2 (3) 

Acetaldehyde  

+ 

Ammonia 

Frequencies selected 

(mHz) 

92.9 (3) 

352.6 (3) 

419.9 (4) 

557.7 (3) 

695.5 (3) 

272.4 (5) 

294.9 (2) 

342.9 (3) 

403.9 (2) 

846.2 (4) 

317.3 (4) 

349.4 (2) 

419.9 (5) 

544.9 (4) 

689.1 (2) 

The process used to build and validate the specific PLS calibration models 

was as follows. The number of latent variables (LV) to be used in each model 

was determined using the measurements in the selection datasets. Leave-one-out 
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cross-validations were performed with these measurements and the root mean 

square error of cross validation (RMSECV) versus the number of latent variables 

was computed, according to the definition: 

 
n

yY

RMSECV

n

i

ii




 1

2)(

 (21) 

where Yi is the actual concentration value and yi the model prediction. The 

number of LV selected was the value after the first sharp decrease in RMSECV. 

Once the number of LV had been determined, PLS models were built (one for 

each gas or gas mixture) using the measurements in the selection datasets. These 

calibration models were validated using the measurements that had been left out, 

i.e. those that belonged to the validation datasets. Since 5 different selection and 

validation sets were available (5-fold selection), this process was repeated 5 

times. Table 9 summarizes the quantification results for each gas/mixture model. 

These results are exclusively for validation measurements. In addition to the 

RMSECV, the table also shows the slopes and the correlation coefficients of the 

linear regressions between actual and predicted concentrations. The closer to one 

are slopes and correlation coefficients, the better the calibration PLS models are. 

Table 9: Validation results for the specific PLS calibration models (the selected spectral 

components from sensors 2, 3 and 4, were used as input data). Number of LV used, slope (m) and 

correlation coefficient (r) of the linear regression between real and predicted concentrations and 

root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). 

Gas/gas mixture models  
Validation results 

LV# M R RMSECV 

Acetaldehyde 6 0.75 0.71 28.8 

Ethylene 4 0.87 0.94 12.9 

Ammonia 6 0.97 0.98 4.8 

Ethylene +  

Acetaldehyde  
17 

0.6 0.65 31.8 

0.91 0.92 14.3 

Ethylene +  

Ammonia  
18 

0.82 0.87 18.8 

0.92 0.94 7.2 

Acetaldehyde  

+ Ammonia 
18 

0.98 0.99 2.9 

0.98 0.97 5.3 
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Table 9 shows that the concentration of ammonia (either as a single gas or in 

mixtures) can be predicted accurately. On the other hand, the estimation of the 

concentrations of acetaldehyde (as a single gas) and ethylene (in ethylene + 

acetaldehyde mixtures) is poor. Finally, the performance of the remaining 

calibration models is fair. 

3.4.2.3  Validation process: Use of multi-sinusoidal signals 

Once the processes for determining the optimal frequencies for gas identification 

and quantification have been conducted, the final validation can be envisaged. 

This consists of selecting a reduced set of optimal frequencies, synthesize a 

multi-sinusoidal temperature-modulating signal, run a new set of measurements 

and build and validate identification and calibration models. 

The six frequencies selected to synthesize the multi-sinusoidal signal were 

taken from the optimization results for sensors 2, 3 and 4 (from experiment 2). 

These frequencies are shown in Table 10. The first three frequencies selected 

correspond to those that are more important for gas identification (i.e. were 

ranked with the highest score in the selection process). The last three frequencies 

are representative of the ones used for quantification. Considering the fact that 

different frequencies are useful to quantify the different gases or gas mixtures 

studied (see Table 8), three frequencies were selected, which had a high score 

and corresponded to medium, medium-high and high frequency values, 

respectively. The low frequency values found in Table 8 are already represented 

by the identification frequencies. 

Table 10: Temperature modulation frequencies selected after the qualitative and quantitative gas 

analysis using MLPRS signals. 

Final selection of frequencies 

(mHz) 
12.8 25.6 38.5 92.9 339.7 682.7 

The objectives of this study were the following: 

 

(1) To show a practical application of temperature modulated sensors after the 

modulation process has been optimized. In other words, MLPRS are used to 

determine the optimal temperature-modulating frequencies. Following this 

optimization, a much simpler multi-sinusoidal signal (using optimal 
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frequencies) would be used in a practical application. 

(2) To validate the whole optimization process by performing a new set of 

measurements using a different micro-sensor array. This second micro-array 

belongs to the same fabrication batch as the array employed to perform the 

optimization. 

(3) To assess the performance of the temperature-modulated micro-sensors in 

qualitative and quantitative gas analysis. 

 

The new measurement database consisted of 165 measurements (5 replicate 

measurements per gas, gas mixture and concentration) (see experiment section). 

The sensors had their operating temperature modulated by a signal resulting from 

the sum of 6 sinusoids of identical amplitude, the frequencies of which are those 

reported in Table 11. The amplitude of the resulting multi-sinusoidal signal (a 

 

Sine Wave 1 

Sine Wave 2 

Sine Wave 3 

Sine Wave 4 

Sine Wave 5 

Sine Wave 6 

Σ 

To the heating 
element of 

micro-sensors 

 

Figure: 13. Setup used to generate a multi-sinusoidal signal, which consists of the sum 

of 6 sinusoids of identical amplitudes and different frequencies. The signal is applied to 

the heating element of the micro-sensors studied. 
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current signal) was equal to 2 mA. The procedure for generating this signal is 

illustrated in Figure 13. Figure 14 shows a segment of the multi-sinusoidal signal 

applied to the heater of the second micro-sensor array (a) and a typical sensor 

response (b). 
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Figure 14: (a) Fragment of the multi-sinusoidal signal applied to the heating element of the 

micro-hotplate sensors. (b) Response of a temperature-modulated WO3 micro-hotplate in the 

presence of acetaldehyde 50 ppm. 
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The response signals of the temperature-modulated micro-sensors in the 

presence of the different gases studied were obtained and processed as follows. 

The absolute value of the FFT was computed and the values of the 6 harmonics 

corresponding to the modulating frequencies were extracted. These were the 6 

features used to build identification and quantification models. Figure 15 shows 

the FFT spectra of the transient response of a sensor in the presence of two 

different concentrations of acetaldehyde (50 and 100 ppm), ethylene (50 and 100 

ppm) and ammonia (50 and 75 ppm). The peaks in these plots correspond to the 

temperature-modulating frequencies. 
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In the first step the identification of the gases and gas mixtures was 

envisaged. A fuzzy ARTMAP classifier was built and validated (using the leave-
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Figure: 15. FFT (absolute value) of the transient response of a temperature-modulated WO3 

micro-hotplate sensor in the presence of (a) 50 ppm acetaldehyde, (b) 50 ppm ethylene, (c) 50 

ppm of ammonia, (d) 100 ppm acetaldehyde, (e) 100 ppm ethylene, and (f) 75 ppm o of 

ammonia. The temperature is modulated using a 6-frequency multi-sinusoidal signal. 
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one-out approach) to discriminate among the different species (i.e. 6-category 

classification). The results of the identification process are shown in Table 11. A 

very high success rate in discrimination is reached, even using a single sensor. 

When the information from sensors 2, 3 and 4 was combined, gases and gas 

mixtures could be identified with a 100% success rate. This process was repeated 

using an additional feature, the D.C. component of the absolute value of the FFT. 

Adding this feature, which accounts for the mean value of transient signals 

(prone to be affected by drift), results in a slight degradation of the identification 

rate (see Table 11). These results prove that the modulating frequencies that are 

important for discriminating among the gases studied have been correctly 

identified. 

Table 11: Success rate in gas identification estimated by leave-one-out cross-validation using a 

fuzzy ARTMAP classifier when the sensor working temperature is modulated by a sum of 6 

sinusoidal signals. 

Identification  

success rate  Sensors 2 3 4 2,3,4 

Using 6 harmonics           (%) 98.20 97.00 96.36 100 

Using 6 harmonics + d.c. (%) 96.36 92.69 95.20 100 

In the second step the building of PLS calibration models was envisaged. 

Like when MLPRS signals were used, specific calibration models for every gas 

or gas mixture were built and validated. The process employed to determine the 

number of latent variables to be used and the validation procedures are identical 

to the ones described for the MLPRS case. Table 12 summarizes the validation 

results for the different PLS models built. These results show that the 

concentration of the different gases can be accurately estimated. 

To better assess the performance of the concentration estimation from the 

responses of the thermally-modulated sensors, an additional training and 

validation strategy was implemented. In this case training ad validation matrices 

were defined as follows. Since there were three different concentrations for each 

species, a training matrix was formed using measurements from 2 out of the 3 

concentrations available. The measurements corresponding to the concentration 

that had been left out integrated the validation matrix. Since with this validation 

approach the quantitative PLS models built are asked to predict concentrations 

that do not occur in the training set, this makes it possible to carefully checking 
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their generalisation ability. The procedure to build and validate the PLS models 

is analogous to the one described above. 

Table 12: Validation results for the specific PLS calibration models. The harmonics of the FFT 

corresponding to the 6 frequencies of the multi-sinusoidal temperature-modulating signal were used 

as input data (information from sensors 2, 3 and 4 was used). Number of LV used, slope (m) and 

correlation coefficient (r) of the linear regression between real and predicted concentrations and 

root mean square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). 

Gases/mixture models  
Validation results 

LV# M r RMSECV 

Acetaldehyde 5 0.999 0.999 0.92 

Ethylene 10 0.954 0.978 0.61 

Ammonia 6 0.999 0.998 0.99 

Ethylene +  

Acetaldehyde  
9 

0.936 0.945 12.13 

0.959 0.980 7.29 

Ethylene +  

Ammonia  
5 

0.952 0.973 8.52 

0.981 0.985 3.58 

Acetaldehyde  

+ Ammonia 
6 

0.982 0.990 2.81 

0.968 0.985 3.57 

Table 13 summarizes in detail the validation results for the different PLS 

models built. In addition to the RMSECV, in this table the slopes (m) and the 

correlation coefficients (r) of the linear regressions between actual and predicted 

concentrations are also shown. From this table it can be derived that an accurate 

estimation of gas concentration is possible using the thermally-modulated micro-

hotplate sensors. This is an important result because with the validation strategy 

employed here, we are asking the PLS models to estimate concentrations that 

were not present in the training matrices. In other words, the method generalises 

well because it correctly interpolates gas concentration for the validation 

measurements. 

This proves the usefulness of the optimization process conducted to identify 

the modulating frequencies that were important for gas quantification. Both 

identification and quantification results are better using the multi-sinusoidal 

signal than using the pseudo-random signal. This can be explained by the fact 

that the operating temperature sweep employed with multi-sinusoidal signals was 

higher than the one employed with pseudo-random signals. Summarizing, 

pseudo-random signals enable identification of optimal modulating frequencies 
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and, once these have been identified, the amplitude of the resulting multi-

sinusoidal signal can help to further improve selectivity. A trade-off surely exists 

between the amplitude of the temperature modulating signal and the ageing of 

sensor membranes. 

Table 13: Validation results for the specific PLS calibration models aimed at predicting gas 

concentration for single species and mixtures. Number of LV used, slope (m) and correlation 

coefficient (r) of the linear regression between real and predicted concentrations and root mean 

square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). 

Gases/mixture models  Validation results 

LV# M r RMSECV 

Acetaldehyde 3 0.998 0.999 0.99 

Ethylene 4 0.967 0.986 7.44 

Ammonia 5 1.02 0.995 2.73 

Ethylene in Ethylene +  

Acetaldehyde  
13 1.003 0.979 9.42 

Acetaldehyde in Ethylene +  

Acetaldehyde 
4 0.945 0.968 7.91 

Ethylene in 

Ethylene  

+ Ammonia 

3 0.960 0.980 8.296 

Ammonia in 

Ethylene  

+ Ammonia 

5 0.995 0.991 2.971 

Acetaldehyde in 

Acetaldehyde  

+ Ammonia 

7 0.991 0.987 1.038 

Ammonia in 

Acetaldehyde  

+ Ammonia 

3 0.988 0.989 3.66 

The fact that the frequency optimization process was conducted on a different 

micro-sensor array than the one used for validation proves that this process is 

consistent and robust. 

3.4.2.4  Steady-state response 

Finally, to better assess the improvement in gas identification and quantification 

obtained by an optimized modulation of the sensors‟ operating temperature, the 
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gas identification and quantification problem was re-considered using the steady-

state sensor response, which is the traditional way to operate gas sensors. 

Identification and quantification tasks were attempted using the steady-state 

value of the normalized resistance change, (R/Ro), experienced by the sensors in 

the presence of gases or gas mixtures. The static normalized resistance change 

was defined as: 

 
o

o

o R

RR

R

R 



 (22) 

where Ro is the baseline resistance (i.e. in the presence of dry air) and R is the 

steady-state resistance of the sensor in the presence of a given gas or gas mixture. 

Remembering from the experimental database, that for every measurement, 

the steady-state response was stored before acquiring the transient response due 

to temperature modulation, a database with 165 steady-state measurements was 

available to perform this analysis. 

Table 14: Comparative success rates in gas and gas mixture identification using fuzzy ARTMAP 

classifiers (leave-one-out cross-validation) together with temperature modulation or steady-state 

methods. 

 MLPRS Multi-sinusoidal Steady-state 

Identification success 

rate (%) 
87.3 100 81 

                 1The first micro-sensor array was used. 
                 2The second micro-sensor array was used. 

Initially, the identification of gases was attempted. A fuzzy ARTMAP 

classifier, which used as inputs the steady-state response of the sensors within the 

array was built and validated using the leave-one-out approach. Gases and gas 

mixtures could be identified with an 81% success rate, which is significantly 

worse than the identification rate reached when transient information was used 

(e.g. 100% when using multi-sinusoidal temperature modulation). Table 14 

shows a comparison of these results. 

The quantification analysis (by building PLS calibration models) was also 

envisaged. As in previous cases, specific calibration models for every gas or gas 

mixture were built and validated. The process employed to determine the number 

of latent variables to be used and the validation procedures are identical to the 

ones described above. Table 15 summarises the validation results for the different 
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PLS models built. These results show that the concentration of the different gases 

cannot be accurately estimated when using the steady-state sensor response only. 

Table 15: Validation results for the specific PLS calibration models. The steady-state sensor 

response was used. Number of LV used, slope (m) and correlation coefficient (r) of the linear 

regression between real and predicted concentrations and root mean square error of cross-validation 

(RMSECV). 

Gases/mixture models  
Validation results 

LV# m r RMSECV 

Acetaldehyde 3 0.9 0.9 8.2 

Ethylene 3 0.86 0.89 16.2 

Ammonia 3 0.93 0.91 6.36 

Ethylene +  

Acetaldehyde  
2 

0.22 0.44 33.05 

0.86 0.92 14.0 

Ethylene +  

Ammonia  
3 

0.81 0.89 16.60 

0.83 0.90 8.86 

Acetaldehyde  

+ Ammonia 
3 

0.82 0.88 9.17 

0.37 0.57 16.81 

Therefore, these results prove that optimizing the temperature-modulation 

frequencies of metal oxide gas sensors is essential if quantitative gas analysis is 

to be performed. 

3.5  CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years, the lack of reproducibility, stability and selectivity have been 

considered as some of the major problems experienced with gas sensing systems 

based on metal oxide gas sensors. Thermal modulation of metal oxide gas 

sensors has been one of the most commonly used methods to enhance sensor 

selectivity and counteracting drift. Nevertheless, the selection of the frequencies 

used to modulate the working temperature had remained most of the times, an 

empirical process. 

In this chapter we have discussed a systematic method to determine which are 

the optimal temperature modulation frequencies to solve a given gas analysis 

problem. This method, which is borrowed from the field of system identification 
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and intelligent systems engineering, has been developed and introduced in the 

area of gas sensors. The approach has been discussed in detail, illustrated with a 

practical application and fully validated in this field. 

It consists of studying the sensor response to gases when their operating 

temperature is modulated via maximum-length pseudo-random sequences (either 

binary or multi-level). Such signals share some properties with white noise and, 

therefore, can be of help to estimate the linear response of a system with non-

linearity (e.g., the impulse response of a sensor-gas system). 

The optimization process is conducted by selecting among the spectral 

components of the impulse response estimates, the few that better help either 

discriminating or quantifying the target gases of a given gas analysis application. 

In this case in particular those spectral components were computed via the fast 

Fourier transform (FFT). Since spectral components are directly related to 

modulating frequencies, the selection of spectral components results in the 

determination of the optimal temperature modulating frequencies. Pattern 

recognition algorithms ranging from linear, (e.g., unsupervised such as Principal 

component analysis (PCA), or supervised such as partial least squares (PLS) and 

PLS-DA), to artificial neural networks such as the fuzzy ARTMAP were used in 

this chapter to assess the performance of the method discussed. 

In the first experiment, pseudo-random binary signals (PRBS) were employed 

to modulate the working temperature of micro-machined metal oxide gas sensors 

in a frequency range from 0 up to 1 Hz. The outcome of a preliminary study was 

that the important modulating frequencies were in the range described. This is 

understandable, since the kinetics of the reaction and adsorption processes taking 

place at the sensor surface are slow and if these are to be altered by the thermal 

modulation, low frequency modulating signals need to be devised. This explains 

why low-frequency temperature-modulating signals (i.e. in the mHz range) have 

been used with micro-hotplate gas sensors, even though the thermal response of 

their membranes is much faster (typically, near 100 Hz). 

An evolved method to determine the optimal temperature modulating 

frequencies for micro-hotplate gas sensors was introduced in the experiment that 

followed the first one, which was based on the use of maximum length multilevel 

pseudo-random sequences (MLPRS). Multilevel signals were considered instead 

of the binary ones because the former can provide a better estimate than the latter 

of the linear dynamics of a process with non-linearity. And it is well known that 

temperature-modulated metal oxide gas sensors present non-linearity in their 

response. 
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These systematic studies were fully validated by synthesizing multi-

sinusoidal signals at the optimal frequencies previously identified using pseudo-

random sequences. When the sensors had their operating temperatures modulated 

by a signal with a frequency content that corresponded to the optimal, the gases 

and gas mixtures considered could be perfectly discriminated and the building of 

accurate calibration models to predict gas concentration (after identification 

process) was found to be possible. In some cases, the validation process was 

conducted on sensors that had not been used for optimization purposes (e.g. a 

different sensor array from the same fabrication batch). Furthermore, the 

qualitative and quantitative results obtained using temperature-modulated sensors 

with optimized modulating frequencies compare very favourably with the results 

when the steady-state sensor response is used. 

The main conclusion that can be drawn from the method introduced in this 

chapter is that an optimized thermal modulation of their working temperature can 

significantly increase the selectivity of metal oxide sensors. Therefore, the 

systematic optimization process to implement the selection of modulating 

frequencies discussed makes it possible to ensure a significant increase in 

performance for metal oxide based multi-sensor systems. We can envisage that 

for each gas-sensor pair, the modulating frequencies selected may be used to 

characterize the interaction between the metal oxide layer and the gas (e.g. film 

microstructure, surface diffusion and reaction kinetics). The simplicity of the 

methods implemented makes them suitable for the development of low-cost gas 

analysers and hand-held electronic noses. Finally, the method applies generally 

and can be used in any gas analysis problem or extended to other types of sensors 

(e.g. conducting polymer sensors). 
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Chapter 4 

Support Vector Machines for Electronic Nose 

Pattern Analysis 

M. Pardo and S. De Vito 

Support vector machines (SVMs) are generalized linear discrimination machines 

developed in the early 90s in the framework of structural risk minimization. They 

have recently been employed in the electronic nose (EN) community for pattern 

analysis in both classification and regression problems. In this contribution we 

provide an overview of SVM theory, review the literature involving SVM in 

artificial olfaction and describe some case histories, regarding both classification 

and regression with SVM. As for any other machine learning technique, SVM 

require hyper parameter (HP) selection. In the applications we show how hyper 

parameter tuning permits exploration of the insurgence of underfitting and 

overfitting effects, which are the principal limitations of non parametric learning 

techniques.  

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

During 1960-1990, Vapnik and Chervonenkis conceived and developed a novel 

statistical learning framework, known as VC theory, which then in the 90s gave 

birth to support vector machines (SVMs) (Vapnik 1995; Burges 1998).  Over the 

course of the last decade or so, SVMs became very popular as a tool for solving 

classification, regression and novelty detection problems in a broad range of 

application areas (Guyon).  

SVMs are generalized linear discrimination machines that take advantage 

from operating in a transformed, typically higher dimensional, space in order to 

best discriminate classes. The basic idea behind SVMs - originally developed for 
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classification - is to select the optimal class separating hyperplane having 

maximum distance (margin) from the convex hulls of the classes. This choice can 

be motivated in the framework of statistical learning theory and intuitively lead 

to enhanced generalization properties. Subsequently, SVMs have been 

generalized for regression and functional approximation problems and in this 

formulation are also known as SVRs (support vector regressors). 

Furthermore, the SVMs target problem is convex and this makes the solution 

of their optimization problem unique and relatively straightforward, avoiding 

local minima issues. It can be seen that the position of the maximum margin 

boundary hyperplane is determined only by a subset of the population training 

set, i.e. the ones contributing to the convex hulls of the classes, termed support 

vectors. This accounts for significant computational advantages over most classic 

kernel based discrimination algorithms. In this sense, SVMs are classified as a 

sparse solution kernel based discrimination method (Bishop 2006). As a 

drawback, SVMs do not provide posterior probability estimations; relevance 

vector machines (RVMs) based on a Bayesian approach can offer a valid 

alternative at the cost of a non convex optimization procedure (Tipping 2001).  

Today, every new pattern recognition book has a chapter dedicated to kernel 

methods and SVMs. Below we summarize the main points of SVM, which are 

needed to understand SVM applications. Treatments of various lengths can be 

found in references (Burges 1998; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000; Bishop 

2006). 

4.1.1 Basic SVM theory for classification 

In a two class classification problem let 

bxwxy T  )()(                  (1) 

be a discrimination function with y(x)>0 if x belongs to class A and y(x)<0 when 

x belongs to class B. If classes are linearly separable in the transformed (feature) 

space, there will exist at least one solution w for which t(x)y(x)>0 for all  training 

data points with t(x) being the ground truth function assigning +1 to samples 

belonging to class A and -1 to samples belonging to class 2.  

In case of linear separability, we can express the distance of a training point x‟ 

to a decision boundary defined by (1) as: 

w
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So maximizing the margin can be achieved by solving: 
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Without losing generality, we can set 1))()((  bxwxt T  for the point that 

is closest to the separating hyperplane. In this case all data points will satisfy the 

constraint: 

 

1))()(( ''  bxwxt T                   (4) 

In a two class problem by definition, there will be at least two points for 

which the equality for the maximized margin holds. So the optimization problem 

simply requires the minimization of w subject to Eq.(4) for all training points. 

This can be solved as a quadratic programming problem with a set of linear 

inequality constraints. Actually, in the SVM framework, we solve the dual 

problem obtained by introducing Lagrange multipliers giving the following 

primal Lagrangian function to be minimized: 
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with the index n running from 1 to the cardinality of the training set. Setting w 

and b related derivatives to 0, we obtain the following conditions: 
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Using (6) and (7) we obtain the following dual representation of the 

maximum margin problem in which we maximize  
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with n and m running from 1 to training set cardinality, with respect to  the 

constraints: 

 

0na   for each n               (9) 
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and 

 
n

nn xta 0)(             (10) 

Note that )()( m

T

n xx   has been denoted with k(.,.), the notorious kernel 

function. In the dual formulation, the basis functions appears only as a dot 

product in the feature space and can be defined implicitly by kernel functions that 

satisfy Mercer‟s conditions (Mercer 1909; Bishop 2006). First kernels 

investigated in pattern recognition problems were the polynomial k(x,y)=(xy+1)p, 

the Gaussian k(x,y)= exp(-γ ||x-x’||2)) and k(x,y)= tanh(-Кxy-δ). It is worth noting 

that we have changed a M variables quadratic problem, where M is the number 

of basis functions into a N variables quadratic programming problem with N 

being the cardinality of the training set. This find its convenience and 

significance especially when dealing with an infinite number of basis functions.  

Once we have defined the optimal an values we can classify a sample directly 

in the problem domain by using  


n

nnn xxkxtaxy ),()()(         (11) 

obtained by substituting (6) in the original y(x) definition.  

By using Karhush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (Vapnik 1995; Bishop 

2006), that are satisfied by this kind of constrained optimization problems, we 

obtain that an is non zero valued only for a subset of training points. They turn to 

be the ones lying, once projected in the feature space, on the maximum margin 

hyperplanes determining the decision boundary position and for which 

t(xn)y(xn)=1.  

This result is of paramount importance for the practical applicability of SVM 

because only the support vectors are needed to evaluate a sample and to assign it 

to one of the two classes. Again, by using KKT conditions, b can also be 

evaluated starting from (11). 

Taking a step forward, the rather strong assumption of a class‟s linear 

separability in the feature space can be now removed; actually, pursuing exact 

separation in case of overlapping distributions can lead to overtraining errors and 

so poor generalization properties. To do this, the SVM framework uses slack 

variables n >=0 for each n.   is defined to be 0 for each sample being on the 

right side of the class boundary defined by support vectors and being equal to 

)()( nn xyxt   for the other points so that points lying on the decision 

hyperplane hold a   value equal to unity while points having a   > 1 have been 

misclassified. 
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Exact classification constraints are replaced with: 

 

nn

T

n bxwxt   1))()((             (12) 

 

in which slack variables are bound to be greater than or equal to 0. We will now 

minimize  

2

2

1
wC

n

n                (13) 

C is a penalty coefficient that will penalize empirical error balancing its value 

with model complexity term. A very high C value will eventually lead to the 

separable class solution. The quadratic problem becomes Eq.(8), subject to 

 

Can 0              (14) 
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Even in this case the solution is guaranteed to be unique by the fact that any 

local minima will be a global optimum. We can also see that although operative 

sample evaluation requires the use of support vectors alone (by the KKT 

conditions), training (i.e. solving Eq.(11)) requires the use of all training set 

samples and thus can be computationally demanding; however a set of 

algorithmic techniques have been developed to overcome this problem. In 

particular, one of the most popular approaches is sequential minimal optimization 

or SMO (Platt 1999). 

SVM were developed as two-class classifiers. Various methods have been 

introduced to solve multiclass problems, e.g. by combining multiple SVMs. 

Typically, in a K-class problem one could train K(K-1)/2 separate SVMs in a 

one-versus-one approach. This approach can lead to heavy computational load 

due to the rapidly growing number of SVM you have to train even with relatively 

low K values. A more practicable approach for K>5 is the common one-against-

all in which you have to train only K different classifier. Then, y(x) values can be 

used as a sort of a posteriori probability index, so as to assign x to the right class 

even when the sample is assigned to multiple classes by the SVMs array. 

However this technique can lead to a biased and inconsistent behavior due to the 

fact that y(x) for different classifiers have different scales. In the 2000 work by 

Platt (Platt 2000), the author proposes a scheme to overcome the bias consistently 
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estimating class a posteriori probabilities. A number of further approaches have 

been developed to allow the use of SVM in the multiclass case. They range from 

the modification of the SVM objective function for training all SVMs 

simultaneously (Vapnik 1998) to generalized voting schemes. The work by Hsu 

(Hsu and Lin 2002) presents an interesting performance assessment of these 

methods. Even if application of SVMs to multiple classe problems still remain an 

open mathematical issue, from the practical point of view, „one versus the rest‟ 

approach is generally considered a sufficiently robust methodology despite its 

limitations. 

4.1.2 SVR Theory 

In 1996, SVM has been extended to regression problems and in this formulation 

it is known also as SVR (Drucker, Burges et al. 1996). In the framework of 

regularized linear regression we try to minimize: 

  22

2
)()(

2

1
wxtxy

n

nn


            (16) 

with lambda being the regularization parameter set to balance model complexity 

and empirical error. In ε -SVRs (Vapnik 1998), the quadratic empirical error term 

in Eq.(16) is replaced by a relaxed form called the ε-insensitive error function 

which is bound to be zero if the absolute prediction error is less than ε, with ε 

being a positive threshold value. So we have to minimize 

2

2

1
))()(( wxtxyEC n

n

n  
                              (17) 

where y(x) is given by Eq.(1) and lambda being included in the C value.  This is 

equivalent to defining a so called ε -insensitive tube around t(x) inside which 

error is neglected. Minimization of Eq.(17) is only dependant on samples whose 

y(x) is outside the tube preserving the sparseness properties of SVMs. A typical 

choice for the non linear error function in Eq.(17)  is to assign a linear cost to 

errors outside the insensitive region. We can now reformulate the problem in 

terms of slack variables allowing a different positive and negative slack for each 

training set point so to permit the predictions to lie outside the є-insensitive tube. 

In this case we want to minimize: 
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under the constraints: 
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and 

nnn xyxt  ˆ)()(               

(20) 

provided also that n  and n̂  are positive or null. 

Reformulating the optimization problem using Lagrange multipliers, similarly 

to the classification theory, eventually leads to a regression function containing a 

kernel: 

 
n

nnn bxxkaaxy ),()ˆ()(          (21) 

KKT conditions still ensure that only data points that lie outside the boundary 

of the ε -insensitive tube, are support vectors and we have again a sparse 

solution. 

4.2 SVMS IN ARTIFICIAL OLFACTION 

In the last few years SVM has begun to be applied in the field of artificial 

olfaction, primarily in classification problems. Its enhanced generalization 

properties have been particularly appreciated as a partial solution to solid state 

sensor drift and selectivity issues.  

Electronic noses (ENs) are gas mixture analysis devices whose architectures 

and functional principles were designed to mimic the mammalians olfactory 

system (Persaud and Dodd 1982). They are typically based on an array of solid 

state sensor devices producing gas mixture specific response patterns. EN 

response patterns are then processed by means of pattern recognition algorithms 

for qualitative and quantitative applications.  

(Pardo and Sberveglieri 2000) has the first presentation of VC statistical 

learning theory (SLT). In particular, the procedures adopted in neural network 

(NN) applications to avoid overfitting are explained in the general framework of 

SLT. The first contribution on SVM in artificial olfaction is (Pardo and 

Sberveglieri 2002). This conference paper appeared in an extended version in 

(Pardo and Sberveglieri 2005) (see later). Shortly after,  Distante et al. reported 

work concerned with the use of several SVMs in a “one-against-all” framework,  

in order to distinguish among volatiles generated by seven different VOCs 
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(Pentanone, Hexanal, Acetone, Water and three mixtures) by using a MOX 

sensor array response (Distante, Ancona et al. 2003). Model selection affected 

only the C parameter (they used a fixed second order polynomial kernel) and was 

carried out with the widely accepted leave-one-out technique on the training set. 

From a graph they present (their Figure. 7), it seems that their optimal C values 

can be found between 10 and 200, depending on the particular class related 

SVM. They also report the results of a simple performance comparison with 

traditional NN approach showing a definite SVM prominence for that particular 

problem. Yet, it is not shown how they dealt with NN model selection and local 

minima problems.  

Brudzewski et al. applied SVMs to a typical food industry problem where the 

task was to discriminate several samples of milks, they used the „one-against-

one‟ approach. C parameter selection (C=100) was only carried out empirically 

by means of preliminary experiments (Brudzewski, Osowski et al. 2004). They 

assessed the performance of two kernels, linear (i.e. first order polynomial) and 

radial basis functions (RBF), yet they did not deal with the choice of the kernel 

parameter for the RBF kernel. Their classifiers reached 100% correct test 

classification over two different levels of difficulty datasets. PCA plots indeed 

showed that the distance between clusters changes for the two difficulty levels, 

however, in both cases the clusters are well separated on the 2D PCA plane. 

Interestingly, they also show that the problem‟s difficulty level difference still 

has a role to play in the cardinality of the support vector set for the trained 

machines with their easier problem resulting in a smaller number of support 

vectors.  

Pardo et al. described SVM application to two „two-class‟ problems involving 

real data. In this work, the authors dealt with the model selection problem 

involving simultaneously the selection of optimal feature vector, C and kernel 

parameter, highlighting to the EN community, the complex relationships among 

SVM parameters, feature selection and the overall performances (Pardo and 

Sberveglieri  2005).  

In a similar manner, Acevedo et al. dealt with kernel parameter selection 

using ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm, a meta-heuristic search method 

based on swarm intelligence. Their work was concerned with three different two 

class EN problems (Acevedo, Maldonado et al. 2006). The datasets were 

obtained in their labs with a thermo-modulated MOX sensor array. 

In 2006, Brudzewski et al., used SVMs in a „12 class EN based supplemented 

gasoline discrimination‟ problem (Brudzewski, Osowski et al. 2006). This was a 
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computationally intensive one-against-one problem to solve which they needed 

to train 66 SVMs. They compared the performance of three different fixed 

parameter kernels (Linear, Rank 2 Polynomial and γ =28 Gaussian) and obtained 

100% classification performance with all of them. They show how the kernel 

choice can influence the total number of support vector needed. For this 

experiment the smallest number of unique support vectors (24) was needed by 

the 66 polynomial machines. C selection was again carried out empirically on 

one out of five datasubsets while performance estimation was carried out with a 

5-fold cross validation (CV) scheme.  

In an effort to overcome SVM limitations regarding classes a posteriori 

probability for novelty detection purposes, they proposed the use of Mahalanobis 

distance to set a rejection threshold for undetermined class samples.  

Acevedo et al. applied a probabilistic approach to solve SVM multiclass 

problems provided by Platt in an alcohol discrimination framework (Acevedo, 

Maldonado et al. 2007). Platt tried to estimate class a posteriori probabilities 

))(|1)(( nn xyxtp  as a sigmoidal function from the SVMs output (Platt 2000). 

The work was carried out by reserving a data subset to collect y(xn) and then 

applying a CV scheme. In this way, the authors were able to correctly solve the 

multiclass problem by using a one-against-all approach in which they compare 

the class a posteriori probability expressed by the eventually colliding classifiers. 

As a direct consequence, they minimized the memory footprint of the overall 

classifier; this being ultimately set by the number of support vector. Hence 

enhancing SVM applicability on embedded platforms. A simple performance 

comparison is also carried out showing the advantages SVM has over traditional 

NN and fuzzy ARTMAP schemes. Recently El Barbri et al. applied SVMs to 

another food industry problem: freshness assessment of sardines. They used the 

one-against-one approach with a 5 classes problem each one related to a 

particular aging of samples, however they proceeded by first arbitrarily fixing the 

kernel and then selecting, via the leave-one-out procedure, the best performing C 

value (El Barbri, Llobet et al. 2007)  

Little effort has been directed at the application of SVMs to EN regression 

problems. Al-Khalifa et al. used SVMs to evaluate the concentration of CO and 

NO2 in four different binary mixtures by using the wavelet coefficient of the 

response of a thermally modulated MOX sensor (Al-Khalifa, Maldonado et al. 

2003). They reached a relative error of less than 5% on both analyte 

concentration estimations. In a preliminary one-against-all classification stage, 

they demonstrate the SVM based feature selection process by neglecting all the 
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features resulting orthogonal to the optimal separating hyperplane. They did not 

deal with model selection.  More recently, De Vito et al. have applied SVMs to 

the dynamic analysis of a room temperature operating sensor array response to 

ternary mixtures, the objective being to carry out a real time estimation of the 

concentration of the analytes (De Vito, Castaldo et al. 2007). A tapped delay 

(TD) line has been coupled to the SVM in order to take into account the feature 

vector dynamics and the resulting TD-SVM has been optimized for C and kernel 

parameters; it reached an interesting squared correlation coefficient (SCC) of 

0.87 for NH3 real time quantification task.  The performance comparison with 

conventional back propagation networks, optimized for hidden neurons and 

training epoch number, resulted in the SVM obtaining a slight margin over the 

conventional architecture for the mean absolute error to concentration range 

ratio. 

4.3 ELECTRONIC NOSE APPLICATIONS 

In this section we apply SVM to two application examples, the first for a 

classification and the second for a regression problem. We show how HP tuning 

permits one to explore the insurgence of underfitting and overfitting effects, 

which are the principal limitations of non parametric learning techniques. 

4.3.1 Classification with SVM 

In (Pardo and Sberveglieri, 2005) we analyzed two binary classification problems 

of different levels of difficulty with SVM. As mentioned, the binary problem is 

the simplest possible classification problem and constitutes the basic unit into 

which any N-class problem can be decomposed. The advantage of having only 

two classes are (1) that there is a larger number of patterns per class, which 

increases the significance of the results, and (2) that the results are independent 

of the particular decomposition scheme, which could be used to treat the original 

seven class problem. 

The two two-class datasets have been constructed by unifying seven classes 

into two super-classes in two different ways. The seven classes are concerned 

with measurements performed on seven coffee blends with the Pico-2 EN (Pardo 

and Sberveglieri 2004), developed at the Sensor Lab in Brescia, which makes use 

of five thin film semiconductor sensors.  

We investigate the performance of SVMs with regard to: 
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(1) The number of principal components (PC), which are given as inputs to 

the SVM. These range from two to five, five being the number of sensors used in 

the EN. By varying the number of PC we wanted to see if PCs accounting for 

very small variance (~1%) also  have an influence on the classification 

performance as we noticed for MLP (Pardo and Sberveglieri 2002b). 

(2) The type of kernel: we tried both polynomial and RBFs or Gaussian 

kernels. For the polynomial, we scanned the polynomial order from 1 (linear 

machine) to 8, for the RBF we scanned the standard deviation parameter from 0.1 

to 10 (at unequal steps, concentrating on small values).  

(3) The regularization parameter C of Eq.(13), which controls the trade off 

between low training error and large margin. 

The kernel parameters and the value of the constant C determine the 

complexity of the SVM solution and hence its generalization ability. E.g., for the 

Gaussian kernel, a small standard deviation ζ means that the separation surface is 

complex and tailored to the training data, possibly producing overfitting. The 

same holds for a high order of the polynomial kernel.  

The performance (test error) for each parameter combination was measured 

by 4 fold CV. 

We display the results for the polynomial kernels, where the kernel parameter 

is the polynomial order; for the RBF kernels, where the kernel parameter is the 

standard deviation of the Gaussian function, we refer the reader to (Pardo and 

Sberveglieri 2005).  In Figure 1 and Figure 2 the misclassification rate is 

evaluated on a grid of two independent variables, the number of PC on which the 

data are projected and the value of the kernel parameter (C is set to C=1). The 

difficult (classification) problem and the easy problem are termed DP and EP 

respectively. We observe that: 

The error surfaces show an increase for polynomial order greater than or 

equal to three. The minimum is obtained, for both problems, for the order two. 

After that, overfitting sets in, because the bigger the polynomial order the more 

complex the kernel function. The difficulty of the problem is reflected by the 

absolute values of the error. For the DP, the error surface stays above the 10% 

threshold, while for the EP the smallest error, attained for 5 PC and polynomial 

order 2, is 0%. Conversely, the worst results are circa 50% correct classification 

(for a two class problem this amounts to chance) for the DP, while they stay 

under 30% for the EP. 

Moreover, for the DP, the increase of misclassification error with polynomial 

order is independent of the number of PC. On the other hand, for the EP, the 
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error increases more for a low PC number. This behaviour has been noticed for 

MLP also (Pardo, Sberveglieri et al. 2001), and can be explained as follows. For 

the EP PCs with little variance contain valuable information, i.e. - by definition - 

information which leads to an improved classification. Therefore these data can 

make use of a more flexible classification function. For the DP, on the other 

hand, PCs with little variance just contains noise. Therefore complex 

classification functions end up just modeling that noise, and hence their 

generalization performance is poor. 

 
Figure 1: Error surface for the easy classification problem as a function of the number of principal 

components (#PC) - on which the data are projected - and the polynomial order (the kernel 

parameter). 

 

For RBF (not shown), there is a difference compared with the polynomial 

kernel. The RBF kernel presents a degrading performance for large standard 

deviation parameters (which means a more smooth decision function), hinting at 

underfitting.  

In Figure 3, we plot the error surface for a fixed number of four PCs whilst 

varying the complexity coefficient C, for RBF. It is evident that using C=1 - the 

standard choice and the one that had been adopted in the previous plots – the 
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performance is suboptimal. The minimum of the error surface is attained around 

C=300.  

While this particular minimum point may well be an artefact of the relatively 

loose parameter grid tested, the sharp lowering of the error with respect to C=1 is 

evident. We also notice two other interesting qualitative trends: 

(1) For C=1 there is a marked underfitting effect, the error gets bigger as the 

kernel parameter ζ increases.  This does not happen for higher C values; certainly 

for C>100. C values between 0 and 100 were not investigated.  

(2) For C>100, the graph shows a clear, if not very intense overfitting for 

small ζ values (the smallest ζ we tried is ζ=1 for this graph). The best ζ seems to 

be ζ=10 and gives an error comparable to that for the EP. 

 

 
Figure 2: Error surface for the difficult classification problem as a function of the number of 

principal components and the polynomial order. 

 

To determine the performance it was necessary to evaluate each HP 

configuration during the preceding optimization and results were calculated using 

four fold CV. After HP selection, the error for the SVM with the fixed HP 

configuration needs to be evaluated on a separate dataset, not used until this 

point, otherwise the results may be subject to biased error estimation; which is 

common practice for feature selection (Ambroise and McLachlan 2002). 

Nested CV is therefore an option. Yet, CV is a time consuming process: for a 

given time, which is externally constrained by the computational power at hand, 

one can either search over a bigger HP space (or equivalently over a finer grid) or 
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increase the number of folds. It may therefore be interesting to investigate the 

dependence of the CV error on the number of CV folds, both for the internal 

folds used at the HP selection stage and for the external fold used at the final 

error estimation stage. This has been recently performed in (Pardo and 

Sberveglieri 2008), where we found that: (1) there is a slight dependence on the 

number of external CV folds, while the number of inner CV folds seems to be 

immaterial; (2) 2x2 nested CV is often enough for a good result. With respect to 

10x10 CV, 2x2 CV requires 4% of the training time, so this result may save quite 

a bit of time in future computational studies. 

 
Figure 3: Error surface for the difficult classification problem as a function of the parameter 

controlling the complexity of the SVM (C-value) and the standard deviation in the Gaussian kernel. 

 

In the same paper we compared the classification performance of Random 

Forests (RF), SVM and Nearest Shrunken Centroids (NSC). We found that RF 

and SVM have a similar classification performance, while NSC performed the 

worst. On the other hand, RF and NSC have an in-built feature selection 

mechanism that is very helpful for understanding the structure of the dataset and 

evaluating sensors. 
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4.3.2 Regression with SVM 

In (De Vito, Castaldo et al. 2007), we applied a Gaussian RBF kernel 

(K(x,x’)=exp(-γ ||x-x’||2)) based TD ε -SVR to a „ternary mixture single analyte 

real time quantification problem‟; note that here we use the notation γ=1/ ζ2, 

where ζ is the standard deviation, as used in the previous classification section. 

We addressed C and kernel parameter optimization after an empirical search for 

best length and density (i.e. the sampling period) of their TD line. The latter can 

also be considered as a constrained feature selection problem. However, the 

complete optimization of such a system requires the simultaneous optimization of 

all parameters otherwise suboptimal results are very likely to be obtained.  

One way to proceed is to perform a grid search using a brute force approach 

that can help to shed a light on issues like the stability of SVR optimal kernel and 

cost parameters with respect to the feature vector composition. This can be a 

practical solution if the number of parameters remains low or if significant 

computing power is available. Alternatively, this multiple optimization problem 

can be tackled with different heuristic approaches (see for example Huyer and 

Neumaier 1999) but they often require preliminary knowledge about the 

relationships between the parameters. 

Here, we describe the results of applying the brute force approach to the 

simultaneous optimization of the parameters for the setup described in (De Vito, 

Castaldo et al. 2007). Briefly, three RBF based TD ε-SVR are designed to 

continuously estimate by using a five room temperature operating chemiresistor 

array response, the concentration values of analytes and relative humidity (RH) 

levels in several NH3-NO2 gas mixtures. The dataset was constructed by 

exposing the array to 64 different mixtures; obtained by mixing the three above 

mentioned species at different concentrations (see Table 1), exposure cycle 

duration was 60 minutes while washing time was 90 minutes. Conductivity was 

sampled at the sampling frequency of 2 samples/min, no correction for base 

resistance was performed each cycle. Estimation was meant to be carried out 

dynamically at each sample time (real time continuous estimation) both in 

exposure and washing time. 

 Table 1: Concentration values used to mix species in 64 different mixtures.  

NH3 NO2 RH 

[0,10,15,20] ppm [0,300,600,900] ppb [30,40,50,60] % 
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Cost parameter C and RBF γ HPs were left as free parameters to be 

optimised.  TD sample length N and distance D between the first and last sample 

with which to feed the SVM are the two additional free parameters with each 

point in this 4-dimensional parameter space characterizing different dynamic 

regression models (see Figure 4). As an example, setting N and D respectively to 

5 and 20 results in a feature vector comprising the sensor array response at 

current time t0 and four past array responses sampled at t0-kT  where T is the 

sampling period and k  belongs to [5 10 15 20].  

Initially, we have partitioned the 64 exposure cycle dataset by reserving 51 

cycles for training purposes and leaving the remaining for testing purposes. A 5-

fold CV scheme was used in order to obtain reliable performance estimation. 

Squared Correlation Coefficient (SCC) was selected as the performance 

estimator for the different regression models.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: The proposed tapped delay based sensor fusion architecture. 

 

In a preliminary run, we tried to optimise the (C,γ) couple and the (N,D) 

couple separately. We set an arbitrary value for the (N,D) couple choosing N=10 

and D=10, that is letting the SVM evaluate the concentration of the three 

compounds by analyzing the current value of each sensor response together with 

the nine consecutive past values (about 5 minutes observation window length). 

We then optimized the value of C and γ by means of the Multilevel Coordinate 

Search (MCS) (Huyer and Neumaier 1999); an algorithm which uses SCC 

between expected and guessed value as the performance estimation index. By 
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using the C and γ values obtained in the latter step, we have then proceeded to 

evaluate the best (N,D) couple by exploring a [2,10] X [4,300] values matrix.  

 
Figure 5: Best SCC values surface and pseudo-color plot obtained for each N,D couple searching 

through all the selected C,γ space. Highest N,D values scores best performance but interesting 

performance can be obtained with 60 minutes wide observation window, if adequately sampled. 

 

The results for the NH3 concentration estimation problem was a SCC, 

between estimated and ground truth values, greater than 0.92 at N=10, D=180, 

when choosing optimal values for (C, γ, N, D) parameters. This accounts for a 

significant advantage with respect to our previous 2007 work where (N,D) were 

fixed (SCC = 0.87). As expected, the SCC value grows while N and D approach 

their maximum. For a comparison we then tackled the brute force approach to 

perform the simultaneous optimization of the entire set of 4 HPs; actually, if the 

optimal C and γ values vary significantly with the chosen N,D couple, the 

optimisation procedure reported above will lead to sub-optimal overall 

performance. Performance estimation was conducted using a sort of „leave-one-

cycle-out‟ methodology i.e. using 63 complete exposure cycles for training, 

leaving the remaining cycle for testing purposes and performing a 64-fold CV 

run. Of course, this brute force approach was definitely computationally 
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expensive. In order to explore a 5x5x6x4 [N,D,C,γ] (C, γ varied in [1,50]x[1,60]) 

sampled parameter space for all three analytes, we had to perform the training of 

115200 (3 analytes x 64 exposure cycles x 25 N,D matrix points x 24 C,γ matrix 

points)  total SVMs. Trainings ran on a 18900 samples dataset (300 sample at a 

cycle) using feature vector dimensions ranging from 10 to 50.  Computation was 

carried out using the ENEA (Italian agency for new technologies, environment 

and renewable energies) computing grid facilities, based primarily on AFS 

(Andrew File system) and the LSF job scheduler. In specific terms, a computing 

cluster, based on IBM p6xx AIX machines powered by 16 1.1 GHz CPUs (4 

GFlops per CPU) was in use for more than one week. 

 

 
Figure 6: SCC performances of C (y-axis), γ (x-axis) dependent SVM architectures computed on 

the samples matrix (circles) for different N,D couples. Low C, γ values guarantee the optimal 

performance in most of the cases but C value became more critical at high N,D values. 
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Here, we report the results for the NH3 estimation problem. In particular  

Figure 6 is concerned with the best SCC values obtained for all C,γ parameters 

values for each different TD-SVM architecture characterized by a point in the 

N,D sampled space.  At a first glance, the SCC values reach their best while N,D 

both approach their maximum values in the selected grid. However, it is very 

interesting to note that it is possible to obtain significantly good results by 

limiting the observation window length to less than 60 minutes while using only 

6 samples for each sensor channel.  

The MAE/Range parameter (mean absolute error / concentrations range) was 

found to reach 3% while in (De Vito, Castaldo et al. 2007) it was 6.6%. Best 

SCC scores exceeded 0.96. Hence, as regard to the previously described 

approach, the SCC advantage is set to more than 0.04; the previously chosen N,D 

couple was, hence, suboptimal. 

A closer look reveals also that the relationship between N and D is quite 

interesting, the descriptive power of the feature vector using N samples initially 

increase with the observation length until a maximum after which it seems to 

slightly fade. This agrees with a simple interpretation, i.e. a small observation 

window retains little information on the dynamics of sensors but a large window 

requires an adequate number of sampling points in order to correctly capture the 

optimal description power. 

 

Figure 7: Best RH estimation SCC values pseudo-color plot obtained for each N,D couple 

searching through the C,γ space. Circles depict some of the actual performance evaluation point 

corresponding to different TD architectures.  
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In Figure 6 we depict the SCC values against C and γ values for each of the 

analyzed  N,D couples. Optimal C and γ values varies between the different N,D 

couples although it is possible to recognize a region where quasi-optimal 

performance can be obtained whichever couple is chosen.  

This performance stability in the C, γ space with respect to N,D is the cause 

of the closeness in the results obtained by the two optimization procedures. The 

problem optimization seems generally to require the use of low C and/or γ 

values, this accounts for using relatively simple solution structure (the lower the 

γ value the smoother the kernel) or setting low penalties for empirical error 

otherwise overfitting sets in.  It is worth noting that a low C value becomes more 

critical at high N and D values, where best results are obtained, while γ can be 

chosen with increasing freedom.  

Again, regarding the preliminary experiment, if we initially relied on a 

different [N,D] couple, e.g. N=4 D=6, we would have selected a different C, γ 

couple to start with, this would probably have led us to a different best N,D 

couple, i.e. the one that reaches the best score with  C=10, γ=10 choice obtaining 

sub optimal performances.  

 
Figure 8: Best RH estimation SCC values pseudo-color plot obtained for each N,D couple 

searching through the C,γ space. Circles depict some of the actual performance evaluation points 

corresponding to different TD architectures.  

 

Finally, we report the best values of SCC computed on the N,D space for RH 

and NO2 concentration estimation problem in Figure 7 and 8. The RH estimation 

problem expresses a very similar behavior with respect to that for NH3 
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estimation, with the best overall scores being obtained at high N,D values even if 

the best SCC scores are slightly worse. The NO2 estimation problem gave 

significantly worse SCC figures and above all expresses a different behavior in 

which good SCC scores are obtained even at low N,D values. This agrees with 

the possibility that the most information is embedded in the short term sensor 

dynamics with long term dynamics giving no significant contribution to NO2 

concentration estimation. Furthermore, it is likely that the lack of an adequate 

number of samples describing short term dynamics for high D values causes the 

poor SCC scores that the proposed TD-SVR expresses in the top right region of 

Figure 8. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter we presented SVM both for classification and for regression 

purposes. SVM, developed more than 10 years ago, are still not very widespread 

in the artificial olfaction community. Yet they both have good theoretical 

underpinning in statistical learning theory and showed top learning performances 

in benchmark studies, also in artificial olfaction.  

In the application section we gave the main weight to hyperparameter 

selection, using several different experimental datasets.  

We further highlighted that SVM compares favourably with other learning 

machines, including neural networks and random forests. We saw that if SVM 

are used after feature extraction with principal component, even principal 

components carrying small variance; have an impact on SVM performance, just 

as we observed for multilayer perceptrons in the past. Moreover, the parameter 

controlling the trade-off between high margin and low error (in the criterion 

function) plays a major role in the resulting test error. In our case a value of 

C~300 gives optimal results for the difficult classification problem. 

For regression, we explored the relationships between model parameters for a 

tapped delay support vector machine showing how inadequate (separate) 

hyperparameter and feature selection procedures could eventually lead to 

suboptimal performances. In this case study, we also show the insurgence of 

overfitting problems at high C values. As regards to the TD line parameters, for 

NH3 concentration estimation, we found that a 60 minutes wide observation 

window using 5 equally spaced samples plus current sensor response is sufficient 

in order to obtain significant performance improvements with respect to our 

previous work. Finally, we show that wide observation windows makes it 
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necessary to have adequately dense sample spacing in order to allow the TD line 

to correctly capture and describe the room temperature operating sensor array 

dynamics.  
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Chapter 5 

Dynamic Methods for Improving the Performance 

of Semiconductor Gas Sensors 

Alexander Vergara, Xavier Vilanova and Eduard Llobet 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductor oxide gas sensors are effectively gas sensitive resistors. The 

sensing element generally comprises a semiconductor material with a high 

surface-to-bulk ratio, which is deposited onto a heated insulating substrate 

between two metallic electrodes. Reactions involving gas molecules can take 

place at the semiconductor surface to change the density of the available carriers. 

Thus, the atmospheric composition affects the conductance of the device 

(Moseley et al. 1987, 1991). Semiconductor gas sensors were first 

commercialised in Japan (Taguchi 1971) using tin oxide as the sensitive 

component but a broad range of materials is now used. Oxides are the most 

common materials for sensors because they make molecular chemistry reactions 

possible on the surface layer but the electrical consequences of which are 

manifest in a considerable volume of the solid. However, since any gas that can 

react on the sensor surface, can alter the sensor conductance, semiconductor 

oxide gas sensors are in general poorly-selective. 

In recent years, a great deal of work has been done to overcome the problem 

of selectivity. In this section, new strategies that can help to improve it are 

reviewed. 
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5.1.1 Basic principles of detection 

Semiconductor materials that detect small concentrations of reactive gases in air 

rely on changes in surface conductance and detect a change from the equilibrium 

condition induced by the gas. Surface conductivity semiconductor gas sensors are 

used to detect minor concentrations of potentially hazardous gases and are 

normally operated at temperatures between 300-500oC. The central surface 

reaction responsible for most gas responses involves changes in the concentration 

of surface oxygen species such as O2- (Göpel 1985). The formation of such ions 

means that the oxygen adsorbed at the gas/solid interface abstracts electrons from 

the solid bulk. In the case of an n-type semiconductor such as SnO2, the electrons 

come from ionised donors via the conduction band, the charge carrier density at 

the interface is reduced and a potential barrier to charge transport, ∆, develops. 

At the junctions between the grains of the solid (see Figure 1), the depletion layer 

and the associated potential barrier are responsible for high resistance contacts 

which dominate the resistance of the sensor. 
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Figure 1: Barriers at intergranular contacts on a pellet. Three grains with adsorbed oxygen 

providing surface depletion layers. The depleted layers are responsible for a high contact 

resistance. For conduction, electrons must cross over the surface barriers. 
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Thus, at temperatures between 300-500oC, semiconductor oxides can be used 

as gas sensitive resistors to monitor those gases that react in such a way as to 

alter the quantity of charge trapped at the surface.  

The surface barrier height, ∆, the depletion layer width, Wsc, the charge, Qs, 

associated with oxygen surface coverage, and donor density ND are related as 

follows: 

 Dssc qNQW /  (1) 

 )2/(2

Dros qNQ    (2) 

In the case of a p-type oxide, adsorbed oxygen acts as a surface acceptor state, 

abstracting electrons from the valence band and hence giving rise to an increase 

in the charge-carrier (holes) concentration. 

5.1.2 Fabrication of semiconductor oxide gas sensors 

The different fabrication technologies of semiconductor gas sensors use different 

processes to achieve log term stability under normal operating conditions. 

 

(1) Ceramic sensors: Most commercially available devices are produced by a 

typical ceramic fabrication process (Murakami et al. 1983, Watson et al. 

1985). For long-term stability they are sintered for a long time under 

controlled gas and temperature conditions.  

(2) Thick-film sensors: Structured semiconductor oxide sensors may be 

produced in thick-film technology. The most widespread method of 

preparing thick films in electronic and sensor applications is screen printing. 

(Prudenziati 1991). 

 (3) Thin film sensors: Compared with the fabrication processes described above, 

the fabrication of thin-film structures is based on well-established processes 

under clean-room conditions using different substrates such as Si wafers 

covered with thermal oxides or nitrides.  

 

Of particular importance for low-power consumption devices and to reduce 

the thermal inertia of gas sensors is the introduction of the so called micro-

hotplates. These substrates are suspended membranes to insulate the heated part 

of the sensor (where the active layer is placed jointly with the heating element 

and electrodes) from the bulk of the substrate (Möller et al. 1995, Corcoran et al. 

1993). 
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5.1.3 The selectivity problem in semiconductor oxide gas sensors 

Selectivity is the ability of a sensor to measure one measurand (e.g. a chemical 

component) in the presence of others. There are certain areas of sensing where 

the problem of cross-sensitivities is of major importance. This is especially true 

when sensors are used to monitor different target gases in air, or when the target 

gas is in the presence of an interfering species. Moreover, gas sensors are very 

often influenced by water vapour, so changes in the moisture content of the 

atmosphere monitored interfere with gas sensing. 

There are several different ways of enhancing the selectivity of 

semiconductor oxide sensors, which can be classified into three main categories: 

 

(1) The search for new materials. 

(2) The use of sensor arrays and appropriate signal processing techniques. 

(3) The dynamical characterisation of the sensor response. 

 

Important findings have been reported in this area, some of which are 

reviewed in the paragraphs below. Additionally, these techniques have been used 

not only for resistive gas sensors (e.g. metal oxides), but also for other type of 

devices such as gravimetric gas sensors. 

5.1.3.1 The search for new materials 

As tin oxide sensors have been found to suffer from a lack of selectivity, 

considerable efforts have been made in the search for new oxide materials with 

more specific responses (Moseley et al. 1991, Meixner et al. 1996). A wide range 

of materials has been investigated for use in the detection of minority gases in air 

(Moseley et al. 1992). Doping of the oxide structure with alternative metal ions 

also allow electronic properties to be adjusted (Willliams et al. 1991). 

5.1.3.2 Sensor arrays and signal processing 

Sensor arrays which have sensing elements with partially overlapped sensitivities 

and pattern recognition techniques have been applied with some degree of 

success. Each sensor in the array defines an axis in a multidimensional space 

where gases can be represented as points positioned in this space, according to 

sensor responses. Gases or mixtures that produce similar responses from the 

sensor array will tend to cluster near one another in space. Pattern recognition 
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uses multivariate statistics and numerical analysis to investigate such clustering 

and to elucidate relationships in multidimensional data sets (Gardner et al. 1994, 

Di Natale et al. 1995). 

A large number of interesting applications have been reported in recent years, 

such as the works on the detection of pollutants (Rose-Pehrsson et al. 1988, Gall 

1993, Di Natale et al. 1994, Hierlemann et al. 1995, Moore et al. 1993) or those 

performed on aroma analysis employing the electronic nose (EN) (Shurmer et al. 

1989, Gardner et al. 1992, Gardner et al. 1991, Pearce et al. 1993, Di Natale et al. 

1996) and to assess quality and freshness of food (Schweizer-Berberich et al. 

1994, Bourrounet et al. 1995, Barbri et al. 2007).  

5.1.3.3 Dynamically characterising the sensor response 

The aim of this strategy is to obtain additional information that can be combined 

with steady-state information in order to enhance sensor selectivity. The main 

approaches are the following: 

 

(1) Modulating the operating temperature of sensors: With properly programmed 

temperature changes, characteristic response patterns associated with the 

detected gases can be obtained (Clifford et al. 1983, Wlodel et al. 1991). 

Cycling the temperature, enables the whole range of gas reactions in different 

regions of the heating or cooling cycle to be detected, and also prevents the 

surface contamination that occurs after being exposed for too long at low 

temperatures (Sears et al. 1990). More recently, millisecond time-scale 

temperature changes have been used to modify the rates of adsorption, 

desorption and reaction on the sensing surface during sensor operation 

(Cavichi et al. 1995, Cavichi et al. 1996).  

(2) Measuring in A.C. mode: The plots of the real and imaginary components of 

the admittance versus frequency provide information on the different 

parameters that play a role in the sensor conduction mechanisms when metal 

oxides (Gutierrez et al. 1991 and 1992) or conducting polymers (Amrani et 

al. 1996), are used. 

(3) Modulating the concentration of the measured gases and analysing the sensor 

transient behaviour: This has led to new parameters being identified which 

are characteristic of each gas/sensor pair. Some of these parameters can be 

concentration independent (Vilanova et al. 1996, Llobet et al. 1995) even in 

gas mixtures (Llobet et al. 1997). In the last few years, the transient response 

of different chemical sensors (i.e. thin and thick-film metal oxide and 

polymer-based sensors) to a step-change in the gas concentration has been 
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analysed (Vaihinger et al. 1991, Samitier et al 1994, Buttá et al. 1990, 

Gardner 1990, Nanto et al. 1996, Nakamura et al. 1996, Setkus et al. 2008, 

Nimsuk et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2007). 

5.2 NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR EXPLOITING SENSOR DYNAMICS 

In recent years a great deal of work has been done in the field of temperature 

modulated semiconductor gas sensors, undeniably one of the most promising 

approaches for taking advantage of sensor dynamics. From the late nineties 

onward, different methods to extract and process features from temperature 

modulated gas sensors have been introduced. The most successful techniques 

include the use of time domain methods (e.g. window time slicing), frequency 

domain methods (e.g. Fourier transform) and mixed methods (e.g. discrete 

wavelet transform or short-term Fourier transform) to extract features from the 

response transients. All these methods have the advantage of performing feature 

extraction and data compression. Furthermore, if a careful selection of the 

features to be input into pattern recognition engines is performed, the 

identification of gases with a high tolerance to the presence of drift and noise 

seems possible. At least, results compare very favourably with those derived 

from methods that rely on the static sensor response. The reader is referred to 

(Llobet 2006) for a review on temperature modulated gas sensors (from the early 

works to those performed in the mid-2000s) and to Chapter 3 of this book for an 

in-depth discussion about the optimisation of the temperature-modulation 

frequencies. 

Although the dynamic characterisation of sensor response when gas 

concentration varies is not as widespread as temperature modulation, this method 

has also been the subject of research in view of ameliorating sensor performance. 

The usual sample delivery methods such as the static or dynamic headspace 

imply that, for a given measurement, the response of every sensor is a time 

profile and its characteristics (shape, duration, etc.) might be informative. It is 

only very recently that multi-way analysis methods have been introduced so it is 

no longer necessary to transform the measured time profiles (i.e. sensor transient 

response) into univariate features (at the risk of loosing totally or in part 

important information from the time domain). 

Therefore, the objective of this section is to briefly review recently introduced 

methods that have been shown to be useful at analysing sensor transients. 
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5.2.1 Phase space 

The nature of the sensing mechanisms ruling of chemical sensors is still far from 

full comprehension. The extraction of features from the response of chemical 

sensors consists of the selection of some characteristics of their temporal 

response sequence, which result from the interaction between sensors and the 

compounds to be detected. The extracted features are then input to pattern 

recognition systems. From a general point of view, a chemical sensor can be 

considered as a dynamic system whose response signal temporally evolves 

following, with its proper dynamics, the concentration of the analytes. Therefore, 

any of the currently available tools usually employed to study the properties of 

dynamic systems may be employed with sensors (Ljung et al. 1994). 

The phase space (PS) is a central concept in the analysis of dynamic systems. 

Given a system whose state is completely described by n scalar variables, 

different states correspond to different points in a n-dimensional vector space 

defined by an orthonormal basis where each direction corresponds to one of the 

scalar variables. There is an unequivocal correspondence between points in the 

PS and states of the system. 

In a mechanical system, the observation of position as a function of time 

allows for obtaining new variables such as velocity (first derivative) and 

acceleration (second derivative) from which the phase space is constructed. If a 

mechanical system was observed via a single scalar quantity for a period of time, 

then it could be represented by a sequence of points in the phase space. This 

sequence, after being suitably parametrised with the time, forms a trajectory on 

the phase space that contains all the information about the phenomena underlying 

the evolution of the system. The correspondence between observed signals and 

the new variables forming the phase space has been demonstrated by (Takens 

1980) in his embedding theorem. In accordance to this theorem, the variables that 

form the PS are obtained by differentiable transformations of the observed signal. 

If we consider now a sensor to be a system, the information is in the temporal 

evolution of a single scalar quantity (i.e. in the sensor signal) and from this time 

dependence, a number of new variables can be generated. The minimum set of 

variables able to describe the state and the evolution of the sensor comprises the 

response signal (i.e. the observed variable) and its first derivative. Therefore, a 

phase space can be defined by the orthonormal basis formed by the observed 

signal and its first derivative. The use of the phase space in the field of gas 

sensors was first introduced in (Martinelli et al. 2003). The sensors employed 
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were quartz crystal micro-balances (QCM) with a selective adsorbent coating. 

QCM sensors are operated in a closed loop with an oscillator circuit and the 

observed signal is the shift in oscillation frequency experienced by the system 

when gases are adsorbed or desorbed from the selective coating. The change in 

the resonance frequency is directly proportional to the change of mass due to gas 

adsorption or desorption. Figure 2 shows a typical response of a QCM sensor to 

an abrupt variation of the chemical content of the air to which it is exposed. The 

frequency decrease corresponds to an adsorption step (i.e. the mass trapped at the 

surface of the selective coating increases) while the frequency increase 

corresponds to the desorption step (i.e. the mass trapped at the surface of the 

selective coating decreases because the sensor is flushed with clean air). 

 
Figure 2: Typical evolution of the frequency signal of a QCM sensor during an adsorption-

desorption cycle. Some typical response features such as frequency shift (fmax) and the 

adsorption and desorption initial slopes are indicated. Reproduced from (Martinelli et al. 2003), 

Elsevier Science ©, with permission. 
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The same behaviour shown by Figure 2 can be represented in a PS the 

coordinates of which are the frequency and its first derivative. Figure 3 shows the 

trajectory in PS calculated employing the response signal shown in Figure 2. The 

shape of this trajectory is related to the adsorption-desorption processes occurring 

in the selective adsorbent coating. If studied in the time domain adsorption 

models lead to exponential or multi-exponential behaviour (the latter were 

introduced (Marco et al. 1995) to better fit experimental data). Multi-exponential 

behaviour give rise, in the PS, to trajectories characterised by several slopes each 

to one time constant. As a result of the exponential convergence of the observed 

signal in the time domain, in the phase space the speed of tracking of the 

trajectory decreases with time until the steady state is reached asymptotically. 

 
Figure 3: Trajectory in the phase space defined by the observed QCM sensor signal shown in 

Figure 3 (i.e. Function) and its first derivative. Reproduced from (Martinelli et al. 2003), 

Elsevier Science ©, with permission. 
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The description of the trajectory in PS may give rise to novel features related 

to the underlying phenomena that can be used to build more accurate gas 

identification or quantification models. The area spanned by the trajectory when 

it undergoes a phase transition (e.g. an adsorption phase) is the most obvious 

descriptor that can be used. This area, which corresponds to the sum, instant by 

instant, of the product between the signal and its first derivative considers both 

the magnitude of the sensor response and its velocity. However, the area is a 

descriptor that overlooks some characteristics of the trajectory evolution (i.e. the 

shape of the trajectory). This is why other descriptors, namely the dynamic 

moments, have been introduced. 

5.2.2 Dynamic moments 

If the dynamics of the interaction between a sensor and different gases differ, it 

can be expected that these differences should be reflected in the trajectories in 

PS. In other words, different gas-sensor interactions should lead to different 

shapes of the trajectories in PS. Under these circumstances, the area spanned by 

the trajectory can be too crude a descriptor since it neglects characteristics that 

are a „property‟ of the sensor evolution. In (Martinelli et al. 2004) the use of 

morphological descriptors to better describe the trajectory characteristics 

associated to QCM sensors was introduced. 

Morphological descriptors can easily encode the shape of the trajectories. 

Many different families of morphological descriptors exist and these are widely 

used after the segmentation step in artificial vision engines. Martinelli and co-

workers considered using sets of descriptors representing the parameters 

analogous to the second moments of the area of a geometrical figure in a 2-D 

space. These quantities, which are also employed in the field of control systems 

are sometimes called dynamic moments (DM) (Fichera et al. 2001). Consider a 

generic PS defined from an observable quantity s(t). By setting a time lag τ the 

space coordinates are: 

     ))1(( )...( )(   ktststs  (3) 

and the dynamic moments are calculated considering both the coordinates and 

bisectors of the PS and defined as follows: 
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the number gives the degree of the moment, the subscript indicates the 

direction along which the moment is calculated: PB and SB are principal and 

secondary bisectors, X and Y are the PS axis. x and y are quantities related to the 

observable quantity s(k) as follows: 

 );(ksxk                 )(  ksyk  (9) 

Each of the moments describes the different morphological features of the 

trajectory, so that the collective use of more than one moment is required for an 

exhaustive description. It is important to emphasize that the moment value 

depends on the time lag generating the PS. 

In a typical measurement, a gas sensor is exposed to an adsorption-desorption 

experiment in which the concentration of some species is changed abruptly. A 

simple model for the sensor response is a double exponential model. 
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To illustrate the resolving power of dynamic moments, let us consider that 

two response signals associated to the interaction of a QCM sensor with two 

different gas species only differ in a small variation in one of the time constants. 

The upper plot in Figure 4 shows these signals. The frequency change is identical 

for both signals, so for the usual feature extracted with QCM sensors, the two 

measurements are indistinguishable. The lower plot in Figure 4 shows the 

trajectories in PS built from the signal and its delayed value. The differences in 

PS between the two trajectories are slightly more evident than the signal 

differences in the time domain. 
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In Figure 5, three dynamic moments are plotted as a function of the time lag. 

In order to improve the recognition between the two response signals (i.e. to 

maximize the difference between the dynamic moments) the choice of both the 

dynamic moments to be used and the time lag are of paramount importance. For 

the case corresponding to the signals shown in Figure 4, MD2 shows the largest 

difference when the time lag is set to 1 s. For MD3PB and MD3SB the separation 

between the signals is maximised when the time lag is set to 4 s. This example 

illustrates how the dynamic moments are useful to emphasise subtle differences 

between sensor response signals that appear rather similar in the time domain. 

 
Figure 4: Signals in the time domain of two multi-exponential models for a QCM sensor 

exposed to a sudden variation of analyte concentration (a). Trajectories in the PS defined by s(t) 

and s(t+5) as coordinates (b). Reproduced from (Martinelli et al. 2004), Elsevier Science ©, 

with permission. 
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5.2.3 Energy vector 

As reviewed above, in recent years signal theory issues have been reconsidered 

from the point of view of the opportunity to describe the time evolving sensor 

signal in a different representational space where the changes of the sensor state 

could be more easily appreciated. It is in this context that the PS of chemical 

sensor signals was introduced. The concept of PS, has been shown to be useful 

for studying the behaviour of individual sensors. 

 
Figure 5: MD2, MD3PB and MD3SB plotted against the time lag calculated from the trajectories 

shown in Figure 5 b. Reproduced from (Martinelli et al. 2004), Elsevier Science ©, with 

permission. 
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Let us consider that gas sensor arrays are a mathematical construction where 

the sensor outputs are arranged as components of vectors and these vectors are 

built after feature extraction from the time evolution of each sensor signal. 

Therefore, once the vectors are mathematically formed, sensors lose their 

individual character and are treated as vector elements. In this way, features have 

been extracted from each individual sensor signal disregarding its array 

membership. An alternative to this conventional method is the global feature 

extraction, which consists of considering each sensor response always as a part of 

the total response of a sensor array. As stated before, the treatment of the sensor 

signal evolution with time can be properly treated in the frame of the theory of 

signals. Beside the concept of PS, very useful to study the behaviour of 

individual sensors, the theory of signals provides an excellent tool, the mutual 

energy, suitable to study the relationships between sensors belonging to the same 

array. The sensors of an array simultaneously interact with the same chemical 

pattern at a time and, as a consequence, the sensor signals share a certain degree 

of correlation. The amount of correlation may change according to the quality 

and quantity of the gas species to which the array is exposed. 

A useful way to quantify the relationship between sensors of an array is 

provided by the mutual energy (Papoulis 1984). Given two generic signals x(t) 

and y(t), the mutual energy in the interval (t0, t1) is defined by the following 

equation: 
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t

xy dttytx  (11) 

In the trivial case when x(t) = y(t) Eq.(11) calculates the energy of x(t). 

During a measurement, sensors interact with the gases present in the environment 

to which they are exposed and their signals change. This variation is considered 

as the signal portion utilized for the energy feature extraction procedure as 

introduced in (Martinelli 2003). The value of the energy may depend on the 

affinity between the gas species present and the sensor active layer. A 

measurement is usually completed when the sensor has reached a dynamic 

equilibrium with the environment and, as a consequence, it reaches a steady 

value of energy. The difference between the two energy levels, before and after 

the exposure, can be considered as a measure of the sensor reaction and it is 

strongly correlated with the transient response signal. In data analysis, feature 

extraction provides synthetic descriptors for each individual sensor and only after 
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their extraction are they used as input for data analysis. Nevertheless, it is worth 

noting that the sensors of the array interact with the same chemical pattern at the 

same time, and that the m responses (i.e., number of measurements) are 

connected in some way between themselves. These correlations may represent 

further information about the gas species under test and their relation with the 

global sensor array. 

It is well clear how the energy features take into account not only the absolute 

value of the sensor signals but also their dynamics. Actually, the time constants 

of the two signals and the relation between them play an important role in 

determining the energy. It is also important to remark that the ξxy depends on the 

size of the signals, namely its time length. This last aspect can influence the 

recognition power of the method because differences in sensor signal portions 

can hide the information content. Starting from the previous considerations about 

the correlation between the sensor signal evolution and the mutual energy, any 

sensor array measurement may be represented by an n-column vector defined as 

follows: 

nnnnnnEV ,1,1,22,21,2,12,11,1 ............    (12) 

where n is the number of sensors within the array. This vector, formed by the 

application of Eq.(11) to the sensor array responses, results in a vector of 

energies called the energy vector (EV). The EV contains each sensor energy and 

all the mutual energies. 

5.2.4 Multi-way analysis 

Data from sensor array based analytical instruments can be arranged in three 

dimensions as sample  time  sensor. Due to software limitations but more often 

to general practice, the time –dimension of the data is reduced so traditional two-

way chemometric methods such as principal component analysis or linear 

discrimination analysis can be run to explore data. As a result of this 

dimensionality reduction process, the internal relationship between the different 

modes (i.e., samples, time and sensors) is destroyed and the result can be an 

incomplete data analysis leading to a suboptimal final interpretation. Ideally, a 

better strategy would not require transforming the informative measured time 

profile into univariate features before meaningful data analysis can be performed. 
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The method discussed here, which is based on multi-way chemometric models, is 

a global method (i.e. it considers each sensor response always as a part of the 

total response of a sensor array) and allows for processing of the time 

information. It explores the total time profiles such that the potentially useful 

information is not discarded by feature extraction before the actual data analysis 

step is performed (Skov et al. 2005). 

Since the most commonly employed model for performing two-way data 

analysis is principal component analysis (PCA), a short description of this 

method is given. This will help making a comparison with multi-way techniques. 

5.2.4.1 Principal component analysis 

According to (Esbensen 2002), PCA constitutes the most basic „work horse‟ of 

all multivariate data analysis. PCA is a linear combinatorial method which 

reduces the complexity of the dataset, from the initial n-dimensional sensor space 

to a few dimensions. The inherent structure of the dataset is preserved while its 

resulting variance is maximised. In other words, data points will be scaled along 

new dimensions, linear combinations of the initial dimensions. The magnitudes 

of the coefficients, in the resulting linear combinations, give an indication of the 

relative importance of the initial dimensions in the data structure. PCA is 

performed with no information on the classification of samples. It is based solely 

on the variance of the dataset. Thus it is an unsupervised method. 

The underlying premise in PCA is that the raw data in the response matrix X 

can be decomposed into eigenvectors and associated eigenvalues. Of the several 

methods available to decompose X, one of the most common is through singular 

value decomposition (SVD). As shown in Figure 6, a PCA model makes a 

bilinear decomposition of the X matrix into a score matrix (T) (eigenvectors) and 
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Figure 6: Representation of an R component PCA model of the data matrix X. 
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a loading matrix (P) (eigenvalues), which describe the original data in a more 

condensed way. The residuals (i.e., the difference between the original and the 

reconstructed matrix with the calculated model) are collected in the E matrix. 

Thus, in PCA each component is the outer product of two vectors (scores 

pertaining to samples and loadings pertaining to variables). The model is linear in 

the scores for fixed loadings and vice versa and therefore, bilinear. If a given data 

set can be modelled by an R-component PCA model, then the I×J matrix X can 

be approximated as TP
T where T is the score matrix (I×R) and P the loading 

matrix (J×R). 

As already mentioned, the aim of PCA is to retain the main information 

contained in the original variables in a smaller number of variables, called 

principal components (PC), which describe the main variations in the data. These 

PCs are linear combinations of the original variables. Some properties of PC are 

that they are orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated with each other), hierarchical (i.e., the 

first PC retains the maximum information of the data, the second PC retains the 

maximum information that is not included in the first one, and so on), and are 

calculated sequentially (i.e., the F-1 component model is a subset of the F 

component model). 

Mathematically, PCA decompositions can be written as follows: 

 ebaX jkjr

R

r irij
 1

 (13) 

where elements air , bjr  refer to the scores and loading matrices A and B and 

where i, j refer to the dimensions of the matrix and R is the number of factors of 

the PCA model. 

5.2.4.2 Parallel factor analysis 

Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) is a decomposition method for multi-way 

data that works directly on the multi-way structure. This decomposition is made 

into triads or trilinear components. Each component consists of three loading 

vectors that are treated mathematically in the same way. However, the vector 

associated with the sample mode is often named the score vector. A PARAFAC 

model of a three-way array is therefore given by three loading matrices, A 

(samples) , B ( time profile) and C (sensors), with elements aif , bjf  and ckf , where 

the i, j and k indices refer to the dimensions of the array and f is the number of 

factors of the model. Figure 7 is a graphical representation of the PARAFAC 
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decomposition. The cube E contains the residuals. Mathematically, the 

PARAFAC model for R components is expressed as follows: 

 ecbaX ijkkrjr

R

r irikj
 1

 (14) 

Two of the most important properties of PARAFAC are uniqueness and the 

fact that it is not a nested model. Unlike bilinear methods such as PCA, 

PARAFAC provides unique solutions. This means that, apart from trivial 

variations of scale and column order, no restrictions are needed to estimate the 

model. Another difference with respect to PCA is that PARAFAC is a non-nested 

model (i.e., it cannot be calculated sequentially). This means that the F-1 factor 

model is not a subset of the F factor model. There are several techniques for 

determining the number of factors in a PARAFAC model, like residual analysis, 

visual appearance of loadings, number of iterations of the algorithm, core 

consistency, etc. For a more in-depth discussion of the PARAFAC model the 

reader is referred to the tutorial (Bro 1997). 

Sometimes the data profiles are characterised by showing shifted peaks or 

more generally varying shapes. PARAFAC2, which is a development of the 

original PARAFAC method is more efficient at handling such a situation. In 

PARAFAC2 scores (i.e. the matrix A) and sensor loadings (i.e. the matrix C) are 

of similar structure as in PARAFAC. However, the time loadings are not in a 

single loading matrix B as in PARAFAC. Instead, for each sensor l an individual 

time loading matrix Bl is given. In other words, unlike in PCA or in PARAFAC, 

the PARAFAC2 model allows every sensor to have its own set of time loadings. 

For the model to be valid and retain uniqueness, all the cross-product matrices of 

the Bl matrices should be constant for all l: 
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Figure 7: Representation of an R component PARAFAC model of the data array X. 
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l            for l = 1, …, L (15) 

The reader is referred to (Bro et al. 1999) and (Kiers et al. 1999) for a deeper 

insight into this method. 

5.3 EXPLOITING SENSOR DYNAMICS 

This section illustrates how the different techniques described above have been 

used to analyse the dynamic response of sensors either operated in a temperature 

modulation mode or exposed to a sudden change of gas concentration. 

5.3.1 Transient response analysis in the phase space 

Phase space methods were first applied to the response of quartz crystal 

microbalance sensors (QCM) (Martinelli et al. 2003). The QCM devices were 

coated with a molecular film of metalloporphyrins, which provided selective 

adsorption towards some target gases. The sensors were exposed to abrupt 

variations of the chemical content of the air (e.g. from clean air to a gas mixture 

diluted in air and back to clean air), which allowed for recording both the 

adsorption and desorption transients of the QCM sensors (see Figure 2). These 

transients are related not only to the adsorption/desorption rates between the 

sensor chemistry and sensed analytes but also to the characteristics of sample 

delivery such as flow, volume of the sensor chamber and tubing. Therefore, only 

a portion of the sensor signal carries important information. 

As described above, the PS was defined by two canonical variables: the 

response signal and its first derivative. A typical trajectory in the phase space is 

shown in Figure 3. The feature extracted from a trajectory in the PS was the area 

spanned by the trajectory during either an adsorption or a desorption phase. The 

performance of the phase space method was assessed in two different EN 

experiments. The experiments consisted of the classification of different quality 

of apples and in the estimation of the concentration of androstenone in pork fat 

matrices. 

5.3.1.1 Apple classification 

The objective of this experiment was to build and validate a classifier for 

apples according to their degree of mealiness (internal defect to post-harvest over 
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ripening) and skin damage (bruises and cuts). Apples with no mealiness and with 

two levels of mealiness were employed. Additionally a set of apples with skin 

cuts were also used. Each fruit was closed in a sealed glass jar and left at room 

temperature for 20 minutes to allow a stable headspace to develop. The 

headspace was then allowed to flow inside the sensor chamber while the sensor 

signals were acquired. 

The area spanned by the trajectory in the PS (without any additional pre-

processing) was used as the input feature to build a partial least squares 

discrimination analysis model (PLS-DA) aimed at classifying apples. To better 

assess the performance of the PS method in apple classification, the usually 

employed steady-state feature extracted from QCM sensors (i.e., frequency shift) 

was also used to build a different PLS-DA model for apple classification. Both 

models were cross-validated using a leave-one out technique. 

For the PLS-DA model built on the steady-state frequency shift, its first latent 

variable carried about 99% of the total variance in the data. Since almost the total 

variance is explained by the first latent variable it can be derived that sensors 

respond in the same way to class variation. The model cross-validated with a 

leave one out technique achieved an 80% correct classification in 4 categories 

(i.e., good apples, apples with 2 different levels of mealiness and skin-cut 

apples). While good and skin-cut apples could be easily identified, the model had 

problems in associating the correct level of mealiness to spoiled apples. 

For the PLS-DA model built on the area of the trajectories in PS, its first two 

latent variables accounted for 69.28% and 30.46% of data variance. The 

information accounted for by the area seems not to be so cross-correlated as the 

frequency shift information. Indeed, the cross-validated model achieved a 100% 

correct apple classification in the 4 categories. 

5.3.1.2 Androstenone concentration estimation 

Different samples of pure pork fat were artificially contaminated with known 

amounts of androstenone in the range 0.7 g/g up to 10 g/g. Samples were 

prepared in sealed vials held at 35ºC in a bath with temperature control for 30 

min. A portion of the headspace was extracted and allowed to flow into the 

sensor chamber. PLS models aimed at estimating the concentration of 

androstenone in the different samples were built and cross-validated. Similarly to 

the apple experiment, the leave one out cross-validation technique was employed 

and the performance of the models that used either the area or the frequency shift 
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was compared. When the frequency shift was used, the minimum of the root 

mean squared error in prediction was 4 g/g when three latent variables were 

selected. On the other hand, when the area spanned by the trajectory on the PS 

was employed, the minimum of the root mean squared error in prediction was 1.4 

g/g. Therefore, the use of the area as sensor response feature results in a 

reduction of about a factor of 3 in the prediction error. 

The concept of area in the PS is connected to both the transient and the 

stationary conditions of sensor response fusing them into a unique parameter. 

Since it is well-known that the dynamic sensor response contains important 

information to perform qualitative and quantitative gas analysis, it is not 

surprising that by using the area as an input feature results in models with 

improved classification and concentration estimation ability. 

5.3.2 Transient response analysis using dynamic moments 

As discussed above, depending on the nature of the phenomena explaining the 

transient response of a sensor, trajectories on the PS can assume a large variety of 

shapes. Since the shapes can be expected to be associated to the properties of the 

underlying physical phenomena, it would be interesting to use not only the area 

spanned by these trajectories but also morphological descriptors for describing 

(i.e., encoding) shapes. 

The „dynamic moments‟ strategy was first applied to the response of quartz 

crystal microbalance sensors by the same research group that introduced the PS 

(Martinelli et al. 2004). The performance of dynamic moments was compared to 

the one obtained using the standard frequency shift in two typical EN 

applications. The first experiment considered the classification of kiwi-fruits of 

the same cultivars but farmed using either conventional or organic agriculture. 

The second experiment envisaged the classification of peaches according to their 

ripening stage in three different categories according to three different storage 

times. Measurements were performed while enclosing individual fruits in glass 

jars. Jars were sealed and held at a constant temperature for 20 min to allow the 

headspace to stabilise. Finally, the headspace was allowed to flow into the sensor 

chamber. The sensor responses consisted of a sequence of frequencies sampled at 

constant intervals of 10 s. Time lags multiple of 10 s were employed to build the 

PS. 
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5.3.2.1 Kiwi-fruit database 

In this experiment the dynamic features used were MD2 with a time lag equal 

to 20 and 30 s, and MD3PB with a time lag equal to 20 s. PLS-DA models were 

built and validated using the leave one out cross-validation approach. When 4 

latent variables were employed, the classification rate peaked at 97% with only 

one organic sample being misclassified as industrial. On the other hand, when the 

steady-state frequency shift was the only feature employed to train and validate 

the PLS-DA model, the success rate in classification degraded to 82%. 

5.3.2.2 Peaches database 

For this database the dynamic features used were MD2 with a time lag equal 

to 10 and 20 s. Once again PLS-DA models were built and validated using the 

leave one out cross-validation approach. This time a three-category classification 

was envisaged, which corresponded to pre-ripe, ripe and over-ripe peaches. 

Feeding the classifier with the dynamic moments resulted in 89% of the samples 

being correctly classified. Classification errors corresponded to ripe peach 

samples being classified as pre-ripe or over-ripe. The highest correct 

classification rate was obtained when 4 latent variables were employed. When 

the frequency shift was employed to build and validate the PLS-DA based 

classifier, the classification rate degraded down to 73%. 

5.3.2.3 Rancidity in potato crisps 

The dynamic moments strategy has been also applied to the transient response 

of metal oxide gas sensors (Vergara et al. 2007a). This experiment, which 

consisted of the classification of the rancidity in potato crisps using dynamic 

headspace analysis, was performed with a 12-element TGS-type metal oxide gas 

sensor array. Four boxes (labeled A, B, C and D) with 200 g packs of crisps (12 

packs per category) were prepared. Crisps in box A were stored during 18 days in 

a dry and dark conservation chamber, where their temperature was kept around 

20ºC. Crisps B, C and D were kept for 6, 12 and 18 days, respectively in a 

rancidity accelerating chamber at around 40ºC. 

The sample delivery system consisted of two temperature-controlled 

stainless-steel vessels (a sampling vessel and a reference vessel). These chambers 

were identical and kept heated at 70ºC. The measurement procedure was as 

follows: In the first step (concentration phase), the crisps were heated at 70ºC for 
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30 minutes inside a sampling vessel in order to concentrate the headspace. In the 

second step (measurement phase), the airflow was re-circulated, which caused 

dynamic sampling of the crisps‟ headspace. During this phase, the resistance of 

the sensors was acquired and stored for later processing. 

The responses of the 12 commercially available metal oxide gas sensors were 

used to classify the rancidity of potato crisps. Initially, the feature extracted from 

each sensor response was the steady-state conductance change. A fuzzy 

ARTMAP network was used to classify the samples according to their rancidity 

stage. The reader is referred to Chapter 3, where the basics of the fuzzy 

ARTMAP neural network are described. The success rate reached in rancidity 

classification was 68.75% (estimated by the leave-one-out approach). 

Additionally, a PLS-DA model was built to discriminate among crisp 

samples. The success rate of this method was 68.75%, identical to that obtained 

by the fuzzy ARTMAP classifier. The samples misclassified belonged to 

categories B, C and D. In other words, although the system could discriminate 

fresh crisps from rancid ones, errors occurred in the discrimination of rancid 

samples with different rancidity states. The dynamic moments method was 

implemented with different time lags in order to select the optimal time lag to be 

used. For this database, MD2 with time lags equal to 2 and 25 s were considered 

for each sensor within the array. A PLS-DA model was built and its performance 

evaluated using the leave-one-out approach. The success rate in potato crisp 

classification was 85.4%. This compares favourably with the result obtained 

when the steady-state sensor response was used. The cross-validated PLS-DA 

models were formed with 10 latent variables. 

5.3.2.4 Gas mixture analysis 

This experiment consisted in the identification of nitrogen dioxide, ammonia 

and their mixtures using a micro-array of thermally-modulated metal oxide gas 

sensors (Vergara et al. 2007a). Four tungsten oxide gas microsensors were placed 

in a 20-ml volume test chamber and were used to measure vapours of three 

different concentrations of NH3 (100, 500, 1000 ppm), NO2 (0.5, 1, 2 ppm), and 

their binary mixtures diluted in dry air. Each measurement was replicated 5 

times. The total gas flow was set to 200 ml/min and kept constant. The working 

temperature of the micro-hotplate gas sensors was modulated with an optimised 

multi-sinusoidal signal. The selected frequencies were 39.0 mHz, 141.0 mHz, 

429.0 mHz 480.7 mHz and 743.0 mHz (Vergara et al. 2005). Every measurement 
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took approximately 6 minutes to complete and the sampling frequency was set, 

once again, to 10 Hz. Figure 8 shows a fragment of the response signal of a 

temperature-modulated tungsten oxide sensor in the presence of ammonia. 

In the first step, the response signals of the temperature-modulated 

microsensors were processed as follows. The absolute value of the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) was computed and the values of the D.C. component and the 5 

harmonics corresponding to the modulating frequencies were extracted. 

Therefore, from each measurement, 6 features were extracted and used to build a 

PLS-DA classifier aimed at discriminating between the different species 

 
Figure 8: Response of a WO3 microhotplate sensor in the presence of ammonia (1000 ppm) 

when its operating temperature is modulated using the sum of 5 sinusoidal signals. Reproduced 

from (Vergara et al. 2007a), Elsevier Science ©, with permission. 
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measured. The classifiers were cross-validated using a leave-one-out approach. 

The success rates in gas/gas mixture identification was 91.0%. 

In the second step, the dynamic moments method was employed to extract 

features from the sensor responses. The method was implemented at different 

time lags and the use of response fragments with different lengths was 

considered. Figure 9 shows the typical trajectories in the PS domain for a 

tungsten oxide sensor in the presence of the gases studied. 

Finally, a small fragment of the initial sensor response signal was selected 

(i.e. 2.5 s of the response, which is about 1.8 % of its total length). The dynamic 

moments used to build PLS-DA classifiers were MD2 and MD3Y at the time lags 

equal to 1 and 3 ms. The success rate in gas and gas mixture identification was 

95.6% (estimated by leave-one-out cross-validation). PLS-DA models used 5 

latent variables. While NH3 samples could be perfectly discriminated, confusion 

occurred between samples of NO2 and NO2 + NH3 mixtures. Increasing the 

length of the response signal fragment used to calculate the dynamic moments 

did not improve these results. 

When the results obtained using the more standard features extracted by the 

FFT are compared to those obtained using the dynamic moments, it can be 

derived that the latter obtains a slightly better gas identification performance 

while dramatically reducing measurement time. 

 
Figure 9: Typical response of a tungsten oxide micro-hotplate sensor to ammonia (500 ppm), 

nitrogen dioxide (1 ppm) and ammonia + nitrogen dioxide (500 + 1 ppm) in the PS domain. The 

first derivative of the sensor response for a time lag equal to 3 ms (y-axis) is plotted vs. the 

sensor response (x-axis). Reproduced from (Vergara et al. 2007a), Elsevier Science ©, with 

permission. 
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Considering the different datasets analysed, it clearly appears that the 

selection of the best dynamic moments is not straightforward. The relationship 

between the information content of the dynamic moments and the recognition 

power does not follow an analytical law. As a result, the performance of the 

classifier is not correlated with the order of the moment and, in particular, the 

amount of correct classifications does not reach a convergence value while 

increasing the order of the dynamic moments. This situation is rather similar to 

the optimisation of the number of principal components in Principal Component 

Regression (PCR), where the order of the principal components, proportional to 

the correspondent eigenvalue, is not correlated with their predictability of the 

regressed variable. Also in this case the optimal choice of principal components 

is heuristically carried out. 

5.3.3 The energy vector approach 

As stated in sub-section 5.2.3, the energy vector approach is a global feature 

extraction technique in the sense that it provides a tool suitable for studying the 

relationships between sensors belonging to the same array. Indeed, the sensors of 

an array simultaneously interact with the same chemical pattern at a time and, as 

a consequence, the sensor signals share a certain degree of correlation. The 

amount of correlation may change according to the quality and quantity of the 

gas species to which the array is exposed. The method was applied recently to the 

identification of volatile compounds using an array of thermally-modulated metal 

oxide gas sensors (Vergara et al. 2007b). 

An array of four micro-hotplate gas-sensors was placed in a 20 ml volume 

test chamber to measure vapours, at three different concentrations, of 

acetaldehyde, ethylene and ammonia. This chamber was connected to a 

continuous flow system that allowed us to obtain different concentrations of 

pollutant gases diluted in dry air.  

The total gas flow was set to 200 ml/min and kept constant. The response of 

the micro-gas sensor array was measured when the operating temperature of 

sensors was modulated using a multi-sinusoidal signal. A set of six optimal 

modulating frequencies (frequencies previously selected in a systematic way) 

was selected and used to synthesise the temperature-modulating multi-sinusoidal 

signal. The same multi-sinusoidal signal was applied to the heating element of 

every sensor within the array. The selected frequencies were 12.8, 25.6, 38.5, 

92.9, 339.7 and 682.7 mHz. The procedure for generating this signal and how the 
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frequencies have been selected in a systematic way is illustrated in (Vergara et al. 

2005). 

Every measurement took approximately 6 min to complete. Figure 10 shows a 

fragment (split in segments of 1 s) of a typical transient response of a gas sensor 

exposed to 50 ppm of ammonia used for the energy vector analysis. 

The energy vector was calculated by applying Eq.(11), where different 

segments of the gas sensor array response signal were considered. One energy 

vector was formed for each measurement where the sensor energy and the mutual 

energy of all possible couples of sensors in the array (see Eq.(12)) were 

considered. Therefore, each energy vector was the feature extracted from the gas 

sensor array transient response and input to a PLS-DA classifier. The PLS-DA 

models were validated with the leave-one-out cross-validation procedure in order 

 
Figure 10: Fragment of the gas sensor response to a six-sinusoidal modulating signal applied to 

the heater element in the presence of 50 ppm of ammonia. Signal is divided into 1 s sub-

segments. Reproduced from (Vergara et al. 2007b), Elsevier Science ©, with permission. 
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to obtain the success rate in gas discrimination. A 100% success rate in gas 

identification (regardless of their concentration) was obtained, even when a short 

segment of the response signal (e.g., 1 s) was employed. 

Finally, to better assess the energy vector approach combined with the 

temperature modulation, the method was compared against the standard FFT 

feature extraction method. This method is one of the most commonly used when 

thermal modulation strategy is employed in gas sensors. The success rate in gas 

identification of the PLS-DA model built using as input the absolute values of the 

six harmonics corresponding to the temperature modulating frequencies peaked 

at 99.4%, with confusion occurring between ammonia and acetaldehyde samples. 

These results are obtained provided that the FFT is computed over a long period 

of the response signal (no shorter than 100 s). If shorter response signals are 

considered, performance significantly degrades since not even a period of all 

temperature-modulating signals is present. 

Therefore, the energy vector method not only ameliorates slightly the 

identification performance but also dramatically reduces the length of the 

response signal needed for processing, so measurement time can be reduced too. 

5.3.4 The use of multi-way methods 

Much of the early work on multi-way methods applied to the analysis of 

chemical species was performed with the use of a combination of some type of 

chromatography with a multivariate detector, often spectroscopy (Geladi 1989). 

Here we will review the work done in the field of gas sensors. 

5.3.4.1 Classification of liquorice samples 

Skov and co-workers (Skov et al. 2005) investigated the usefulness of multi-

way methods for classifying liquorice samples using an -FOX-3000 EN 

manufactured by ALPHA M.O.S. (Toulouse, France), which comprised an array 

of 12 metal oxide gas sensors. Samples from a commercial liquorice produced in 

Denmark were evaluated. These could be classified into good, bad (deviating 

liquorices) and fabricated bad (by drying the good liquorices). Figure 11 shows 

the pre-processed (baseline-corrected) response signals of the sensor array to a 

liquorice sample. For further processing these response signals, 2-way methods 

such as unfold PCA or 3-way methods such as PARAFAC can be envisaged. 

„Unfold PCA‟ could be appropriate if the time profiles were completely unrelated 
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across sensors or samples. Unfold PCA is simply conventional PCA performed 

on the unfolded pattern vectors. On the other hand, PARAFAC would be suitable 

if time profiles were related across sensors and samples (i.e. time profiles do not 

change in shape but only in magnitude). PARAFAC2 is an intermediate model 

since it allows time profiles to vary in shape while being somewhat related. The 

fact that the response peaks appear shifted in Figure 11 (i.e. their maximum does 

not occur simultaneously) makes the PARAFAC2 technique a good candidate for 

processing such data. 

Three different classification models were built using the above-mentioned 

processing techniques coupled to a nearest neighbour classifier. The worse 

results were obtained when the standard PARAFAC method was employed (with 

an important overlap between the bad and fabricated bad samples). The best 

 
Figure 11: Baseline-corrected sensors signals of the metal oxide sensors within the FOX-3000 

electronic nose employed to analyse liquorice samples. Adapted from (Skov et al. 2005), 

Elsevier Science ©, with permission. 
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results were obtained when the PARAFAC2 method was used and the success 

rate in classification reached 98.33%. Finally, when the unfold PCA method was 

implemented, the success rate in classification was 95%. 

The relatively poor classification of the samples using the standard 

PARAFAC model indicates that this data is not strictly tri-linear, but rather that 

the time profile of each sensor should be modeled independently, which is the 

case when the PARAFAC2 model is employed. The relatively good results 

obtained from the unfold PCA model also suggest that most information about 

the different samples is in the maximum of the signal. However, ignoring the 

three-way structure of the original data tends to give a lower separation of the 

samples and suggests that important information also can be found in the rest of 

the time profile curve. 

5.3.4.2 Estimating the content of flavouring added to crisps 

M. Padilla and co-workers (Padilla et al. 2006) studied the usefulness of 

PARAFAC as a data compression technique for an EN in food analysis. Sealed 

vials of potato crisps with different amounts of flavouring agents added were 

prepared (0 to 80 mg of flavouring). The headspace of these vials was measured 

using a Nordic Sensor Technologies System, NST3320 (Linköping, Sweden). 

The instruments comprised 13 metal oxide gas sensors. A baseline-injection-

recovery-flush-stabilisation cycle of 15-10-10-120-110 s was implemented and 

sensor signals were acquired at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. A three-way matrix was 

formed (samples  sensors  time) containing the transient response signals and 

the trilinearity of the data was checked. 

The use of a direct multi-way calibration (e.g. a multi-way PLS) was 

discarded because differences and lack of correlation existed between the 

PARAFAC factors and the flavouring concentration. Instead, an inverse least 

squares model was built, which took the PARAFAC scores matrix as the 

predictor variable matrix and the concentration, expressed in grams of added 

flavouring agents, as the predicted variable. It was concluded that the amount of 

flavouring added could be predicted with an absolute error of 10 mg. 

5.3.4.3 Packaging emission on food 

T. Heine and co-workers (Heine et al. 2007) investigated the usefulness of 

multi-way methods and an array of metal oxide gas sensors to identify „off-

odours‟ from packaging materials used by the food industry. Materials were cut 
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into pieces of equal area and introduced into vials and gas-tight sealed. The 

headspace of these vials was injected into a packed capillary column coated with 

a polar phase. Organic solvents and water were roughly separated by the packed 

column and detected with an array of 4 Pd-doped tin oxide gas sensors. Data 

were organised in a three-way matrix (samples  sensors  time) containing the 

transient response signals. The objective was to predict the total amount of 

organic solvents in the sample so regression models were built and validated. 

Multi-way regression methods (such as the multi way PLS) performed similarly 

to their 2-way counterparts but being more robust (e.g. using fewer latent 

variables and, therefore, being less prone to over fitting). 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

A great deal of work has been done in the last fifteen years on the use of dynamic 

information for ameliorating the performance of gas sensors. Transient signals 

are the result of either abrupt variations of the chemical content of the air at 

which sensors are exposed or changes in their operating temperature (e.g. pulsed, 

sinusoidal or multi-frequency). The techniques which has been employed the 

most for extracting features from these response transients has been the fast 

Fourier transform, the discrete wavelet transform, the short-time Fourier 

transform and, to a lesser extent window time slicing. All these methods make it 

possible to extract a few parameters (e.g. a sub-set of wavelet coefficients), 

which are then used to build pattern recognition engines. These methods have 

proved to work well for increasing the discrimination ability and drift resilience 

of gas sensor arrays. 

In this chapter a few recently introduced methods for exploiting sensor 

dynamics have been reviewed. 

In the first place phase-space methods have been discussed. As an analogy to 

mechanical systems, the observed signal (i.e. the response transient) and its first 

derivative (or alternatively, a lagged version of the response transient sequence) 

are considered as the variables from which a phase space is defined. The typical 

adsorption-desorption experiments (e.g. caused by abrupt changes in gas 

composition) or temperature modulation experiments turn out to give closed 

trajectories in the phase space, which makes evident the reversibility of sensor 

response. The area spanned by the trajectory in the phase space has been shown 

to carry important information since it is connected to both static and dynamic 
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conditions. Since not only the area but also the shape of the trajectory can 

characterise adsorption-desorption processes and reaction kinetics in gas sensors, 

the use of a set of morphological descriptors has been introduced. These 

descriptors (dynamic moments) describe the properties of symmetry of the curves 

towards a number of fixed directions such as the coordinate axis and their 

bisectors. The use of phase space methods has been shown to be useful for 

improving the selectivity of gas sensors and also for reducing the measurement 

time. However, the trajectories in the phase space are to some extent sensitive to 

the experimental conditions (e.g. flow fluctuations) and, the optimal choice of the 

actual dynamic moments and time lags that should be used can very much 

depend on the specific application, as revealed by the different examples 

discussed. In conclusion, once the usefulness of these methods have reached an 

adequate level of acceptability, further studies are needed to assess their 

robustness. 

Additionally, processing methods that consider the whole sensor array instead 

of each sensor individually have been discussed, too. Given the fact that the 

sensors within an array are simultaneously interacting with the same chemical 

pattern, their response signals should have a certain degree of correlation. Global 

methods assume that the amount of correlation changes according to the nature 

and the concentration of the species present in the chemical pattern. 

The energy vector was the first approach that falls into this category to be 

discussed in this chapter. The method has been shown to work well at extracting 

important information from very short transient response signals, which may help 

to dramatically reduce measurement time. Significantly reducing measurement 

time is of interest because power consumption due to sensor operation can be 

reduced too. This is important if gas sensors are to become widespread in 

systems employing wireless communications and RF power harvest. 

The second type of global methods discussed was the so called multi-way 

methods. Multi-way methods are interesting in the sense that unlike in standard 

two-way methods such as PCA or PLS, it is not necessary to transform the 

measured time profile into univariate features before data analysis can be 

performed. Multi-way classification methods such as PARAFAC or regression 

methods such as multi-way PLS have been shown to perform well in different 

gas sensor applications. Multi-way models tend to be more parsimonious (e.g. 

use fewer factors) than their 2-way counterparts and are, therefore, less prone to 

over-fitting. However, a remarkable property of multi-way methods is that under 

certain conditions they provide the ability to estimate the concentration of one 
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analyte in the presence of unknown interference. This property, which has been 

verified to hold for analytical instruments (e.g. chromatography linked to 

spectroscopy detection) still needs to be explored in the context of gas sensor 

arrays. Undeniably, it could bring a major breakthrough in the field of multi-

sensor gas analysers and electronic noses. In conclusion, further work with more 

and more „realworld‟ data that includes for example the presence of interfering 

species at high concentrations and response drift, is needed to better assess the 

potential of multi-way methods. 
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Chapter 6 

Multi-input Optimisation of River Flow Parameters 
and Rule Extraction Using Genetic-Neural 

Technique 

Jianhua Yang, Evor L. Hines, Ian Guymer, Daciana D. Iliescu and Mark S. 
Leeson 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Longitudinal dispersion coefficient is a key variable for the description of 
longitudinal transport in a river. After being first introduced in Taylor (1954), 
extensive studies have been made based on experimental and field data for 
predicting the dispersion coefficient (Jobson 1997; Seo and Cheong 1998; Deng, 
Singh et al. 2001; Wallis and Manson 2004; Boxall and Guymer 2007). The 
majority of such work has used the Advection-Dispersion Equation approach 
because it’s strong physical basis makes it more amenable to predicting 
conditions in rivers and streams for which no model has previously been 
calibrated (Wallis and Manson 2004). 

In recent years, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have become popular and 
useful tools for environmental modellers as they are perceived to overcome some 
of the difficulties associated with traditional statistical approaches; e.g. 
traditional approaches make assumptions with regard to stream geometry or flow 
dynamics (Maier and Dandy 1998). Several authors have reported successful 
applications of ANNs to the prediction of dispersion coefficient (Kashefipour, 
Falconer et al. 2002; Rowinski, Piotrowski et al. 2005; Tayfur and Singh 2005; 
Piotrowski, Rowinski et al. 2006; Tayfur 2006). For example, Rowinski, 
Piotrowski et al. (2005) applied a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with the 
Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (a variation of the Back-propagation Algorithm, 
BP) (Bishop 1995) to three different data sets which have been explored in the 
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literature. The lowest percentage of training data mean error was found to be 
7.02%. Tayfur and Singh (2005) trained MLPs with the BP algorithm using data 
samples measured from 29 streams and rivers in the United States. They 
achieved the result that 90% of the dispersion coefficient was explained. 

In these applications, however, little attention was given to the matter of 
whether or not the inputs used to train the ANN are the most appropriate ANN 
inputs. Due to the fact that not all of the available variables are necessarily 
equally informative (since some may be correlated, noisy or have no significant 
relationship with the output variable being modelled); input variable selection 
may be extremely important (Maier and Dandy 2000; Bowden, Dandy et al. 
2005). According to Alexandridis, Patrinos et al. (2005) and Bowden, Dandy et 
al. (2005), the lack of input determination for ANNs may result in the following 
consequences: 

 
(1) Irrelevant variables may add extra noise which has consequential impact on 

the accuracy of the model. 
(2) Understanding complex models may be more difficult than understanding 

simple models that give comparable results. 
(3) As input dimensionality increases, the computational complexity and 

memory requirements of the model increase. 
 
Techniques that are concerned with the determination of ANN inputs may be 

described differently in the literature (Yao 1999; Maier and Dandy 2000; 
Ramadan, Song et al. 2001; Alexandridis, Patrinos et al. 2005; Grivas and 
Chaloulakou 2006; Gualdron, Llobet et al. 2006). From the point of view of 
Feature Selection, which is a concept used in Pattern Recognition that implies 
reduction of the input dimensionality while at the same time retaining as much as 
possible of their class discriminatory information; these techniques can be 
classified into three broad categories: Sequential Backward Selection (SBS), 
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS), and stochastic selection (de 2001; 
Theodoridis and Koutroumbas 2003). SBS and SFS have been the subject of 
variable selection for many years (Gualdron, Llobet et al. 2006). Although the 
most frequently applied variable selection techniques so far are SBS and SFS, 
these two techniques are seldom used alone. This is because, according to 
Gardner, Boilot et al. (2005), they will only explore a small fraction of the whole 
set of configurations and can become trapped in local minima. Stochastic 
approaches, such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and simulated annealing, have 
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showed superiority over SBS/SFS and have many successful applications (Guo 
and Uhrig 1992; Weller, Summers et al. 1995; Alexandridis, Patrinos et al. 2005; 
Gardner, Boilot et al. 2005; Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2008). 
For example, Gardner, Boilot et al. (2005) applied a modified GA to find a good 
subset of sensors within an array of 32 carbon-black polymer resistors to be used 
in Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) classifiers. The methods were shown to 
be accurate and fast at determining the sensors that should be used to 
discriminate bacteria. In the context of predicting the longitudinal dispersion 
coefficient, a GA-based variable selection technique has been proposed in our 
previous works (Genetic Neural Mathematical Method, hereafter called GNMM) 
(Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2008). In 
these works, GAs are utilized to identify variables that are being input into an 
MLP to predict longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The effectiveness of the 
method is demonstrated by means of case study data, which have previously been 
explored by other authors using various methods. 

In fact, the GNMM method was developed in two phases. In the first phase, 
the input determination method was created and applied to a database that 
contained 196 data samples from 27 different rivers measured by the UK 
Environment Agency (EA). Using variables identified by our input determination 
method (2 out of a total of 49), we achieved an accuracy of longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient prediction of 0.72 for the coefficient of determination (R2) 
and 11.66 for the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) (Yang, Hines et al. 2007). In 
the second phase, mathematical programming-based rule extraction was 
incorporated. In this phase, a data set that contained 71 sets of measurements 
from 29 rivers in the United States was used in the case study. GNMM selected 3 
variables out of 8 in the final training. As a result, an R2 of 0.96 and RMSE of 
34.85 were obtained (Yang, Hines et al. 2008). In addition, 13 regression rules 
were extracted from the MLP trained using the US data, which makes the 
training results potentially of greater utility to organizations such as the EA. 

The aim of the current chapter is to provide an insightful analysis of our 
technique which uses GAs as an ANN input variable optimization tool in the 
context of longitudinal dispersion coefficient prediction. This is achieved by a 
detailed comparative study of GNMM’s input determination process based on 
our previous works (Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2008). 
Furthermore, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Self-Organizing Map 
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(SOM) analysis are performed to cross-validate the GA input variable selection 
results. 

6.2 THE METHOD 

We have presented a GA-based input determination method for ANNs, called 
GNMM, in the prediction of longitudinal dispersion coefficient in natural streams 
(Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2007; Yang, Hines et al. 2008). This 
consists of three steps: 1) GA-based variable selection, 2) MLP training and 3) 
mathematical programming-based rule extraction. Let us consider each in turn: 
 
(1) Assume there are two data sets X = {x(1,1) ,…, x(a,b)} and Y = {y1 ,…, ya}, 

where X is the hydraulic/geometric measurements, Y is the corresponding 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient, a is the number of measurements that 
have been made and b denotes available variables. The GNMM process can 
be summarized as follows: 
Randomly generate an initial population of chromosomes of size Np. A 
chromosome consists of b genes, each representing an input variable. The 
encoding of a gene is binary, meaning that a particular variable is considered 
as an input variable (represented by ‘1’) or not (represented by ‘0’). The 
assessment of the fitness of a chromosome is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) 
when a three-layer MLP is being trained with the input variable subset Xi and 
output target Y for a certain number of epochs Ne. 
The GA input determination process is then realised by altering Np, Ne, 
generation size Ng, crossover probability pc and mutation probability pm. As a 
result, the input variables which occur most frequently throughout all the 
populations can therefore be identified. The final subset formed by these 
variables Xf is the subset that produces the minimal error within a given 
number of epochs. 

(2) Taking Xf and Y as inputs and targets respectively, an MLP is trained using 
BP several times in order to minimize the error. 

(3) Let the activation function for all hidden layers be the ‘hyperbolic tangent’ 
(tanh) 

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) =
1 − 𝑒𝑒−2𝑥𝑥

1 + 𝑒𝑒−2𝑥𝑥 =
2

1 + 𝑒𝑒−2𝑥𝑥 − 1 (1) 

and a linear function is used in the output layer. The following equation is 
used to approximate tanh: 
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𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = �

1 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 𝜅𝜅
𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥 + 𝛽𝛽2𝑥𝑥2 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 𝜅𝜅
𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥 − 𝛽𝛽2𝑥𝑥2 −𝜅𝜅 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 0
−1 𝑥𝑥 ≤ −𝜅𝜅

� (2) 

in which β1 = 1.002, β2 = −0.2510, κ = 1.9961. Eq.(2) divides the input 
domain into four sub-domains. Therefore, once the training is complete, rules 
associated with the trained MLP can be derived. 
 

This is a general description of how GNMM works. For a detailed description, 
see Yang, Hines et al. (2007; 2007; 2008). 

6.3 GENETIC ALGORITHM – SOME THERORETICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The GA techniques have a solid theoretical foundation, which is based on the 
Schema Theorem (Holland 1975; Goldberg 1989). The theorem for a general 
case can be given as 

𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 + 1) ≥ �(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐)𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

+ 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 �𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

(1 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠) + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠�� (1

− 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚)𝑂𝑂(𝐻𝐻) 

(3) 

Where MH(t+1) is the number of instances of the schema H in the generation t+1, 
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) is the average fitness of H in the generation t, 𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡) is the average fitness of 
the population, O(H) is the order of schema H, pc and pm are crossover and 
mutation probability respectively. 

The GA technique used in GNMM is often referred to as the Simple Genetic 
Algorithm (SGA) (Vose 1999; Reeves and Rowe 2003). In the SGA, pc, pm and 
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the population size Np are usually kept constant throughout. Also, for simplicity, 
gains are ignored and the conservative assumption is made that crossover falling 
in the significant portion of a schema always leads to disruption. Thus, Eq.(3) 
becomes 

𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 + 1) ≥ �(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐)𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

+ 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 �𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

(1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠)�� (1

− 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 )𝑂𝑂(𝐻𝐻) 

(4) 

where disruptions overestimates losses. Let PH(t) = MH(t)/Np denote the 
proportional representation of H obtained by dividing MH(t) by the population 
size Np. The probability that a randomly chosen mate samples H is just PH(t). 
Disruption is therefore given by: 

𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠 =
𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑
𝑙𝑙 − 1

(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)) (5) 

where l and ld are the length and the defining length of the schema H respectively. 
Substituting Eq.(5) into Eq.(4), we get 

𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 + 1) ≥ �(1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐)𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

+ 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 �𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

�1 −
𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑
𝑙𝑙 − 1

(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡))��� (1

− 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 )𝑂𝑂(𝐻𝐻) 

(6) 
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Dividing both sides of Eq.(6) by Np and rearranging leads to the following 
expression of the Schema Theorem: 

𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 + 1) ≥ 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

�1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐
𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 − 1
(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡))� (1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 )𝑂𝑂(𝐻𝐻) (7) 

This is the Schema Theorem that deals with SGAs, and also the theory behind 
the input variable determination method in GNMM. In the context of longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient prediction, Eq.(7) suggests that the search space is 
propelled towards the high fitness (i.e. better prediction) region by 
increasing/reducing the instances of a schema if its fitness is above/below the 
average. Eq.(7) also indicates that crossover and mutation helps preserve a 
reasonable level of population diversity, which enables the GA process to escape 
from sub-optimal regions of the solution space. 

However, in GNMM as stated previously, the fitness value of schema H is 
determined as the MSE when an MLP is being trained with input variables 
corresponding to this binary schema (represented by ‘1’s in H). Due to the 
randomness in the MLP initialization, there is uncertainty associated with 𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) 
in Eq.(7). This means that a schema that performs well in this generation may not 
survive into the next generation. This adds complexity to the situation, which is 
sometimes called dynamic optimization (Branke 2002; Kendall and Su 2004). In 
GNMM, the problem can be solved by applying two techniques: one is 
introducing an elite group into GAs (Reeves and Rowe 2003; Haupt and Haupt 
2004); the other is what we call the appearance percentage (Yang, Hines et al. 
2008). 

The elite group is a collection of chromosomes that performed best and were 
made exempt from crossover and mutation and are retained in the next generation. 
Thus, Eq.(7) is modified as follows: 

𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡 + 1) ≥ 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡)
𝑓𝑓�(𝑡𝑡)

�1 − 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐
𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑

𝑙𝑙 − 1
(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒)� (1

− 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 )𝑂𝑂(𝐻𝐻) 
(8) 
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where Pe = Ne/Np is constant in a GA denoting the proportional representation of 
the elite group obtained by dividing the elite group size Ne by the population size 
Np. In this way, the schema that performed best are protected and the rest of the 
population also crowds into high yielding regions of the search space. 
Introducing the elite group into GAs strengthens the ability to search, which can 
be explained as exploitational with respect to high yielding regions and 
explorative with respect to other regions. 

Another important feature associated with the randomness of ANN is that 
later generations in a GA may not produce better results compared to earlier ones. 
This is because ANNs are initialized randomly, even if the same winning 
chromosomes are found in successive generations, they may not yield the same 
performance within a certain number of epochs. In this case the fitness value is 
not the only criteria for the evaluation of a schema. In Yang, Hines et al. (2008), 
we introduced the concept of appearance percentage. A gene’s appearance 
percentage is defined as a gene’s accumulated appearance in the winning 
chromosome of each generation divided by the total number of generations. Thus, 
although the GA’s search evolves successively towards better generations, each 
generation is treated separately. From the point of view of schemata the 
appearance percentage is an averaged measure of the importance of one schema 
compared to others. Hence, the uncertainty associated with the randomness of the 
ANN is minimized. Due to the fact that in GNMM the coding is binary, 
correspondence between genes and input variables can be easily found. 

6.4 GNMM’S INPUT DETERMINATION PROCESS 

6.4.1 Data Pre-processing 

Under some circumstances, the data are pre-processed in a stage before being 
processed by GNMM. Usually data pre-processing for ANNs may include 
scaling the inputs and targets so that they fall within a specified range. However, 
in GNMM the prior objective of data pre-processing is to reduce the 
dimensionality of the original set of inputs by eliminating redundant and/or 
dependant variables. This will result in a set of independent inputs that are not 
necessarily related to the dispersion coefficient. This subset of inputs can then be 
used in GNMM to determine which of these inputs are most appropriate for 
mapping to the output. 
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As mentioned previously in the introduction section, there are a total of 49 
variables available in the UK EA database (Yang, Hines et al. 2007) (hereafter 
called Data I). In Data I, variables such as river name, flow excedence/category, 
and start location grid reference are removed first of all. These variables are 
valuable in terms of dye tracing studies but do not provide useful information in 
the current context. Secondly, dependant variables are discarded. For example, 
start and end position of the river location elevation are discarded, while reach 
slope is kept; reach sinuosity is removed while reach length and straight distance 
are kept. After being processed, the EA data contains 16 variables which belong 
to 4 categories in the original dataset, e.g. start/end location, reach, and gauging 
station. These variables are: for the start/end location (subscripts s/e), catchment 
area (C), distance from injection point (D), theoretical mean flow (M), and 
theoretical Q95 flow (Q); for the reach in question, slope (S), reach length (L), 
and straight distance (Dr); for the gauging station, catchment area (Cg), average 
daily flow (A), daily mean flow (Mg), theoretical Q95 flow (Qg), instant flow (I). 
All these variables are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Variables in Data I and II 

Data I (16 variables)  Data II (8 variables) 
Start location:  Cs (km2), Ds (km) 

Ms (m3/s), Qs (m3/s) 
 Independent: B (m), H (m) 

U (m/s), u* (m/ 
s), α End location:  Ce (km2), De (km) 

Me (m3/s), Qe (m3/s) Dependent: B/H, U/u*, β 
Reach: S, L (m), Dr (m)  
Gauging station: Cg (km2), A (m3/s) 

Mg (m3/s), Qg (m3/s), I (m3/s) 

 
Also as described in the introduction section, the whole US dispersion data 

set, denoted by Data II, contains 8 variables apart from the longitudinal 
dispersion coefficient (Yang, Hines et al. 2008). There are five independent 
variables: channel width (B), flow depth (H), velocity (U), shear velocity (u*) 
and river sinuosity (α = channel length/valley length). Dependant variables are 
width-to-depth ratio (B/H), relative shear velocity (U/u*) and channel shape 
variable (β= ln(B/H)). Data II variables are listed in Table 1 too. 

It is worth noting that dependent variables exist in Data II (B/H, U/u*), which 
indicates that data preprocessing is not always necessary in GNMM. Since the 
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aim of the data pre-processing in GNMM is to reduce the dimensionality of the 
data by eliminating redundant and/or dependant variables, obviously in Data II 
the dimensionality is not a main issue. On the other hand, as we will show later, 
Data II can be treated as an example of how GNMM handles dependent variables. 

Table 2: Data I statistics 

 Start Location End Location 

 
Cs 

(km2) Ds (km) Ms 
(m3/s) 

Qs 
(m3/s) 

Ce 
(km2) 

De 
(km) 

Me 
(m3/s) 

Qe 
(m3/s) 

Max 3314.75 41.50 49.55 9.47 3315.25 46.50 49.55 9.47 
Min 16.00 1.00 0.18 0.02 9.25 3.40 0.39 0.03 
Avg 714.51 9.82 13.04 2.10 858.97 16.43 15.15 2.45 
Avgt 643.05 8.49 13.57 1.97 838.79 16.27 17.10 2.61 
Avgs 732.15 10.15 12.90 2.13 863.91 16.47 14.63 2.41 

          Reach Gauging Station 

 S L (m) Dr (m) Cg 
(km2) A (m3/s) Mg 

(m3/s) 
Qg 

(m3/s) 
I 

(m3/s) 
Max 0.0244 14697.0 12133.50 3314.80 47.14 75.00 6.60 75.00 
Min 0.0000 1058.00 915.57 20.00 0.44 0.48 0.06 0.50 
Avg 0.0023 6037.06 4342.88 792.39 12.38 10.08 1.93 10.20 
Avgt 0.0030 6775.73 4834.09 736.99 13.48 11.33 1.83 11.29 
Avgs 0.0022 5856.02 4222.49 805.96 12.11 9.78 1.95 9.93 

6.4.2 Training and Testing Data 

The first step in the GNMM input determination process is the division of the 
dataset into training and testing data. This is to avoid over fitting when 
chromosomes are being evaluated in an MLP (Lin and Lee 1996). The division is 
achieved by selecting representative sets for both of training and testing data. 
 
(1) Among the 196 data samples contained in Data I, some contain a high 

percentage of missing values, or indications that the data recorded is 
inaccurate. In order to obtain reliable results, these data are removed. As a 
result, the final data set contains 127 data samples. After division, the 
training subset, denoted by Data It, contains 102 samples; while the testing 
subset, denoted by Data Is, consists of the remaining 25. 

(2) Similarly, Data II is divided into two sub-sets, Data IIt and Data IIs for 
training and testing respectively. Data IIt contains 49 data sets out of 71, 
while Data IIs consists of the remaining 22. 
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Normally when we have a large quantity of data we would typically use more 
data for training and less for testing. With small datasets we may repeat the 
process several times by randomly generating training and testing data to ensure 
that our results are reliable for the data set. Table 2 and Table 3 show statistics of 
these subsets respectively. Note that in these tables, Avg, Avgt and Avgs mean 
the average for the whole data set, training and testing subset average 
correspondingly. 

Table 3: Data II statistics 

 B (m) H (m) U (m/s) u* (m/ s) B/H U/u* β α K (m2/s) 
Max 711.2 19.94 1.74 0.553 156.5 19.63 5.05 2.54 892.0 
Min 11.9 0.22 0.03 0.002 13.8 1.29 2.62 1.08 1.9 
Avg 83.0 1.70 0.54 0.088 51.7 7.62 3.79 1.39 107.7 
Avgt 62.9 1.31 0.49 0.084 51.4 7.13 3.79 1.37 98.4 
Avgs 127.6 2.55 0.66 0.097 52.4 8.72 3.77 1.42 128.4 

6.4.3 GA Parameters 

Selecting GA parameters is very difficult due to the many possible combinations 
in the algorithm. In addition, a GA relies on random number generators for 
creating the population, selection, crossover and mutation. A different random 
number seed produces different results. As such, selecting GA parameters is 
always problem-specific. 

Table 4: GA parameters and CPU speeds/time 

 Case Np Ng Ne (/ chromosome) CPU Speed  CPU Time (s) 

D
at

a 
I 

1 200 100 100 3.2 GHz (Pentium 4) 22760.52 
2 200 100 50 2.66 GHz (Celeron D) 34992.37 
3 400 100 100 900 MHz (UltraSPARC III) 139491.91 
4 400 200 20 3.2 GHz (Pentium 4) 34608.08 
5 400 400 20 900 MHz (UltraSPARC III) 216925.95 
6 200 200 20 2.66 GHz (Celeron D) 40111.13 
7 400 100 300 3.2 GHz (Pentium 4) 127634.52 

D
at

a 
II 

1 200 100 100 3.20 GHz (Pentium 4) 17830.33 
2 200 100 50 2.66 GHz (Celeron D) 31772.62 
3 400 100 100 3.20 GHz (Pentium 4) 33600.17 
4 200 200 20 2.66 GHz (Celeron D) 45690.86 
5 200 200 100 3.20 GHz (Pentium 4) 39280.16 
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Generally speaking, large populations are used to thoroughly explore 
complicated cost surfaces. Crossover is then the operator of choice to exploit 
promising regions of phase space by combining information from promising 
solutions. Mutation is typically considered as a secondary operator of little 
importance – a mutation in the less critical genes may result in further 
exploitation of the current region. Schaffer, Caruana et al. (1989) have reported 
results on optimum parameter settings for a binary GA. They used discrete sets of 
parameter values Np = 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200; pm = 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 
0.02, 0.05, 0.10; pc = 0.05 to 0.95 in increments of 0.10; and 1 or 2 crossover 
points, which means that there were a total of 8400 possible combinations. Each 
combination was averaged over 10 independent runs. These authors found the 
best performance resulted for the following parameter settings: Np = 20 to 30, pc 
= 0.75 to 0.95, pm = 0.005 to 0.01. As we will see later on, parameter settings for 
GNMM fall into this range apart from the population size Np – since in Data I we 
have 215 possible solutions, our Np is set much greater. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: RMSE and winning variables for Case 2 of Data II 
 

GNMM is implemented in MATLAB (v7.2), mainly using the Genetic 
Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox, as well as the Neural Network Toolbox. 
GA parameters are set as follows: pc = 0.8, pm = 0.01, the learning rate α = 0.01, 
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the elite group size Ne = 2. Other settings for each GA run are is shown in Table 
4, along with CPU speed and CPU time. It should be noted that Ne in Table 4 
stands for ‘number of epochs per chromosome’.  

6.4.4 The Elite Group and Appearance Percentage 

As described previously, in order to minimize the randomness in the MLP 
initialization, we introduced the elite group and appearance percentage into 
GNMM. We will now consider these two techniques through the following 
example. For easier visual presentation purpose, Data II is chosen because it 
contains fewer variables than Data I. However, similar results can be found in all 
cases listed in Table 4. 

 
 

Figure 2: Appearance percentage for Case 2 of Data II 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the RMSE of the winning chromosome and its component 

variables for each generation in Case 2 of Data II. It can be seen that although the 
overall trend of the RMSE is decreasing, it is not necessarily the case that later 
generations produce lower RMSE than earlier ones. This is a distinct feature of 
GNMM compared with other GA approaches. It is also evident from Figure 1 
that the changing range of the RMSE is narrowing too, which implies that the 
GA has identified a high yielding region and was searching exploitationally. 
Several successive generations around the 50th yield the same winning 
chromosome. This is the effect of the elite group. As mentioned before, 
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chromosomes which performed best are protected so that they can compete in the 
next generation. Apparently, these chromosomes also won in the next generation. 

Compared to Figure 1, which depicts component variables in each winning 
chromosome, Figure 2 shows some statistical information for all the variables by 
means of appearance percentage. It can be seen that the most frequently 
appearing variables are U (100%), B (95%) and H (82%), followed by u* (26%), 
U/u* (9%), whereas β, α and B/H are all less than 1%. These results seem 
promising; however, GNMM does not rely on a single run. This is because GA 
operations are based on random number generators. Once the random number 
seed changes, these results change accordingly. This also explains why there are 
7 cases for Data I and 5 cases for Data II. The results are shown graphically in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Appearance percentage for Data I 
 

After running the GA seven times for Data I and five times for Data II, the 
appearance percentage of the input variables of these two data sets are shown in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. As such, Mg and I for Data I and B, H and U 
for Data II are kept during the next MLP training stage in GNMM, while the rest 
of the variables are all removed. It is interesting to note that Figure 4 has a very 
similar distribution to Figure 2. The only difference is that the high appearance 
percentage shown in Figure 2 is slightly reduced in Figure 4; and vice versa for 
the low appearance percentage. This is the averaging effect of the appearance 
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percentage technique. It should also be noted that dependant variables B/H, U/u* 
and β are automatically filtered out. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Appearance percentage for Data II 
 

After the MLP training in the next stage of GNMM, briefly, the results for 
these two data sets are: R2 = 0.72 and RMSE = 11.66 for Data I; R2 = 0.96 and 
RMSE = 34.85 for Data II. 

6.4.5 Rule Extractions 

An important feature of GNMM is that by eliminating redundant input data, 
understanding complex models has been made simple. This can be illustrated by 
applying mathematical-programming based rule extraction to trained MLPs as 
discussed in the method section. 

Rules extracted from trained MLPs for Data I and Data II are shown in Table 
5 and Table 6 respectively, where the number of training and test data samples 
associated with each rule is also listed. Recall that in Eq.(2) the input domain of 
hidden neurons is divided into four sub-domains, this corresponds to the actual 
value of the digits in each rule ranging from 1 to 4. On the other hand, the length 
of each rule corresponds to the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Since 5 
and 3 neurons were used in the hidden layer for Data I and Data II respectively, 
hence the corresponding length of each rule set is 5 and 3. 

Regression rules summarised below give us an idea of the importance of each 
rule and the distribution of the data. These rules can also be written in the 
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antecedent/consequent format. For example, Rule 2 in Table 6, which is executed 
most of the time for both the training and test data in Data II, can be rewritten as 
 

IF (input to neuron 1) ≥ 0.5939 
AND (input to neuron 2) ≥ 2.0104 
AND 2.1432 ≤ (input to neuron 3) ≤ 4.1393 
THEN neural network output = −1.7143 + 1.3519(input to neuron 3) − 
0.3154(input to neuron 3)2 

 

Table 5 Rules fired for Data I 

No. Rule Data It Data Is 

1 24121 2 1 
2 41342 2  3 41442 55 13 
4 42341 18 5 
5 42342 8  6 43241 7 2 
7 43341  1 
8 44131 3  9 44141 3 1 
10 44241 1  11 44242 3 2 

 

Table 6: Rules fired for Data II 

No. Rule Data IIt Data IIs 

1 112 1 2 
2 113 24 6 
3 123 3 1 
4 124 6 6 
5 133 

 
2 

6 213 3 
 7 214 2 1 

8 223 5 
 9 224 1 1 

10 233 4 
 11 431 

 
1 

12 441 
 

1 
13 442 

 
1 

 

 
These regression rules could provide environmental managers or field 

response teams with a rapid assessment tool for identifying values of the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficients required for the prediction of contaminant 
spread and concentrations immediately following an accidental spill. 

6.5 DISCUSSIONS 

In order to validate the effectiveness of GNMM’s input determination method, 
comparisons between the prediction results of GNMM and other methods 
presented in the literature has been given in Yang, Hines et al. (2008). 
Particularly, the results for Data II have been validated against those in Tayfur 
and Singh (2005), in which the same data set was applied to an ordinary MLP 
using the BP algorithm. It was demonstrated that GNMM converges a little faster 
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(Ne = 19887 vs. Ne = 20000), and more importantly it is much more accurate (R2 
= 0.96 vs. R2 = 0.90). Although MLPs are being adopted in both applications, the 
difference lies in the fact that only a portion of available variables are used in 
GNMM instead of using them all as in Tayfur and Singh (2005). 

In the following sections, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Self-
Organizing Maps (SOMs) are applied to Data I and II to cross-validate the input 
variables identified by GNMM. 

 
 

Figure 5: Percentage of the first 7 principal components in Data I 

6.5.1  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique used to transform a 
data space into a smaller space of the most relevant features (Hand, Mannila et al. 
2001; Engelbrecht 2002). The aim is to project the original data space onto a 
linear subspace such that the variance in the data is maximally explained within 
the smaller subspace. Features (or inputs) that have little variance are thereby 
removed. The principal components of a data set are found by calculating the 
covariance (or correlation) matrix of the data patterns, and by selecting the 
minimal set of orthogonal vectors (the eigenvectors) that span the space of the 
Covariance matrix. Given the set of orthogonal vectors, any vector in the space 
can be constructed with a linear combination of the eigenvectors. 
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Figure 6: Projections of Data I points and variables onto the first two principal components 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Percentage of the first 5 principal components in Data II 
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Figure 5 shows the percentage of the first 7 principal components in Data I. It 
can be seen that the only clear break in the amount of variance accounted for by 
each component is between the first and second components. However, the first 
component by itself explains more than 60% of the variance; with the second 
components, the variance explained is more than 70%. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assert that the first two components can be regarded as being representative of 
Data I. 

 
 

Figure 8: Projections of Data II points and variables onto the first two principal components 
 

The projections of data samples and variables in Data I onto the first two 
principal components are depicted in Figure 6. It is interesting to note that the 
two variables selected by the GNMM (Mg and I) are clustered together although 
they are not outstanding in terms of contributions to the first principal component. 
Thus it may be appropriate to ask as to whether or not GNMM was working 
properly. It should be noticed that the dimensionality reduction achieved by PCA 
is realised by preserving as much of the relevant information from the original 
data as possible. From Figure 3, it can been seen that none of the variables apart 
from the two selected by GNMM has a high appearance percentage. Therefore, 
the judgement is that although the first principal component preserves most 
information in Data I, it contains little information about the longitudinal 
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dispersion coefficient. Moreover, the fact that Mg and I are grouped together is 
the most important finding in Figure 6, since it is not necessary for any of the 
principal components to preserve the information about the longitudinal 
dispersion. 

 
Figure 9 SOM analysis of Data I 

 
Figure 7 shows the percentage of the first 5 principal components in Data II; 

while Figure 8 illustrates the projections of data samples and variables in Data II 
onto the first two principal components. It is evident that B and H are grouped 
together, and they are the most important variables in the first principal 
component, which counts for around 50% of the total variance. Following a 
similar analysis to Data I, it can be concluded that the first principal component 
presents most of the longitudinal dispersion information in Data II. 

6.5.2 Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a multidimensional scaling method to project 
an input space to a discrete output space, effectively performing a compression of 
input space onto a set of vectors. The output space is usually a two-dimensional 
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grid. The SOM uses the grid to approximate the probability density function of 
the input space, while still maintaining the topological structure of the input 
space. That is, if two vectors are close to one another in input space, so is the 
case for the map representation. For a detailed description of SOM, please refer 
to (Haykin 1994; Engelbrecht 2002). In the present study, the SOM analysis is 
performed using the MATLAB SOM Toolbox 2.0 developed at the Helsinki 
University of Technology (2005). 

 
 

Figure 10: SOM analysis of Data II  
 

The effect of the SOM training process is to cluster together similar patterns, 
while preserving the topology of the input space. Training results in a set of 
trained weights with no explicit cluster boundaries. An additional step is required 
to find these cluster boundaries. One way to determine and visualize the cluster 
boundaries is to calculate the unified distance matrix (U-matrix), which contains 
a geometrical approximation of the vector distribution in the map. The U-matrix 
expresses the distance to the neighbouring vectors for each neuron. Large values 
within the U-matrix indicate the position of cluster boundaries. Figure 9 shows 
the results of SOM analysis of Data I. In the U-matrix, a neuron’s colour 
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represents the distance to its neuron neighbours – a low value indicates a small 
distance between neurons. The ‘component planes’ show what variable values 
the neurons have taken. This can be used to look for relationships between 
individual variables. These plots will have the same number of cells as there were 
neurons in the map. As each plot is a ‘slice’ of the output if two plots appear to 
have a similar distribution of values then this shows the variables to be related. 
Note that apart from the U-matrix and individual variables, Figure 9 also has the 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient (Kx), which is the training target. From Figure 
9 it is clear that the pattern presented by the whole data set (U-matrix) is quite 
different from Kx, which corresponds to our analysis in the Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) section. This also indicates that too much irrelevant information 
is contained in Data I. On the other hand, variables found by GNMM (Mg and I) 
have similar representations to the training target (Kx). This similarity validates 
our results for input determination for Data I. 

Following similar steps as to the above, Figure 10 presents the results of SOM 
analysis for Data II. Unlike Figure 9, in Figure 10 the whole data set and the 
training target have similar distributions. This is illustrated by comparing patterns 
in the U-matrix and Kx. Furthermore, GNMM’s choices of input variables (B, H 
and U) all present these similar patterns. 

6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In the current chapter, a GA-based input variable determination technique for 
ANNs (Genetic Neural Mathematical Method, GNMM) has been applied to two 
data sets. The first data set contains 196 data samples from 27 different rivers 
measured by the UK Environment Agency (EA). Using variables identified by 
this the input determination method (2 out of a total of 49), we achieved an 
accuracy of longitudinal dispersion coefficient prediction of 0.72 for the 
coefficient of determination (R2) and 11.66 for the Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE). The second data set contains 71 sets of measurements from 29 rivers in 
the United States. GNMM selected 3 variables out of 8. As a result, an R2 of 0.96 
and RMSE of 34.85 were obtained. Rules extracted from trained MLPs were also 
presented, which not only demonstrate the importance of each rule and the 
distribution of the data, but also provide environmental managers or field 
response teams with a rapid assessment tool for identifying values of the 
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longitudinal dispersion coefficients required for the prediction of contaminant 
spread and concentrations immediately following an accidental spill. 

In the current chapter we provide an insightful analysis of the technique that 
uses GAs as an ANN input variable optimization tool in the context of 
longitudinal dispersion coefficient prediction. This is achieved by a detailed 
comparative study of the GNMM’s input determination process. Moreover, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Self-Organizing Map (SOM) analysis 
are performed to cross-validate the results of GA input variable selection. 
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Chapter 7 

Kernel Machines in Remote Sensing Image 
Classification 

Gustavo Camps-Valls, J. Muñoz-Marí, L. Gómez-Chova and J. Calpe-Maravilla 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Materials in a scene reflect, absorb, and emit electromagnetic radiation in a 
different way depending of their molecular composition and shape (Richards, Jia, 
1999). Remote sensing exploits this physical fact and deals with the acquisition 
of information about a scene (or specific object) at a short, medium or long 
distance. The radiation acquired by an (airborne or satellite) sensor is measured 
at different wavelengths and the resulting spectral signature (or spectrum) is used 
to identify a given material.  

Remote sensing imaging instruments can be considered to comprise of two 
broad types. (i) Passive optical remote sensing relies on solar radiation as the 
main source of illumination. The signal which is measured at the satellite, by an 
imaging spectrometer, is the emergent radiation from the Earth-atmosphere 
system in the observation direction. (ii) On the other hand, in active  synthetic 
aperture radar (SAR) imaging, microwave pulses are transmitted by an antenna 
towards the Earth’s surface and the energy scattered back to the satellite is 
measured.   

The use of remotely sensed images for Earth Observation is nowadays a 
consolidated technology since the relatively high number of acquired spectral 
bands, along with the commonly computed spatial/contextual/textural features, 
allows the characterization, identification, and classification of the land-covering 
(Richards, Jia, 1999). However, traditional classifiers such as Gaussian 
maximum likelihood or neural networks are affected by high input sample 
dimension, tend to overfit data in the presence of noise (such as thermal noise in 
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optical images, or speckle in SAR images), or perform poorly when a low 
number of training samples are available (Hughes, 1968, Fukunaga, Hayes, 
1989).  

In the last few years, the use of support vector machines (SVMs) (Vapnik, 
1998, Schölkopf, Smola, 2002) for hyperspectral image classification has been of 
interest. The method integrates into the same classification procedure: (i) a 
feature extraction step, as samples are mapped to a higher dimensional space 
where a simpler (linear) classification is performed, becoming non-linear in the 
input space; (ii) a regularization procedure by which model’s complexity is 
efficiently controlled; and (iii) the minimization of an upper bound of the 
generalization error, thus following the Structure Risk Minimization (SRM) 
principle. These theoretical properties make the SVM in particular, and kernel 
methods in general, very attractive in the context of remote sensing image 
classification where the classifier commonly deals with a low number of high 
dimensional training samples (Camps-Valls, Gómez-Chova, et al., 2004, Camps-
Valls, Bruzzone, 2005, Camps-Valls, Rojo-Álvarez, et al. (Eds.), 2006).  

Nevertheless, SVMs must be adapted to the specific needs of the problem in 
hand. Note for instance that in a pixel-based SVM classifier the spatial 
(contextual) information is not taken into account. Therefore, inclusion of 
contextual information in the classifier is necessary to produce spatially 
homogeneous classification maps. Other sources of information are commonly 
available and should be incorporated in the classifier; images acquired by 
different sensors over the same scene could be used together so methods which 
consider the use of information fusion could improve the results. Also, a given 
sensor can acquire information over a given area to be monitored in a temporal 
sense so, by considering the (possibly non-linear) correlations among temporal 
images, classification accuracy could be improved. In all these problems, 
heterogeneous information fusion is a key aspect to bear in mind to correctly 
address the problem. In this chapter, we present some novel kernel-based 
formulations and results that address remote sensing information fusion of multi-
temporal, multi-source and contextual/textural features through the use of 
composite kernels. Also, the particular problem of change detection is addressed 
by kernelizing standard algorithms.  

Besides this, remote sensing image classification is hampered by both the 
number and quality of labeled training samples. In order to alleviate this problem, 
SVMs (or any other kernel-based classifier) should exploit the information 
contained in the wealth of unlabeled samples along with the low number of 
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labeled samples and thus work as a semi-supervised learning paradigm. 
Essentially, in semi-supervised learning (SSL), the algorithm is provided with 
some available supervised information in addition to the unlabeled data. The SSL 
framework has become popular and has recently attracted a considerable amount 
of research in machine learning (Chapelle, Schölkopf, Zien, 2006). In this 
chapter, we present some experimental evidence of the use of the Laplacian SVM 
(Belkin, Niyogi, Sindhwani, 2006) for the classification of challenging remote 
sensing problems.  

Another different concern is that a complete and representative training set is 
essential for a successful classification. In particular, it is noteworthy that little 
attention has been paid to the case of having an incomplete knowledge of the 
classes present in the scene which is being investigated. This may be critical 
since, in many applications, acquiring ground truth information for all classes is 
very difficult, especially when complex and heterogeneous geographical areas 
are be analyzed. In this chapter, we introduce the one-class SVM for remotely-
sensed image classification with incomplete training data. This method is a recent 
kernel-based development that only considers samples belonging to the class of 
interest in order to learn the underlying data class distribution.  

The rest of this chapter is outlined as follows. Section 2 presents a brief 
introduction to kernel methods and reviews their basic properties. Section 3 is 
devoted to the review of several standard kernel-based methods and new 
developments for remote sensing applications; in the context of supervised, semi-
supervised, and one-class classification paradigms. Besides this, specific kernel 
methods for multi-temporal and multi-sensor data fusion are presented, and 
kernel-based change detection algorithms are further presented. Extensive 
experimental results are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude the 
chapter with a discussion and some final remarks.  

7.2 AN INTRODUCTION TO KERNEL METHODS 

Kernel methods offer a general framework for machine learning problems. In this 
section, we briefly review the fundamentals of kernel methods and revise the 
formulations of the kernel methods that we focus on here.  
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7.2.1 Background to kernels methods 

When using linear algorithms, well-established theory and efficient methods are 
often available. Kernel methods exploit this fact by embedding the dataset S  
defined over the input or attribute space X  ( S X⊆ ) into a higher (possibly 
infinite) dimensional Hilbert space H , or feature space, and then they build a 
linear algorithm therein, resulting in an algorithm which is nonlinear with respect 
to the input data space. The mapping function is denoted as Xφ : → H . Though 
linear algorithms will benefit from this mapping because of the higher 
dimensionality of the feature space, the computational load would dramatically 
increase because we should compute and deal with sample coordinates in that 
high dimensional space. This computation is avoided through the use of the 
kernel trick by which, if an algorithm can be expressed with dot products in the 
input space, its (non-linear) kernel version only needs the dot products among 
mapped samples.  

For instance, by defining a mapping φ : →R R 3  such that 2( ) {1 2 }x x xφ = , ,  
where x∈R , we can spread samples in the feature space which is being 
mapped, which facilitates the (linear) classification. Note, however, that by doing 
this, the classifier needs to know the sample coordinates in this new space. This 
may be problematic especially if the new feature space needs to be large to allow 
correct classifications. Fortunately, by computing the dot product 

2 2( ) ( ) ( ) {1 2 } {1 2 }ij i j i j i i j jK x x x x x x x xφ φ= , =< , >= , , , ,K • = 2(1 )i jx x+ < , > , there 
is no need to know the mapping φ  explicitly, as computing distances in the 
feature space is expressed as a function of only the data in the original space. 
Therefore, we can work implicitly in a very high dimensional feature space by 
just replacing original inner products of the original samples with inner products 
among mapped samples by the proper choice of a kernel function K .  

7.2.2 Properties of Kernels 

The bottleneck for any kernel method is the definition of a kernel function K  
that accurately reflects the similarity among samples. However, not all metric 
distances are permitted. In fact, valid kernels are only those fulfilling Mercer’s 
Theorem (Mercer, 1905, Aizerman, Braverman et al., 1964) and the most 
common ones are the linear ( )K , =< , >x z x z , the polynomial 

( ) ( 1)dK , = < , > +x z x z , d +∈Z , and the radial basis function (RBF), 
2 2( ) exp || || 2K σ⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, = − − /x z x z , σ +∈R . Let us now review the form of the 
kernel-based algorithms used in this work.  
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We should mention here than one can build new kernels from already built 
ones. Given two Mercer’s kernels 1K  and 2K  defined on S S× , A a symmetric 
positive semi-definite n n×  matrix, and 0μ > , then these are valid kernels:  

 1 2( ) ( ) ( )K K K, = , + ,x z x z x z  (1) 

 1( ) ( )K Kμ, = ,x z x z  (2) 

 ( )K , =x z x Az•
 (3) 

7.3 KERNEL-BASED METHODS 

This section reviews the standard formulation of some kernel-based classifiers, 
and presents details of the novel kernel machines that have been developed for 
remote sensing applications.  

7.3.1 Support Vector Classifier 

Given a labeled training dataset 1{( )}n
i i iy =,x , where N

i ∈x R  and { 1 1}iy ∈ − ,+ , 
and given a nonlinear mapping ( )φ ⋅ , the support vector classifier (SVC) method 
solves:  

 

2

1

1min || ||
2i

n

ib i

C
ξ

ξ
⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪, ,

=⎩ ⎭

+ ∑w
w

 (4) 
constrained to:  

 ( ( ) ) 1 i = 1, , ni i iy bφ ξ< , > + ≥ − ∀x w K  (5) 

 0 i = 1, , niξ ≥ ∀ K  (6) 
where w and b define a linear classifier in the feature space, and iξ  are positive 
slack variables enabling us to deal with permitted errors (Figure 1(a)). 
Appropriate choice of non-linear mapping φ  guarantees that the transformed 
samples are more likely to be linearly separable in the (higher dimension) feature 
space. Parameter C  controls the generalization capabilities of the classifier, and 
it must be selected by the user. The primal problem (4) is solved using its dual 
problem counterpart (Schölkopf, Smola, 2002), and the decision function for any 
test vector ∗x  is given by  
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 1

( ) ( )
n

i i i
i

f sgn y K bα∗ ∗
=

⎛ ⎞= , +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑x x x

 (7) 
 

where iα  are Lagrange multipliers corresponding to constraints in (4), and b  
can be easily computed from a few support vectors (SVs), which are those 
training samples ix  with non-zero Lagrange multipliers iα  (Schölkopf, Smola, 
2002).  
 

7.3.2 One-Class Support Vector Machine 

A different problem statement for classification is given by the one-class support 
vector machine algorithm (also known as support vector domain description, 
SVDD.) Now, let 1{ }n

i i=x  be a dataset belonging to a given class of interest. The 
purpose is to find a minimum volume hypersphere in a high dimensional feature 
space H , with radius 0R >  and center ∈a H , which contains most of these 
data objects (Tax, D., Duin, R. P., 1999) (Figure 1(b)). Since the training set may 
contain outliers, we introduce a set of slack variables 0iξ ≥ , and the problem 
then becomes:  
  

 

2

1

min
n

iR i

R C ξ
⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪,

=⎩ ⎭

+ ∑a
 (8) 

 
Figure 1: Kernel classifiers. (a) SVC: Linear decision hyperplanes in a non-linearly 

transformed space, where slack variables 
iξ  are included to deal with errors. (b) SVDD: The 

hypersphere containing the target data is described by center a and radius R. Samples in the 
boundary and outside the ball are unbounded and bounded support vectors, respectively. 
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constrained to 

 
2 2|| ( ) || i = 1, , ni iRφ ξ− ≤ + ∀x a K  (9) 

 0 i = 1, , niξ ≥ ∀ K  (10) 
C controls the trade-off between the volume of the hypersphere and the 

permitted errors. One can define the rejection fraction parameter to be tuned as 
1 nCν = / , as noted in Schölkopf, Williamson, et al. (1999).  

The dual functional is a quadratic programming problem that yields a set of 
iα  corresponding to Lagrange multipliers of (9). These allow us to calculate the 

distance from a test point to the center ( )R ∗x , i.e.,  

 1 1

( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )
n n

i i j
i i j

R K K K∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
= , =

= , − , + ,∑ ∑x x x x x x x
 (11) 

which is to be compared against ratio R . Unbounded SVs are those samples ix  
satisfying 0 i Cα< < , while bounded SVs are samples whose associated 

i Cα = , and they are considered outliers.  

7.3.3 Laplacian Support Vector Machine 

The Laplacian SVM (LapSVM) incorporates the information of the labeled and 
unlabeled samples in the formulation of the standard SVM. This is achieved by 
(i) expanding the solution over both labeled and unlabeled samples with a proper 
representer theorem, and (ii) including a regularizer over the unlabeled 
distribution of samples which is modeled with a graph (Belkin, Niyogi et al., 
2006). The nodes in the graph represent both labeled and unlabeled samples 
connected by weights ijW  (Chapelle, Schölkopf et al. 2006).  

Notationally, we are now given a set of l  labeled samples, 1{ }l
i i iy =,x , and a 

set of u  unlabeled samples 1{ }l u
i i l

+
= +x , where N

i ∈x R  and { 1 1}iy ∈ − ,+ . Then, 
the minimizing functional in (4) becomes:  

 

2

1

1min{ ( ) }
lR

l uR

l

i L M
i

l u
lξ

α

ξ γ α α γ α α
∈

+∈
=

+ + +∑ K K LK• • •

 (12) 
constrained to: 

 α ξ
+

=

⎛ ⎞
+ ≥ −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑

1

( , ) 1
l u

i j i j i
j

y K x x b  (13) 
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 0iξ ≥  (14) 

Lγ  controls the complexity of the decision function ( ) ( )f bφ∗ ∗=< , > +x w x  in the 
associated Hilbert space H , and Mγ  controls its complexity in the intrinsic 
geometry of the marginal data distribution. Regularizing the graph is equivalent 
to penalizing the rapid changes of the classification function evaluated between 
close samples in the graph Laplacian, = −L D W , where D  is the diagonal 
degree matrix of W  given by 

1

l u
ii ijj

D W+

=
=∑  and 0ijD =  for i j≠ . This is a 

coupled quadratic programming problem which yields a solution expanded over 
labeled and unlabeled samples. Finally note that, by optimizing parameters Lγ  
and Mγ  over a wide-enough range, the LapSVM theoretically outperforms 
several unsupervised and semi-supervised classifiers (Belkin, Niyogi, et al., 
2006). The use of LapSVM is particularly interesting in practical remote-sensing 
applications (Gómez-Chova, Camps-Valls, et al., 2008) since obtaining 
additional unlabeled samples is cheap and easy, while labeling is expensive, 
difficult, or even impossible.  

Table 1: Formulation of the composite kernel framework: input vector definition and the 
associated non-linear kernel transformations. 

Kernel Feature vector Eq. 

Stacked ( ) ( )φ φ=x x  (15)

Direct 
sum { }( )

1
( ) ( )P p

p pp
φ ϕ

=
=x A xU  (16)

Weighted { }( )
1

( ) ( )P p
p p pp

φ μ ϕ
=

=x A xU  (17)

Cross-info { } { }( ) ( )
1 1

( ) ( ) ( )P Pp p
p p p pp p

φ ϕ ϕ
= =

=x A x B xU U  (18)

Difference ( ) ( ) ( 1)
1( ) ( ) ( )o o o

o o

t t t
t tφ ϕ ϕ −

−= −x A x A x  (20)

Ratio ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( )
1( ) {( ( )) ( ( )) } ( ) ( )o o o o o

o o o o

t t t t t
t t t tφ γ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ−

−= , < , >x A x A x A x A x• • • (21)
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7.3.4 Kernels for Multi-temporal Image Classification 

In this section, we present a novel methodological framework for information 
fusion based on kernels. This composite kernel framework allows us to easily 
combine different information sources p=1,...,P as summarized in Table 1 and 
can be useful for multi-sensor or multi-temporal image classification and change 
detection problems (Camps-Valls, Gómez-Chova et al., 2006a, Camps-Valls, 
Gómez-Chova et al., 2008). Properties of kernels in the previous section are 
exploited here.  
 
 

Let us now assume a multi-temporal set of labeled training samples (pixels) at 
a time t , ( ){ }t N

i ∈x R , and their corresponding output labels ( ){ }t
iy ∈Z , where 

1i … n= , , , and 1 1ot … t= , , −  or 1 ot … t= , ,  depending on the availability of 
labeled data at the prediction time, ot  (see Figure 2). Let us define T=max(t). An 
important assumption in the following is that images at subsequent dates are co-
registered, so that, from a machine learning perspective, pixels ( ){ }t

ix  are 
different (temporal) views of the same object or pixel entity ix . Also, let 

1{ }
CN…ω ωΩ = , ,  be the set of CN  classes that characterize the geographical 

area at any time, thus assuming that the spatial distribution of such classes 
changes, but their number does not. In standard and operational situations, it is 
fair to assume that the number of classes of interest is commonly pre-specified by 
the user.  
 

...

... ... ...

t1 t2 to

y
i
=1 y

i
=2

¿y
j
=2?

1 2 o

 
Figure 2: Scheme for multi-temporal classification and change detection. The problem of 

multi-temporal classification consists of classifying a given pixel j at time 
ot , ( )ot

jx , using all 
available information (

ot t≤ ), while change detection tries to identify if pixel’s class label changed 
or not. 
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7.3.4.1  Stacked input vectors kernel 

The most common approach to exploit the multi-temporal information is to stack 
vectors at different time instants in order to predict sample label at ot . The 
composite input vector is here given by ( )

1

T t
i it=
≡x xU , which yields the stacked 

kernel  

 ( ) ( ) ( )i j i jK φ φ, =< , >x x x x  (15) 
However, though this straightforward approach to data merging can yield 

good performance with respect to previously proposed methods, it does not 
include explicit cross-relations between samples at different time instants, ( )t

ix .  

7.3.4.2 The direct summation kernel 

A simple composite kernel combining the static available information comes 
from the concatenation of nonlinear transformations for each ( )t

ix  defined in 
Table 1, which can be easily computed as follows:  

 

( ) ( )

1
( ) ( )

T
t t

i j t i j
t

K K
=

, = ,∑x x x x
 (16) 

Note that this composite kernel basically sums the similarities of samples at 
each time instant individually, while avoiding the stacking of features. Again, no 
temporal correlation among pixels in different images is included in the 
classifier.  

7.3.4.3 The weighted summation kernel 

By exploiting kernel properties, a composite kernel that balances the temporal 
content in (10) can also be created, as follows:  

 

 

( ) ( )

1
( ) ( )

T
t t

i j t t i j
t

K Kμ
=

, = , ,∑x x x x
 (17) 

where tμ  is a function assigning different weights to each time-dependent 
kernel, and can be either estimated from the data or fixed by the user. A good 
choice is an exponential decay, this is, ( )ot t

tμ λ− −= , (0 1)λ∈ , .  
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7.3.4.4 The cross-information kernel 

In order to account for the cross relationship among subsequent time instants, we 
can use the cross information kernel in Table 1, which yields:  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 1
( ) ( ) ( )

T T
t t t t

i j t i j t t i j
t t t

K K K ′
′,

′= , =

, = , + ,∑ ∑x x x x x x
 (18) 

Note that this is a complex composite kernel that contains the cross-
information among all possible kernel matrices computed at different time 
instants. It is easy to show that this general equation can be simplified for the 
case of considering correlation only for subsequent time instants t and t+1, and 
then the composite kernel takes the form:  

 

1
( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)

1
( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]

T
t t t t t t

i j t i j t i j t i j
t

K K K K
−

+ + +

=

, = , + , + ,∑x x x x x x x x
 (19) 

We should note that each term in the kernel summation can be of different types 
such as RBF, polynomial, linear, and so on.  

7.3.5  Kernels for Change Detection 

In this section, we present two novel kernel-based formulations to deal with the 
particular problem of change detection. The methods are inspired in the usual 
difference and ratioing operations, but instead of in the input space, they are 
calculated in the feature space. The two main advantages of defining these 
operations in a high dimensional feature space are that: (i) it allows us to deal 
with the likely non-linear nature of the relationships among samples; and (ii) the 
free parameters are learned from the data.  

7.3.5.1 Image difference in feature spaces 

In remote sensing, change identification traditionally involves subtracting the 
subsequent images and then applying a threshold that is tuned either heuristically 
or under other more sophisticated criteria (Moser, Serpico, 2006). This difference 
vector can be formulated in the kernel feature space, as shown in Table 1, 
leading to the composite kernel:  
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( ) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)
1

( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( )
1 1

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

o o o o

o o

o o o o

o o o o

t t t t
i j t i j t i j

t t t t
t t i j t t i j

K K K

K K

− −
−

− −
, − − ,

, = , + ,

− , − ,

x x x x x x

x x x x  (20) 
 

7.3.5.2 Image ratioing in feature spaces 

Another classical change detection method is the ratioing between images at two 
different dates, which helps to accommodate changes due to factors such the 
angle of the sun and shadows, and is widely used for SAR data processing. By 
defining the ratio kernel mapping as in Table 1, we obtain the ratioing operation 
with kernels:  

 

 

( 1) ( 1)
1

( ) ( )

( )
( )

( )

o o

o

o o

o

t t
t i j

i j ij t t
t i j

K
K

K
γδ

− −
− ,

, = + ,
,

x x
x x

x x
 (21) 

 
where a regularization parameter γ  is introduced to make the matrix positive 
definite. Otherwise, there would not be any warranty for this kernel to be a valid 
Mercer’s kernel.  

7.3.6 Kernels for Multi-source Classification 

Similarly, we can integrate multi-sensor information. Now, if we have optical 
and radar information associated to the same co-registered pixel at time ot , we 
can define the optical feature vector ( )ot

io , the radar feature vector ( )ot
ir , and its 

concatenation ( ) ( ) ( ){ }o o ot t t
i i i≡ ,x o r . The fact that we are using these vectors forces 

us to develop the stacked kernel given by ( ) ( )( )o ot t
i jK ,x x . Other kernels can be 

computed instead: the direct summation kernel, given by ( ) ( )( )o ot t
i jK ,x x  = 

( ) ( )( )o ot t
o i jK ,o o  + ( ) ( )( )o ot t

r i jK ,r r ; and the cross-information kernel, given by 
( ) ( )( )o ot t
i jK ,x x  = ( ) ( )( )o ot t

o i jK ,o o  + ( ) ( )( )o ot t
r i jK ,r r  + ( ) ( )( )o ot t

or i jK ,o r  + 
( ) ( )( )o ot t

ro i jK ,r o . Here again note that ( )ot
io  and ( )ot

jr  need to have the same 
dimension ( r oN N= ) for this formulation to be valid, which is not a common 
situation.  
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7.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, the potential of the methods presented, for the solution of some 
complex urban monitoring classification problems, is illustrated.  

7.4.1 Data collection and feature extraction 

The images used in this experiment were collected in the Urban Expansion 
Monitoring (UrbEx) ESA-ESRIN DUP project (Castracane, Iavaronc, et al., 
2003). Data from UrbEx project were used to perform the analysis of the selected 
test site and for validation purposes as well. For further details, visit: 
http://dup.esrin.esa.int/ionia/projects/summaryp30.asp. The test sites considered 
were Rome and Naples (Italy), where images from ERS2 SAR and Landsat TM 
sensors were acquired in 1995 and 1999 (Figure 3). In this set of experiments, 
only two time instants are available and thus the complexity of the temporal 
classifiers reduces significantly, as 2ot = .  

An external digital elevation model (DEM) and a reference land cover map 
provided by the Italian Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) were also available. The 

 
Figure 3: Images of the test areas of Rome (left) and Naples (right) acquired at 1999 both in 

RGB composite from L3, L2 and L1 bands (top row) and SAR log-intensities (bottom row). 
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ERS2 SAR 35-day interferometric pairs were selected with perpendicular 
baselines between 20-150 m in order to obtain the interferometric coherence 
from each complex SAR image pair. The available features were initially labeled 
as: L1-L7 for Landsat bands; In1-In2 for the SAR backscattering intensities (0-35 
days); and Co for the coherence. 

 
 

Since these features come from different sensors, the first step was to perform 
specific processing and conditioning of the optical and SAR data, and to co-
register all images. The seven bands of Landsat TM were co-registered with the 
ISTAT classification data, and resampled to 30x30 m with the Nearest-Neighbor 
algorithm. The registration for the multi-source images was performed at sub-
pixel level obtaining a root-mean-squared error of about 10m, which potentially 
enables good urban classification ability (Gomez-Chova, Fernández-Prieto, et al., 
2006).  

In the case of the optical images, the seven Landsat TM spectral bands 
(containing three VIS, one Near IR, two Short-Wave IR, and one Thermal IR 
bands) were used directly, {L1 L7}i …= , ,o . In the case of the SAR images, 
intensity and coherence were computed. However, since speckle disturbs image 
interpretation, a multi-stage spatial filtering approach over coherence images was 
followed to increase the urban areas discrimination (Gomez-Chova, Fernández-
Prieto, et al., 2006), which yielded the fourth radar input feature, Co´ . Therefore, 
we define in this case {In1 In2 Co Co }́i i= , , ,r .  

Once features were extracted from optical and SAR images, we analyzed their 
potential use for urban change detection through scatter plots and density 
estimation. The results indicated that there was a high degree of overlap for areas 
of change and no-change pixels which indicated that this is an extremely difficult 
change detection problem and suggested that non-linear methods should be 
deployed. Therefore, we also computed spatial and textural features from these 
optical and SAR features. Specifically, the spatial features for the optical images 
were the average of all pixels in the surrounding 7x7 window, and the textural 
features for the SAR data were Gabor-filtered versions of ir  at different scales 
( 1 4…θ = , , ) and orientations ({0 o , 45 o , 90 o , 135 o }), thus yielding the textural 
radar features.  

In the following experiments, we selected subset images from the Rome and 
Naples scenes containing 200×200 pixels in areas with substantial urban 
changes. For the case of the Rome scene, 1392 pixels changed to ‘non-urban’, 
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780 pixels changed to ‘urban’, and 2978 changed to the ‘unknown’ status in this 
4-year period. For the case of the Naples scene, 1826 pixels changed to ‘urban’, 
215 pixels changed to ‘non-urban’, and 1973 changed to the ‘unknown’ status. 
Pixels belonging to the unknown class were not considered, and hence, this 
becomes a classical binary problem of ‘change’ vs. ‘no-change’ identification.  

7.4.2 One-class SVM 

In this experiment, we randomly selected 25% of the changed pixels for training 
and used 5-fold cross-validation for free parameter tuning. Then, we tested the 
resulting classifier on the whole subset image. The RBF kernel widths were 
tuned in the range 3 3{10 10 }…σ −= , , , and the rejection fraction parameter for 
the one-class SVM method was tuned in the range 3 0{10 10 }…− , , . We compared 
the proposed One-class SVM method with other known one-class methods: 
Gaussian domain description (GDD), mixture of Gaussians (MoG) classifier, and 
the k -nearest neighbor ( k -NN) classifier (Muñoz-Marí, Bruzzone, et al., 2007).  

Figure 4 shows the true classification map for the Rome dataset 1999 and test 
results obtained by the classifiers averaged for 10 realizations. The classification 
maps for all of them are also included. Several conclusions can be obtained. First, 
SVDD offers very good results since rather than building a separating hyperplane 
‘urban’/‘non-urban’, the method tries to model the ‘urban’ class accurately. 
Second, the standard Gaussian classifier fails due to the fact that the data do not 
fit the assumed distribution. The mixture of Gaussians classifier improves the 
results obtained by the Gaussian classifier, but its accuracy is slightly worse than 
that of SVDD. Furthermore, the KnnDD classifier produces the worst results, 
suggesting that data lie in much more complex underlying subspace than that 
detected locally through neighbors. Visually, results produced by the SVDD 
method are much better than the rest of the classifiers, yielding more 
homogeneous areas and a lower number of false detections, as analyzed in detail 
in (Muñoz-Marí, Bruzzone et al., 2007).  
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 Figure 4: From left to right: True thematic map for the Rome dataset in 1999, and 

classification maps by different one-class methods. White pixels represent the class ‘non-urban’, 
black pixels are ‘unknown class’, and gray pixels are ‘urban’. We indicate the kappa coefficient 

and overall accuracy averaged over 10 realizations. 

7.4.3 Laplacian SVM 

We used both the linear kernel, ( )i j i jK , = ,x x x x , and RBF kernel, ( )i jK ,x x  = 
2 2exp || || 2i j σ⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
− − /x x , where σ +∈  is the kernel width for the SVM, LapSVM, 

and transductive SVM (TSVM) (Vapnik, 1998). The graph Laplacian, L , 
consisted of l+u nodes connected using k-nearest neighbors, and compute the 
edge weights ijW  using the Euclidean distance among samples.  

For the experiments, we generated training and validation sets consisting of 
l=400 labeled samples (200 samples per class), and added u=200 unlabeled 
(randomly selected) samples from the analyzed images to the training set for the 
LapSVM and TSVM. We focused on the ill-posed scenario and vary the rate of 
both labeled and unlabeled samples independently, i.e. {2 5 10 20 50 100}, , , , , % of 
the labeled/unlabeled samples of the training set were used to train the models in 
each experiment. In order to avoid skewed conclusions, we ran all experiments 
for a number of realizations where the training samples used were randomly 
selected, and then averaged results are shown. All classifiers are compared using 
the overall accuracy OA[%] and the estimated kappa statistic κ  as a measure of 
robustness in the classification.  
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Free parameters Lγ  and Mγ  were varied in steps of one decade in the range 
4 4[10 10 ]− , , the number of neighbors used to compute the Laplacian graph was 

varied from 3 to 9, and the Gaussian width was tuned in the range 
3{10 10}…σ −= , ,  for the RBF kernel. The selection of the best subset of free 

parameters was done by cross-validation.  
Figures 5 and 6 show the validation results for the analyzed SVM-based 

classifiers. Several conclusions can be drawn from this figure. First, LapSVM 
classifiers produce better classification results than SVM in all cases (note that 
SVM is a particular case of the LapSVM for 0Mγ = ) for both the linear and the 
RBF kernels. LapSVM also produces better classification results than TSVM 
when the number of labeled samples is increased. Differences among methods 
are numerically very similar when a low number of labeled samples is available. 
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Figure 5: Overall Accuracy OA[%] (left) and Kappa statistic κ  (right) over the validation set 

as a function of the rate of labeled training samples used to build models.  

 
Figure 6. Kappa statistic validation surface for the best RBF-LapSVM classifier as a function of 

the rate of both labeled and unlabeled training samples. 
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In the case of the plot on the right, the κ  surface for the LapSVM highlights the 
importance of the labeled information in this problem (Gómez-Chova, Camps-
Valls et al., 2008).  

7.4.4 Kernel-based Data Fusion and Multi-temporal Classification 

This battery of experiments extends the previous ones, which used all input 
features in a stacked vector approach, by exploiting the proposed composite 
kernels framework to build classifiers that, in addition to the temporal 
information, also integrate contextual, textural and multi-source data. The 
experiments consider multi-temporal classification and change detection in real 
images. In all cases, we randomly selected 25% of the changed pixels for training 
and used 5-fold cross-validation for free parameter tuning. Then, we tested the 
resulting classifier on the whole image. 

Table 2 shows the results obtained by different supervised classifiers. 
Specifically, we compare SVC and SVDD under multi-temporal classification 
(left) and change detection (right) using different temporal, spatio-spectral, and 
multi-source composite kernels for the scenes of Rome and Naples. We also 
analyze class-by-class accuracies for especially interesting cases, and assess 
statistical differences among classifiers through Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at 95% 
confidence interval. 

 
In all cases and scenes, it becomes obvious that the use of the RBF kernel 

provides much better results than the linear kernel which, in turn, constitutes an 
upper bound of the model’s performance for (change detection) thresholding 
methods. For the Rome scene (Table 2[top]), and in the case with unlabeled 
information for the prediction date image (1999), i.e. ot t< , only labeled samples 
in 1995 can be used to train a classifier and predict in 1999. In this complex 
situation, a purely supervised approach like SVC yields poor solutions 
(OA[%]<70% and k<0.6) since there is no information about the change. On the 
other hand, SVDD produces good results since rather than building a separating 
hyperplane ‘urban’/‘non-urban’, the method tries to model the ‘urban’ class 
accurately. In all cases, the best composite kernel for integrating the spatial and 
the different data sources was constituted by the summation kernel, i.e. 
dedicating separated kernels for the Landsat bands, SAR features, contextual 
Landsat features, and textural Gabor-filtered SAR features. This best method 
yielded a maximum accuracy of 84.2%, but with biased classifications (k<0.51), 
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which was confirmed by looking at the individual class accuracies (90.3% for 
urban and 53.4% for non-urban, respectively). Finally, it is also worth noting that 
solutions are much sparser for the SVDD (average of 22% of SVs) than for the 
SVC (average of 59% of SVs). For the Naples scene, similar results are obtained 
(see Table 1[bottom]). Again, when no information is available at time ot , the 
SVDD constitutes a better approximation either with RBF or linear kernel 

 

Table 2: Results for the Rome (top) and Naples (bottom) scenes. Overall accuracy 
(OA[%]) and kappa statistic (κ ) for the different scenarios ( ot t<  and ot t≤ ), time 

integration, multi-source fusion, and classifiers algorithms. Average results over 10 
realizations are shown for SVC and SVDD (using both a linear and RBF kernel). Best results 
(bold) and second best (italics) are highlighted for each column and kernel type. Statistically 
different results, either in terms of OA[%] (tested through paired Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at 
95% confidence interval) or κ  (considering it is normally distributed) from the best classifier 

are marked with ‘*’. 

 Multi-temp 
o<t t  

Multi-temp. 
o≤t t  

Change detection, 
o≤t t  

 Spatio-
Spectra
l 

Multi-
source 

Summat. Eq. 
(10) 

Summat. Eq. 
(10) 

Cross-terms
Eq. (11) 

Weighted 
Eq. (13) 

Kernel Diff.
Eq. (14) 

Kernel Ratio 
Eq. (15) 

Rome scene 
Sum Stack 55.0 (0.20)  83.2 (0.45) 68.2 (0.61) 70.4 (0.64) 81.1 (0.70) 80.2 (0.70)   
Cross Stack 54.1 (0.22)  81.4 (0.49) 69.2 (0.62) 71.4 (0.63) 82.2 (0.68) 81.3 (0.71)   

SVM  
LIN  

Sum Sum 57.1 (0.31)  84.1 (0.51) 70.2 (0.63) 73.4 (0.72) 74.1 (0.72)* 79.4 (0.71)   
Sum Stack 58.1 (0.33)  71 (0.52)*  73.4 (0.63) 68.1 (0.62)* 82.1 (0.71) 80.2 (0.71)   
Cross Stack 58.3 (0.34)  77.6 (0.55) 74.1 (0.62) 69.1 (0.54)* 81.3 (0.73) 78.3 (0.72)   

SVD
D  
LIN  Sum Sum 66.1 (0.40)  78.2 (0.55) 69.1 (0.62) 78.3 (0.68) 82.2 (0.61) 83.1 (0.72)   

Sum Stack 61.1 (0.51)* 91.4 (0.67) 83.1 (0.70) 89.5 (0.78) 95.3 (0.81) 95.1 (0.77)   
Cross Stack 66.5 (0.43)* 92.1 (0.69) 89.2 (0.71) 88.8 (0.77) 96.1 (0.79) 95.8 (0.80)   

SVM  
RBF  

Sum Sum 68.3 (0.60)  93.2 (0.77) 94.3 (0.78) 93.3 (0.81) 94.1 (0.83) 93.3 (0.80)   
Sum Stack 77.3 (0.63)  83 (0.66)*  85.3 (0.68) 88.1 (0.71) 92.3 (0.80) 91.1 (0.79)   
Cross Stack 75.1 (0.64)  88.7 (0.68) 84.5 (0.70) 79.0 (0.55)* 91.9 (0.82) 90.2 (0.79)   

SVD
D  
RBF  Sum Sum 81.4 (0.70)  92.1 (0.75) 92.2 (0.75) 91.1 (0.79) 95.6 (0.80) 96.0 (0.81)   

Naples scene 
Sum Stack 58.3 (0.39)  79.8 (0.48) 80.8 (0.51) 81.0 (0.55) 85.1 (0.60) 81.3 (0.61)   
Cross Stack 56.2 (0.41)  77.1 (0.45) 80.3 (0.50) 82.9 (0.55) 87.4 (0.64) 86.3 (0.62)   

SVM  
LIN  

Sum Sum 59.1 (0.41)  77.8 (0.45) 81.3 (0.52) 86.1 (0.55) 87.4 (0.64) 86.1 (0.62)   
Sum Stack 60.1 (0.44)  77.8 (0.45) 71.8 (0.43) 71.1 (0.49)* 85.9 (0.60) 85.9 (0.61)   
Cross Stack 61.4 (0.52)  72.6 (0.45) 70.6 (0.41)* 72.8 (0.44)* 87.8 (0.64) 85.1 (0.62)   

SVD
D  
LIN  Sum Sum 64.3 (0.54)  75.8 (0.55) 75.8 (0.42) 76.0 (0.51) 84.5 (0.62) 87.3 (0.62)   

Sum Stack 70.1 (0.40)* 90.3 (0.71) 92.0 (0.59) 93.3 (0.60) 95.1 (0.71) 95.8 (0.75)   
Cross Stack 68.9 (0.45)* 94.1 (0.60) 88.1 (0.59) 94.4 (0.60) 98.0 (0.75) 96.3 (0.76)   

SVM  
RBF  

Sum Sum 66.4 (0.55)* 95.0 (0.73) 96.8 (0.64) 97.5 (0.66) 96.9 (0.73) 96.9 (0.76)   
Sum Stack 80.2 (0.50)  89.1 (0.57) 91.2 (0.56) 91.1 (0.59) 95.9 (0.70) 95.8 (0.71)   
Cross Stack 82.6 (0.50)  92.7 (0.55) 90.4 (0.60) 92.2 (0.57) 97.2 (0.74) 95.3 (0.71)   

SVD
D  
RBF  Sum Sum 84.2 (0.51)  95.3 (0.67) 95.8 (0.61) 96.0 (0.65) 97.6 (0.71) 97.6 (0.71)   
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embedding. These results are not only numerically different, but also differences 
are statistically significant (see star symbols in Table 1, p<0.005) (Camps-Valls, 
Gómez-Chova et al., 2008).  
In the case with available labeled information for ot , several composite kernels 
have been tested, improving significantly the results in both scenes. This is a 
clear consequence of using labeled samples from the ot  image. In these cases, 
SVC classifiers show the best results, but it can be appreciated that SVDD 
classifiers also produce stable and robust outcomes, which confirms its suitability 
to application scenarios in which incomplete or partially complete information is 
available. Similar results have been lately observed in Muñoz-Marí, Bruzzone, et 
al., (2007). The best overall result was obtained using simple summation kernels 
for integrating the spatio-spectral information and, in some cases, more complex 
cross-information kernels to process the temporal information. This type of 
classifier yielded a maximum OA=94.3%, statistically balanced model (k=0.78), 
and good individual classification accuracies (97.1% for urban and 82.5% for 
non-urban, respectively) for the Rome image, and a maximum OA=96.8% 
(k=0.64), and individual classification accuracies of 98.3% for urban and 83.3% 
for non-urban in the Naples image (Camps-Valls, Gómez-Chova et al., 2008).  

7.4.5 Kernel-based Change Detection 

Table 1 (right part) shows the results for the difference and ratio kernels for 
change detection. In these cases, labeled information for ot  is provided in the 
form of ‘change’ vs. ‘no-change’ for the 1999 image, so it can be considered as a 
supervised learning strategy. In general, a significant (both numerical and 
statistical) difference is observed by using RBF-based kernel classifiers (e.g. 
accuracy is about +12% higher). Note that, in this case, even a linear regularized 
method yields significantly better overall accuracy (+8%)  (Camps-Valls, 
Gómez-Chova et al., 2008). The SVMs yield very good results in terms of 
accuracy (OA>90%, k>0.7), but SVDD provides better kappa values (although 
no significant statistical differences are appreciated), which indicates well-
balanced classifications with reduced false detections. For the best SVC (SVDD) 
classifier, the individual accuracies were 97% (98%) for the ‘change’ class and 
69% (74%) for the ‘no change’ class in the Rome image dataset. For the Naples 
dataset, results between SVC and SVDD did not differ significantly (98% vs. 
97%for the change class, and 75% vs. 74% for the ‘no change’ class), probably 
due to the fact that this constitutes an easier problem and no particular assistance 
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to learn a specific class is included in the methods. Note, however, that this is a 
different (and much easier) experimental setup than the multi-temporal approach, 
as the classifier only has to detect if pixel’s are labeled changed or not, rather 
than the class label. The classification maps offered by the best methods (bold 
faced in Table 1) are represented in Figure 7 for Rome (top) and Naples 
(bottom). The numerical results (already discussed before) are in general 
confirmed by visual inspection. For instance, in the case of ot t< , results offered 
by the SVDD method are much better than the SVC (more homogenous areas 
and lower number of false detections), which is also observed in the case of using 
the difference or ratio kernels for change detection, even though (slightly) better 
accuracies are obtained using the SVC. In the case of ot t≤ , SVDD does not 
outperform SVC, mainly because it poorly integrates the spatial/textural 
information (e.g. see southern parts of the Rome scene or Naples middle east, 
where evident changes occur).  
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7.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, we summarized our latest developments based on kernel methods 
for efficient hyperspectral image classification. In particular, we analyze 
supervised and semi-supervised support vector machines (SVMs), one-class 
SVM approaches, kernel-based fusion of heterogeneous information, multi-
temporal classification kernel schemes, and the specific problem of change 
detection with kernels. We analyzed the methods theoretically, and showed their 
effective performance in several illustrative (yet challenging) real scenarios.  
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Chapter 8 

Dynamic Error Recovery in the ATLAS TDAQ 

System: Using Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural 

Networks 

John Erik Sloper, Giovanna Lehmann Miotto and Evor L Hines 

In this chapter we will show how intelligent system (IS) approaches can be 

successfully applied to an existing distributed software system of significant size; 

comprising 3000 nodes running more than 20000 processes. We will here use 

several IS engineering techniques in the context of the ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC 

AppparatuS) TDAQ (Trigger and DataAcQuisition) system currently being 

developed and used at CERN, Geneva. 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The ATLAS (Atlas Collaboration, 1994) is at the very forefront of particle 

physics research and incorporates a large number of custom hardware and 

software modules. It consists of a large cylinder (43 m length x 25 m diameter) of 

detecting devices, placed around one of the beam collision points of the Large 

Hadron Collider (Evans, 2007). Its scope is to determine which particles are 

produced during collisions of high energy protons every 25 ns. This section will 

give a brief overview of the ATLAS TDAQ and the current error handling used 

within the system. 

8.1.1 The ATLAS TDAQ system 

The ATLAS TDAQ system is a large heterogeneous system consisting of a wide 

variety of software and hardware components.  The final working system will 
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consist of approximately 3000 nodes running more than 20000 processes.  The 

system is divided into a number of sub-systems, each performing a well-defined 

task such as readout from the detector, filtering of data, etc.  Figure 1 shows an 

overview of the different parts of the system.  A detailed description of the 

TDAQ system can be found in (ATLAS High Level Data Acquisition and 

Controls - Technical Design Report, 2003).  

8.1.2 Error handling in ATLAS TDAQ 

The TDAQ system has been under development for more than a decade.  

There has not, until recently, been much effort concerned with the development 

of an advanced Error Recovery (ER) system.  Previous error recovery systems 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the TDAQ system. 
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have been very simple and thus were only able to handle relatively trivial cases 

such as restarting or ignoring dead processes, or putting the system into an error 

state to be recovered through human intervention. As the start-up of the 

experiment (summer 2008) is coming closer, larger and larger system 

configurations are being used. Data must be gathered at full capacity without 

operational dead time while the accelerator is delivering particles (over periods 

of approximately 10 hours). During the testing phase of the detector itself the 

TDAQ system should be able to collect data at low rates continuously over 

several days. Due to the large timeframes and the number of components 

involved in the data gathering, errors of various types and severities will almost 

certainly occur.  It is therefore critical that the system is able to detect error 

situations as soon as possible as it arises and that the situation be recovered with 

minimal adverse effect on the data acquisition.  Both the detection and recovery 

should be realized with the need for as little user interaction as possible.  

The current error handling system (Sloper, Lehmann Miotto, & Hines, April 

29 2007-May 4 2007) is based on an expert system. In this approach expert 

knowledge is encoded as IF-THEN rules which react to different known error 

situations. Figure 2 shows an example rule from the knowledgebase.  

The expert system was implemented using CLIPS (C Language Integrate 

Production System) (Riley, Culbert, & Lopez, 1991). While the expert system 

(defrule ignore-if-dies 

 

  "Ignore an application that died" 

  (declare (salience 1000)) 

 

  (object (is-a RUNCONTROLLER) (RC-FAULT FALSE) (STATUS UP) ) 

  ?app<-(object (is-a APPLICATION) (APP-NAME ?name) (HOST ?host) 

 (STATUS ABSENT)(FAULT TRUE) 

 (IF-DIESIgnore)(MEMBERSHIP IN) 

 (ERROR-CODE EXITED | SIGNALED)) 

=> 

   (clipsServer-log 3 "INFO [ignore-if-dies] fired.") 

   (ers-warning "ApplicationIssue" "Dead Application " ?name " 

will be ignored." ) 

   (send ?app exclude) 

) 

 

 

Figure 2: An example of a rule from the knowledgebase. 
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approach allows for a lot of flexibility it has some drawbacks.  For example, first 

of all the expert knowledge must be gathered and implemented in the system. 

This is usually done through discussion with the relevant sub-system experts. As 

the number of developers and system experts grow, this becomes increasingly 

difficult. The problem is particularly even more challenging in the case of the 

ATLAS TDAQ system where developers and other experts may also be located 

at different geographical locations around the world!  

Another limitation is that the system is generally poor at generalizing, as the 

antecedents and consequents of the rules must be explicitly coded by the 

developer.  For some of the error situations arising in the TDAQ system this is a 

real issue, and we are therefore looking at other options for detecting and/or 

handling such error situations.    

8.2 AN OVERVIEW OF SOME OF THE MAIN TECHNIQUES WHICH 

WE WILL USE 

In this section we will briefly illustrate the different techniques that we will apply 

to the ATLAS TDAQ system.  

8.2.1 Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering 

Clustering, in general, is a method for dividing a set of data into two or more 

groups and is accomplished by identifying similarities between the individual 

data points and categorizing groups where data points in that group exhibit some 

similarities. 

FCM clustering was first proposed in 1973 by J.C. Dunn (Dunn, 1973) and 

was further developed by Bezdek (Bezdek J. C., 1981). It is a method where a 

data point is allowed to belong to two or more clusters according to a fuzzy 

membership function for each cluster. 

A detailed explanation of FCM clustering can be found in chapter 17. 

8.2.2 Principal Component Analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical method that reduces the 

number of dimensions in a dataset while retaining as much of the variance as 

possible. The method has a wide range of uses including data mining, 
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dimensionality reduction and de-correlation, pattern recognition and (lossy) data 

compression (Liu, Ma, Qian, & Lv, 2006) (Tien, Lim, & Jun, 2-6 Nov. 2004). 

We will use it to simplify our dataset and to eliminate redundant information and 

filter out noise. 

Principal component analysis is realized by projecting the original M 

dimensional data into a D dimensional space where D <= M. This D dimensional 

space consists of orthogonal vectors called principal components.  The principal 

components are chosen in such a way that a maximum of variance is achieved 

and they are ordered by the amount of variance explained by each of them. In this 

way the first principal component explains more variance than the second and so 

on.  By choosing D < M one can therefore project the data into a lower 

dimensional space while retaining as much variance as possible. 

There exist a number of variants of PCA (Wei-min & Chein-I, 23-28 July 

2007) though we will use the regular form in this chapter. 

8.2.3 Self Organized Maps 

Self organized map (SOM) is another technique we will use for clustering and 

data visualization. It has widespread use in data mining, classification and data 

visualization. The SOM was first introduced by Kohonen (Kohonen, 1982). SOM 

is based on unsupervised learning, meaning that it does not use any a priori 

knowledge about the data to be clustered.  It is capable of finding classes/clusters 

inherent in the data (though depending on the dataset this will not always be 

true).    

A detailed explanation of SOM can be found in chapter 17. 

8.2.4 Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

MLP is a neural network where there is one or more hidden layers between the 

input and output nodes.  The MLP nodes include nonlinearity in their output 

usually represented by a logistic function.  Each node in a layer is connected to 

every node in the next layer.  This connection is weighted and is modified when 

training the network.  Training of the network is usually done using the error 

back propagation algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). The input is 

propagated through the network and the output is compared to a known correct 

value (supervised learning). Any error is then propagated back towards the input 
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and the weights of the different nodes are updated.  This process is repeated for a 

specified number of iterations or until the error is within a pre-established 

tolerance. Figure 3 shows an overview of an example MLP. 

8.2.5 Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TDNNs were first introduced by Waibel in 1987 for use in speech recognition 

(Waibel, Waibel, Hanazawa, Hinton, Shikano, & Lang, 1989). By utilizing a 

number of delayed inputs, this method allows the network to learn temporal 

patterns in the data. 

Compared to a regular MLP each unit in the first hidden layer is modified to 

be presented with DN delayed input vectors in addition to the un-delayed input.  

If we consider an input vector to be of size I=5 and a delay of N=2 the hidden 

units will have 15 weighted inputs. As each input vector is presented to the 

hidden units at N+1 different point in time, it allows the TDNN to correlate 

temporal changes in the input data. It is possible to introduce inputs at subsequent 

Hidden layer Input layer Output layer 

Weighted 

connection 

Figure 3: A simple MLP with 3 inputs, one hidden layer (with 4 units) and one output (1 unit). 
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hidden layers, but we will use the simple form of delays only at the input in this 

chapter. 

TDNNs normally use the back propagation algorithm for learning, modified 

to take into account the delayed inputs.  

8.3 CASE STUDY 

In this chapter we will look at the application of the techniques described 

previously to the ATLAS TDAQ system, using data gathered from a real system 

using a test configuration. Errors will be deliberately induced at given points for 

evaluation purposes. 

8.3.1 Data gathering 

In this section we will focus on the data available in the TDAQ system and how 

it was gathered for analysis.  

8.3.1.1 Overview 

There are two main sources of data; error messages and performance measures of 

the different applications or sub-systems.  Let us consider each in turn:  

(1) There are two main packages in the TDAQ system facilitating the 

gathering of error messages from the applications; Error Reporting 

Service (ERS) and the LogService (Murillo-Garcia & Lehmann Miotto, 

2007).  The ERS provides a common mechanism via which all 

applications in the system can report errors.  It is possible to configure 

global settings that define the behaviour of the error reporting, such as 

where errors are sent, amount of information for each error, etc.  This 

common framework also makes it possible to collect errors into 

classes/groups to be reused by other applications.  For example in the 

case of a „file not found‟ or a „connection not possible to establish‟, 

different applications developed by different developers can use the same 

„error class‟ (or sub-classes thereof) to report the issue.  The TDAQ 

system also includes a „log service‟ which gathers all errors reported 

through ERS by applications and stores them in a common database. It is 

then possible to browse this data and retrieve subsets of it based on 
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parameters such as level of severity, application type, time, etc. The „log 

service‟ stores the ERS messages in a specific format, which naturally 

limits what information is available when analyzing the data.  The 

attributes available for each ERS message are shown in Table 1. 

(2) Data about the performance of the different components are also 

available; including CPU rates, buffer levels, data throughput, the total 

amount of data processed by the different sub-systems, etc.  These data 

are available while the system is running. We have implemented some 

tools to gather and store time-series for the different measures which can 

then be used for analysis and to develop error detection techniques.  The 

tool gathers performance datasets from 5 different sub-systems and 

creates a time-series of the information in each.  The performance rates 

are gathered once per second and stored in a file for later analysis. 

Throughout this chapter we will be considering the error messages generated 

by the applications though many of the techniques can be applied to the 

performance rates as well. 

Table 1: Attributes available in each ERS message. 

Field Description 

Message id This is a unique name assigned to a certain error type. 

Machine name The name of the machine the error originated from. 

Application name Identifier of the application sending the error (as set in the configuration 

database). 
Severity Severity of the error. 

Message A text description of the problem.  Usually for human readability, but they 

are in some cases parsed by the system automatically. 
Time The date and time the error was created. 

Parameters A number of other parameters such as file name and line number where the 

issue was raised, the user running the process, etc. 

8.3.1.2 Experimental setup 

For the initial experiments a relatively simple configuration of the TDAQ 

system is used.  This configuration includes all parts of the data gathering chain; 

starting with detector readout through filtering and finally storing data on disks.  

The total number of applications/processes in this particular configuration is 

approximately 30, though some of them are not directly involved in the „data 

chain‟.  A simple description of each component can be found in Table 2 and a 
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schematic view of the experimental system is shown in Figure 4. A full 

description of the TDAQ system in general can be found in (ATLAS High Level 

Data Acquisition and Controls - Technical Design Report, 2003). 

There are several reasons for starting with a simple configuration.  First of all 

it is easier to control the behaviour and environment surrounding the setup.  This 

is important when developing the techniques as the methods we are using are 

based on supervised and/or unsupervised learning techniques. Secondly it allows 

for an easier assessment of the overall status of the system, ranging from 100% 

functional through partially functional to 100% non-functional.  For practical 

reasons we will here explore situations where the system is either fully 

functionally or completely non-functional.   

Table 2: A description of the components using the experimental setup. 

Abbreviation Name Description 

ROS Read out System Part of the system responsible for receiving data from the 

detector electronics.  

L2SV Level 2 supervisor Responsible for distributing data within the level 2 system 

and communicating accept/reject decisions to the DFM. 

L2PU Level 2 processing 

unit 

Assigned tasks by the L2SV and takes decision which are 

communicated back to the L2SV. 

DFM Dataflow manager Gets information from the L2SV. Orchestrates the correct 

flow of data between ROSs and SFIs. 

SFI Sub-farm input Part of the event building system where data from the entire 

detector is collected into single units called events. 

EFD Event filter dataflow Responsible for dataflow within the event filter where 

further filtering of the date is made. 

PT Processing Task. Part of the event filter. Responsible for making an 

accept/reject decision for a single event. 

SFO Sub-farm output Receives the final events and forwards them to mass 

storage. 

 

Let us consider a scenario in which we will try to detect error conditions 

where a ROS application has silently stopped working.  This could happen due to 

a number of reasons such as an internal failure, or some operating system or 

network related problems. We will simulate this situation by using POSIX 

signals.  POSIX is an IEEE standard (ISO/IEC 9945) for user and software 

application interface to the operating system and is supported by the UNIX 

systems we use for our experiments.  Among other things, it defines an interface 

that allows us to send signals/commands to any running process.  There are a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Electrotechnical_Commission
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number of signals available, but we will use the SIGSTOP signal, which 

according to the standard should stop a computer program for later resumption. 

This allows us to simulate the situation where a process is no longer working 

properly (or rather not at all) without actually terminating the process.  We can 

then resume its operation when we choose by sending it the SIGCONT signal. 

This procedure is repeated four times and the data from each test have been 

combined. The final dataset consists of 1475 ERS messages. 

Figure 4: The flow of information and control messages (dashed arrows) and data (bold arrows) in 

the experimental setup. 

ROS 

L2SV 

L2PU 

DFM SFI 

PT 
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triggering 
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8.3.2 Analyzing the datasets 

In this section we will do some simple analysis of the datasets using different 

statistical techniques and look at how we can pre-process the data so that we will 

be able to apply FCM clustering, SOM and MLP to the data.  However there are 

many considerations when gathering a dataset and we will first discuss some of 

the factors that will affect our analysis, in particular any uncertainties in and 

incompleteness of the datasets. 

8.3.2.1 Uncertainty 

As in the case of most datasets there are a number of factors leading to 

uncertainty, these include: 

(1) First of all, it is not obvious how to choose what features of the data is of 

real importance.  In our example there are a number of features for each 

error message, such as the machine and the application it originated 

from, as well as time, severity, etc.  To be able to analyse the data as 

efficiently as possible some of these fields might be discarded, modified 

or converted when the data is pre-processed.  For example, fields 

containing text, such as the application name, might have to be converted 

into numerical values depending on the analysis method used.  

(2) Another problem is identifying what sub-set of the data is of relevance to 

a particular analysis.  In such a large system there will be a lot of „noise‟ 

which may not be relevant to the particular problem one is looking at.  

As an example, for a system of O(10000) applications while one is trying 

to find the reasons or symptoms for a particular error, there will be a lot 

of messages from applications which are not related to the particular 

problem being investigated.  Indeed even for smaller systems currently 

being used the number of messages gathered over a few days is in the 

order of millions.  

(3) Due to the distributed nature of the system another form of uncertainty 

arises. Applications will send error messages based on individual 

conditions such as lost connections, missing events, etc.  There might be 

a number of factors determining the time when these conditions arises, 

such as current bandwidth, CPU scheduling, etc. Identical error 
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conditions can therefore produce different sets of error messages even if 

all configuration data available to be set by the user are identical.   

8.3.2.2 Incompleteness 

There are two main aspects of incompleteness to be considered: 

(1) Since we are analyzing messages sent by applications this clearly 

depends on the developers of that application.  We are assuming that 

there exists a pattern of messages leading to a certain error (for example 

warning of full buffers, or delayed responses). However, there are no 

guarantees that an application raises the correct cause of the malfunction 

(or any at all) for a specific problem. It is up to each developer of the 

specific application to put in place appropriate mechanisms for handling 

errors in a consistent way and raise the correct „alarm‟ in order to 

represent the error in the most appropriate way.  As there are many tens 

of developers working on the ATLAS TDAQ system this suggest that 

mistakes are likely to be made during development. We will account for 

this when interpreting our results.  

(2) Due to the distributed nature of the system, the possible effects of having 

a large number of developers and a relatively frequent release cycle 

(about two releases each year) the reciprocal influence of the different 

components is not necessarily fully understood. In addition, since all the 

components have a highly specialized behaviour it is very difficult for a 

single person to have complete knowledge of all the parts of the system 

and how they interact. Thus the implications of some errors on the rest of 

the system are near-impossible to deduce without actually running the 

system and gathering empirical datasets which can then be analyzed.  

8.3.2.3 Pre-processing the data 

Before being analysed the data is transformed appropriately; that is data pre-

processing. One common aspect to all the techniques we will apply is to 

transform any text data into numerical values. This is achieved using a custom 

hash function which maps each text string to a unique (collisions are theoretically 

possible, but are very unlikely) numerical value. The hash function puts more 

emphasis on the leading characters to make sure that similar text values are 
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mapped to similar numerical values. The data is then normalized so that all input 

lie in the range of [0,1]. 

After applying pre-processing we can now easily present the variance of the 

different variables in our dataset as shown in Figure 5, though this of course 

depends on how the mapping from text to numerical values is done.  In the figure 

the box lines represent the lower quartile, the median and the upper quartile. This 

allows us to make some immediate observations. One can for example observe 

that the majority of the messages are located early in the time span (upper 

quartile at 0.55 and mean at 0.1). Also note that machine name has no variability 

as the entire system was run on a single machine.  

8.3.3 Results 

In this section we will explore the results obtained using the techniques described 

in X.2 on the pre-processed data. For all the clustering the Davies-Bouldin (DB) 

index is used to choose the „correct‟ number of clusters. The DB index (Davies & 

Bouldin, 1979) has been shown to compare well to other methods of choosing 

clusters (Bezdek & Pal, 1998). 

Figure 5: Shows statistics for the different attributes after preprocessing. 
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8.3.3.1 FCM clustering 

We perform the clustering using between 2 and 12 clusters and for each number 

of clusters we perform the clustering a number of times and choose the best 

result. In our tests we choose to do the clustering 5 times which was found to be a 

reasonable trade-off in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Using the DB index we 

find an optimal of 10 clusters in the data.  The result of the DB index and sum of 

squared error (SSE) for each cluster size are shown in Figure 6.  Figure 7 shows 

the dataset plotted by application name, message class and time, where each 

point is labelled by the corresponding class. Note that some overlapping is 

expected as the FCM clustering is performed using all dimensions of the data 

while the presentation is done in 3 dimensions. Also, bear in mind that due to the 

discreet nature of our data there might be a large number of observations 

corresponding to the same data point in our plot. Figure 8 shows the number of 

messages in each cluster giving us a better idea of how the data are divided 

among the clusters. 

Figure 6: DB index and error for each cluster size. 
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Figure 7: The dataset plotted using message name, class and time. 

Figure 8: Number of messages in each cluster. 
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Examining the largest clusters we see that the time of the messages 

correspond well with the time when the errors of the ROS were simulated. 

Cluster 6 consists of messages solely from the SFI-1, while cluster 8 consists of 

messages from the L2PU and the L2SV. Most of the messages are from 

applications that are directly connected to the ROS application (see Figure 4) 

which is naturally to be expected. The messages from the L2SV, which have no 

direct link to the ROS, are probably due to the fact that the L2PU cannot operate 

properly because the ROS is halted, which then causes the L2SV to issue errors 

about the failing L2PU. These kinds of „cascade‟ of errors are expected, but may 

be difficult to predict a priori and may also depend on various configuration 

parameters such as time-outs, buffer sizes, etc. 

 

8.3.3.2 PCA 

We will retain the 3 first principal components since PCA suggests that they 

explain 85% of the variance in the data. Figure 9 shows the dataset projected 

onto the two first principal components. As several observations correspond to 

the same point (due to the discrete nature of the dataset) we have chosen to use a 

marker with a size corresponding to the number of observations at a given point. 

This helps to properly visualize the data and gives a clearer indication of any 

Figure 9: Shows the dataset projected onto the two main principal components. A larger marker 

indicates a greater number of observations. 
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clusters. 

Using FCM to cluster the data obtained using PCA (retaining the three first 

components) we find 6 clusters as shown in Figure 10. The clustering is 

performed in the same way as described in the “FCM clustering” section. 

Looking more closely at the clusters we find that clusters 2, 3 and 4 corresponds 

to the circumstances when errors occurred in the system. Comparing this with the 

main clusters found using FCM clustering on the original data we see that they 

are almost identical in size (within 3%) and 96.7% of the messages in the FCM 

clustering of the PCA data are also in the FCM clusters using the original data. 

 
Figure 10: Clustering of PCA data using FCM. 

 

8.3.3.3  SOM 

The SOM was created using default parameters in the MATLAB implementation 

using a hexagonal lattice structure. The training was performed using the „batch‟ 

training algorithm.  
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The u-matrix of the trained SOM (see chapter 17 for details) including maps 

of how the different attributes correspond to the map units is shown in Figure 11.  

Figure 11: SOM u-matrix and attribute map. 

 

To automatically identify any clusters in the SOM we used FCM to cluster 

map units. We found an optimum of 7 clusters (using the DB index) as shown in 

Figure 12. In Figure 13 one can see how many messages correspond to each unit 

in the map giving a better understanding of the clustering. Looking more closely 

at the four largest clusters (3,5,6 and 7) we find that they correspond very well to 

the clusters found using FCM clustering of the PCA data and the FCM clustering 

of the original data (within 3% both in size and uniqueness of messages). For 

example, Cluster 3 and 7 contain messages from the SFI only. This is virtually 

identical to Cluster 6 using FCM on the original data except that it has been split 

into two clusters. Looking at the attribute map, we see that the two clusters differ 

in „time‟ and „message id‟ indicating that there may be some finer granularity 

than what was discovered using the FCM approach. 

The SOM analysis confirmed the results already found using FCM and PCA. 

There seems to be some main clusters of messages corresponding to the induced 

errors. 
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Figure 12: FCM clustering of the trained SOM map. 

8.3.3.4 Dynamic prediction/detection of system errors using MLP variants 

Based on the results achieved using the different clustering and visualization 

techniques it seems that there is a pattern of messages related to the induced error 

conditions. In this section we will apply MLPs to try to detect at which points in 

time the system is in error based on the error messages which were gathered. 
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Figure 13: SOM showing how many observations correspond to each map unit (larger marker 

means more hits). 

8.3.3.4.1 Datasets and networks 

A decision needs to be made in terms of how best to input the data into the 

network.  As messages are issued in time the idea is to identify an error situation 

as soon as it appears. The data must therefore be subdivided in such a way that 

this is possible. We also have to consider which attributes of each message 

should be used when training the MLP as some of them may or may not provide 

useful information. As a starting point we will only exclude the time of the 

message, as this will vary greatly from dataset to dataset and it would therefore 

not be possible for a network to generalize using this data. Three different 

datasets were created: 
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 Dataset-1: The data was used „as is‟ with the exception of the excluded 

parameters. 

 Dataset-2: PCA analysis was used (retaining 2 principal components) to 

reduce the number of inputs, and hence the training and run time of the 

MLP. 

 Dataset-3: A „sampling‟ of messages was done at 1 second intervals. If no 

message exists at the given time, a zero vector of the same size was used 

in its place. As a starting point, if two or more messages arrived at the 

same time frame the first one was used as an input. 

All the datasets were then correlated with the time of the known error 

situations to create the data for training and testing. In addition to this we add a 

test set where the test system was used without inducing any errors. This is done 

to further test the generalization ability of the networks. 

Four different networks were trained using the different datasets; see Figure 

14: 

(1) The first approach divided Dataset-1 into blocks containing n 

consecutive messages as they arrived in time. These blocks where then 

used as a single input to a regular MLP. After some empirical testing, 

blocks of 5 messages was found to be reasonable. 

(2) The second approach used Dataset-2, and as in (1) grouped the data in 

blocks of 5 consecutive messages used as a single input to a regular 

MLP. 

(3) In the third approach we used Dataset-1; retaining the same order as they 

arrived in time. A TDNN was used to learn from the data using a time-

delay of size 2. This method does not account for the fact that messages 

might be separated by large time spans and still be treated as „adjacent‟ 

for the network. 

(4) For the fourth approach Dataset-3 was used to train a TDNN with a delay 

size of 5. A single message was used as input to the network.  

8.3.3.4.2  Training results 

Figure 16 shows the output of the trained network using the first approach (5 

consecutive messages from Dataset-1). Since the target data is either 1 or 0 we 

will modify the network outputs so that they are rounded off to nearest integer. 

By making this modification for all the networks we achieved the results shown 

in Table 3. The table shows the percentage of correctly classified inputs for 
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training and test data. Note that the percentage rate of successful classification 

might be somewhat misleading as the training sets may contain a majority of 

similar and/or identical patterns making it trivial to obtain „good‟ results. For 

example, if the target values contain 20% error situation, even a trivial solution 

of always returning false will lead to 80% success. To better estimate the 

performance of each network we will also use the following measures: 

 

A sensitivity of 100% indicates that the all „positive‟ cases are correctly 

classified. 

 

A specificity of 100% indicates that all „negative‟ cases are correctly 

classified. 

 

A high positive predictive value (PPV) indicates that a positive result from 

the network is likely to be correct. 

 

A high negative predictive value (NPV) indicates that a negative result from 

the network is likely to be correct. 

Looking more closely at the results in Table 3 we can see that all the networks 

achieve very good results on the training data (98-99%). The time-delay network 

from the fourth approach has an overall better performance for the three sets, but 

does have a significantly lower PPV for test set #2. For our problem, a low PPV 

means that we have to perform further tests of the system to verify the error, 

though these kinds of extra tests are likely to be performed in any case. 

As we can see the use of PCA data also achieved good results for training, but 

worse for the two sets of test data. Though given the relatively more simple 

nature of the input data it is a method that should be considered depending on the 

requirements of the final application of the technique.  

Overall the results show that it is possible to achieve very good results using 

several of the techniques. Further tests on larger datasets should be performed 

before making a final decision as to which approach to use. 
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Figure 15: Layer diagram for the network for (a) the first approach, (b) the second approach, (c) the 

third approach and (d) the fourth approach. 
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Figure 16: Network output vs. target data for MLP using regular data. 

Table 3: MLP results. 

Network Set Training 

data 

FP /FN Specificity Sensitivity Positive 

predictive 

rate 

Negative 

predictive 

rate 

Back 

propagation last 

5 messages 

Training 99.02% 2/0 91.3%  100%  98.92% 100% 

Test#1 95.45% 4/0 76.47% 100% 94.74% 100% 

Test#2 65.30% 17/0 65.3% - - 100% 

Back 

propagation PCA 

data 

Training 99.02% 2/0 91.3%  100%  98.92% 100% 

Test#1 81.81% 7/9  58.82%  87.5% 90.00% 52.63% 

Test# 18.37% 40/0 18.36% - - 100% 

Time delay 

regular data 

Training 98.06% 4/0 82.6%  100%  97.86% 100% 

Test#1 93.26% 5/1 70.59% 98.61%  93.42% 92.31% 

Test#2 83.67% 8/0 83.67% - - 100% 

Time delay 

sampled data1 

Training 97.99% 11/2 98.3%  98.47%   92.14% 99.61% 

Test#1 86.74% 36/1 87.10%  98.36% 62.50% 99.45% 

Test#2 96.88% 26/0 96.88% - - 100% 

                                                                 
1 The datasets used to train this network differs in size compared to the ones used for the training 

the other networks. One should therefore be careful when directly comparing the results as the 

dataset may contain more or less trivial and/or duplicated inputs.  
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8.4 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the different clustering techniques can be used to group our 

data into meaningful clusters. These clusters have been confirmed using the 

clustering techniques, all showing similar results with the main clusters found 

using each technique remaining within 3% deviation both in terms of size and 

messages contained. 

Different methods of pre-processing the data have been used and several 

different networks have been trained using these datasets. This has shown that it 

is possible to distinguish errors based on the messages received from the system, 

with the most successful network achieving worst case detection rates of 85% 

and specificity and sensitivity of 87% and 98%.  Future work will try to 

distinguish different error situations and possibly give an indication of the 

severity of the problem. Further network topologies should be tested and 

parameter tuning should be done to optimize the networks. The methods will also 

be tested on a „full-scale‟ system containing a much larger number of 

applications and hardware. 
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Chapter 9 

Discriminating Fiber-Reinforced Plastic Signatures 

Related to Specific Failure Mechanisms: Using 

Self-Organizing Maps and Fuzzy C-Means 

XuQin Li, Carlos Ramirez, Evor L. Hines, Mark S. Leeson, Phil Purnell and Mark 

Pharaoh 

Acoustic Emission (AE) can be used to discriminate the different types of 

damage occurring in composite materials, because any AE signal contains useful 

information about the damage mechanisms. A major issue in the use of the AE 

technique is how to discriminate the AE signatures which are due to the different 

damage mechanisms. Conventional studies have focused on the analysis of 

different parameters of such signals, say the frequency. But in previous 

publications where the frequency is employed to differentiate between events, 

only one frequency is considered and this frequency was not enough to 

thoroughly describe the behavior of the composite material. So we introduced the 

second frequency. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is then applied to the signals 

resulting from the two frequencies to discriminate different failure mechanisms. 

The data was then analyzed using self-organizing map (SOM) and fuzzy 

C-means (FCM). The results shows that the two approaches have been very 

successful in discriminating fiber-reinforced plastic signatures related to specific 

failure mechanisms. 
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9.1 Introduction 

The identification of the type of discontinuities or failure mechanisms within 

fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) structures normally requires the use of local 

nondestructive testing (NDT) methods. Among which, acoustic emission (AE) 

has been widely used due to its high sensitivity. AE is generated by the material 

itself and once generated, will be detected by AE sensors and acquired by the AE 

data acquisition system. The recorded AE data are in the form of signal 

parameters, such as amplitude, duration, signal strength and hit. These are the 

key parameters in the structural evaluation. Normally, FRPs consist of more than 

one material. As a result, the failure mechanism will occur in one or a 

combination of materials. The various types of damage mechanism of FRP are 

matrix cracking, fiber breakage, fiber-matrix debonding, delamination, and fiber 

pullout. 

Many research works have focused on observing AE signal parameters to 

identify failure mechanisms. This is usually done by using some intelligent 

system to perform pattern recognition of AE data relating to different failure 

mechanisms. The aim of the present study is to use intelligent systems to identify 

the unique characteristics of different failure mechanisms from AE data so that it 

can recognize the distinctive pattern of an unknown failure mechanism sample. 

For the current study, pattern recognition by means of intelligent systems is 

applied to a group of AE bursts rather than to individual sensor hits. This is 

because an individual hit, which may be one among thousands, is not likely to be 

representative of emission. In the work here we use two widely used approaches 

self-organizing map (SOM) and fuzzy C-means (FCM). 

9.2 Theoretical Background to Self-organizing Map (SOM) and Fuzzy 

C-means (FCM) 

9.2.1 A typical neural network structure 

Neural networks (NNs) first started to be developed in the 1940s, motivated by 

for example an attempt to simulate the human brain on computers. NNs have 

been applied to prediction problems, to pattern recognition, classification and 

optimization problems. As long as we have enough data, we can train a NN 
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system so that it can perform some practical functions. In the research we 

describe here, the NN system will be used for pattern recognition of AE data. 

Usually, a NN consists of a number of neurons which are distributed over 

several layers. Input information, which could be a series of numbers 

representing data, is input into neurons in an input layer. Then the data is 

propagated to the output through subsequent neurons. As the information travels 

through the network, the input is modified. Subsequently, the output neurons will 

generate the output.     

Normally, the neurons are arranged into different layers as shown in Figure 1. 

Each neuron in each layer performs a different activity as described in the 

following three steps: 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Basic architecture of a typical neural network. 

 

(1) In this model the input neurons only receive information in the form of 

input values. They transfer the data to the next layer. Neurons in the input layer 

perform no neural function. 

(2) Hidden neurons receive the output from the input neurons or other hidden 

neurons through the connections. Each connection has a weight by which to 

multiply the signal before it enters the hidden neurons. A hidden neuron usually 

receives more than one signal. The signals will be combined and transferred to an 

appropriate activation function. The output of the activation function will then be 

usually transferred to output neurons but sometimes via hidden neurons (as 

suggested in Figure 2).  

Input 
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Flow 
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Figure 2: An example artificial neuron. 

(3) Output layer neurons behave similarly to the ones in the hidden layer 

except that the pattern of the outcome from output neurons may be interpreted as 

the outcome of using the NN to process the input data.  

Training the system is the key to determining whether or not the NN will be 

able to process the input data appropriately. In a supervised NN the training 

process allows NNs to compare the output result with the real answer for every 

training input. The difference between the generated output and the desired 

answer is called the ‘error’. The NN will adjust the weight of each connection in 

such a way as to reduce the error. At the beginning, the NN might produce a 

large error. However, after several cycles of training with the set of data, the 

error should reduce. Here we choose self-organizing map (SOM) as the structure 

of neural networks for analyzing the data set, because for a given set of data, the 

algorithm is required to self-organize the output layer as a map on which similar 

shapes will be detected as clusters of neurons which are close to each other. The 

following sections provide an overview of the SOM. 

9.2.2 Self-organizing map (SOM) 

According to Kohonen SOMs are connectionist techniques capable of generating 

topology preserving clustering. The SOM algorithm was developed by Kohonen 

to transform a data set of arbitrary dimensions into a one or more dimensional 

discrete map. 
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An example of the network architecture of a Kohonen SOM is shown in 

Figure 3, after Godin. It consists of a two dimensional array of n x n discrete 

units and the Kohonen network associates each of the vector inputs to a 

representative output. 

 
Figure 3: Schematic of a self organizing map topology. 

Suppose wij are the components of the weight vector Wj, connecting the 

inputs i to output node j; the xi are components of the input vector X, the output 

of the neuron is the quadratic (Euclidean) distance dj between these two vectors 

(see Figure 3). The description of each step for using the data to train the SOM is 

summarized  as follows: 

(1) Initialize all the weights to random values between 0 and 1. 

(2) Randomly select an input vector X; present it to all the neurons of the 

network and evaluate the corresponding quadratic distance output dj according to 

the following equation, which are stages 1 and 2 of Figure 3. 

   
 




n

i

iijjj xwWXd
1

22

                       (1) 

Where n is the number of input vector components.  
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(3) Select the neuron with the minimum output dj as the wining neuron, i.e. the 

nearest vector to the input vector (Stage 3 in Figure 3). Let j* denote the index of 

the winner, the minimum output will be:  

      

2

],...,1[
* min j

mj
j WXd 

                          (2) 

where m is the number of neurons.  

(4) Update the weight of the wining neuron (Stage 4 in Figure 3) according to 

Eq.(3). 

)]()()[()()1( *** kwkxkkwkw ijiijij                (3) 

where k is the learning iteration count and η the gain term. 

(5) The neighbors of the wining neuron, defined by the neighborhood function 

N(j*) (the neighborhood function N(j*) defines how many neurons in the 

neighborhood of the winning one will be updated for each learning input). are 

also updated following Eq.(4) and (5) (Stage 5 in Figure 3). 

)]()()[()()1( kwkxkkwkw ijiijij                 (4) 

if j neighborhood of j*, N(j*) 

        ( 1 ) ( )i j i jw k w k                           (5) 

if j neighborhood of j* 

(6) Repeat steps 2 to 5 until all the input vectors X had been used at least once. 

9.2.3 Fuzzy C-means algorithm 

The objective of cluster analysis is to classify objects according to similarities 

among them, and organize a data set into subsets. Usually, clustering techniques 

are considered to be among the unsupervised methods, they do not use prior 

information about groupings before clustering. It can detect the underlying 

structure in a data set, thus it can be used for classification and pattern 

recognition. 

Different kinds of definitions of a cluster can be formulated, depending on the 

objective of clustering. Usually we regard a cluster as a group of objects which 
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bear more similarities to one another than to the members of other clusters. We 

can define similarity by means of a distance norm. It can be measured among the 

data vectors themselves, or as a distance from a data vector to some prototypical 

object (perspective center) of the cluster. The prototypes may be vectors of the 

same dimension as the data objects and are usually not known beforehand, and 

usually they are sought by the clustering algorithms heuristically with the 

partitioning of the data. 

Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm, also known as Fuzzy ISODATA, is a data 

clustering technique wherein each data point belongs to a cluster to some degree 

that is specified by a membership grade. This technique was originally 

introduced by Jim Bezdek in 1981 as an improvement on earlier clustering 

methods. It provides a method that shows how to group data points that populate 

some multidimensional space into a specific number of different clusters. The 

FCM-based algorithms are in practice the most widely used fuzzy clustering 

algorithms. 

The objective of the FCM clustering algorithm is to minimize an objective 

function called C-means functional, which is formulated as: 

 

2

1 1

( , ) ( )
C N

m

ij i j

j i

J U V u x v
 

 
 (6) 

Where
1 2{ , ,..., }, n

N iX x x x x R  , represent a given set of feature data. 

1 2{ , ,..., }CV v v v are the cluster centers. ( )ij N CU u  is a fuzzy partition 

matrix, in which each member  
iju indicates the degree of membership between 

the data vector ix  and the cluster j. The values of matrix U should satisfy the 

following conditions 

[0,1]iju  , 1 ;i N   1 j C                     (7) 

      
1
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C
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j




 , 1 i N                        (8) 

The exponent [1, ]m  is the weighting exponent, which determines the 

fuzziness of the clusters. The most commonly used distance norm is the standard 
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Euclidean distance ij i jd x v  , although Babuska suggests that other distance 

norms could produce better results. 

Minimization of the cost function J (U, V) is a nonlinear optimization 

problem, which can be minimized with the following iterative algorithm: 

Step 1: Initialize the membership matrix U with random values so that the 

conditions in Eq.(7) and (8) are satisfied. 

Choose appropriate exponent m and the termination criteria. 

Step 2: Calculate the cluster centers V according to the equation:  
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                  (9) 

Step 3: Calculate the new distance norms: 

, 1,..., , 1,...,ij i jd x v i N j C     
              (10) 

Step 4: Update the fuzzy partition matrix U: 

If 0ijd  (indicating that i jx v ) 
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                       (11) 

Else 1ij   

Step 5: If the termination criterion has been met, stop.  

Else go to Step 2.  

We can see that the FCM algorithm is a simple iteration through Eq.(9) to 

(11). 

A suitable termination criterion will be used to evaluate the cost function 

(Eq.6) and to see whether it is below a certain tolerance value or if its 

improvement, compared to the previous iteration, is below a certain threshold. 
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We can also use the maximum number of iteration cycles as a termination 

criterion. 

9.3 Test Apparatus and Procedure  

In this section we first give a brief introduction to the AE equipment and the AE 

software system. After that a description of test procedure is included in the 

second subsection. 

9.3.1 Acoustic emission equipment 

Due to the requirement to have a flexible and feasible process for manufacturing 

the test coupons during the current research ‘hand lay up’ was the most suitable 

solution. The fiber glass volume fraction that is normally achieved by this 

manufacturing process is 57%. All the Glass/Polyester plates were manufactured 

in-house in order to have a closer control of the parameters that influence the 

mechanical properties; and ultimately the acoustic response of the materials. 

These parameters included fiber orientation and coupon dimensions. The coupon 

dimensions for the current research were 20 mm x 200 mm x 1.8 mm with three 

layers of unidirectional glass tape. Each plate was cut into different orientations 

in 15° steps against the direction of the load. 

A broadband WD piezoelectric sensor manufactured by Physical Acoustic 

Corporation was used to capture the stress waves (AE events). After capturing 

the event, the piezoelectric sensor transforms the mechanical deformation of the 

material surface into an electrical signal. This signal is transferred to a sound card 

with a high sampling rate, which processes it and displays it as a wave. The 

software used with this sound card can display on screen the transient waveform 

for each event. Each event can then be individually exported into an ASCII file, 

which is then processed by a program written in the ‘R’ programming language 

(open source code language). With the use of this program it is possible to 

perform, and visualize a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) for each event and 

select the most dominant frequency, which is to be used as the descriptor of the 

event. The distribution of these dominant frequencies as the test progresses 

shows the trends of the events occurring in the test specimen. 
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The acoustic emissions software was the TRA (transient recorder package) 

from Physical Acoustics Corporation 2001. The hardware was a sound card 

AEDSP-32 (Acoustic Emissions Digital Signal Processor) with a digital signal 

processor by Texas Instruments (TMS320C40). It has a maximum sampling 

speed of 8 MHz and 16 bits resolution, between 20 and 100 dB. 

From the literature review, it appears that there are several different 

approaches to the task of event recognition analysis, from simple hit analysis to 

amplitude-based and frequency-based studies. The amplitude of an acoustic wave 

is attenuated as the wave passes through the material. Thus the amplitude 

recorded at a sensor depends upon the distance the sensor is from the source of 

the emission. Based on that, for the present study the dominant frequency of the 

signals was considered to be the most relevant characteristic. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Test configuration, sensor coupled to the specimen using a G clamp. 

9.3.2 Test procedure 

According to Qi  90% of AE activities for glass fiber reinforced (GFR) 

composite materials are concentrated in the frequency range 10–550 kHz. One 

wide band sensor model PAC WD with an operational range of frequencies 

between 100 and 1000 kHz with a resonant frequency at 125 kHz was used. The 

sensor was attached to the specimen by means of a G aluminum clamp with a 
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plastic screw. The surface of the sensor was covered with silicon grease in order 

to provide good acoustic coupling between the specimen and the sensor. The 

signal was detected by the sensor and enhanced by a 2/4/6-AST pre-amplifier. 

The gain selector of the preamplifier was set to 40 dB, as the material used was 

not considered ‘loud’.  

Figure 4 shows the test configuration, with the sensor clamped to the test 

specimen and the INSTRON grips where used for applying the tensile force. 

9.4 Data Analysis 

Initially, the MISTRAS software that records the counts from each event was 

used. It was observed that as each test progressed, the number of counts increases 

significantly. Nevertheless, the data do not provide any information about the 

type of failure or the location of the failure. The TRA software, although using 

the same hardware, acquires the information in a different way; it records the 

complete waveform and stores the event. A transformation is then applied to 

define the frequencies related with these waveforms, which facilitates their 

analysis. According to Qi  these frequencies are useful to ‘‘distinguish different 

AE signals from various possible failure modes in fiber reinforced composites’’. 

A waveform event contains several component frequencies, and it is not possible 

to determine them visually, therefore a program was needed that calculates the 

FFT for each waveform. The procedure produces a power vs. frequency graph of 

a waveform (power spectrum). Higher powers contained at particular frequencies 

are then shown as peaks on this representation of the waveform. If more than one 

frequency is super-imposed on the waveform each component appears as the 

secondary frequency and so on. 

The program that generates the FFT identifies by default the five frequencies 

from each signal with the highest power peaks as shown in Figure 5: (a) transient 

event waveform; and (b) FFT power spectrum. Sometimes the power difference 

between the highest power frequency and the subsequent lower power 

frequencies is so distinct that it can be assumed that the single frequency 

constitutes the definition of that waveform. Based on our analysis of the data, it 

was evident that we can assume that the event primary frequency (1stEF) alone 

was enough to characterize each acoustic event. 
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Figure 5: (a), (top) transient event waveform; (b) (bottom) FFT power spectrum. 

 

Figure 5 shows a typical AE event recorded by the system. The FFT power 

spectrum in this specific case shows several peaks, the highest one being 280 

kHz and having a second higher peak at 236 kHz. The FFT power spectrum can 

be used as the ‘fingerprint’ of each event and therefore may be used as a means 

of distinguishing between them. A possible interpretation is that the waveform is 

formed from several individual sources associated with an event and each one 

has its own frequency. 

In previous publications where the frequency is employed to differentiate 

between events, only one frequency is mentioned. As a first approach the 

frequency with the highest power value was used as an identifier for the events. 

However, this frequency was not enough to thoroughly describe the behavior of 

the composite material. 

Previous tests have found that the 1stEF contributes more than 50% of the 

total power of the waveform; the remaining highest power frequencies contribute 

the remaining power. Some researchers (e,g. Papadakis, 2004) attempted to find 

a relationship between the first and the second frequency, through a direct plot of 
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the two of them and analyzing any relationship by two approaches (connecting 

vectors and kernel density estimations). 

Figure 6 shows a plot of the 1st frequency against the 2nd frequency from 

one set of FFTs calculated from waveforms recorded on a tensile test of 0° 

Carbon/Polyester. It can be seen that there is some clusterings of values where a 

relationship could be drawn, however according to Papadakis  this 

representation requires more information for it to be used as a sensible tool to 

differentiate the events that originated each waveform. 
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Figure 6: Relationship between the 1st and 2nd highest power frequencies.  

Although these preliminary results supported the hypothesis that frequency 

could be used as an identifier for different failure events in composite materials, 

nevertheless subsequent analysis showed that using only the first frequency as a 

descriptor is not enough to produce optimal results. It was therefore decided to 

add the second frequency and to analyze the data obtained from different fiber 

orientations using neural networks. 

In what follows, a self organizing map (SOM) is used to explore possible 

classification of the AE data recorded from one of the tests. The input training 
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data for this first run was the 1st and 2nd highest power frequencies from a 

tensile test of Glass/Polyester 0° (Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7: SOM for the 1st and 2nd frequencies from Glass/Polyester 0°. 

 

As Figure 7 shows the data (pairs of 1st and 2nd frequencies) form clusters 

(dots of the mesh). These clusters may be subsequently reduced in number while 

the clustering process continues and more pairs of frequencies are clustered 

together. The lines represent the connecting vectors between clusters whilst the 

scattered dots are the plot of the 1st vs. 2nd frequency used as a reference of the 

location for the classes. The scattered dots plot is similar to that reported by 

Papadakis , where the X axis corresponds to the first frequency and the Y axis 

corresponds to the second frequency. 

9.5 Test Results 

The SOM and FCM clustering processes are usually unsupervised. They will 

result in the best solution after a number of iterations. The data from 7 different 

Glass/Polyester fiber orientations shown in Figure 8 were passed through SOM 

and then FCM, as follows: 
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Figure 8: Diagram of fiber orientations. 

The SOM was constructed to have 9 output neurons into which the results are 

clustered. From these 9 output neurons a five class value distribution was formed. 

The way these classes were defined was based on the region into which each of 

the output neurons fell. For some tests some of the regions did not capture any of 

the output neurons, therefore that class presented no values to contribute to the 

total number of events. The bar plot for each test is shown next to the SOM 

output map where the clusters for each corresponding class has been drawn. 

The FCM algorithm starts with an initial guess for the cluster centers, which 

is intended to mark the mean location of each cluster. The initial guess for these 

cluster centers is most likely to be incorrect. Additionally, FCM assigns every 

data point a membership grade for each cluster. By iteratively updating the 

cluster centers and the membership grades for each data point, FCM iteratively 

moves the cluster centers to the right location within this dataset. This process is 

based on minimizing an objective function that represents the distance from any 

given data point to a cluster center weighted by that data point's membership 

grade. 

We will now consider Glass/Ployester response at 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° 

and 90°. 
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9.5.1 0° Fiber orientation 

Figure 9 shows the SOM output map with the 9 neurons positioned on their 

correspondent locations. Notice that some of the neurons are closer to each other 

(i.e. neurons 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9), these neurons are eventually grouped into a 

single class by the neural network. Therefore the values that had been related to 

each neuron by the network will be considered to belong to that class. Once those 

neurons that are in the same vicinity are identified by the network as belonging to 

the same class, then a plot with the number of events corresponding to each 

neuron is created. 

The FCM algorithm converges after 13 iterations. Figure 10 shows three 

clusters in the map which were all represented by a cluster center. The first 

cluster lies around 2.5k Hz, while the second and the third lie around 4.5k Hz and 

5.5k Hz respectively. Each cluster consists of some events (with the first cluster 

5761 events, the second and the third cluster 457 and 834 events respectively) 

which amount to 7052 events in total. 

 

Figure 9: SOM output for 0° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 10: FCM output for 0° Glass/Polyester. 

 

 
Figure 11: Normalized events per class for 0° Glass/Polyester. 
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In order to compare the consistency of these two algorithms, we plotted a 

vertical bar graph showing the percentage of the events in each class for each 

algorithm. Figure 11 shows the number of events per class. The X axis accounts 

for the 5 different classes found during the training process whilst the Y axis has 

been normalized against total number of events for that test. This is done so that 

it is easier to compare the relative population for each class per test across all the 

tests. 

9.5.2 5° Fiber orientation 

Figure 12 shows the SOM output map for 15° Glass/Polyester. The output 

neurons have been positioned by the network in different locations compared to 

those found for 0° Glass/Polyester, see Figure 9.  

For this test a new class has appeared (Class 1) corresponding to neuron 1. 

Class 2 contains the values gathered using neurons 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 accounting 

for almost 60% of the total events of the test, see Figure 12.  

 

 
Figure 12: SOM output for 15° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 13 shows the FCM output after it converges through 23 iterations. 

There are clearly four clusters in the map which were all represented by a cluster 

center. As in the case of the SOM, the cluster which consists of 3027 events 

dominates the classes while the other three consists of 806, 768, 850 events 

respectively.  

 

Figure 13: FCM output for 15° Glass/Polyester. 

 
Figure 14: Normalized events per class for 15° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 14 shows a bar graph of the percentage of events per class for 15° 

Glass/Polyester. Although there are some slight differences between FCM and 

SOM, again Class 2 accounts for the majority of the events while the other three 

classes (Class 1, Class 4 and Class 5) account for about 15% each for both 

algorithms. 

9.5.3 30° Fiber orientation 

Figure 15 and 16 show the SOM and FCM output map for 30° Glass/Polyester. 

Four classes were found in both figures; in Figure 13, neuron 3 corresponded to 

Class 1, neurons 7 and 8 to Class 2, neurons 1, 2, 5 and 6 to Class 3 and neurons 

4 and 9 to Class 5. FCM converges after 41 iterations. And both algorithms 

indicate that the second class dominates all the events. The distribution of events 

across the classes in Figure 17 for the 30° fiber orientation, showed a similar 

tendency to that for the 15° bar chart showed in Figure 14. Nevertheless the total 

number of events is significantly different for both tests; the 15° fiber orientation 

has almost 5 times more events (5451) than the 30° test (1251).  

 
Figure 15: SOM output for 30° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 16: FCM output for 30° Glass/Polyester. 

 

 
Figure 17: Normalized events per class for 30° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 17 shows the normalized number of events corresponding to each 

class from the SOM and FCM. It can be seen that in both algorithms Class 3 has 

no events for 30° fibbers orientation and class 2 contributes with almost 70% of 

the events. The others classes contributes less than 40% for the rest of the events. 

9.5.4 45° Fiber orientation 

One special fiber configuration is the 45° against the direction of the load; its 

SOM output and FCM output are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively. 

4 Classes are identified for the 45° test, which is a natural output following the 

previous fiber orientation test results (Figure 11, Figure 14, and Figure 17) as 

they rotate away from the direction of the load. The number of events for each 

class for the 45° fiber orientation test results showed a more even distribution 

than the previous ones, 20% for Class 1, 36% for Class 2, 18% for Class 4 and 

26% for Class 5 in SOM and 20% for Class 1, 40% for Class 2, 18% for Class 4 

and 22% for Class 5 in FCM. 

 
Figure 18: SOM output for 45° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 19: FCM output for 45° Glass/Polyester. 

 

 
Figure 20: Normalized events per class for 45° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 20 shows the classes that were constructed from the 45° 

Glass/Polyester SOM neuron map and FCM clustering. The micro-mechanical 

events appearing during this test will be subjected to tensile and shear stresses 

applied to the material evenly, due to the orientation of the fibers. 

Between 15° and 45° fiber orientations, all the classes were represented 

except for Class 3. For the 0° fiber orientated material Class 1 was also missing. 

Consideration of the phenomenon related to their micro-mechanical failure 

events will be described in the following sub-sections. 

9.5.5 60° Fiber orientation 

From the test for 60°and up to the 90° Classes 4 and 5 were not represented and 

instead Class 3 appeared. As can be seen in Figure 21 the SOM of output 

neurons and in Figure 22 the FCM clusters for 60° show a clustering of neurons 

in classes where Classes 4 and 5 are not present. 

 

 
Figure 21: SOM output for 60° Glass/Polyester. 
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In the SOM algorithm, neurons 6, 8 and 9 are clustered in Class 1; neurons 3, 

5 and 7 are in Class 2 and neurons 1, 2 and 4 are grouped into Class 3. In the case 

of FCM (Figure 22) it converges to three typical classes after 54 iterations. As 

indicted above and displayed here, starting from this fiber orientation and up 

until the 90° configuration Class 3 appeared and showed an increase in the 

number of events related to it as the fiber rotates away from the direction parallel 

to the load. On the other hand for this same offset of the fibers, Class 2 has 

gradually reduced in size as tests proceed from 60° to 90°. 
 

 

Figure 22: FCM output for 60° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 23 shows a normalized events bar chart for 60° fiber orientation of 

Glass/Polyester for both algorithms. It is noticeable that for this fiber 

configuration there are no events that could be related to either Class 4 or Class 5. 

Class 1 does not show any obvious pattern in terms of the change of its size as 

the fiber orientation turn around away from the direction parallel to the load. 

 
Figure 24: Normalized events per class for 60° Glass/Polyester. 

9.5.6 75° Fiber orientation 

Figure 25 shows the SOM output neurons for 75° Glass/Polyester along with the 

circled clusters obtained from these neurons. Figure 26 plots three cluster centers 

which were represented by cluster centers after FCM converged. As described 

previously Class 3 has appeared now and the number of events associated with it 

increases as the fiber orientation rotates away from the direction parallel to the 

load for the 60°, 75° and 90° tests. The number in Class 1 appears to increase in 

the first few configurations (between 0° and 60°) after this fiber configuration as 

we will see in the next orientation. 
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Figure 25: SOM output for 75° Glass/Polyester. 

 
Figure 26: FCM output for 75° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 27: Normalized events per class for 75° Glass/polyester. 

Figure 27 shows the class normalized population for the 75° Glass/Polyester. 

Class 3 continues presenting an increase in the number of events compared to 

previous fiber configurations. Class 4 and Class 5 remain empty and the number 

in Class 1 continues to decrease as the fibers keep rotating away from the 

direction parallel to the load.  

9.5.7 90° Fiber orientation 

Figure 28 shows the SOM output neurons for the 90° fiber orientated 

Glass/Polyester. Class 1 is formed by neuron 1, Class 2 is populated by neurons 2, 

4 and 5, and finally Class 3 embraces neurons 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9. FCM also 

converges to three clusters, after 30 iterations, with all the cluster centers less 

than 4.5k Hz. This last configuration with the fiber in a direction perpendicular to 

the direction of the load (90°) is another special case in this present analysis. This 

is because in this configuration it is expected that we will obtain an entire 

collection of events with characteristics different to those found in the test where 
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the fiber are parallel (0°) to the direction of the load, as shown in Figure 11. The 

tests with steps in between are expected to present a combination of events that 

gradually drift from those existing at 0°, at one end of the spectrum to 90°, the 

other end.  

The location of the output neurons as well as the cluster centers and 

subsequent classification of events across the entire set of tests suggests the 

correlation of these classes to different events that appear in more or less quantity 

for each fiber configuration. 

 

 
Figure 28: SOM output for 90° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 29: FCM output for 90° Glass/Polyester. 

 

 
Figure 30: Normalized events per class for 90° Glass/Polyester. 
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Bar graph Figure 30 shows the normalized event distribution for the classes 

found in both algorithms for 90° Glass/Polyester. Notice that Class 3 presents the 

largest contribution to the total number of events in the test with nearly 60%, 

which is consistent for the two algorithms. 

Also, it can be seen in Figure 30 that Classes 4 and 5 are not present; Class 2 

and Class 1 both contribute around 20% of the total number of events.  

The overall transition in both SOM and FCM of the relative contribution per 

class for each test can be seen in Figure 31. Class 2 shows a progressive 

decrease in its contribution to the total number of events. Class 3 on the other 

hand appears from the 60° fiber orientation and increases towards the transverse 

orientation. 

 

 
Figure 31: Comparison of results for the 7 tests. 
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It can also be seen in Figure 31 that Classes 4 and 5 exist only for 

configurations below 45°; whereas they are not present for 60°, 75° and 90°. 

Class 1 appears in all the tests with a variable contribution to the total events 

except for the 0° configuration where it does not appear at all. 

9.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

After carrying out an analysis on only the 1st frequencies it was observed that 

more information was required for a proper description of the failure mechanism 

phenomenon. This information came from the same FFT previously obtained 

from all the AE recorded from the tensile tests. After a careful characterization of 

the recording system in order to assure the quality of the recorded data the 

clustering process was handled by intelligent system techniques. 

This classification process has resulted in a new set of graphs where the 

events were classified into 5 different classes by their relative closeness in both 

SOM and FCM. After analysis from a material property perspective, Class 1, 

Class 2 and Class 3 can be related to matrix cracking, fiber/matrix debonding and 

fiber/matrix pull out respectively, and Class 4 and 5 can be related to fiber 

breakage which has been verified by two tests. 

In order to verify the correlation between classes and micro-mechanical 

failure events described in the previous section, a test with 0°/90° Glass/Polyester 

was carried out. This type of configuration is known to present all the types of 

events described previously, fiber breakage, fiber/matrix debonding, fiber/matrix 

pull out and matrix cracking. 

Figure 32 shows the SOM output neurons for the 0°/90°. Class 1 contains 

neurons 4, 8 and 9, Class 2 include neurons 5, 6 and 7 corresponds to Class 3, 

Class 4 is populated by neurons 1 and 2 and finally Class 5 contains the events 

associated with neuron 3. FCM converges after 46 iterations. Figure 33 clearly 

shows all five clusters in the map which were all represented by a cluster center. 

From this figure we can see that the cluster which is around 2.5k Hz dominates 

all the classes. Each cluster consists of some events which amount to 3015 in 

total. 
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Figure 32: SOM output for 0/90° Glass/Polyester. 

 
Figure 33: FCM output for 0/90° Glass/Polyester. 
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Figure 34: Normalized events per class for 0/90° Glass/Polyester. 

The same process described earlier was followed for the verification testing 

and as expected, the resulting plot (Figure 34) showed all 5 Classes which are 

just slightly different for the two algorithms. This complies with the hypothesis 

proposed in the present document since the 0°/90° configuration being a 

combination of the two configurations, is expected to present micro-mechanical 

failure events (and their corresponding AE events) from the two fiber 

configurations.  

 

Conclusions can be drawn as follows: 

(1) Frequency based analysis from AE technologies can be used to correlate 

micro-mechanical failure events in composite materials to their corresponding 

AE signature. 

(2) Two intelligent system engineering techniques methods, SOM and FCM, 

have been used as a reliable classification and clustering tool for AE events 

recorded from damage in composite materials. 
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(3) From the plots obtained from the SOM and FCM classification of AE events, 

Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 have been found to be related to matrix cracking, 

fiber/matrix debonding and fiber/matrix pull out respectively, and Class 4 and 5 

have been found to be related to fiber breakage. 

 

9.7 Future Work 

Possible areas of future work include: 

(1) Joint research with the manufacturer for an in depth characterization of the 

response of the recording system. 

(2) Following the methodology explained in the current chapter, there is scope 

for damage source location for large size components, i.e. plates or actual 

components.  

(3) Based on the current results there would be scope for analyzing the behavior 

of sandwich structures under different types of loads, tensile, compression and 

flexural. 
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Chapter 10 

Optimization of Cellular Radio Network using 

Genetic Algorithm and Fuzzy Logic 

Jie An, Evor L. Hines and Mark S. Leeson 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

The design objective of the early mobile radio systems was to achieve a large 

coverage area by using a single, high powered transmitter with an antenna 

mounted on a tall tower. Although this approach achieved very good coverage, it 

was not possible to reuse the same frequency channels throughout the system 

because of the interference which resulted (Rappaport 2002,1996). 

The cellular concept was a major breakthrough in solving the problem of 

spectral congestion and user capacity. The cellular radio system comprises mobile 

stations (MS), base transceiver stations (BS) and a mobile switching center. High 

quality of mobile communication service is achieved by limiting the coverage of 

each BS to cells in small geographic areas. In cellular radio networks, the service 

area is divided into numbers of cells. Each MS is in a cell and is served by the BS 

in this cell. The MS is assigned the available channels during its movement in or 

between the cells. This concept results in a number of technical problems, 

principally channel allocation and call blocking. 

Since demand for mobile communication is growing rapidly, the efficient use 

of the limited radio spectrum is becoming ever more important in cellular radio 

systems. The reuse of available channels in each cell of the cellular radio network 

is implemented by channel allocation algorithms. Each MS in a cell is assigned a 

channel via the channel allocation strategy. This problem is formulated as a 

signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) maximization problem that is implemented using 
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Genetic algorithms (GAs) (Haupt and Haupt 2004). The aim of the GA is to 

allocate the available frequency channels in such a way that the average quality of 

the signals that the mobile station receives is maximized. 

Call blocking is defined as the situation in which a new call is denied access the 

network. This may be the case because there are no available channels or the 

channel allocation algorithm decided that to allow the new call to access any of the 

available channels would cause increased interference, which might lead to loss of 

new call(s) in progress. This problem is addressed by using a Fuzzy Logic (FL) 

(Lin and Lee 1996) together with a simple channel borrowing technique. The 

latter makes it possible for a new arriving mobile station to borrow an available 

channel from one nearby cell if all the channels in the cell the MS arrived at are 

presently in use. FL is used to make the decision as to which cell the channel will 

be borrowed from. 

10.2 BACKGROUND 

10.2.1 Cellular Radio Network 

A variety of channel allocation algorithms have been developed to satisfy the 

frequency reuse constrains (Sarkar and Sivarrajan 2002). These algorithms can be 

classified as either fixed channel allocation (FCA) or dynamic channel allocation 

(DCA). 

In the fixed strategy, the available channel spectrum in divided into sets of 

frequencies. A number of channels are allocated to each cell based on the reuse 

pattern determined by QoS requirements (Chu and Rappaport 1994; Chen and 

Dow 2002). The distance between the BSs which are assigned the same set of 

frequencies is referred to as the frequency reuse distance. This distance is chosen 

to keep the interference within acceptable limits, when the interferers are at least 

the reuse distance away from each other. 

In the dynamic strategy, channels are not allocated to different cells 

permanently. Instead, each time a call request is made, the serving BS requests a 

channel from the mobile switching centre (MSC) that has access to system wide 

channel usage information (Re, Fantacci et al. 1995). This scheme can be 

classified as centralized or distributed. In the centralized approach (Nie and 

Haykin 1999), all requests for channels are processed by the MSC. In the 

distributed dynamic allocation strategy (Jiang, T. Lai et al. 2002), the decision 
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regarding the channel is taken by the BS which is being served based on 

information from the surrounding cells. 

Fixed allocation, although simple, has no ability to adapt to traffic patterns and 

therefore cannot enhance the QoS. Compared with FCA, DCA has an obvious 

advantage in terms of channel efficiency. In the dynamic strategy, all the channels 

are kept in a central pool which is controlled by the mobile switch. Once a new call 

requests a channel, the channel in which the lowest interference occurs is selected 

from the channel pool by the switch to serve the new MS. Moreover, the mobile 

switch only allocates a given frequency if that frequency is not presently in use in 

the cell or any other cell which falls within the minimum restricted distance of 

frequency reuse, to avoid co-channel interference. 

In dynamic allocation, a BS request for a channel initiates a selection strategy 

based on a cost function. The function could be a combination of call blocking 

probability, interference, and other channel reuse constraints. However, this 

strategy may lead to low efficiency and high computational complexity. The 

improvement of this allocation process was a major motivating factor for this 

work. 

Clearly, a practical cellular radio system is not infinite in its capacity to admit 

new calls. The call blocking probability is the probability that a new call is not 

admitted to any mobile service because of a lack of network resources (Walrand 

and Varaiya 1996). Using a dynamic channel allocation scheme, new calls are 

assigned to one of the available channels in the channel pool with the channel 

reuse constraints satisfied. If no channel can be allocated without violating any 

reuse constraint, the call is blocked. 

10.2.2 Genetic Algorithms  

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are optimization and search techniques based on the 

principles of genetics and natural selection (Haupt and Haupt 2004). One of the 

key principles of the GA is that the fittest chromosomes survive via competitions 

within a population. GAs work by evolving a population of solutions and 

improving it in each generation through the means of selection, mating, and 

mutation. An evaluation function specific to the problem under consideration is 

used to decide which members of the population should survive. 
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A simple GA is described by Goldberg (Goldberg 1989) and is used here to 

illustrate the basic components of a GA. Figure 1 shows the basic structural 

composition of a GA. 

 

 

Figure 1: The structural composition of a genetic algorithm 

10.2.2.1 Population representation and initialization 

GAs operate simultaneously on a number of potential solutions, called a 

population, consisting of some encodings of the parameter set. In most GAs, a 

single-level binary string is used to describe the parameters for each solution. Each 

variable in the parameter set is encoded as a binary string and these are 

concatenated to form a chromosome. For example, a problem with three variables, 

x1, x2 and x3 may be mapped onto the chromosome structure in the following way: 

Although binary-coded GAs are most commonly used, alternative encoding 

strategies, such as integer and real-valued representations (Zalzala and Fleming 

1997) are also used. An example of a GA application is the Traveling Salesman 
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Problem. Here the paths of the traveling salesman are used as the chromosomes in 

the design of GAs, each integer corresponding to a city during the salesman’s 

journey. 

 

Figure 2: Binary representation of the chromosome structure 

Typically, a population is composed of between 30 and 100 individuals 

(Zalzala and Fleming 1997). The larger the population pool defined, the more the 

computing space which is required for the GA system to operate in, and the more 

the computing time which is required for each generation. 

 

Figure 3: Crossover procedure 
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10.2.2.2 Crossover 

The crossover operation is one of the genetic operators used in producing new 

individuals using the features of existing chromosomes. This procedure consists of 

three steps: 

 

(1) Two individual strings, selected at random from the population, are 

considered as the two parent chromosomes in the crossover operation. 

(2) The crossover point(s) are randomly selected, usually so that the distribution 

from which the points are drawn from is uniform. 

(3) Two new individuals are generated by exchanging the substrings that come 

after the crossover point(s) in both parents. 

 

The mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3. 

10.2.2.3 Mutation 

In GAs mutation is the operator that causes new individuals to be generated in the 

population. When mutation is applied to a bit string it sweeps down the list of bits, 

replacing each by a randomly selected bit if a probability test is passed (Davis 

1991). A single point mutation changes a 1 to 0, and vice versa. Increasing the 

numbers of mutations increases the algorithms’ freedom to search outside the 

current region of the variable space.  

 

 

Figure 4: Mutation procedure 

Figure 4 is an example of the mutation operation. Firstly, one individual to be 

mutated is selected from the population. Then the value at a randomly selected 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
Individual 

selected 

Exchange the 

value 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
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point in the chromosome, called the mutation point, is replaced by another value 

that is selected from all possible values. 

10.2.2.4 Evaluation and fitness function 

The evaluation process is driven by the fitness measurement. Each chromosome is 

assigned a value which is evaluated using the fitness function. A simple GA can be 

realized by specifying the search space and then identifying the fitness function 

(Vose 1999). Therefore, this process is the key factor in the design of the GA 

system. The chromosomes for each generation are selected based on the fitness 

value.  

The fitness function may for example be a mathematical function, an 

experiment, or a game. The function takes a chromosome as an input and returns a 

measurement of its performance on the problem we intend to solve. With the initial 

input, namely, the problem to be solved, encoded solutions to the problem, and an 

evaluation function of its solutions, we can apply the GA to a population of 

possible solutions (Davis 1991). In the case of minimization problems (e.g. the 

traveling salesman problem), the most fit individual will have the lowest 

numerical value of the associated fitness function. 

10.2.2.5 Selection 

Selection is the process of determining the numbers of times, or trials, a particular 

chromosome is chosen for reproduction and, thus, the number of offspring that an 

individual will produce. The selection of individuals can be viewed as two separate 

processes (Zalzala and Fleming 1997): 

 

 Determination of the number of trials an individual can expect to receive; 

 Conversion of the expected number of trials into a discrete number of 

offspring. 

 

There are a variety of selection methods in GAs (Haupt and Haupt 2004): 

 

 Pairing from top to bottom. Start at the top of the list and pair the 
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chromosomes two at a time until the number of selected individuals has 

reached the selection rate. 

 Random pairing. The selected chromosomes are generated randomly.  

 Weighted random pairing. The probabilities assigned to the chromosomes in 

the population pool are inversely proportional to their cost. 

 Tournament selection. A subpopulation of the chromosomes is picked at 

random. The individual from this subpopulation with the highest fitness wins 

the tournament. 

10.2.3 Fuzzy Logic concepts 

Fuzzy logic formalizes the use of linguistic terms to represent information in 

addition to numbers. For example, a length could be described as “short”, 

“medium” or “long”, where, say, “long” means 80% or more of the maximum 

length. Fuzzy sets allow many degrees of membership, as opposed to crisp sets 

allowing only   or  . 

 

Figure 5: Basic architecture of a FLS 

A crisp set is a collection of distinct objects. It is defined in such a way as to 

dichotomize the elements of a given universe of discourse into two groups: 

members and nonmembers. A fuzzy set may be viewed as a generalization of the 

concept of an ordinary set (Yan, M. Ryan et al. 1994). For a given universe of 

discourse U, a fuzzy set is determined by a membership function F  which maps 

members of U onto a membership range which is usually the interval [0 1]. 

Namely, ]1  0[: ，UF . 

A fuzzy logic system (FLS) is an inferencing system based on fuzzy set theory, 

fuzzy logic and fuzzy reasoning. The basic idea behind FLS is to incorporate the 

“expert experience” of a human operator in the design of the controller in 

controlling a process whose input-output relationship is described by a collection 

Fuzzifier Inference Engine Defuzzifier 

Fuzzy Rule Base 

input output 
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of fuzzy rules (e.g., IF-THEN rules) involving linguistic variables rather than 

using a conventional dynamic model (Lin and Lee 1996).  

Some of the popular FLS configurations include Mamdani’s fuzzy system, 

Sugeno’s fuzzy system and Tsukamoto’s fuzzy system (Jang, C.T. Sun et al. 

1997). The components of the FLS proposed by Mamdani are fuzzifier, fuzzy rule 

base, fuzzy inference engine, and defuzzifier as shown in Figure 5. 

Let us consider each in turn: 

10.2.3.1 Fuzzifier 

The fuzzifier maps the elements from an input crisp set into a fuzzy set. Since the 

FLS is based on fuzzy set theory, this process is carried out by using a membership 

function for each fuzzy set converted from the input crisp set. 

10.2.3.2 Fuzzy rule base 

Fuzzy system rules are characterized by a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. This 

collection of fuzzy rules characterizes the system’s simple input-output 

relationship. The general form of the rules in the case of a 

multi-input-single-output system (MISO) is: 

  is  THEN , is  and ... andIF: 11 GyFx  is F xR nn

(l)

 

where F and G are fuzzy sets, and where x and y are the linguistic values and 

the control variables, respectively. The variables x1…xn are the input fuzzy 

variables and y is the output variable. F and G are corresponding fuzzy sets, which 

could for example be “low” and “high”. Here, l ranges from 1 to n with n 

representing the total number of rules.  

10.2.3.3 Inference engine 

The inference engine is used to model human decision making within the 

conceptual framework of fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning. This mechanism 

has two basic tasks (Passino and Yurkovich 1998): 

 

 Determining which rules are relevant to the inputs.  
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 Drawing the conclusion using the current inputs and the information from the 

fuzzy rule base.  

 

There are various fuzzy inference methods which may be utilized in the FLS, 

the most commonly used are the following (Yan, M. Ryan et al. 1994): 

 

 The point-valued MAX-MIN fuzzy inference method. 

 The point-valued MAX-DOT fuzzy inference method. 

 

For example, we have a fuzzy rule base with two rules: 

 

IF x is A1 and y is B1 THEN z is C1 

IF x is A2 and y is B2 THEN z is C2 

 

For two inputs x and y,  
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 MAX-MIN fuzzy inference 

 

In MAX-MIN fuzzy inference, Mamdani’s minimum operation rule (Lin and 

Lee 1996) is used for fuzzy implication. Thus, the membership of the inferred 

consequence C is given by 

))(())(()(
21 21 zazaz CCC  

 

 MAX-DOT fuzzy inference 

 

In MAX-DOT fuzzy inference, Larsen’s product operation rule (Lin and Lee 

1996) is used as a fuzzy implication function. Therefore, the membership of the 

inferred consequence C is given by 

))(())(()(
21 21 zazaz CCC  
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10.2.3.4 Defuzzifier 

The defuzzifier maps fuzzy sets into a crisp point. In the FLS, two commonly used 

deffuzification strategies are the mean of maximum and the center of area (Yan, M. 

Ryan et al. 1994): 

 

 Mean of maximum method 

 

This strategy generates a control action which represents the mean value of all 

local control actions whose membership functions reach the maximum. 

 

 Center of area method 

 

This strategy generates the center of gravity of the possible distribution of a 

control action. 

10.3 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The proposed algorithm is applied to 16 hexagonal cells, as shown in Figure 6. 

The locations of the mobile stations are chosen randomly from a distribution that is 

uniform over the corresponding hexagonal cell. The numbers of the mobile 

stations in each cell may be changed in the simulation to evaluate the different 

performances of the different system capacities.  

There are 12 frequency channels in total, and each of these is allowed to serve 

any mobile user in the system under the dynamic channel allocation constraints. 

Each frequency only serves a MS in one cell if the frequency is not presently used 

in the cell, in order to avoid the interference. The call is blocked if there is no 

available channel in the cell which the call is assigned to.  

In this simulation, only co-channel interference is taken into account in order 

to simplify system modelling. The QoS is used as the performance criterion for 

the system and this is determined by RSS (Received Signal Strength), SIR (Signal 

to Interference Ratio) of a mobile station, average traffic difference, the number 

of dropped calls during handoff and the number of blocked calls during the arrival 

of new calls in the system. The simulation model used in this work is a modified 

version of the models used in (Tripathi 1997). 
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Figure 6: The topological design of the network 

10.3.1 Propagation modelling 

The RSS is a simple and widely used criterion. The RSS in dBs, PRx, is obtained 

from the transmitted power in dBs, PTx, by subtracting the mean path loss (Lu) 

and the shadow loss(s) resulting from fluctuations from the mean loss calculated 

from the Hata-Okumura propagation model (Okumura, Ohmori et al. 1968; Hata 

1980) described below. The shadow fading s, is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed 

random variable (in dB) with standard deviation   (Rappaport 2002,1996). 

 
sLPP uTxRx 

 
(1) 

where PTx is the transmission power. 

In the Hata-Okumura model, the formula for the median dB path loss in urban 

areas, Lu, takes the form: 
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where fc is the carrier frequency in MHz, hte is the effective BS antenna height in 

metres, hre is the effective MS antenna height in metres, d is the 

transmitter-receiver separation distance in kilometres and c(hre) is a correction 

factor for different sizes of coverage area. The correction term used here is that 

which is appropriate to a suburban area (Rappaport 2002,1996): 

 
       8.0log56.17.0log1.1  crecre fhfhc

 
(3) 

Assuming in this work that the BS antenna has a height of 30 meters, the height 

of the MS antenna is 3 meters and that the carrier frequency fc is assumed to be 900 

MHz as an example then, we get the total path loss: 

 
 dLu log2.3596

 (4) 

Interference in a cellular radio network may arise from co-channel 

interference, adjacent-channel interference and background noise. The first of 

these is caused by two MSs using the same channel, the second by crosstalk from 

channels whose frequencies are near each others; and the third by antenna 

thermal noise. Here, we consider only co-channel interference since the other two 

may be minimised by appropriate circuit and system design. Considering a set I 

of active MSs, the SIR of the MS Ij  is then determined from (DeFatta, 

Lucas et al. 1988): 

 







ji

iRx

jRx

j
NP

P
SIR

0,

,

 (5) 

where jRxP ,  is the received power in Watts at j, iRxP ,  is the received power in 

Watts at MS i , which is at the minimum distance for a satisfactory signal to 

noise ratio, the reuse distance. N0 is the thermal noise power in Watts.  

SIR possesses the advantage as an optimisation parameter that it is common 

to voice quality, system capacity and the rate of call dropping. The average SIR is 

the main factor in the fitness function design of the GAs optimization system for 

the channel allocation problem. This measurement is also considered as an 

important criterion for the quality of the signal received by the MS.  
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10.3.2 Mobility modelling 

Initially, each base station serves four mobile stations and they are randomly 

allocated in each cell. The MS moves from one cell to another at a constant speed 

and their velocities are in the range between 0 and 0.2 km/step. We are assuming 

the average duration of the existing calls is random in 0-8 simulation steps. If the 

call is ended, the MS is removed from the network and the channel assigned to this 

call is released back to the channel pool.   

The MS direction and the velocity remain constant throughout the whole 

journey. 

10.3.3 Traffic modelling 

Traffic is quantified by the number of calls in a cell. The average differences in the 

numbers of the calls assigned to each BTS is considered to be another important 

parameter in this simulation. Uniformity of traffic distribution is captured via the 

difference in traffic levels over the links between the cells. Since there are 

  21nn  possible links between n  cells, we can define the average traffic 

difference as (Tripathi 1997)  
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where iTr  and jTr  represent the number of MSs connected to BTSs i  and j  

respectively. 

The interarrival of calls is assumed to be random and its distribution is 

exponential with mean arrival rate  per unit time t. The arrival process is 

assumed to be by Poisson distributed (Trivedi, Ma et al. 2003). The probability 

that the number of arrivals during a given time period, denoted by A(t) equals n, 

is given by:  
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In this simulation, we assume the mean of the Poisson distribution to be 16 

and the holding time of the new incoming call is set to be 3 simulation steps. The 

calls ended or failed are removed at the end of each step and the simulation model 

continues for several hundred steps. This is based on the idea that each call is 

finished after a time interval and then releases the channel. 

 

Figure 7: System flowchart of the channel allocation using GA technique 

10.4 SYSTEM IMPELMENTATION 

10.4.1 Channel allocation via genetic algorithm 

There is no simple, closed-form relationship between QoS and its determining 

elements, making the problem a good candidate for optimisation via for example 

intelligent systems techniques. After a brief review of GAs, their application to 

channel allocation to maintain acceptable co-channel interference via SIR 

maximisation will be presented. 
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The system flowchart for the channel allocation problem using GA is shown in 

Figure 7 and the GA system is then introduced.  

The channel allocation problem becomes important because, given a number 

N of available channels satisfying the channel reuse constraint and M mobile 

stations, there are MN allocations possible. This is an NP-complete problem, and 

there are no known efficient techniques to solve such problems. The rapid growth 

of the number of allocations possible means that exhaustive searching rapidly 

becomes infeasible. GAs offer a solution that will produce workable allocations 

in an acceptable time. GAs are used to allocate the frequencies to the existing 

mobile stations in the cellular systems. By this means, the available channels are 

reused as much as possible and the interference kept to a tolerable level. This GA 

system is not terminated until it has completed the specified number of 

generations.  

10.4.1.1 Initialisation 

Each individual in the population pool is represented by a vector with a length 

equal to the number of mobile stations. The ith value in the vector determines the 

frequency channel that the mobile station i is using. For example, the individual 

is set by assigning channel 1 to the first mobile station and channel 3 to the last 

one, as in Figure 8. 

 
1 2 ………….. 6 3 

Figure 8: An example of an individual 

Since our system is following the dynamic channel allocation rules 

(Rappaport 2002,1996), each initial individual is set by the random selection of 

frequency channels, with allocation permitted if and only if that frequency is not 

presently in use in that cell. This is illustrated in Figure 9. 

 

Channel number 

m individuals 
1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3 

--------------------------------------------- 

3 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8 

Figure 9: GA population pool 
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10.4.1.2 Crossover 

The m individuals resulting from the evaluation and selection in the last 

generation are sent to the crossover module. By pairing individual n with 

individual m-n+1, the m surviving individuals are separated into pairs as parents 

of new individuals. 

Uniform crossover is the method of choice in this work. Each bit of the 

offspring is created by copying the corresponding bit from one or the other parent 

selected at random with equal probability, as shown in Figure 10. Uniform 

crossover has advantage that ordering of bits is entirely irrelevant because there is 

no linkage between adjacent bits. Multipoint crossover takes half of the material 

from each parent in alternation, while uniform crossover decides independently 

which parent to choose. When the population has largely converged, the exchange 

between two similar parents leads to a very similar offspring. This is less likely to 

happen with uniform crossover particularly with small population sizes, and so, 

gives more robust performance (Vose 1999). 

 

 

1 3 … 2 5 8 

 

 

1 6 … 2 3 8 

 

 

4 6 … 7 3 8 

 

Figure 10: Crossover process 

10.4.1.3 Mutation 

After reproduction and crossover, one element on one individual changes in the 

range of possible frequency channels with a mutation probability. Figure 11 

below shows an example of the mutation operation. The value at the mutating 

Parent 1 

Parent 2 
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point is exchanged with an available channel which is randomly selected from the 

channel pool. 

 

1 3 … 3 6 1 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Mutation process 

10.4.1.4 Evaluation 

Two characteristics are considered for the evaluation procedure in this work. 

Firstly, the average SIR of mobile stations must be as high as possible. On the 

other hand, the minimum SIR requirement for all users must be met. The 

interference between the mobile stations using the same group of channels will 

be too high if the average SIR is below the minimum value, since the more 

mobile stations that reuse the same channel the more interference occurs and 

hence a smaller value of SIR for the corresponding mobile station. The 

requirement is set at 9 dB (Tuomaala 2002) in this system.  

The fitness function in this case thus has the following form: 

 
  JSIRPSIRfitness avg 

 
(8) 

where SIRavg is the average SIR in dB,  SIRP  is a penalty function which 

decreases the fitness if the value of SIR is lower than 9dB, and J adds 

randomness. Here the form of P(SIR) and J used were respectively (Tuomaala 

2002): 

   )))min(,9min(9(5 SIRSIRP   (9) 

 10000

UJ 
 (10) 

where U is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. 

1 3 … 5 6 1 
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10.4.1.5 Selection 

A simple selection scheme is utilised, in which the better half of the individuals 

is retained and the worse half is eliminated. The selected individuals will 

contribute the next generation and the process is repeated until the process is 

completed. 

 

Figure 12: System flowchart of call blocking process using our fuzzy logic and the channel 

borrowing technique 

10.4.1.6 Termination 

The number of generations is set in the program as described in the simulation 

section. The larger the number of generations of the GA system, the more 

programming recourses (e.g. time, memory etc.) is required. In general, the fitness 
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value of the fittest individuals selected from the population pool is reaching a 

constant level during the generations. In order to identify the optimum number of 

generations for the GA system, a parameter evaluation step of the program needs 

to be taken; this will be described in the simulation section. 

 

1   1 0 … 0 1 0 

0 1 1 … 1 0 0 

… … … … … … … 

1 1 0 … 0 0 0 

0 0 1 … 1 1 1 

Figure 13: Space matrix representation 

10.4.2 Call blocking problem using a fuzzy logic and channel borrowing 

technique 

Clearly, a practical cellular radio system is not infinite in its capacity to admit 

new calls. The call blocking probability is the probability that a new call is not 

admitted to any mobile service because of a lack of network resources(Walrand 

and Varaiya 1996). Using a dynamic channel allocation scheme, new calls are 

assigned to one of the available channels in the channel pool with the channel 

reuse constraints satisfied. If no channel can be allocated without violating any 

reuse constraint, the call is blocked.  

Figure 12 shows a system flowchart of the call blocking process using our 

fuzzy logic and the channel borrowing technique. 

10.4.2.1 Channel assignment control  

The optimum channel allocation solution from the GA stage may be represented 

by space F, a 1612 binary matrix containing the frequencies used in each cell of 

the system. The matrix is updated whenever a new incoming call is assigned an 

available channel or an existing call ends releasing the channel. An element, fjk, 

in the matrix is assigned the value 1 when channel j is assigned the mobile station 
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in cell k and the value 0 when it is not. This gives a typical space matrix of the 

form shown in Figure 13. 

Once a new call is waiting for a frequency channel, simply assign the channel 

with the highest fitness value if there are available channels which will not be 

used in the corresponding cell. Based on the principle of dynamic channel 

allocation, we say the cell is busy if all the frequency channels have been used to 

serve the MSs in the cell. If a new incoming call is waiting in a busy cell, this MS 

will be either blocked or it will borrow an available channel from a nearby cell. 

During this process, the combined fuzzy logic and channel borrowing algorithm 

is triggered whenever a waiting call in a busy cell is going to assign an available 

channel from a nearby cell and fuzzy logic is used to decide which cell is chosen.  

10.4.2.2 Fuzzy Logic System 

The fuzzy logic system used in the implementation is based on the Mamdani FLS, 

the same system as used in the handoff problem. The combination of the received 

signal strength RSSc from the candidate BS, SIRc of the available channel with 

the highest fitness value in the candidate cell and the numbers of the MSs 

connected in the cell, Trc, is used as the input to the FLS using which the value of 

the membership function for each candidate BS, memc, is calculated. The BS 

with the highest value of memc will then be chosen as the cell which the waiting 

MS will assign the channel from. The structure is schematically represented in 

Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: A schematic representation of the fuzzy logic system for call blocking control 
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10.4.2.3 Membership Function 

The universe of discourse for each input variable is classified into three fuzzy 

sets, “high”, “normal” and “low”. To get sufficient accuracy for output 

classification, the output variables are divided into seven fuzzy sets, “highest”, 

“higher”, “high”, “normal”, “low”, “lower”, “lowest”, according to different 

combinations of input fuzzy sets defined by the rule base. Since the output fuzzy 

variables are used for comparison, and hence have no real physical meaning, the 

centre of the membership function for each output fuzzy set can be set as shown 

in Table 1. The centre of the membership function for each input fuzzy set is 

presented in Table 2 in terms of the maximum values permitted during the 

operation of the program. 

Table 1: Fuzzy output sets 

 Lowest Lower Low Normal High Higher Highest 

memc 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Table 2: The centres of input fuzzy membership 

 Low Normal High 

RSS RSS_min (RSS_max+RSS_min)/2 RSS_max 

SIR SIR_min (SIR_max+SIR_min)/2 SIR_max 

Traffic MS_min (MS_max+MS_min)/2 MS_max 

10.4.2.4 Fuzzy Logic Rule Base 

In our system, the fuzzy rule base is summarised in Table 3. 

10.5 SYSTEM EVALUATION VIA SIMULATION 

The system contains 16 base stations, each of them is serving 6 mobile users and 

there are 12 frequencies in total. Each of the channels is allowed to service any 

mobile user in the system under the dynamic channel allocation constrains. A 

typical system model is shown as in figure 15. 
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Table 3: The fuzzy logic rule base for our call blocking problem 

10.5.1 Tuning GA parameters 

Initially, a random channel is selected from the channel pool of the 12 frequency 

channels and the channel is only allowed to serve one mobile user in one cell once 

under the dynamic channel constrains. 12 individuals are randomly selected to 

form the population pool and each is represented by a vector with a length equal to 

the number of the mobile stations. 

 

 

 

Rule No. RSSc SIRc Trc memc 

1 High High High High 

2 High High Normal Higher 

3 High High Low Highest 

4 High Normal High Normal 

5 High Normal Normal High 

6 High Normal Low Higher 

7 High Low High Low 

8 High Low Normal Normal 

9 High Low Low High 

10 Normal High High Normal 

11 Normal High Normal High 

12 Normal High Low Higher 

13 Normal Normal High Low 

14 Normal Normal Normal Normal 

15 Normal Normal Low High 

16 Normal Low High Lower 

17 Normal Low Normal Low 

18 Normal Low Low Normal 

19 Low High High Low 

20 Low High Normal Normal 

21 Low High Low High 

22 Low Normal High Lower 

23 Low Normal Normal Low 

24 Low Normal Low Normal 

25 Low Low High Lowest 

26 Low Low Normal Lower 

27 Low Low Low Low 
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10.5.1.1 Effect of Crossover probability 

In order to achieve the best performance, the GA system was run with different 

crossover probability (Pc) in the range 0.2 to 1.0. For this test, the mutation 

probability is set to 0.2 and generation number is equal to 500; 500 having been 

found to be sufficiently large for the GA to stabilize. The results showed that a Pc 

of 0.6 produced the most rapid rise and reaches the highest fitness value after 250 

generations. Therefore, the value of 0.6 is chosen to be the optimum crossover 

probability in this simulation.  

 

Figure 15: The graphic design of the cellular radio system model 

10.5.1.2 Effect of Mutation probability 

The effect of mutation probability, Pm is tested in a similar manner to crossover 

probability. The GA was run with different mutation probability in the range 0.2 to 

1.0. The crossover probability was set to 0.6 and the generation number was set to 

500. The maximum fitness as a function of generation results showed that the 

evolution of the fitness values of the GA system significantly depends on the 

mutation probability. With high mutation probability, the fitness values showed 
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more variability. This may be caused by the fact that some individuals with the 

better fitness values are eliminated by the high rate of mutation and the fitness of 

the population does not stabilize. 

With the lower values of mutation rates, the fitness values evolve more gently. 

From the results, the one with the mutation probability of 0.2 shows the best 

convergence and reaches the best fitness value in the end.  

Therefore, the value 0.2 is chosen as the mutation probability in this 

simulation. 

10.5.1.3 Effect of Number of generations 

The previous results showed that with the crossover probability = 0.6 and the 

mutation probability = 0.2 the GA produces the best performance. With those two 

values, the fitness values stabilize in less than 300 generations. 

In order to use the system for the call blocking and handoff problems, its 

capacity needs to be adjustable. In other words, changes in the number of MSs and 

the available frequencies are necessary in future simulations to evaluate the 

different performances in respect of different network capacities. In order to 

identify the optimum number of generations, tests are carried out with different 

numbers of mobile stations in each cell.  

The GA tests were carried out with different system capacities and each of 

them run for 1000 generations. The results were that all the fitness values achieved 

their maximum values in less that some 600 generations. Therefore, 600 

generations is assumed to be a reasonable number of generations to use in the call 

blocking and handoff problem.  

10.5.2 Performance evaluation 

Here a GA is applied to the problem of optimizing the channel allocation scheme 

in cellular radio networks. In this scenario, 16 base stations are considered and 

each cell has a radius of 3 km. This network is optimized using a GA to allocate 

the available channels to the existing mobile stations in each cell, in order to keep 

the interference to a tolerable level. Obviously, the larger the number of frequency 

channels, or the fewer the number of MSs, the better the network performs. 
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Figure 16: The best fitness value as a function of the number of frequency channels allocated to the 

network 

In Figure 16, the system with 4 MS/cell is allocated using the frequency 

channels from a range of 5 to 19. In the case where the number of frequency 

channels is less than 9, the result is a really low fitness value and thus poor 

performance. The fitness function of this GA system is based on the average SIR 

value of the network. In order to meet the minimum requirement which was set at 

9 dB in the system, the number of frequency channels must be at least 12 channels 

for this 4×16 network (e.g. 16 cells and 4 mobile stations per cell). 

10.5.3 Call blocking problem using a combined fuzzy logic and simple channel 

borrowing technique 

In this section, the simple channel borrowing technique is applied to deal with the 

call blocking problems for the new call arrivals, and fuzzy logic is used to decide 

which cell the channel is borrowed from. The performance metrics include the 

cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of SIR, RSS, traffic differences and the 

number of the blocked calls. 
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Initially, the frequency channels are optimally allocated to the existing mobile 

users by GA before the new calls arrive. The algorithms are applied to 4, 6, 8, and 

10 MS/cell network models as samples to show how the system performs for 

different capacities of the cellular network. 

The new call is only assigned a channel if the frequency is not being used in the 

cell which the call arrived in; otherwise the call is blocked based on the principle 

of dynamic channel assignment. In this simulation, a comparison is made between 

the proposed combined fuzzy logic system and a conventional dynamic channel 

assignment method.  

10.5.4 Performance evaluation 

The results for the number of blocked calls and CDF of blocked calls when using 

our fuzzy logic system was then compared with the numbers of the blocked calls 

made by the conventional dynamic channel allocation technique over 200 runs of 

the 4 networks models. The results were that a reduction of over 70% blocked calls 

was achieved by using the fuzzy logic system.  

The average values of SIR, RSS, traffic differences and the numbers of blocked 

calls achieved by using the two different algorithms in each of the 4, 6, 8, and 10 

MS/cell network models are shown in Table 4.  

Table 4: The results of the system performance for the call blocking problem 

 SIR(dB) RSS(dB) Tr(Call No.) Blocked calls 

4 10.7 12.7 -85.6 -84.7 3.6 3.7 23 162 

6 10.3 11.6 -86.0 -85.0 3.6 3.7 52 174 

8 10.3 11.4 -85.3 -85.0 3.6 3.7 40 170 

10 9.9 11.1 -86.3 -85.0 3.5 3.6 38 172 

 Fuzzy Con. Fuzzy Con. Fuzzy Con. Fuzzy Con. 

The table shows that these two algorithms did not affect the values of the 

average values of the RSS and traffic differences. However there was a slight 

reduction in the average SIR values in the case of the fuzzy logic system. This was 

caused by the large numbers of blocked calls made by the conventional algorithms. 

Since there were much fewer mobile users who were served in the network, the 

average SIR values were better than that for a high capacity network. The goal here 

is to try to reduce the numbers of blocked calls as much as possible while keeping 
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the average SIR at a tolerable level in the network. In this simulation, the tolerable 

SIR value is set as 9dB as we used in the fitness function of GA system. 

Analyses were performed on the results for the average SIR for the different 

algorithms in 4 network models. The results show that the difference in 

performance decreased as the network’s capacity increases. 

10.6 CONCLUSION 

The objective of this chapter was to apply intelligent systems to achieve best QoS 

performance in cellular radio systems. This chapter has addressed this objective by 

optimizing the following three main problems: 

 

 channel allocation problem: how to allocate the available frequency channels 

to the existing mobile stations in the network and minimize the interference 

caused by the reused channels   

 call blocking problem: how to reduce the numbers of blocked calls during the 

arrival of calls 

 

In this chapter, genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic are applied to the problems. 

Each of the components of the proposed implementation is studied and tested 

using the Matlab environment. 

 

The main contributions of this chapter are: 

 

 Genetic Algorithm optimized channel allocation  

 This problem has been formulated as a SIR maximization problem. The 

performance of each component of the algorithm have been evaluated with 

different parameters. With the tested parameter settings, the genetic 

algorithm optimized channel allocation scheme shows that the algorithm 

works relatively consistently in optimizing the network; the resulting 

performance of the network increases with available resources (frequency 

channels) as expected. 

 Fuzzy logic and channel borrowing technique applied to call blocking 

problem 
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Call blocking probability is the probability that a new call is not admitted to 

any mobile service because of a lack of network resources. Under the dynamic 

channel allocation scheme, a new call is blocked if no channel can be allocated 

without violating any reuse constraint. The combination of fuzzy logic algorithm 

and the simple channel borrowing technique is applied to reduce the number of 

blocked calls during the arrival of new calls. The fuzzy logic system resulted in a 

reduction of over 70% blocked calls compared to a conventional dynamic channel 

allocation technique. The penalty being that the average SIR value is less than 2 

dB. 

10.7 FURTHER STUDIES 

10.7.1 Genetic Programming (GP) 

GP is an extension of GAs into the area of computer program induction by 

evolutionary search. According to the research in (Chou and Wang 1998), GP has 

been successfully applied to the channel assignment problem in wireless networks. 

A comparison of GP and GA based methods for the channel allocation problem 

could be conducted as further research work. A brief introduction of GP is 

presented below as follows. 

In GP, the individuals in a population are computer programs instead of binary 

strings, each of which is extended to determine its performance. The problem itself 

in GP does not represent a solution, but the solution is realised by running these 

programs and collecting results.  

Compared with GAs, GPs have inherited most of the features of GAs, 

including crossover, mutation and fitness. A GP starts with an initial population of 

randomly-generated computer programs, composed of functions and terminals 

appropriate to the problem domain. 

10.7.2 Channel borrowing strategy 

In this research, a simple channel borrowing technique is applied to reduce the 

numbers of blocked calls during the arrival of new calls, and this method 

performed quite well. This method can also be applied to the handoff problem. An 
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alternative channel borrowing strategy called BDCL (borrowing with directional 

channel locking) is introduced in (Yeung, T.P. Yum et al. 1996).  

 

This strategy includes: 

 

 FCA with BDCL for handoff calls 

 BDCL with channel reservation 

 FCA with BDCL for handoff calls allows a handoff call to borrow a channel 

using BDCL strategy if no free nominal channel in the call arrival cell is 

available. In BDCL with channel reservation, both newly arriving calls and 

handoff calls can use a borrowed channel. But a fixed number of nominal 

channels in a cell are reserved for exclusive use of handoff calls. Our 

simulation work can be further extended with this strategy to reduce the 

numbers of dropped and blocked calls during both the handoff and newly 

arriving call process. 
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Chapter 11 

Design of Survivable Dense-Wavelength-Division-

Multiplexing Optical Mesh Transport Networks Using 

Genetic Algorithms  

Yousef S. Kavian, W. Ren, Evor L. Hines, Mark S. Leeson, Habib F. Rashvand and 

Majid Naderi 

11.1 MODERN TRANSPORT NETWORKS 

Transport networks provide bulk carriage for client networks including asynchronous 

transfer mode (ATM) and Internet protocol (IP) networks, and synchronous optical 

networking (SONET) and synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH), (SONET/SDH) 

networks. Telephony networks consisting of twisted pair copper wires were the 

original transport networks. Whereas modern wavelength-routed optical transport 

networks use fiber optic cables, and nodal devices including optical cross-connect 

switches (OXCs) and optical add-drop multiplexers (OADMs) to connect end users 

(Doucette, 2005; Murthy and Gurusamy, 2004). An OXC can route an optical signal 

from an input fiber to an output fiber without performing optoelectronic conversion 

and an OADM is employed to add or drop some part of traffic between access points. 

Modern transport networks employ the Dense-Wavelength-Division-Multiplexing 

(DWDM) technique as a new transport network technology due to its ability to 

greatly increase network bandwidth (Kartalopoulos, 2000); using the DWDM 

technique a single fiber can operate at multiple Tb/s transmission rates. In 

wavelength-routed DWDM optical transport networks, a variety of services 

including voice, data and video are multiplexed together and routed from origin to 

http://www.phptr.com/authors/bio.asp?a=f5c37aba-42fa-4c79-aacf-f1f0a62ec680
http://www.phptr.com/authors/bio.asp?a=36433a9b-a587-4a62-9b75-96e02d8d6469
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destination over a common infrastructure called lightpaths or an all-optical 

communication channel without any optical-electronic-optical conversion and 

buffering at the intermediate nodes; this is known as wavelength routing (Mukherjee, 

2000). 

DWDM optical transport networks are being increasingly deployed in next 

generation wide area, metropolitan, and local area network infrastructures. Figure 1 

shows different service layer schemes that utilize DWDM optical networks as 

backbones. Each sub-network can be operated separately as if it had its own 

dedicated transmission system, but in reality they can be thought of as various 

service layers within the underlying transport networks. Service layers can be found 

in a variety of different stacking arrangements, and each acts as a transport network 

for the next higher layer (Doucette, 2005). In first model, IP packet data served by an 

ATM layer (Tanenbaum, 2003) that carries its packet data payloads and this in turn 

is served by a SONET/SDH layer that is itself served by a lower DWDM layer. In 

other models, the header payloads, complexity and cost are decreased as a result of 

the integration of IP over DWDM networks (Ghani et al., 2003; Tomsu and 

Schmutzer, 2002).   
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Figure 1: A summary of the different service layer schemes.  
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11.1.1 Survivability  

Nowadays it is necessary to implement optical transport networks with 100% traffic 

restoration against network component failures. DWDM optical networks are prone 

to failures and unexpected problems with network components (such as link and 

node failures) at the optical layer may result in multiple failures at client layers such 

as the IP layer (Medard and Lumetta, 2001; Mohan and Murthy, 2000). Furthermore, 

aggregation bandwidths of the order of several terabits-per-second per fiber, using 

the DWDM technique, causes enormous data and revenue loss in the event of 

network failure. Therefore maintaining a high level of resilience is an important and 

crucial issue in the design of fault tolerant DWDM optical networks. This means 

there is a need for the network to have the ability to restore traffic upon failure (Zhou 

and Subramaniam, 2000).  

Traffic restoration may be provided at the optical layer or the higher client layer; 

each of which has its own merits. Restoration at the optical layer has several 

advantages, such as shorter restoration time, efficient resource utilization, and 

protocol transparency, over that at the client layer. A network with restoration 

capability requires redundant capacity or spare resources to cover the failures. In 

case of single link failure, during design of a survivable network, in addition to 

setting up a working lightpath between each original and destination node pair,
w

od
P , 

to satisfy traffic demand, another spare lightpath, 
s

od
P , needs to be established 

between the node pair, too. The spare lightpath is employed as the means to restore 

the traffic demand in the event of failure of a working lightpath. For example as 

shown in Figure 2 the spare lightpath CBAD:P s

od
  protects working 

path CED:Pw

od
 against a single link failure on link E-C. 

Integration of survivability into the network core at the optical layer to design 

fault tolerant networks is an extremely complicated problem, which is known to be 

NP-hard (Ramamurthy et al., 2003). One of the most important problems in 

designing survivable optical networks is the routing and wavelength assignment 

(RWA) problem (Ramaswami and Sivarajan, 1995) in that for each connection 

request between original-destination node pairs in the demand matrix, a path and 

appropriate wavelengths are allocated to that request according to an objective 

function and constraints (Zang et al., 2000; Kennington et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of a DWDM survivable optical mesh network. 

11.1.2 Survivability Mechanisms  

Two failure recovery mechanisms called protection and restoration provide the basis 

of the different schemes in the design of survivable optical mesh networks 

(Bhandari, 1999). Protection architectures (Maier et al., 2002) establish working and 

spare lightpaths for arrival requests during network configuration, whereas 

restoration architectures (Ramamuthy and Mukherjee, 1999) use network state 

variables to assign spare lightpaths in the event of failure. Whilst the former is static 

and offers a faster restoration time, the latter is dynamic with greater bandwidth 

efficiency. The protection architecture is classified into two major categories, 

dedicated protection and shared protection. In dedicated protection, backup 

resources along spare lightpath are specifically dedicated to that lightpath and cannot 

be utilized by other spare ligthpaths; in the shared protection scheme redundant 

resources can be shared between several spare ligthpaths (Ho, 2004). Dedicated 

protection is faster than shared protection, but shared protection is more efficient for 

resource utilization. 

Both protection and restoration architectures can be further divided into path and 

link survivability schemes. In the path survivability scheme, the working and spare 
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lightpaths must be link disjoint so that in the event of failure of a working lightpath 

the traffic is rerouted through its spare lightpath. Xin and Rouskas (2004) studied the 

application of a path protection scheme in the design of large-scale optical networks. 

In the link survivability scheme, the traffic is rerouted only around the failed link. 

Whilst the former provides efficient utilization of redundant resources and lower 

propagation delay, the latter provides lower switching delay (Zhang and Mukherjee, 

2004).  

Figure 3 shows the various DWDM optical mesh transport network protection 

and restoration schemes. 

The design of fault tolerant optical core networks with protection and restoration 

schemes has received considerable attention in recent years, with for example the 

design principles and state of the art being described by Ho and Mouftah (2004). The 

basic concepts, architectures, models and mechanisms of fault management in 

survivable optical networks were addressed by Park (2004).  

 

 

Figure 3: Protection and restoration schemes.  
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The integer linear programming (ILP) approach has been extensively employed 

for modeling different survivability schemes in the literature with surveys by 

Kennington et al. (2006) and Ramamurthy et al. (2003). ILP works well for small 

problems with linear objective functions and constraints and for small networks 

where the number of decision variables increases dramatically by increasing the size 

of networks. However the limitations of ILP models have led to the introduction of 

diverse heuristic algorithms. 

Shenai and Sivalingam (2005) presented hybrid survivability approaches for 

optical WDM mesh networks. Zhang et al. (2004) presented a heuristic algorithm for 

the design of survivable WDM networks. Zang et al. (2003) addressed the routing 

and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem in a network with path protection under 

duct-layer constraints. Liu et al. (2005) focused on the routing of backup paths and 

spare capacity allocation in the network to guarantee seamless communication 

services under failure. Yang et al. (2005) presented resource efficient provisioning 

solutions in WDM mesh networks, which achieved the objective of maximizing 

resource sharing. The problem of survivable lightpath provisioning using shared path 

protection in optical mesh networks employing WDM was investigated by Ou et al. 

(2004). In addition, Ho (2004) has considered mesh WDM optical networks with 

partial wavelength conversion capability.  

11.2 GENETIC ALGORITHMS  

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic global search method based on natural 

biological evolution and genetics (Holland, 1975) that may be employed to solve 

optimization problems that are not well suited for standard optimization algorithms, 

including those where the objective function is discontinuous or non differentiable. 

Unlike traditional optimization techniques, GAs works with coding of parameters, 

rather than the parameters themselves. The decision variables are encoded into finite 

length strings called chromosomes. In contrast to traditional search methods, GAs 

work with a population of candidate solutions and good solutions are distinguished 

from bad solutions using an objective function that may be a mathematical model, a 

computer simulation or a logical decision called the fitness function (Goldberg, 

1989). Figure 4 shows the flowchart of a typical GA’s search for solutions.  

The GA repeatedly modifies a population of individual solutions and at each step 

selects individuals from the current population to be parents to produce children for 
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the next generation. Selection rules are used to choose parents; crossover rules 

combine two parents to form children and mutation rules apply random changes to 

parents to form children. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The flowchart of genetic algorithm. 
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11.3 MATHEMATICAL MODELING  

Essentially the RWA problem is to determine the wavelength routed working and 

spare paths for a given demand matrix, while minimizing the wavelength channels 

used. It is assumed that the network topology is represented as a directed graph 

G(N,L), where },...,,{ 21 NnnnN  is the set of nodes and },...,,{ 21 MlllL   is the set 

of connecting links in the network. The demand matrix NNdodD ][ ),( aggregates 

demand between origin and destination node pairs ),( do . It is given in terms of the 

number of wavelengths, taken for all links from the set },...,,{ 21 W , required 

for each connection, )d,o(
d . The sets of eligible working paths, 

w

od , and spare paths 
s

od , between each node pair before and after of the event of failure are pre-

computed using the  -shortest paths algorithm. 

Let us now consider some of the key components:  

 

(1) Objective function 

The proportion of working capacity (number of wavelengths required) allocated 

to working (spare) lightpaths is denoted by w

l
f  ( s

l
f ) for link l . The minimization of 

the wavelengths utilized by working and spare lightpaths to service a given demand 

matrix may be written as; 

 

(1) 








 


)(min
1

s

l

M

l

w

lC fff  

(2) 
w

l
f 

)d,o( P w

od,k

w
k,w

l

w , Ll , D  , 

(3) s

l
f 

)d,o( P w

od,k

w
k,s

l

s , Ll , D  

Link l  is traversed by a set of kth  working (spare) paths 
k,w

l
P  (

k,s

l
P ). The 

indicator od,k

w
w ( od,k

w
s ) is set to 1 if the kth  working (spare) path between node 

pair ),( do uses wavelength w , and to 0 otherwise.  
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(2) The link-capacity constraint. The total number of occupied wavelengths, 

working and spare, on each link is bounded by the number of wavelengths per link 

W , which is the product of the number of channels per link, chn , and the number of 

wavelengths per channel, ch .  

 

 (4)    Wff s

l

w

l  , Ll  

 

(3) The satisfaction constraint. Each link of the working and spare paths that is 

assigned for a connection request between each node pair ),( do  must satisfy the 

demand between that node pair.  

 

)d,o(

W

1w

od,k

w
dw 



, Ll , D)d,o(   

(5) 

)d,o(

W

1w

od,k

w
ds 



, Ll , D)d,o(   

 

(4) The wavelength utilization constraint. Each wavelength can be utilized only 

by working paths or by spare paths. 

  

(6) 1sw od,k

w

od,k

w
  

 

(5) Disjointness. The working path and the spare path, ),( ),(),(

s

do

w

do PP , between 

each node pair ),( do  must be link disjoint to cover single link failure. This 

constraint guarantees that in the event of failure only one of the working path and 

spare path will fail, and hence the failure will be accommodated by a spare path.   

 

(7)  s

)d,o(

w

)d,o( PP , D)d,o(   

This constraint is satisfied if and only if   s

od

w

od , D)d,o(  . 
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(6) Failure Modeling  

It is assumed that only single link failures, Figure 5, occur during any time period 

of network operation for both DPP and SPP; this being the most realistic failure 

model for DWDM networks (Shenai and Sivalingam, 2005), where link failures are 

assumed to be independent of each other and the probability of a single link failure is 

the same for all links and has a uniform distribution function given 

by LlMef  ,1)( ( Saradhi et al. 2004). Therefore, the quality of protection 

(QoP) against the failures is the same for all links in the network. 

 

 (7)  -Shortest Paths Problem 

The -Shortest path procedure is often needed to design reliable communication 

networks (Wei and shong, 1999). The  -Shortest path problem consists of the 

determination of a set of shortest paths between a given ),( do node pair of nodes,  

}P,...,P{)( 1od   , when the objective function of the shortest path problem is 

considered. That is, not only is the shortest path is to be determined, but so do the 

second shortest, the third shortest, and so on up to the  -th shortest path. 

Lawler (1972) proposed the best known algorithm in computation order 

))log(( nnmO  in an undirected graph with n nodes and m links. While the best 

known bound is ))log(( nnmnO  in directed graphs (Katoh et al., 1982). The  -

shortest paths algorithm is an extension of the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm 

(Mittal, and P. Mirchandani, 2004). The algorithm is outlined using pseudo code in 

Figure 6, where od  is the final set of n shortest paths found between node pair 

),( do and P is the set of possible paths. For each path p of P, L(p) is the set of links 

of p in increasing cost order.  

 

 

 

 

ji

 
Figure 5: Single link failure.  
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 od  

P  

For each node No  

          For each node }o{Nd   

 Find the shortest path SP between o and d using Dijkstra Algorithm 

 }SP{PP   

 n = 1 

 While (n <  ) and ( P ) 

  Take the first path p of P  

             }p{PP   

  }{podod     

  Search L(p) 

  While (L(p)   ) and (n <  ) 

              Take the lowest cost link l of L(p) 

              L(p) = L(p) – {l} 

              Remove the link l of the network and  

                                      Search the new shortest path SP’ between o and d   

                                      (Dijkstra Algorithm) 

   If SP’ is found 

    }SP{PP '  

    }{ 'SPodod   

    n = (n +1) 

   End If 

   Reinsert l in the network 

  End While 

 End While 

          End For 

End For 

 

Figure 6: The pseudo code for the K-Shortest paths algorithm.  
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For a single link failure, the weight of connecting link between node pair )j,i(  

is assigned to infinity in the event of failure and to fiber length in kilometers ,
j

l , 

otherwise. 

 

(8) 

In the event of failure 











j

j

l

)l(   

Otherwise 

11.4 GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED MODEL  

The complexity of the survivable network design problem and the ability of GAs to 

search for solutions for the complex problem in large-scale search space, lead to the 

provision of a GA based model for this problem. The main reasons for applying a 

GA to this problem can be summarized as: 

(1) Design of survivable DWDM optical transport networks is an NP-hard 

problem. 

(2) The GA is employed in a dedicated manner to model dedicated path 

protection and shared path protection that are offline survivability approaches, where 

all the calculations to establish working and spare lightpaths are realized during the 

process of network set-up; before the network starts to operate. 

(3) The GA does not have the limitations of integer linear programming (ILP) 

approaches including the linearity of constraints and objective functions and it is 

possible to design survivable DWDM optical transport networks according to 

nonlinear constraints and objective function including quality of service (QoS) 

criteria.  

(4) GAs have been successfully employed for designing communication 

networks (Ahn and Ramakrishna, 2002; Arabas and Kozdrowski, 2001; Inagaki and 

Haseyama, 2005; Chi-Chun and Wei-Hsin, 2000; He et al., 2004; Yang et al. 2003; 

Pierre and Legault, 1998) and solving NP-hard problems (De Jong et al., 1989). 

(5) Furthermore Drenzer and Salhi (2002) compared the performance of descent 

algorithms, tabu search, simulated annealing and GAs to find the best network 

configuration for the one-way and two-way network problem, where the objective 

was minimizing the total travel time of all users by minimizing the total vehicle 
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miles traveled. It was found that for realistic network sizes the GA outperformed the 

other algorithms in finding the best the best solution, while taking a longer 

computation time than other methods (Ukkusuri et al., 2007).       

 

1
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Figure 7: Encoding of lightpaths into variable length chromosomes. 

11.4.1 Encoding lightpaths into variable length chromosomes  

The key point of connection between GA and an optimization problem is the 

mapping of the decision variables into chromosomes that affect the accuracy of 

possible solutions found by the GA. In the problem of survivable DWDM optical 

mesh network design; the ultimate outcome is a set of working and spare lightpaths 

between each ),( do to satisfy a demand request, in the context of the objective 

function, Eq.(1), and the constraints Eq.(4)-Eq.(7). The chromosome is defined by 

assigning the integer l to each link with corresponding wavelength set 

},...,,{ ,2,1, Wlll  . Then each path of the  -shortest paths between each node pair 

),( do  is assigned a binary code and is encoded to a string,  Kdo PPSTR ,...,1),(  . 

The chromosome is a binary string formed by concatenation of the strings so that the 

length of each chromosome is a function of   and the number of requests, Q, in the 

demand matrix. Figure 7 is a schematic overview of the encoding of lightpaths into 

variable length chromosomes. As shown in the figure, the set of  - shortest paths 

between )d,o(  constructs a sub-graph of the network graph; i.e. )L,N(Gg
od
 . 
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For encoding, the least significant value code is assigned to the shortest path of the 

sub-graph od
g and the most significant value code is assigned to the longest one. 

Therefore the sub-graph od
g is encoded into a variable length binary string formed 

by concatenation of the binary codes as a chromosome. 

 

1- Evaluate the fitness, if  , of each individual in the population. 

2- Compute the probability (slot size), ip , of selecting each member of the 

population:  
n

1k kii f/fp , where n is the population size. 

3- Calculate the cumulative probability, i
q  , for each individual:  

i
1j ji pq . 

4- Generate a uniform random number, ]1,0(r .  

5- If 1qr  then select the first chromosome, 1x , else select the individual 

ix  such that i1i qrq   . 

6- Repeat steps 4–5 n times to create n candidates in the mating pool. 

 

Figure 8: The steps of implementation of roulette wheel. 

11.4.2 Creating the next generation 

Crossover: This operation produces new, fitter chromosomes having some parts of 

the genetic material from both parents. In this work, path crossover involves the 

exchange of K-short lightpaths between ),( do node pairs to traverse demand traffic. 

As illustrated in Figure 9(a), to accommodate the load demanded between (A, E) and 

(D, E), one wavelength and two lightpath parents, {[A-B-C-E], [D-E]} and {[A-B-

E], [D-A-E]}, are needed.  After the crossover operation, the two offspring will be 

{[A-B-E], [D-E]] and {[A-B-C-E], [D-A-E]}. The former is less costly and so is 

probably selected for addition to the next generation.  
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Selection: A particular individual is selected for reproduction based on its fitness 

value. In this work, a virtual roulette wheel (Kwong et al., 2000) is employed to 

select fitter parent chromosomes. Each chromosome in the population is associated 

with a sector in this wheel and the area of each sector is proportional to the fitness 

value of its chromosome, increasing the probability that the fitter chromosomes are 

selected. Figure 8 indicates the steps in the implementation of a roulette wheel 

(Goldberg, 1989).  

Mutation: Mutation is the random adjustment of one part of the chromosome and 

often enables the recovery of good genetic material that may be lost through the 

generations. In this case, a binary mutation operates on a gene (bit) of an element 

(binary path code) of a chromosome and complements it.  The application of 

mutation to one of the parents from Figure 9(a), {[A-B-C-E], [D-E]} is shown in 

Figure 9(b).  After the mutation operation on each light path, the new offspring 

(lightpath) is {[A-B-E], [D-A-E]}. 

 

Figure 9: (a) The crossover operation.  
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Figure 9: (b) The mutation operation. 

11.4.3 Fitness Function  

The fitness is a measure of the relative performance of individuals in GAs and here is 

a weighted sum, with weights ww  and sw for the working and spare capacity 

respectively thus 

 





M

1l

s

ls

M

1l

w

lw f.wf.w)w(fitness  (9) 

11.4.4 The Initial Population 

The nature of the initial population created and its size affects the speed and the 

accuracy of the GA in its convergence to solutions. Large population sizes produce 

generally better solutions but are very costly in terms of time and memory usage and 

finding an efficient population size is dependent on the problem considered. The 

initial path between ),( do can be generated at random by choosing a path between 

each )d,o( from the -shortest paths of sub-graph 
od

g in a random manner for the 

initial path.  
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(10) 
J

i

od
PP  ,   J1  , D)d,o(   

In other words, the initial path between each )d,o( is the Jth path, where J is a 

random integer. In this work, testing revealed that a better approach was to adapt a 

heuristic method in which the initial paths were chosen to be the shortest paths from 

the K-shortest paths for all requests, Q requests, in the demand matrix. 

 

 (11) 
1

i

od
PP  ,  D)d,o(   

That is to say that all bits (genes) of the chromosomes in the initial population are 

‘0’.  

 

Figure 10: Comparing random initialization and heuristics initialization.  

The performance of the random and heuristic initialization schemes has been 

evaluated by comparing their effects on solving the RWA problem, for the DWDM 

network shown later in Figure 11. The whole set of results are related to ‘ 3 ’ 

Erlang load, from each node to all of the other nodes, where the number of 
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wavelengths per link is W=10 and is the same for all links. The behavior of the 

convergence error was recorded for all solutions. As shown in Figure 10, the initial 

error for the heuristic approach is less than the error for random initialization, and the 

heuristic initialization has faster convergence speed than the random ones.  

 

(12) 
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11.4.5 Termination 

The stochastic nature of GA searching means that it can be difficult to specify 

convergence criteria to terminate the evolution cycle. Here, the GA is terminated 

after a predefined maximum number of generations and/or when the quality of the 

best lightpaths evaluated according to the objective function is acceptable. If no 

acceptable solutions are found, the GA is restarted or a fresh search initiated.  
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Figure 11: The Pan European network topology.  

11.5 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND BENCHMARKING 

The Pan European network, shown in Figure 11, (18 nodes, and 35 links) was used 

as a popular test bench backbone network. The solutions were achieved by 

considering 40 wavelengths per link, with five channels per link and eight 

wavelengths per channel. In order to include the network topology in the simulation 
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set-up, the adjacency matrix, Eq.(12), was utilized. Table 1 was employed to assign 

integers to network links and to map the topology into a weighted graph using fiber 

link lengths in kilometers.  

All links in the physical layer could carry signals in two opposite directions and 

all nodes were capable of full wavelength conversion. 

11.5.1  Simulation and Processing Set-ups  

The simulation set-up was developed using MATLAB 7.1 and run on a parallel 

processing system ‘SUN UNIX SOLAR’ Workstation with 24 processors and 24 

gigabytes of memory. The block diagram of the simulation set-up consisted of four 

main blocks; see Figure 12. The first block, called ‘Network Topology’, included 

network topology defined using an adjacency matrix and mapped into a directed 

graph according to the length of the links. In the second block the demand matrix, 

including node pairs and volume of traffic between them in terms of wavelengths, 

was defined and the block is called ‘Demand Matrix’.  The third block, called the ‘K-

Shortest Paths’ block, computed K-shortest path sets for requests in the demand 

matrix. The fourth block was the ‘GA Solver’ that established working and spare 

ligthpaths between each node pair in the demand matrix.    

11.5.2 Demand Matrix Modeling   

Although the DWDM optical mesh transport networks may actually contain a 

mixture of services such as IP, ATM and DS-n, all such higher level service 

requirements can be viewed in aggregate and distilled down to be represented by an 

overall demand for wavelengths between (o,d) node pairs. Therefore in the demand 

matrix the incoming lightpath traffic was regulated by a predefined traffic 

distribution. This model was a more realistic model to design optical transport 

networks. The demand matrix used was D = [(1,11,10); (2,7,6); (3,4,7); (6,4,5); 

(5,17,8); (6,11,9); (17,10,6); (11,4,11); (13,8,13); (18,12,7)], where each element of 

this matrix represents an ),,( demanddo .  
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Table 1: Link encoding and weight assignment.   

  
Node Pair Link Assignment Length of link (km) Capacity (wavelengths) 

(1,3) 1 309 40 

(1,8) 2 215 40 
(1,9) 3 211 40 

(1,14) 4 680 40 
(1,15) 5 332 40 
(2,9) 6 802 40 

(2,10) 7 588 40 
(2,13) 8 631 40 
(3,6) 9 844 40 
(3,7) 10 1471 40 

(3,12) 11 1323 40 
(3,14) 12 569 40 
(3,15) 13 415 40 
(4,7) 14 1504 40 
(4,9) 15 699 40 

(4,13) 16 1203 40 
(4,15) 17 1155 40 
(4,17) 18 359 40 
(4,18) 19 912 40 
(5,7) 20 1251 40 

(5,16) 21 1506 40 
(6,15) 22 429 40 
(7,14) 23 791 40 
(7,16) 24 889 40 
(7,17) 25 1312 40 
(8,17) 26 766 40 
(9,15) 27 500 40 
(9,17) 28 959 40 
(10,13) 29 530 40 
(10,15) 30 1826 40 
(11,12) 31 650 40 
(11,15) 32 2388 40 
(14,17) 33 900 40 
(18,16) 34 376 40 
(18,17) 35 409 40 
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Figure 12: Block diagram of simulation set-up. 
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11.5.3 Genetic Algorithm Parameters   

The setting of the GA parameters is an important issue that affects the accuracy of 

the solution, time and complexity of searching and memory space consumption. The 

GA model was run for 100 generations with 50 chromosomes population size, 

relative accuracy tolerance was )10exp(10  and the crossover and the 

mutation probabilities were 90.0
c
  and 01.0

m
 . The value of the GA 

parameters used is summarized in Table 2.   
 

Table 2: Genetic algorithm parameters. 

Population Size 100 

Generations 100 

Crossover Probability 90.0
c
  

Mutation Probability 01.0
m
  

Relative Accuracy Tolerance )10exp(10   

11.6 SIMULATION RESULTS  

11.6.1 Working Lightpaths  

The RWA simulation results for the Pan European network with demand matrix D 

are shown in Table 3. Working wavelengths were assigned to paths using the simple 

but effective First-Fit strategy (Zang et al., 2000), which chooses the available 

wavelength with the smallest index. The table shows the connection requests  

between ),( do node pairs with their volumes in terms of required wavelengths, the 

RWA solution and the working wavelength utilization for each connection request.  

The total number of wavelengths assigned to working paths is 203, giving an 

average of 20.3 wavelengths per request. The highest number of assigned 

wavelengths is 39 wavelengths (assigned to working paths between node pair 13 and 
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8) and the lowest number of assigned wavelengths is 10 wavelengths (assigned to 

working paths between node pair 6 and 4).  
 

Table 3: RWA Solution for working paths for the Pan European Network. 

Node 

Pair 
Demand 

Working 

Path 
Working Wavelength 

Wavelength 

Utilization 

(1,11) 10 1-15-11 )...(
101
 /all links in the path 20 

(2,7) 6 2-9-4-7 )...(
61
 /all links in the path 18 

(3,4) 7 3-15-4 )...(
71
 /all links in the path 14 

(6,4) 5 6-15-4 
)...(

51
 /(6-15), and 

)...(
128
 /(15-4) 

10 

(5,17) 8 5-7-17 )...(
81
 /all links in the path 16 

(6,11) 9 6-15-11 
)...(

146
 /(6-15), and 

)...(
1911
 /(15-11) 

18 

(17,10) 6 17-9-2-10 )...(
61
 /all links in the path 18 

(11,4) 11 11-15-4 
)...(

111
 /(11-15), 

and )...(
2313
 /(15-4) 

22 

(13,8) 13 13-4-17-8 )...(
131
 /all links in the path 39 

(18,12) 7 
18-4-15-3-

12 

)...(
71
 /all links in the path 

28 

    203 
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11.6.2 The Effect of K-Shortest Paths on Working Lightpaths 

The effect of the number of shortest paths, K, on the RWA problem for working 

lightpaths was studied by increasing the number of shortest paths. As shown in 

Figure 13, by increasing the value of K from 1 to 8 the number of assigned 

wavelengths decreases from 284 wavelengths to 203 wavelengths for the Pan 

European network.  

The latter value remains stable for 4K  . Therefore to decrease the complexity, 

the length of chromosomes, and consequently to decrease the consumed memory and 

time, the best value for K is 4 and more than this produced minimal solution 

improvements.  
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Figure 13: The effect of the number of shortest paths. 
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Table 4: RWA Solution for Spare Paths by DPP for Pan European Network. 

Node 

Pair 
Demand Spare Path Spare Wavelength 

Wavelength 

Utilization 

(1,11) 10   1-3-12-11 
)...(

101
 /{(1-3)-(12-11)}, 

and )...(
178
 /(3-12)  

30 

(2,7) 6 2-13-4-17-7 
)...(

1913
 /{(13-4)-(4-17)}, 

and )...(
61
 /(17-8) 

24 

(3,4) 7    3-14-17-4 )...(
71
 /all links in the path 21 

(6,4) 5 6-3-1-9-4 
)...(

51
 /{(6-3)-(3-1)-(1-9)}, 

and )...(
127
 /(9-4) 

20 

(5,17) 8 5-16-18-17 )...(
81
 /all links in the path 24 

(6,11) 9 6-3-12-11 
)...(

146
 /(6-3), )...(

2618
 /(3-12), 

and )...(
1911
 /(12-11) 

27 

(17,10) 6 17-4-13-10 
)...(

138
 /(17-4), and )...(

61
 /{(4-

13)-(13-10)} 
18 

(11,4) 11 11-12-3-7-4 )...(
111
 / all links in the path 44 

(13,8) 13 
13-10-15-1-

8 

)...(
197
 /(13-10), and )...(

131
  

/{(10-15)-(15-1)-(1-8)} 
52 

(18,12) 7 
18-17-9-15-

11-12 

)...(
71
 /{(18-17)-(9-15)}, 

)...(
137
 /(17-9) and )...(

2620
 /(15-

11), )...(
1812
 /(11-12)  

35 

    295 
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11.6.3 Spare Lightpaths: Dedicated Path Protection (DPP) 

The DPP RWA solutions for the spare lightpaths are shown in Table 4. The working 

and spare lightpaths of all requests are link disjoint, the scheme thus protects against 

any single link failure because at most one of the two working and spare lightpaths 

will fail. The number of assigned wavelengths to spare lightpaths is 295 

wavelengths, which means 145% redundancy. 

11.6.4 Spare lightpaths: Shared Path Protection (SPP) 

In the SPP architecture, a link can be shared between spare paths if the working paths 

that protect the proposed spare paths are link disjoint. 

Let )}d,P,P(),...,d,P,P(),d,P,P{(S jw

j

s

j

2w

2

s

2

1w

1

s

1

s

l  be a set of spare paths, 

working paths and demand requests that spare paths are common on link l. This link 

can be shared between spare paths if  w

j

ww PPP ...21  and the amount of 

spare resource,
lr , is reduced by the minimum of the common demand requests. The 

total amount of shared resource is: 

 

 
l S

l

s
l

r).1j(R , Ll  (13) 

 

The RWA problem was solved using SPP with the same resultant number of 

working wavelengths as DPP and this is shown in Table 4. Details of the sharing 

strategy employed by SPP are shown in Table 5. As shown, spare paths that have 

common links but their working paths are not mutually link disjoint cannot share 

wavelengths on their common link while other spare paths whose working paths are 

mutually disjoint can share wavelengths on their common link. The amount of 

reduced capacity by wavelength sharing is the minimum demand volume traversed 

on that link.    

The total number of shared wavelengths needed was 24, reducing the spare 

wavelengths by 8.1% from the DPP case, which needed 295, this being the number 

of spare wavelengths.  
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Table 5: Sharing Strategy for Spare Paths by SPP for Pan European Network. 

Link Path Pairs Working Paths 

Situation 

Reduced Capacity 

3-12 (1,11)-(6,11) Joint 0 

12-11 (1,11)-(6,11) Joint 0 

17-4 (3,4)-(17,10) Disjoint 6 

6-3 (6,4)-(6,11) Disjoint 5 

13-10 (17,10)-(13,8) Disjoint 6 

11-12 (11,4)-(18,12) Disjoint 7 

   R=24 
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Figure 14: Wavelength distribution for the Pan European network. 
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11.6.5 Behavior Validation of First-Fit Algorithm  

The first-fit algorithm chooses the available wavelength with the smallest index. The 

behavior of this algorithm has been validated. Figure 14 shows the frequency of the 

wavelength assignments and it may be observed that the first fit algorithm assigned 

the lowest numbered of wavelengths as expected, with the working wavelengths 

making particular use of the first six wavelengths. 

11.7 CONCLUSIONS  

DWDM optical networks carry large traffic volumes and thus the need to provide a 

high level of resiliency is an important and critical issue in their deployment. This is 

particularly true if they are to be employed as backbones for the provision of future 

IP services with enhanced QoS. This work has addressed the provision of spare 

capacity via a novel GA model based on variable length chromosomes. The RWA 

problem has been solved using the GA method and the results of applying it to the 

Pan European network have been investigated in the context of a single link failure. 

The optimum number of shortest paths was found to be four, with a greater number 

producing greatly diminished returns. The assignments using both DPP and SPP 

were investigated, with the latter producing a saving of 8.1%. The results indicate 

that GAs are a promising approach to tackle RWA problems in DWDM networks. 
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Chapter 12 

A Spectral Clustering Approach for Blind Decoding 
of MIMO Transmissions over Time-Correlated 

Fading Channels 

Steven Van Vaerenbergh and Ignacio Santamaría 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless 
communication technology has gained considerable attention due to its potential 
to significantly increase spectral efficiency compared to traditional single-input 
single-output (SISO) technology. A number of computationally efficient 
algorithms for reliable symbol detection in time-invariant flat-fading MIMO 
systems have been developed, such as the V-BLAST architecture (Foschini, 
Golden et al., 1999).  

A direct application of these algorithms in time-varying environments is 
difficult, however, due to the need for perfect channel state information at the 
receiver side. Some adaptive equalization algorithms have been proposed to 
resolve this issue (Choi, Yu, et al., 2005, Rontogiannis, Kekatos et al., 2006, 
Karami, Shiva, 2006). All of these techniques are supervised equalization 
algorithms, requiring an initialization phase in which a number of pilot symbol 
slots are sent.  

An alternative approach to equalization can be based on clustering 
techniques. Since the pioneering work by Chen, Mulgrew et al., (1993) these 
techniques have been widely applied over the last decade. Clustering algorithms 
exploit the fact that, for channels excited by signals belonging to a finite 
alphabet, the noisy observations tend to be clustered around a finite number of 
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so-called channel states. Once the channel states or cluster centroids have been 
estimated (typically by applying a clustering technique based on a known 
training sequence), channel equalization reduces to a classification problem, 
which can efficiently be solved using a radial basis function network (RBFN) 
(Chen, Mulgrew et al., 1993, Cid-Sueiro, Artés-Rodríguez, et al., 1994, Lee, 
Beach et al., 1999), or a support vector machine (Sebald, Bucklew, 2000, 
Mitchinson, Harrison, 2002, Pérez-Cruz, Navia-Vázquez et al., 2001, Santamaría, 
González, et al., 2003). From a more general point of view we can say that the 
problem of separating linear mixtures of discrete-alphabet inputs reduces to the 
problem of finding and labeling a finite (and known in advance) number of 
clusters.  

Most of the clustering-based equalization techniques proposed so far consider 
time-invariant SISO systems. Moreover, they need a training sequence which is 
used to estimate and label the cluster centers in a single step. The main drawback 
of these techniques is that the number of clusters to be estimated grows 
exponentially as LM , where M  is the cardinality of the source alphabet (i.e., 
the constellation size) and L  is the channel length. During recent times a lot of 
work has been directed towards reducing the number of clusters to be estimated. 
This reduction can be achieved by estimating only those cluster centers that lie 
close to the decision border (Lee, Beach et al., 1999, Santamaría, González et al., 
2003), or by exploiting the symmetries of the channel states inherited from the 
symmetries of the input constellation (Filho, Dorizzi et al., 2002, Kopsinis, 
Theodoridis, 2003). Also, some extensions to multiple-input single-output 
channels have been recently proposed by Diamantaras (2006), Diamantaras, 
Papadimitriou, (2006).  

In this chapter we discuss in detail the case of time-varying multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) channels. The time-varying nature of the mixing matrix 
provokes a movement of the cluster centers and, consequently, the clusters adopt 
non-convex shapes and overlap each other. In this situation, conventional 
clustering algorithms such as k-means, fuzzy k-means and expectation-
maximization (EM) learning, which typically require well-separated clusters, 
would fail. A promising alternative is the recently proposed spectral clustering 
technique (Ng, Jordan et al., 2002), which is capable of clustering non-convex 
datasets. Here, a spectral analysis of point-to-point statistics is performed by 
calculating the eigenvectors of a similarity (or “affinity”) matrix. This reduces 
the original hard clustering problem to an easier clustering problem which can be 
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solved by conventional clustering methods in the eigenspace of the affinity 
matrix.  

Although spectral clustering algorithms provide excellent results for non-
convex and intertwined datasets, they do not work for overlapped clusters. 
Another drawback is the exponential growth of the number of clusters with the 
constellation size and number of transmit antennas. Therefore, some new ideas 
must be added to the technique to tackle these problems. We show that by 
appending the time variable to the vector of observations, it is possible to 
untangle the clusters corresponding to different inputs. We also present a 
procedure that exploits the symmetries of the cluster centers to reduce somehow 
the number of clusters, therefore reducing the computational cost and extending 
the applicability of the method. The proposed clustering technique is fully 
unsupervised in that no knowledge of a training sequence is required (i.e., a blind 
technique). We only need a few pilots (known symbols) to label the clusters and 
to decode the transmitted data. Some preliminary results have been presented in 
Van Vaerenbergh, Estébanez et al., (2007). The proposed technique achieves 
better results than state-of-the-art MIMO decoding techniques for time-correlated 
channels such as the generalized decision feedback equalizer proposed by Choi et 
al. (2005).  

Some extensions of this idea will also be discussed. For instance, the use of 
orthogonal space-time block coded (OSTBC) MIMO schemes, such as the 
popular Alamouti encoding (Alamouti, 1998), allows us to exploit the structure 
imposed by the code in the clustering stage. For fast time-varying channels, up to 
certain Doppler spreads, we obtain better results than a space-time differential 
code.  

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 a short introduction to the 
equalization of fast time-varying MIMO communications with flat-fading 
channels is given. Section 3 discusses the basic ideas behind the most common 
spectral clustering algorithms. Consecutively, spectral clustering is extended and 
used to derive an algorithm to decode fast time-varying MIMO channels in 
Section 4. Finally, a number of test results are given in Section 5 followed by the 
concluding remarks in Section 6. 
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12.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

MIMO systems are used in wireless communications to enhance signal diversity, 
or spectral efficiency, or both. In a typical MIMO flat-fading system with tN  
transmit and rN  receive antennas, the received vector 1[ ] [ ] [ ]

r

T

Ni x i … x i⎡ ⎤= , ,⎣ ⎦x  
at time i  is expressed as  
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]i i i i= +x H d v  (1) 

where [ ]iH  is the r tN N×  channel matrix whose elements represent 
independent flat-fading SISO channels, [ ]id  contains the tN  (in general, 
complex) symbols transmitted by the tN  antennas at time i , and [ ]iv  represents 
both spatially and temporally white complex zero-mean Gaussian noise.  

In MIMO systems with block fading channels, variations of the channel 
during the transmission of one block of symbols are so small that they can be 
ignored. Hence the channel matrix [ ]i =H H  is considered constant during 
transmission of one block of symbols. This is not the case for MIMO systems 
with fast time-varying channels, where the channel matrix changes from symbol 
to symbol due to the Doppler spread caused by the movement of the transmitter 
and/or receiver. In time-varying MIMO systems, depending on the Doppler 
spread, the channel matrices [ ]iH  are temporally correlated. The variations can 
be modeled for instance by the Clarke-Gans model (Rappaport, 2001) which 
states that if a vertical 4λ/  antenna with uniform power distribution is used to 
transmit a single tone, the received spectrum is  
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1 5( )
1
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m f
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fπ −

.
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−
 (2) 

where cf  and mf  are the carrier frequency and the maximum Doppler shift, 
respectively.  
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The goal of blind decoding consists of estimating the symbols [ ]id  given the 

received datapoints [ ]ix . This problem is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows 
typical scatter plots of the complex data 1[ ]x i  and 2[ ]x i  received by the two 
antennas in a time-varying 2 2×  MIMO system with binary phase-shift keying 
(BPSK) modulation, for which the basic constellation points are [ ] { 1 1}d i ∈ + ,− . 
Classical clustering algorithms that operate directly on the data from these scatter 
plots will fail due to overlapping of the clusters. In the next section we give a 
short introduction to spectral clustering, a clustering technique that is able to 
solve more complicated clustering problems and that we will extend in Section 4 
to decode time-varying MIMO systems.  

12.3 SPECTRAL CLUSTERING 

Clustering is an important problem in unsupervised learning. It consists of the 
partitioning of data into dissimilar groups of similar data. Common efficient 
clustering algorithms include k-means, fuzzy c-means and expectation 
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(a)                                                                         (b) 
 

Figure 1: Scatter plots of the data received by the two antennas of a 2x2 BPSK MIMO system 
with fast time-varying channels. The points corresponding to the symbols [ 1 1]T+ ,+  and 

[ 1 1]T− ,−  are represented by circles and the points corresponding to [ 1 1]T+ ,−  and 

[ 1 1]T− ,+  by black dots, emphasizing the symmetry of the constellation used. Note that no 
such information is available at receiver side. 
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maximization (EM) learning. Yet when the datapoints form complex shapes, 
these classical clustering algorithms fail.  

 
 

A promising alternative is the recently proposed spectral clustering technique 
(Ng, Jordan et al., 2002), which is capable of clustering non-convex datasets as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Here, a spectral analysis of point-to-point statistics is 
performed by calculating the eigenvectors of the kernel matrix (also called 
similarity or affinity matrix). This reduces the original hard clustering problem to 
an easier clustering problem which can be solved by conventional clustering 
algorithms in the eigenspace of the kernel matrix. Originally rooted in graph 
theory and kernel methods (Chung, 1997, Shi, Malik, 2000, Weiss, 1999), 
spectral clustering can be derived as a relaxation of the classical graph 
bipartitioning problem (Chung, 1997). A good introduction to different forms of 
spectral clustering can be found in Alzate, Suykens, (2006). In the following we 
present a summary of this analysis.  

12.3.1 Deduction from graph theory 

In graph theory, a set of datapoints 1{ }N
i iD == x  can be represented as an 

undirected graph. The datapoints are the nodes of this graph, and an edge is 
created between each pair of nodes. A weight can be associated to each edge, 
representing the similarity between the points in each node pair. A widely used 

 
 (a) Original datapoints.           b) Spectral clustering results.  

 
Figure 2: (a). Two sets of intertwined datapoints, difficult or impossible to cluster with 

conventional clustering algorithms. (b) Spectral clustering easily divides the points into two 
separate clusters, based on the principle that two points should be in the same cluster if they are 

close to each other. 
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weight function is the Gaussian kernel, which uses the Euclidean distance 
between two points a  and b  as a distance measure:  

 
2

2

|| ||( ) expw
σ

⎛ ⎞−
, = − ,⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

a ba b  (3) 

where σ  is a suitable kernel width.  
Given an undirected graph ( )G V E= ,  where V  is the set of N  nodes and 

E  is the set of edges, the problem of graph bipartitioning consists of separating 
the graph into two sets A , B  by eliminating edges connecting the two sets. The 
sets should be disjoint such that: A B V∪ =  and A B∩ =∅ . The total weight 
of the edges that have to be eliminated is called the cut:  

 ( ) ( )
A B

cut A B w
∈ , ∈

, = , .∑
a b

a b  (4) 

 

13.1.1.1 Mincut 

One of the most elementary criteria to perform graph bipartitioning is the mincut 
criterion (Fiedler, 1975), which is formulated as follows:  

 21min ( ) ( )( )
2mincut i jq i j

J cut A B w i j q q
,

= , = , −∑  (5) 

where iq  is a cluster membership indicator:  

 
1 if 
1 if i

i A
q

i B
, ∈⎧

= ⎨− , ∈ .⎩
 (6) 

 
The original mincut problem is NP-hard (Chung, 1997) due to the constraint 

on iq . However, a suboptimal solution can be found by relaxing this constraint 
and letting iq  take real values. Define 1diag( )Nd … d= , ,D , where 

( )i j
d w i j= ,∑  is the sum of the weights for all edges that connect to node i , 
and define W  as the symmetric kernel matrix with the ij -th entry equal to 

( )w i j, . The solution to the relaxed problem with constraint 1T =qq , where q  
is a vector containing the elements iq , is then given by the following eigenvalue 
problem:  
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 λ= .Lq q  (7) 

The matrix L  is the Laplacian of the graph and it is defined as = −L D W . 
The suboptimal solution q  is the eigenvector corresponding to the second 
smallest eigenvalue (also called the Fiedler vector). The cluster membership 
indicator iq  is obtained by binarizing iq  using a suitable threshold Θ :  
 ( ) 1i iq sign i … Nq= −Θ , = , , .  (8) 

Due to the fact that there are no restrictions in (5) related to the cluster size, 
the mincut criterion tends to separate small sets of points. In the following we 
discuss a criterion that imposes a simple size restriction on the clusters.  

12.3.1.1 Normalized cut 

In Shi, Malik, (2000), a graph bipartitioning criterion was introduced that 
normalizes the cost of the cut relative to total weight of each cluster. The 
resulting normalized cut criterion is defined as:  

 
( ) ( )min ncut

A B

cut A B cut A BJ
d d
, ,

= + ,
q

 (9) 

where A ii A
d d

∈
=∑ . Due to this normalization, the normalized cut criterion 

penalizes small sets or isolated points. The solution to this problem is NP-hard, 
but if q  can take real values then ncutJ  is minimized by the eigenvector 
corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of the following generalized 
eigenvalue (GEV) problem:  
 λ= .Lq Dq  (10) 

 

12.3.1.2 NJW algorithm 

A simple yet effective spectral clustering algorithm was presented in Ng, Jordan 
et al., (2002). The Ng-Jordan-Weiss (NJW) algorithm performs spectral 
clustering by applying a normalization criterion directly on the kernel matrix, 
resulting in the following eigenvalue problem:  

 
1 1
2 2 λ− − = .D WD q q%% %  (11) 

This criterion can be obtained from the normalized cut criterion by 
premultiplying (10) by 

1
2−D , which leads to  
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1 1
2 2( ) λ− −− = .D D W q D q  (12) 

Defining 
1
2=q D q%  leads to  

 
1 1
2 2( ) λ− −− =D D W D q q% %  (13) 

 
1 1
2 2( ) λ− −− =I D WD q q% %  (14) 

 
1 1
2 2 λ− − = ,D WD q q%% %  (15) 

 

where 1λ λ= −% .  
The NJW algorithm provides an elegant way to cluster datasets into multiple 
subsets, based on the solutions of the GEV (11). It operates as follows:  
(1) Calculate the kernel matrix W  of the points [ ]ix  using (3), and set 

( ) 0w i i, =  for 1i … N= , , .  
(2) Obtain 1 2 1 2− / − /=L D WD% . This normalization will assure that all clusters 
have similar size.  
(3) Form the matrix 1 2[ ]k…= , , ,V v v v  where 1 2 k…, , ,v v v  are the k  largest 

eigenvectors of L%  and k  is the number of subsets to be retrieved.  
(4) Treat the rows of V  as points in kR , and normalize them to unit length. 
These points correspond to the original points [ ]ix  but form compact clusters 
now. Cluster them with a conventional clustering algorithm such as k-means.  
(5) Assign the original point [ ]ix  to cluster j  if and only if row i  of the matrix 
V  was assigned to cluster j .  

12.3.2 Drawbacks and solutions 

Although spectral clustering is a very powerful method, it has a number of 
difficulties which have not been resolved satisfactorily yet. Its main shortcoming 
is the computational complexity 2( )O N  of the eigenvector calculations, where 
N  is the number of datapoints. Common workarounds consist of exploiting the 
kernel matrix structure, dividing the clustering problem up into subproblems, or 
approximating the spectral clustering mechanics by alternative algorithms. Other 
difficulties are the choice of the kernel parameters and the number of clusters to 
detect. A number of well-motivated rules of thumb as well as some more 
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theoretically founded methods have been proposed to solve these issues (Ng, 
Jordan et al., 2002, Bach, Jordan, 2003).  
The choice of the kernel size σ  in (3) has a high impact on the clustering 
quality. It is a measure of whether two points are considered similar, and should 
be of the same order of the distance between similar points. Some rules of thumb 
have been proposed to set a value for σ , whereas in other cases this value is set 
manually (Ng, Jordan et al., 2002, Bach, Jordan, 2003). In the following we 
discuss a simple criterion to automatically determine a suitable kernel size σ .  

When the data contains clusters with different local statistics, there may not 
be a single value of σ  that works well for all the data. In (Zelnik-Manor, Perona, 
2005) a “local” scaling parameter iσ  is proposed instead of this global 
parameter. It allows for “self-tuning” of the point-to-point distances by studying 
the local statistics of the neighboring points of every point [ ]ix . This leads to the 
following extension of (3):  

 
( [ ] [ ])( ) expi j

i j

d i jκ
σ σ

⎛ ⎞,
, = − ,⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

x xx x%  (16) 

where ( [ ] [ ])d i j,x x  is a distance measure such as the Euclidean distance. If iσ  
is chosen as  

 2|| [ ] [ ] ||i Li iσ = − ,x x  (17) 

where [ ]L ix  is the L -th nearest neighbor of [ ]ix , then spectral clustering with 
this kernel will interconnect all points with their closest neighbors that have 
similar iσ . The value of L  has little influence on the clustering result, and it 
depends mainly on the data dimension of the embedding space. Apart from 
improving standard spectral clustering in a number of applications, this self-
tuning also allows clustering based on density of points (Zelnik-Manor, Perona, 
2005).  

12.4 DECODING OF FAST TIME-VARYING MIMO CHANNELS 
THROUGH SPECTRAL CLUSTERING 

As discussed in Section 2, the datapoints in a time-varying MIMO 
communication system may form non-convex and even overlapping clusters in 
the scatter plots, impossible to cluster with classical algorithms. Spectral 
clustering can deal with the non-convexity of these groups, but it will fail when 
the data clusters overlap. In Van Vaerenbergh, Estébanez et al. (2007) a simple 
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trick was presented to circumvent this problem, consisting of making use of the 
temporal index, which is usually discarded for scatter plot analysis. It is 
discussed in detail in the following.  

A second problem arises when the number the number of points per cluster is 
too small. On the one hand, the clustering algorithm deals with one block of data 
at a time, containing typically 256N =  data symbols. On the other hand, the 
number of clusters to retrieve is tNM , where M  is the size (the cardinality) of 
the source alphabet and tN  is the number of transmit antennas. Both M  and tN  
need to be small to guarantee a minimum number of points per cluster, which is 
usually not the case. However, as shown in Van Vaerenbergh, Estébanez et al. 
(2007), it is possible to exploit the constellation geometry of M -PSK systems to 
make the data clusters more dense and consequently easier to retrieve. 

These ideas are discussed in detail in the following, and they are extended for 
various MIMO systems. First we discuss the case of spatial multiplexing MIMO 
systems, in which tN  different symbols are transmitted by the tN  antennas at a 
given time instant.  

12.4.1 Adding the temporal dimension into the clustering problem 

The received data [ ]ix  in a fast time-varying MIMO system can be preprocessed 
for spectral clustering by simply adding the temporal dimension to the vector of 
observations. The combined vector representing one datapoint and its temporal 
index [ ]t i  can be denoted as  

 0[ ] [ ] [ ]
TTi i t i⎡ ⎤= , ,⎣ ⎦x x  (18) 

which is a complex vector with 1rN +  elements. When this extra dimension is 
added to the scatter plots of Figure 1, threads appear due to the temporal 
correlation between consecutive channel matrices (see Figure 3). Thanks to its 
non-convex clustering capabilities, spectral clustering should be able to retrieve 
these different threads from 0[ ]ix .  

 
The performance of the clustering algorithm depends mainly on two factors. 

In the first place, the number of datapoints N  in one block must be larger than 
the number of clusters (a rule of thumb is to have at least 10  samples per 
cluster). And since spectral clustering is a computationally costly procedure, this 
number of clusters, which is tNM , should be reasonably low. Taking into 
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account the fact that most commercial MIMO systems use up to 4tN =  transmit 
antennas, we will only treat BPSK systems ( 2M = ) and QPSK systems 
( 4M = ) in this work.  

In the second place, clusters should be well connected, i.e., the distance 
between neighboring points of the same thread should not be larger than the 
distance between points of different threads. This requires a rescaling of the 
temporal dimension to match the scale of the spatial dimensions, for instance 
[ ] 256t i i= / , with 0 255i …= , ,  for blocks of 256  symbols. Moreover, this 

means that if a symbol is not sent during a considerable time, one thread might be 
incorrectly identified as two separate threads. However, as will be shown in the 
next section, both difficulties can be reduced by using information derived from 
the geometric properties of the constellation.  

12.4.2 Exploiting the input constellation symmetries 

In this section we show that the geometrical symmetries of the transmitted 
constellation can be used to design a two-phase clustering algorithm, in which 
only a reduced number of clusters needs to be detected during each phase. Before 
dealing with the general case of t rN N×  M -PSK MIMO systems, the proposed 
algorithm is illustrated on a simple 2 2×  BPSK MIMO system.  

12.4.2.1 BPSK MIMO systems 

In the noiseless case ( [ ] 0i =v ), Eq.(1) can be written as  

−2
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Figure 3: Scatter plots of the data of Figure 1 to which a temporal index was added. Threads of 

datapoints are now distinguishable in both figures. 
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 [ ] [ ] [ ]i i i=x H d  (19) 

For a 2 2×  BPSK MIMO system, there will be 4  symbol clusters to detect in 
the data [ ]ix , corresponding to the transmitted symbol vectors [ 1 1]T+ ,+ , 
[ 1 1]T+ ,− , [ 1 1]T− ,−  and [ 1 1]T− ,− . In Figures 1 and 3 we can observe that for 
any cluster following a certain trajectory, there is always another cluster 
following a trajectory symmetric with respect to the origin. This observation is 
confirmed by (19): since a BPSK system can generate both [ ]id  and [ ]i−d , the 
datapoint [ ]ix  as well as its opposite [ ]i−x  can be received. When transmitted 
through a time-varying channel, these datapoints lie in clusters that follow 
symmetric trajectories with respect to the introduced “temporal axis”. This 
property will be exploited to improve the spectral clustering stage, by first 
grouping together the datapoints that follow symmetric trajectories.  

This geometrical property is not limited to 2 2×  systems. In a general 
t rN N×  BPSK MIMO system with fast time-varying channels, for any cluster 

following a certain trajectory in time, there is always another cluster following 
the symmetric trajectory. Combining the data of two such clusters will provide a 
more robust clustering problem. This observation leads to the following two-
phase algorithm: In the first phase, groups of symmetric clusters are detected. 
One clustering problem needs to be solved here to find 12 tN −  clusters. In the 
second phase, each group of symmetric clusters is separated into two different 
clusters, representing tN  independent problems.  

12.4.2.1.1 Phase 1: Grouping of symmetric clusters. 
The following analysis shows how spectral clustering can be extended to find 
clusters consisting of two symmetric “subclusters” at a time. Similar to (18) we 
can introduce the “symmetric” datapoint  

 1[ ] [ ] [ ]
TTi i t i⎡ ⎤= − , ,⎣ ⎦x x  (20) 

which contains the point opposite to 0[ ]ix  with respect to the temporal axis. This 
new datapoint does not correspond to any real datapoint and can therefore be 
considered a “virtual” pattern. It will only be used to facilitate the clustering 
process and the superscript 1 refers to the fact that it is the first of these virtual 
patterns. Other constellations such as QPSK need more virtual patterns per 
original datapoint, as will be shown below.  
Consider the distance measure  
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 ( )2 20 0 0 1( [ ] [ ]) min [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]d m n m n m n, = − , − .x x x x x x  (21) 

This measure is small in two cases: firstly for points that are very close to 
each other, and secondly for points that are very close to the opposite of each 
other. If the modified Gaussian kernel (16) is used with this distance measure for 
spectral clustering, neighboring points as well as opposite points will be grouped 
together, leading to 12 tN −  clusters. This first phase avoids the incorrect clustering 
that might occur when some of the threads have a low number of datapoints, by 
combining the information from symmetric clusters.  

12.4.2.1.2 Phase 2: Retrieving the individual clusters. 

After having identified the 12 tN −  groups of symmetric clusters, the two 
individual threads for each group need to be retrieved. Since these subclusters are 
now separated from the other clusters, the clustering problem is greatly 
simplified. Problems might occur, however, if one or both clusters contain few 
datapoints. Luckily, the constellation geometry can be exploited again in this 
second phase of the problem, making use once more of the symmetry of the 
subcluster’s trajectories.  

Specifically, we can increase the number of points in each cluster by adding 
the symmetric virtual patterns 1[ ]ix  to the datapoints 0[ ]ix  that need clustering. 
As shown above, these symmetric points will lie in one of the two clusters to be 
retrieved. With each cluster being more dense, the performance of the clustering 
algorithm will increase. Taking this into account, the second clustering phase 
consists of the following steps:  
(1) Expand the set of points to cluster, 0[ ]ix , with their (opposite) virtual points 

1[ ]ix .  
(2) Apply spectral clustering to these points.  
(3) Maintain only the original points 0[ ]ix  in each group.  
Thanks to this procedure, even if one of the clusters has few nearby samples, it 
tends to have “holes”, or may even be empty, it is still possible to apply spectral 
clustering to retrieve the two clusters. In the case of an “empty” cluster the 
second step will correctly leave one of the clusters empty and only identify its 
position.  
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12.4.2.2 Generalization to M-PSK MIMO systems 

The described procedure to exploit the constellation geometry can be easily 
extended to M -PSK constellations. In this general case, tNM  clusters need to 
be retrieved, which boils down to finding 1TNM −  clusters in the first phase and 
M  subclusters in the second phase.  

In case of BPSK systems the first phase of the clustering algorithm consisted 
of grouping together clusters that follow symmetric trajectories in time. The main 
difference for M -PSK systems is that now the clusters to be retrieved should 
follow trajectories that are rotated over a certain angle α  with respect to the 
introduced temporal axis. For QPSK systems this angle will be 2α π= / , as can 
be deduced easily from its constellation. The special case of BPSK systems is 
found for α π= . In general, we have that 2 Mα π= / , where M  is the size of 
the constellation.  

The clustering algorithm consists of the same two phases as for BPSK 
systems. The only difference is that not 1 symmetric virtual pattern but 1M −  
rotated virtual patterns should be taken into account in both phases. Instead of 
(21), the distance measure to be used in phase 1 is  

 0 2( [ ] [ ]) min || [ ] [ ] || 0 1k

k
d m n m n k … M⎡ ⎤

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
, = − , = , , − ,x x x x  (22) 

where 2[ ] [ ] [ ]
Tk j k M Ti e i t iπ⋅ /⎡ ⎤= ,⎣ ⎦x x  are rotated versions of the datapoint 0[ ]ix  

with respect to the temporal axis. For 0k >  the points [ ]k ix  represent the 
virtual patterns of 0[ ]ix . Finally, in phase 2 , all 1M −  virtual patterns per 
datapoint should be added to the clustering problem.  
An overview of the complete algorithm will be given in Section 3. It includes the 
decoding stage that maps each cluster to a constellation symbol.  
 
 

12.4.2.3 Exploiting additional information: OSTBC MIMO schemes 

Space-time block coding (STBC) (Alamouti, 1998) has emerged as one of the 
most promising techniques to exploit spatial diversity in multiple-input multiple- 
output (MIMO) systems. Among the space-time coding schemes, the orthogonal 
space-time block coding (OSTBC) (Alamouti, 1998, Tarokh, Jafarkhani et al., 
1999) is one of the most attractive because it is able to provide full diversity gain 
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with very simple encoding and decoding. The best-known OSTBC is Alamouti 
coding (Alamouti, 1998). It uses the following coding matrix to transmit a block 
of 2  symbols 1d  and 2d :  

 1 2

2 1

d d
d d

⎡ ⎤∗
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

∗⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

−
=D  (23) 

The Alamouti code uses 2  time slots to transmit 2  symbols, which makes it 
a rate-1 code. It uses 2  transmit antennas, where the first one sends the symbols 

1 2[ ]d d ∗, −  and the second one sends the symbols 2 1[ ]d d ∗, . The sequences sent by 
both antennas are orthogonal, as can be easily verified:  

 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1[ ] [ ] 0Hd d d d d d d d∗ ∗ ∗ ∗, − ⋅ , = − =  (24) 

 
The structure the Alamouti coding adds to the data can be exploited in the 

clustering problem as follows. With Alamouti coding, each original symbol pair 
is sent in two consecutive time slots, where the second time slot contains a 
transformed version of these symbols. To exploit the redundancy in a clustering 
framework, new datapoints [ ]A ix  can be constructed as follows:  

 
[ ] [ 1] for 0 2 4

[ ]
[ ] [ 1] for 1 3 5

TT H

A
TT H

i i i …
i

i i i …

⎧ ⎡ ⎤, + , = , , ,⎪ ⎣ ⎦= ⎨
⎡ ⎤⎪ ,− − , = , , ,⎣ ⎦⎩

x x
x

x x
 (25) 

This transformation is based on the relationship of the time slots: it adds extra 
components to the original datapoints [ ]ix  that, due to the code structure, belong 
to the same “time-slot pair” and therefore contain the same information.  

As with spatial multiplexing, the resulting datapoints [ ]A ix  will form data 
clusters, and it is not difficult to verify that the number of these clusters will be 
the same with or without transformation (25). However, the transformation 
causes an increase of the embedding dimensionality, which increases the distance 
between points of different clusters more than the distance between points of the 
same cluster. This greatly improves the clustering results, as will be shown in the 
experiments conducted.  
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After embedding the datapoints according to (25), the two-phase spectral 
clustering process can be applied as previously indicated.  

12.4.3 Symbol decoding and final algorithm 

Once the symbol clusters have been successfully retrieved, the original time-
varying problem has been reduced to a simpler decoding problem, which is the 
only supervised part of the proposed algorithm. Symbols need to be assigned to 
each cluster, and to this end a small number of pilot symbols [ ]id  are transmitted 
at the start of the symbol block, specifically tN  pilots must be transmitted during 

tN  slots. Note that these pilot symbol slots are not needed for the clustering 
process.  

Defining the matrix of pilot symbols [ [1] [2] [ ]]p t… N= , , ,D d d d  and the 
matrix of corresponding received data [ [1] [2] [ ]]p t… N= , , ,X x x x , an 
approximation of the initial channel matrix H  can be obtained as  

 1ˆ
p p

−= .H X D  (26) 

Algorithm 1. The spectral clustering-based algorithm to decode time-varying 
MIMO channels. 
In case of Alamouti coding, apply the transformation (23) to the datapoints. 

Generate the datapoints 
0[ ]ix  and the virtual patterns [ ]k ix , for 

0 1k … M= , , − .  
Spectral clustering phase 1:  
Use the gaussian kernel with distance measure (22) to obtain the kernel matrix  
W .  
Apply the NJW algorithm to retrieve 

1tNM −
 clusters.  

Spectral clustering phase 2: 
for each obtained cluster 

create a set with the datapoints 
0[ ]ix  from this cluster and all corresponding 

virtual patterns.  
Obtain the kernel matrix of this set, using the gaussian kernel (16) with 
Euclidean distances.  
 
Apply the NJW algorithm to retrieve M  final clusters.  
Discard the virtual patterns from each cluster.  
end for 
decode the data symbols by assigning symbol slots to clusters as described in 
Section 12.3       
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The algorithm concludes by assigning the symbol slot d  to the cluster whose 

first datapoint in time is closest to the vector Ĥd .  
The final algorithm to decode fast time-varying M -PSK MIMO systems is 

summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that associated to each original datapoint [ ]ix  
there is one datapoint 0[ ]ix  to which the temporal index was added, and 1M −  
virtual patterns [ ]k ix , with 1 1k … M= , , − .  

12.5 SIMULATION RESULTS  

A number of simulations were carried out to illustrate the performance of the 
proposed algorithms. In all experiments, the following parameters were assumed: 
the channels were independent Rayleigh flat-fading and the temporal variation of 
each channel between a transmit and receive antenna pair was based on the 
Clarke-Gans model (Rappaport, 2001). The symbols [ ]nd  were grouped into 
frames consisting of 256N =  slots.  

The presented spectral clustering-based algorithm was compared to the 
generalized decision feedback equalizer (GDFE) proposed in (Choi, Yu, et al., 
2005): a state-of-the-art adaptive algorithm for decoding fast time-varying 
MIMO systems. The GDFE algorithm is based on the V-BLAST architecture. In 
contrast to the presented clustering-based decoding algorithm, the GDFE 
algorithm is supervised and adaptive. For each time instant, it successively 
detects and cancels symbols from the received data vector via decision feedback 
filtering. The filter tap weights and symbol detection order are updated using an 
RLS-based time- and order-update algorithm. Its complexity is 3( )tO N  but it 
provides some savings compared to V-BLAST. During its training period, it 
needs to send a number of pilot symbols to initialize the algorithm.  

 

12.5.1 BPSK systems with spatial multiplexing 

In the first set of experiments, a BPSK signal was used with different MIMO 
system configurations. The number of transmit and receive antennas was 

2t rN N= =  in the first setup, 4t rN N= =  in the second setup, and 2tN =  
and 4rN =  in the last setup. In all cases the normalized Doppler frequencies 

45 10df T −= ⋅  and 310df T −=  were considered, where d cf f v c= ⋅ /  with 
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(a) 2×2 BPSK. 
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(b) 4×4 BPSK. 

 
Figure 4: BER curves for different BPSK systems. 
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receiver velocity v  and c  is the speed of light. For a GSM symbol period 
63 7 10T −= . ⋅  seconds and a carrier frequency 900cf =  MHz, these normalized  
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(c) 2×4 BPSK. 
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(d) SPC comparison. 
 

Figure 4: (Continued): BER curves for different BPSK systems. 
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(a) 2 2×  QPSK. 
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     (b) 2 4×  QPSK. 
 

Figure 5: BER curves for different QPSK systems. 
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Doppler frequencies correspond to receivers moving at 162  km/h and 324  
km/h, respectively. For a carrier frequency 1800cf =  MHz, the normalized 
Doppler frequencies correspond to 81 km/h and 162  km/h, respectively.  

The bit error rate (BER) curves of the two algorithms were compared. In the 
first place the proposed spectral clustering method (referred to as SPC) was 
tested, in which self-tuning spectral clustering was applied with 5L = . The 
number of pilot symbol slots was fixed as tN  for this method, and they were sent 
at the beginning of each block. In the second place, the GDFE algorithm from 
(Choi, Yu et al., 2005) was applied, with forgetting factor 0 95λ = . . 

 
The BER against 0Eb N/  for the 2 2× , 4 4×  and 2 4×  setups are shown in 

Figures 4(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Because the GDFE algorithm is essentially 
a supervised method it requires to transmit more pilot symbols. Therefore, apart 
from its BER curves for tN  pilots (both of which coincide, in all figures), a 
second set of BER curves was also displayed for a higher number of pilots, to 
achieve the same performance as the spectral clustering algorithm. For the three 
GDFE algorithm needs 32  pilot symbols to achieve similar performance as the 
presented method when 45 10df T −= ⋅ , and 8  pilots when 31 10df T −= ⋅ .  
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Figure 6: BER curves for a 2 2×  BPSK MIMO system with Alamouti coding. 

 
In Figure 4(d) the three obtained BER curves for the proposed algorithm at 

45 10df T −= ⋅  are compared. The most significant result of this comparison is 
the improvement in BER that is experienced when increasing the number of 
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receiver antennas from 2  to 4  (black dots vs. circles). This can be explained by 
observing that the clusters will be more separated when new dimensions are 
added.  

44 32tNM = =  which results in clusters with an average of 256 32 8/ =  points. 
This would be insufficient to reliably detect clusters, even when exploiting the 
constellation geometry.  
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         (a) 2 2×  QPSK.                          
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(b) 2 4×  QPSK. 

 
Figure 7: BER curves for different QPSK systems with Alamouti coding. 
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12.5.2 QPSK systems with spatial multiplexing 

In the second set of experiments, a QPSK signal was used for different MIMO 
system configurations. We only include results for the cases when the number of 
transmit antennas was 2tN = , more specifically a 2 2×  and a 2 4×  scenario. In 
case 4  transmit antennas were used, the number of clusters would increase to 

The proposed spectral clustering was applied as in the previous experiment, 
with 2  pilot symbol slots. In Figure 5, its results are compared to the GDFE 
algorithm, for which the first 2  pilot symbol slots were used, and this number of 
pilots was then changed to obtain similar performance. We can observe that 8  
pilot symbol slots are sufficient for the GDFE to obtain a similar performance, 
for both MIMO systems and both tested normalized Doppler frequencies df T .  

In cases where only a few pilot symbols can be sent, the spectral clustering 
algorithm obtains superior performance for the tested MIMO systems. However, 
it requires the calculation of the eigenvectors of its kernel matrix, which 
generally requires 3( )O N  operations. In most cases this can be lowered to 

2( )O N  (Golub, Van Loan, 1996) taking into account the fact that the kernel 
matrix is symmetric and can be approximated by a tridiagonal matrix.  
This analysis suggests that spectral clustering could be used as an initialization 
for the GDFE or any other supervised algorithm. Specifically, given only tN  
pilot symbol slots it can estimate a short symbol vector sequence which can be 
used as a pilot sequence for a (computationally more efficient) supervised 
algorithm.  

12.5.3 MIMO systems with Alamouti coding 

The experiments from Sections 1 and 2 were repeated with Alamouti-coded data. 
Here, the results of the spectral clustering algorithm were compared to the 
differential space-time block code detection (DSTBC) (Gao, Lao et al., 2002), 
which can also be decoded in a blind fashion (i.e. no channel state information is 
required). Both algorithms were used with tN  pilot symbols.  

The results for a 2 2×  BPSK system are displayed in Figure 6. Results for 
2 2×  and 2 4×  QPSK systems can be found in Figure 7. For the 2 2×  systems, 
both algorithms obtain very similar results at the tested Doppler spreads. The 
differences between both methods can observed more easily in Figure 8, where 
the results for the 2 2×  BPSK scenario are shown as a function of the 
normalized Doppler spread df T  and for a noise level of 10 dB SNR. The 
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spectral clustering algorithm outperforms the DSTBC algorithm for moderately 
high Doppler spreads up to 31 10df T −= ⋅ .  

 

12.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We presented a novel clustering algorithm that is capable of decoding fast flat-
fading time-varying M -PSK MIMO channels. This algorithm operates on the 
received data to which a temporal dimension is added, and it exploits 
constellation geometry to retrieve symbol threads from it. The only supervised 
part of the presented clustering method is the final decoding phase.  
If only a few pilot symbol slots are transmitted, the presented algorithm achieves 
superior BER performance compared to the tested supervised algorithm. The 
algorithm was also extended to exploit the additional structure introduced by the 
Alamouti code. Although the algorithm can be used for different M -PSK 
systems, in practice it is limited to moderate numbers of transmit antennas and 
BPSK and QPSK constellations.  
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Figure 8: BER comparison between the spectral clustering and DSTBC algorithms, for a 2x2 

BPSK system and with respect to the normalized Doppler frequency df T . 
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Chapter 13 

Swarm Intelligence Based Link Stability Routing 

Optimisation Algorithm for Mobile Ad hoc Network 

Wei Ren, Evor L. Hines, Mark S. Leeson, Yousef S. Kavian and Daciana Iliescu 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of a collection of wireless nodes, 

which dynamically form a temporary network, without using any existing 

infrastructure of wired networks or centralized administration (Corson and 

Macker 1998). Current routing protocols for MANET can generally be 

categorized as either proactive routing protocols or reactive routing protocols. 

Proactive routing schemes like destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV) 

(Perkins and Bhagwat 1994) constantly maintain and update routing tables of 

each node in the network, even for those nodes that currently have nothing to 

transmit. This reduces the available capacity of the network for actual data 

communication. The reactive routing protocols, such as ad hoc on-demand 

distance vector (AODV) (Perkins, Royer et al. 1999) and dynamic source routing 

(DSR) (Johnson and Maltz 1996), have the advantage of not having to maintain 

extensive routing tables for all destinations in the network. In AODV, for 

example, routes are only discovered on an as-needed basis and only maintained 

as long as they are necessary. Due to the large end to end time delay, this may 

not be suitable for real-time data and multimedia communication applications. 

In recent years, there has been great interest in so called swarm intelligence 

(SI). Many algorithms based on SI have been proposed for efficient routing in 

MANET, see for example Caro and Dorigo 1998; Tham Marwaha el at. 2002; 

Ziane and Mellouk 2005; Rajagopalan and Shen 2006; Wu, Song, et al. 2007. 

These protocols in general are hybrid routing protocols that try to take advantage 

of both proactive and reactive routing protocols to balance the delay and control 
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overhead. However, most of these algorithms have certain drawbacks. Moreover, 

none of the existing SI based algorithms have considered the link stability issues. 

The routing protocol introduced here tries to improve the routing efficiency in 

MANET by introducing a link stability function to produce a new hybrid SI 

based routing protocol. The proposed routing algorithm is highly adaptive, 

efficient, and scalable. Compared with other SI based algorithms, this protocol 

uses, whenever possible, stable links for data transmission, thus minimizing any 

possible flooding in the network. 

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the background to 

this work. Section 3 focuses on the proposed swarm intelligence based link 

stability routing algorithm.  Section 4 presents the simulation and experimental 

results. Finally section 5 presents conclusions and suggestions for further work. 

13.2 BACKGROUND 

13.2.1 Traditional MANET routing protocols 

Since the advent of DARPA packet radio networks in the early 1970s (Jubin and 

Tornow 1987), numerous protocols have been developed for ad-hoc mobile 

networks. Such protocols must deal with the typical limitations of these 

networks, which include high power consumption, low bandwidth, and high error 

rate. As shown in Figure 1, these routing protocols may generally be categorized 

as: proactive routing protocols or reactive routing protocols. 

13.2.1.1 Proactive pouting protocols 

In proactive (table-driven) protocols, nodes periodically search for routing 

information within a network. The control overhead for these protocols is 

foreseeable, because it is independent of the traffic profiles and has a fixed upper 

bound. This is a general advantage of proactive routing protocols. 

One typical proactive routing protocol is called destination sequenced 

distance-vector routing (DSDV) (Perkins and Bhagwat 1994). It is based on the 

idea of the classical Bellman-Ford routing algorithm with certain improvements 

such as making it loop-free. The DSDV is the foundation of many other distance 

vector routing protocols such as AODV which is addressed later.  
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13.2.1.2 Reactive routing protocols 

The reactive (on-demand) routing protocols represent the true nature of ad hoc 

networks, which is much more dynamic than infrastructured networks. Instead of 

periodically updating the routing information, the reactive routing protocols 

update routing information when a routing requirement is presented, 

consequently reducing the control overhead, especially in high mobility networks 

where the periodical update will lead to significant wasted overhead. 

The AODV routing protocol described in Perkins, Royer, et al. 1999 is a 

typical example of reactive routing protocols. The protocol is an improvement on 

DSDV because it typically minimizes the number of required broadcasts by 

creating routes on an on-demand basis, as opposed to maintaining a complete list 

of routes as in the DSDV algorithm. In this work, AODV is chosen to represent 

the classical MANET routing protocol, and compared with our proposed 

algorithm. A brief overview of AODV is presented here. 

If a node using AODV desires to send information to a destination node, it 

first looks up its own routing table to see if a valid route exists. If a valid route 

does not exist, a source node broadcasts a route request (RREQ) message to its 

neighbours, which then forwards the request to their neighbours, and so on, until 

either the destination or an intermediate node with a route to the destination is 

located. Each node maintains its own sequence number, as well as a broadcast 

ID. The broadcast ID is incremented for every RREQ the node initiates. Along 

with its own sequence number and the broadcast ID, the source node also 

includes the most recent sequence number it has for the destination. Intermediate 

nodes can reply to the RREQ only if they have a route to the destination with a 

destination sequence number equal to or greater than the one listed in the RREQ. 

If additional copies of the same RREQ are later received, these packets are 

simply discarded. 

When the RREQ reaches the destination or an intermediate node (having 

fresh enough route to the destination), it responds by sending a route reply 

(RREP) packet to the source. Periodic „HELLO‟ broadcasts are used in AODV 

by the nodes in the network to inform each mobile node of other nodes in its 

neighbourhood. These broadcasts are used to maintain local connectivity. If a 

node along the route moves, its upstream neighbour notices the move and 

propagates a link failure notification route error message (RERR) to each of its 
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active upstream neighbours to inform them of the removal of that part of the 

route. 

 

 

13.2.2 Swarm intelligence based routing algorithms 

Typical biological swarms, such as ants or honeybees, often contain thousands of 

individuals. They perform extraordinarily complex tasks such as global 

optimization and resource allocation using only „local‟ information.  One famous 

example of biological-swarm behaviour is ant colony foraging (Becker 

Deneubourg, et al. 1992) (see Figure 2). Many ant species have trail-laying trail-

following behaviour when foraging (searching for food): individual ants deposit 

a chemical substance called „pheromone‟ as they move from a food source to 

their nest, and foragers follow such pheromone trails. Subsequently, more ants 

are attracted by these pheromone trails and in turn reinforce them even more. As 

a result of this autocatalytic effect, the optimal solution will emerge rapidly. The 

concentration of pheromone on a certain path is an indication of its usage. With 

time, the concentration of pheromone decreases due to diffusion effects. This 

Property is important because it integrates dynamics into the path search process. 

The ability of the social ant to self-organise is understood to depend on four 

principles: positive feedback, negative feedback, randomness and multiple 

interactions. 

 

Figure 1: Categorization of ad-hoc routing protocols. 
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Observations of the foraging behaviour of real ants have inspired the 

development of a large number of ant-based algorithms, used to solve mainly 

combinatorial optimisation problems defined over discrete search spaces. Caro 

and Dorigo‟s AntNet (Caro and Dorigo 1998) is one of the well-known ant 

colony based routing algorithms. It was originally designed for routing in packet-

switch networks. Its objective was to optimise the performance of the entire 

network. In AntNet, routing was achieved by launching forward ants at regular 

intervals from a source node sN to a destination node dN to discover a feasible 

low-cost paths and by backward ants that travels from dN to sN to update 

pheromone tables at each intermediate node. The goodness of a path is reinforced 

according to the trip times of forward ants, and this goodness value is used to 

formulate the communication route from the source node sN  to the destination 

node dN . With similar ideas, many routing protocols (Tham Marwaha el at. 

2002; Ziane and Mellouk 2005; Rajagopalan and Shen 2006; Wu, Song, et al. 

2007) have been developed for MANETs. 

Figure 2: Schematic of ant colony foraging behaviour. 
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13.2.3 Swarm intelligence versus traditional routing  

Sim and Sun (2003) discussed the differences between swarm intelligence base 

routing and the traditional routing algorithms from the following three 

perspectives.  

 

Routing information: In traditional routing algorithms, a node iN depends on 

the routing information furnished by all its neighbouring nodes to construct a 

complete routing table. And in SI based routing; the paths from a source to a 

destination are explored independently and in parallel. 

 

Routing overhead: Generally speaking, routing in traditional routing algorithms 

involves the transmission of routing tables of each node iN  to every one of its 

neighbours. For a large network N , the routing table of iN , which consists of a 

list of cost vectors to all other nodes in N , is large. Since each iN  needs to 

transmit its routing table to everyone of its neighbouring nodes, the routing 

overhead can be very large. Routing in SI based routing algorithms is achieved 

by „transmitting ants‟ rather than routing tables. Even though it is noted that the 

size of an ant may vary in different systems or implementations, in general, the 

size of ants is relatively small. This is because ants are generally very simple 

agents.  

 

Network adaptivity: In dynamic networks transmitting large routing table in 

short or regular intervals may incur large routing overhead. However, the 

possible flooding of the routing table in longer intervals may result in slower 

responses to changes in network topology. Since ants are relatively small they 

can be „piggy backed‟ in data packets. Hence more frequent transmission of ants 

to provide updates of routing information may be possible. Therefore, using SI 

based algorithms for routing in dynamic network seems to be an appropriate area 

for research. 

 

Table 1 summarizes the differences between traditional routing and SI based 

algorithms.  
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13.2.4 Link stability issues 

In MANET, the topology of the network changes frequently. Each time a link 

that is currently communicating breaks will cause the current package to be 

dropped and also may cause the source node to perform “route discovery” 

processes that will result in a “flood” in the whole network, which is very costly. 

Therefore, the re-routing of existing connections should be carried out as seldom 

as possible. In other words, routes should be established along “stable”, i.e. 

durable, paths. In the design of most ad hoc routing protocols, this issue has not 

been addressed. Most of the protocols focus on parameters like finding the 

shortest path to save bandwidth. Or finding the lowest delay, which is likely to be 

a path with generally low delay and hop count. 

Only a few protocols aim to establish stable routes. The associativity based 

routing (ABR) (Toh 1997) is a protocol that prefers “stable” links over 

“transient” links. A link is considered stable if it exists for a time duration of at 

least vrA txthresh /2 , where txr is the transmission range and v  denotes the 

relative speed of two devices. It is left open how to determine the relative speed 

v  among the mobiles which in turn determines threshA . Signal stability adaptive 

routing (SSA) (Dube, Rais, et al. 1997) follows a similar approach. It 

distinguishes strongly connected from weakly connected links where a link is 

considered to be strongly connected, if it has been active for a certain predefined 

amount of time. Paths are established exclusively along stable links. In Wu, Xu, 

et al. (2007) and Jiang, He, et al. (2001), a prediction heuristics for a link‟s 

residual life time is introduced. The algorithm relies on the availability of GPS 

Table 1: Traditional routing algorithms vs SI algorithms. 
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receivers to acquire distance and velocity information of neighbouring nodes. 

Apart from the disadvantages associated with theses methods, e.g. unavailability 

in indoor environments or high demand for battery power. The problem with this 

approach is that the distance of a receiver is only a very vague estimate of link 

availability in realistic scenarios. 

In this work, the link stability function we use is an algorithm based on 

statistical methods. We require each node to keep a table to measure the link 

stability of all the paths to its available neighbours. The longer the link remains 

the better the link stability index is kept for the path.  The equations for the link 

stability function are presented in Section 13.2.2.   

13.3 SWARM INTELLIGENCE BASED LINK STABILITY ROUTING 

ALGORITHM 

13.3.1 Introduction 

MANETs are known to be dynamic infrastructureless networks, most of the 

research concerning MANETs is focused on the fast changing network topology. 

However, it is worth noticing that in real life, stable links exist everywhere, even 

within these highly dynamic infrastructureless MANET networks. For example, 

if a MANET has been setup in an office environment, desktop PCs or charging 

laptops can be considered as relatively stable nodes, and two of them within the 

communication range can set up a stable link. Another example is a motorway 

MANET scenario. In this case, the relatively stable nodes will be the vehicles 

traveling in the same direction with the same speed.  

As discussed earlier, a broken link in MANET is especially costly, so ideally 

the stable link should be used as much as possible to minimize the delay and 

bandwidth wastage caused by a broken link in MANETs. 

For the above reasons, a new routing protocol for MANETs is developed. The 

SI based link stability routing algorithm (SILS) is a hybrid routing algorithm. It 

is based on the ad hoc networking with SI (ANSI) (Rajagopalan and Shen 2006) 

routing protocol, and combined with a link stability vector. Experiments show 

that the SILS protocol can recognize the relatively stable links in the network 

well and adapts quickly to the change of MANETs topology. 
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13.3.2 SILS data structures 

13.3.2.1 Ant Structure: 

An artificial ant is a simple computational agent that models the foraging 

behavior of real ants. The artificial ant can be divided into the forward ant and 

the backward ant, both have the same data structure. The following information 

is carried by an ant : 

(a) The ID of the ant, which is the (node ID, sequence number) pair, 

(b) The number of nodes, m , which  visits, including the node 

 originated from, 

(c) The nodes visited stack S , containing information about all the nodes 

 mvvvV ,,, 21   along the route, which can be reached by 

backtracking the ant ‟s movement. 

(d) Pheromone amount at Vv , vp . 

13.3.2.2 Ant Decision Table  

An ant decision table at node i , i , is a data structure that stores pheromone trail 

information for routing from node i to a destination d via k possible next hop 

nodes  kjjjJ ,,, 21  . These pheromone trail information are used to 

compute the routing table. Each ant decision table entry ijd for node i maintains 

a row for the destination-next hop pair  jd , along with the  tijd , ijd , )(tijd , 

and ijda values described below: 

(a)  tijd  is the pheromone trail concentration  left on a trail ij used as a 

first hop to destination d at current time t due to all the ants that have 

traversed the trail, taking into consideration pheromone evaporation. 

Thus,  is thereby a measure of the goodness of trail ij . The pheromone 
 ijd deposited by a backward ant  traversing from destination node d to 

the source node i via nodes Jj is given by the equation: 

 
)(

1
ddepth

pp di

ijd


   Vdji ,,                                   (1) 

where ip and dp are the pheromone amounts of ant  at nodes i and d , 

respectively, the value )(ddepth  is the number of hops that the ant 

 traversed from node  i  to node d , and  mvvvV ,,, 21  denotes 

the set of m nodes visited by  . 
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In the ant colony algorithm (ACO), an important characteristic of the ant 

decision table is the pheromone evaporation. All the values in the ant 

decision table are evaporated, and so were negatively reinforced. The 

„evaporate‟ equations are defined as: 

                   
4

1

2

)(
)),((

t
tevaporate

ijd

ijd


                                   (2) 

and  



 ijdijdijd tevaporatet )),(()(                     (3) 

 

where is the unit time passed since time t, and



ijd is the pheromone 

amount laid by the following ants   . 
 

(b) ijd  is the heuristic value of going from i to d via the next hop j . In 

SILS routing, 
 ijd  laid by the backward ant , represents a measure of 

the distance to the destination d from i . The equation to compute 
 ijd  is 

given as: 

 
)(

1
1

ddepth
ijd    Vdji ,,                                    (4) 

 

The value )(ddepth  is the number of hops that the ant  traversed from 

node i  to node d , and  mvvvV ,,, 21  denotes the set of m nodes 

visited by  . 

 

(c) )(tijd  is the link stability index for link ij that formulates the route to 

the destination d at current time t . If  the time interval between the two 

periodical broadcasted ants is  , then the equation for the link stability 

index updated by the following group of ants at time t is given as: 

 1)()(  tt ijdijd                                                (5) 

 

 if link ij is still available for communication at time )( t , otherwise, 

 0)( tijd                                                              (6) 
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(d) The )(taijd value for a destination d represents the goodness value of 

choosing j as the next hop to reach d , and is computed using the 

following formula: 

 

 

     
      



Jl ijdijdijd

ijdijdijd

ijd
t

tt
ta









)(

)()(
)(

                         (7) 

  

where parameters ,  ,  define the relative importance of the pheromone 

concentration  tijd , the heuristic value of hop distance ijd , and the link 

stability index )(tijd , respectively.  

13.3.2.3 Routing Table 

The routing table at node i is a table containing an entry for each destination 

d reachable from node i along with the best next hop, j , to d . The best next 

hop, j , to a destination d is the next hop that contains the largest ijda value in 

i . The value of j is thereby updated every time a backward ant traverse back 

to node i . 

13.3.3 Description of SILS protocol  

Our SILS routing protocol for MANETs is a flexible protocol in which the nodes 

in the network have proactive and reactive capabilities. A detailed outline of 

SILS routing protocol is given as follows: 

If a route to a destination D  is required, but not known at the source node S , 

S  broadcasts a forward reactive ant to discover a route to D . Each reactive ant 

has an initial pheromone value f , and is reduced by 1 every time the reactive 

ant has been forwarded. This initial pheromone value determines the depth of 

search to the destination node in the network.  

(1) If a forward ant visits an intermediate node X , X will record this ant‟s 

ID and re-broadcast the ant to its neighbors. In order to get rid of „loops‟, 

an ant will not be re-broadcasted if it has been seen at the node. 

(2) When D  receives the forward reactive ant from S , it generates a 

backward reactive ant to the source S . During the forwarding process, 
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the backward reactive ant updates (a) the pheromone table of all the 

nodes in the path from S  to D , (b) the heuristic value, (c) the link 

stability vector in each node. 

(3) The node S will periodically broadcast proactive ants to update the 

pheromone table information and the link stability parameter for the path 

from S to D  until the route to the destination D  is no longer needed. 

(4) When a route fails at an intermediate node X , Node X  buffers the 

packets which could not be routed and initiates a route discovery to find 

D , and sends a route error message back to the source node S. 

Additionally the pheromone via node X  for the path S to D will be 

decreased, and the link stability vector at X will be reset. 

(5) If an error message is received by the source node S , S  buffers the 

packets, updates the pheromone table, and resends the packet via the 

current best available route.  

13.4 SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To study the characteristics and evaluate the performance of our SILS routing 

protocol, we have conducted simulation experiments using the simulator for 

network algorithms (Sinalgo) environment developed by the Distributed 

Computing Group. The performance of SILS is compared with ANSI and AODV 

for the same network and load characteristics. 

13.4.1 Simulation and network mobility model 

13.4.1.1 Protocol parameters setting 

The current implementation of SILS used  =  =  =2. For ANSI, we set 

 =  =2. In both the SILS and ANSI protocols, the initial pheromone amount 

f  of the ant is set to 4. The ants are periodically broadcasted at every 16 time 

units. 

13.4.1.2 Network mobility models and environment setup 
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We perform the experiments under two different network mobility scenarios. 

Both of the simulation environments consist of 100 mobile nodes in a physical 

region of size 200×200 square unit. All the mobile nodes have a transmission 

radius of between 30 to 50 unit distances.  The nodes in all the experiments are 

initially been distributed using the Grid distribution model as shown in Figure 3. 

This model ensures that in all of our repeated experiments, the source and the 

destination nodes have the same initial distance and also have the same node 

density around them.  

 

 

 

In the first set of experiments, all the nodes in the network use the random 

waypoint mobility model. In this mobility model, a node moves on a straight line 

to a uniformly and randomly selected position in the deployment field. Once it 

arrives, it waits for a predefined amount of time, before it selects a new position 

Figure 3: The initial distribution of the nodes. 
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to walk to. The speed of each node is calculated using a Gaussian distribution 

with mean=1.0, variance=0.5, the waiting time is set using the Poisson 

distribution with lambda=50. 

In the second set of experiments MANETs in real life office environment has 

been simulated. In this scenario, we set 10 nodes with no mobility to represent 

the desktop PCs or charging mobile equipments. The settings for the rest of the 

nodes are given the same settings as in the first set of experiments  

13.4.2 Experimental results 

Our first set of experiments was setup under the random waypoint mobility 

model in order to study what the performance of SILS is like in a common 

MANETs environment. For the purpose of comparison, we used baseline 

protocols: AODV and ANSI, as references.  

For each protocol, we ask the source node to continuously send 10, 20, 35, 50 

units of packages to the destination respectively. Each transmitting process is 

repeated 10 times, and the average performance results of each protocol are 

shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

 

 

 

From Figure 4, we can see that SILS and ANSI have much higher package 

delivery ratio than AODV. The package delivery failure in SILS/ANSI is reduced 

by 40%-50% compared to AODV.  This shows that the SI based algorithms 

performs well to increase the MANETs package delivery ratio. It also can be 

Figure 4: Delivery failure count under the 

random waypoint mobility model scenario. 

Figure 5: The cost in terms of time units under 

the random waypoint mobility model scenario. 
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seen that SILS and ANSI have similar performances under the random way point 

network mobility scenario. This is because under the current mobility model 

settings, the topology of the network changes rapidly, thus, the fitness of links is 

mainly dependent on the pheromone trail concentration and the heuristic value.  

In the second set of experiments, the network is initialized with the same node 

distribution model as we did in the first set of experiments. The only difference is 

we disabled the mobility of the first 10 generated nodes. By doing this we 

establish a few „stable links' in the current network scenario.  

Again, we ask the source node to continuously transfer data to destination 

node with 10, 20, 35, 50 units of packages respectively. Each process is repeated 

10 times, and the average performance is shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

 

 

 

It can be clearly seen from the figures, that our SILS routing protocol has a 

much better performance than the other two protocols. The link stability function 

can adapt the stable links effectively. By communication via these stable links, 

the package delivery failure in SILS when transferring 50 units of packages is 

reduced by nearly 80% and 67% compared to AODV and ANSI respectively. 

The results prove that by introducing the link stability function, the package 

delivery ratio in the MANETs can be effectively optimised. With the reduced 

„flooding‟ within the network, the end to end delay is only 31 - 51  of AODV 

results, and is reduced by 15% - 30% compared to ANSI. 

Figure 6: Delivery failure count under the 

mobility model scenario with „stable links‟. 

Figure 7: The cost in terms of time units under 

the mobility model scenario with „stable links‟. 
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13.5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK  

In this work we compare the traditional routing protocols and SI based protocols 

for MANETs, and propose one possible real life mobility scenario for MANETs. 

Most of the current research consider MANETs to be highly dynamic networks, 

and it is noted that stable links do exist in such networks. We believe the „link 

stability‟ parameter is a primary key for route optimisation, as they can 

effectively reduce the package delivery failure. 

We also present SILS, a SI based hybrid routing protocol for MANETs. Our 

simulation shows that in the context of popular network mobility models, such as 

the random waypoint mobility model, the performance of SILS is as good as 

ANSI, but has a much lower package delivery failure ratio compared with 

AODV. However, if stable links exist in the network, SILS is able to recognize 

them quickly, and the package delivery ratio is increased to 44% - 66%.  

Currently, the link stability function for SILS does not perform well under 

random waypoint mobility model. A link stability function introduced by 

Gerharz, Waal, et al. (2003) can predict the residual link life time, and works 

well under random waypoint mobility model. This stability function will be 

implemented in the next version of our SILS routing protocol. Additionally, 

further work will include the optimisation of the SILS parameters. As the 

optimisation process is a multi-variable optimisation problem, it will be 

interesting to see if it could be realised using evolutionary algorithms such as 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs). 
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Chapter 14 

Support Vector Regression for the Modeling and 
Synthesis of Antenna Arrays 

Rafael González-Ayestarán and Fernando Las-Heras 

14.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important issues to address in radiocommunication system 
design is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the received signals. This parameter 
is strongly related to the performance of the radiating systems and their ability to 
concentrate energy in the receiver discarding other unwanted signals or noise. 
Such ability is increased through the proper design of the radiation pattern of the 
antennas.  

Although different radiation properties can be obtained through an adequate 
design of an antenna, probably the most effective way to control the radiation 
pattern is the use of a combination of antennas (array) (Balanis, 1981) working as 
a single radiating system. The global behavior of the antenna array is determined 
by the superposition of the individual radiation patterns corresponding to each 
element. The global radiation pattern can be controlled by applying different 
‘feeding values’ to each individual radiating element. The problem of calculating 
the feeding values that must be applied to each element of an array in order to 
obtain a global radiation pattern complying with a set of specifications is referred 
to as synthesis, while the problem of determining the radiation pattern 
corresponding to a given set of feeding values applied to the array is referred to 
as analysis.  

Accurate analysis of array antennas can be performed through the use of 
efficient numerical tools able to account for the real properties of the array, such 
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as coupling effects or the presence of passive elements in a near environment. 
However, traditional synthesis methods do not take into account these real 
conditions, assuming a certain degree of error in the solution that could suffice in 
some applications but may not be acceptable in many others. That approximation 
is used because of the complexity involved in developing accurate models able to 
take into account all the real effects involved in antenna arrays and the difficulty 
involved in including these real effects in synthesis schemes.  

An interesting alternative is to include all the real properties of the antenna in 
the models that take part in the synthesis schemes is the use of data-learning 
methods. Data-learning methods (also known as knowledge-discovery methods) 
are based on the search for the relationship existing between different sets of 
available data. Typically these data are input values applied to the system to be 
modeled and the corresponding output values. A data-learning method is able to 
extract from the data a model of the transformation, function or mapping 
inherently embedded in by the system. This type of technique may be considered 
to be between the branches of artificial intelligence, signal processing or 
optimization. The book Neural Networks (NN) (Haykin, 1994) is probably the 
best known representative of this family of techniques.  

Support vector machines (SVM) (Gunn, 1998) are powerful state-of-the-art 
data-learning techniques based on the structural risk minimization (SRM) 
principle. They are able to solve binary classification problems and have been the 
subject of considerable study in recent years. Applications of SVMs vary from 
classification problems (Cortes, Vapnik, 1995) to channel equalization 
(Mitchinson, Harrison, 2002; Santamaría, Ayestarán et al., 2003). More recently, 
support vector theory has been extended to the domain of regression problems 
(Schölkopf, Smola, 2002), also based on the SRM principle, becoming a 
powerful base from which to solve a range of different problems. These include 
filter design (Santamaría, 2003), component modeling or direction-of-arrival 
estimation (Pastorino, Randazzo, 2005), which have been solved and the results 
have been excellent due to outcomes such as improved generalization capabilities 
and in input-output knowledge discovery. This chapter is concerned with the use 
of support vector regression (SVR) to develop accurate models of the antennas 
accounting for the coupling effects or any other feature that could affect the 
radiation pattern.  

Support vector regression is based on the discovery of the relationship 
between inputs and outputs, which implies the need to use previously calculated 
or measured data for the purpose of training the system. Provided that an analysis 
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tool able to account for real antenna conditions is available, the training patterns 
can be obtained by applying different sets of ‘feeding values’ and calculating the 
corresponding radiations patterns. These training patterns can then be used to 
perform the regression and obtain an accurate model of the antenna. Once this 
model is developed, it can be included in different synthesis schemes. Of course, 
measured data, if available, could lead to much more accurate models.  

14.2 SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION FOR THE MODELING OF 
ANTENNA ARRAYS 

Let vr  be a column vector containing the M  feeding values applied to the 
elements of an antenna array placed along the x -axis, 1 2[ ]T

Nv v v … v= , , ,
r

, 
iv C∈ ; ( )T.  denotes the transpose. The value of the co-polar component of the 

radiation pattern generated by the antenna in the direction given by the { }θ ϕ, -
coordinates at a given distance 0R  from its center, can be expressed as:  

 ( ) ( )TE gvθ ϕ θ ϕ, = ,
rr  (1) 

where 1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]T
Mg g g … gθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ, = , , , , , ,

r
, and ( )ig Cθ ϕ, ∈  is a term 

that, in some sense, indicates the influence of the i -th radiant element in the 
direction { }θ ϕ, . In that way, the vector ( )g θ ϕ,r

 describes the relation between 
the applied array voltages and the radiation pattern in the direction { }θ ϕ, . Then, 
for each ϕ -plane, a matrix 1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]NG g g … gϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ= , , , , , ,

r r r r
 can be 

defined, allowing us to calculate the field radiated by the structure in the 
directions iθ , 1i …N= , being N  the number of θ -planes, when the voltage set 
is applied, given as  

 ( ) ( )T TGe vϕ ϕ=
rr r  (2) 

where 1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]T
Ne E E … Eϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ= , , , , , ,

r
. Other ϕ -planes can be 

considered to be defining a set of matrices ( )iG ϕ
r

, 1i … L= , , , L  being the 
number of considered ϕ -planes. Then, the matrix model can now be expressed 
as a 3D matrix G  with dimensions M N L× ×  defined as the combination of the 
L  matrices with dimensions M N×  corresponding to each ϕ -plane.  

The accurate 3D characterization of the radiating structure consists of the 
determination of the 3D matrix G , accounting for all the real properties of the 
antenna. SVR can be used to find the relationship between the array feeding 
values and the radiation pattern. Let us consider that P  voltage sets and their 
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corresponding radiation patterns { ( )}n nEv θ ϕ, ,r , 1n … P= , , , are available for 
training purposes (using an adequate analysis tool, measured in an anechoic 
chamber or in its operating environment if it is possible). If we focus on a certain 
direction of the space { }i jθ ϕ, , our goal is to find the vector ( )i jg θ ϕ,r

 that fits 
on Eq.(1) for all the available data pairs with a predefined accuracy. Furthermore, 
we expect that any other data not included in the available set will also fit such 
condition with the same range of error (this is called generalization and it is one 
of the main subjects of the Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle). The 
SRM principle establishes that ( )i jg θ ϕ,r

 can be obtained through the 
minimization of the following cost function (Gunn, 1998; Schölkopf, Smola, 
2002):  

 2

1

1( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

P
T

ni j i j n i j i j
n

J g g C E g v εθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ
=

, = || , || + | , − , |∑r r r r  (3) 

where  

 ( ) ( ) max(0 ( ) ( ) )T T
n nn nE g E gv vεθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ ε| , − , | = ,| , − , | −

r rr r  (4) 

is the so-called Vapnik’s ε -insensitive loss function, and 0C >  is a penalty 
value which establishes a tradeoff between the generalization ability of the model 
(according to the SRM theory, the first term in (3) guarantees generalization) and 
the cost of deviations larger than ε  (the second term only penalizes such errors). 
The P  training patterns are used for the regression, but it should be noticed that 
the available data may be noisy, or the assumed model (1) could not be correct, 
so that the proposed solution may not be feasible. This fact is handled by 
introducing a set of positive slack variables nξ  and nξ%  represents the value of 
deviations from the “ε -tube” defined for Vapnik’s loss function around the 
model. Then, the minimization of (3) can be rewritten as the constrained 
optimization problem of minimizing  

 2

1

1( ( ) ) ( ) ( )
2

P

i j i j n n
n

J g g Cθ ϕ ξ ξ θ ϕ ξ ξ
=

, , , = || , || + +∑r r% %  (5) 

subject to  

 ( ) ( )T
ni j n i j ng Evθ ϕ θ ϕ ε ξ, − , ≤ +

r r  (6) 

 

 ( ) ( )T
nn i j i j nE g vθ ϕ θ ϕ ε ξ, − , ≤ +

r r %  (7) 
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 0n nξ ξ+ ≥%  (8) 

for all 1n … P= , , .  
The Lagrange multiplier technique (Arfken, 1985) leads to the optimal 

regressor (i.e., the optimal values of ( )i jg θ ϕ,r
), given by  

 
1

( ) ( )
P

n ni j n
n

g vθ ϕ αα
=

, = −∑r r
%  (9) 

where nα%  and nα  are positive Lagrange multipliers calculated by maximizing 
the dual problem given by the following quadratic expression:  

 
1 1

( ) ( ) ( )( )
P P

n nn n i j n
n n

W Eα α ε α θ ϕ αα α
= =

, = − + + , +∑ ∑% % %  

 
1

1 ( )( )
2

P
T

n m n mn m
n m

v vα αα α
, =

− + +∑ r r
% %  (10) 

 
subject to 0 n n Cαα≤ , ≤% , for all 1n … P= , , . This is a convex quadratic 
programming (QP) scenario and, therefore, has a globally optimal solution that 
can be efficiently found, for example using (Gunn, 1998). According to support 
vector theory, the input patterns (voltage sets) that appear in the expansion (9) are 
points where exactly one of the Lagrange multipliers is greater than zero, and the 
difference ( )n nαα −%  does not vanish. These input patterns that contribute to the 
solution (typically less than P ) are called support vectors.  

Repeating this regression for each of the considered N L⋅  directions of the 
space, an estimation of the matrix G

r
 is obtained. If the training patterns have 

been obtained by including the real antenna characteristics (mutual coupling, 
presence of parasitic elements, etc.) the resulting model will also include them 
when representing the behavior of the antenna.  

After the matrix G
r

 has been calculated, the field radiated by the modeled 
antenna, when a specific voltage set is applied to it, can be estimated using the 
expression  

 T TGe v=
rr r  (11) 
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where 1 2[ ( ) ( ) ( )]Le e e … eϕ ϕ ϕ= , , ,
r r r r

 is a matrix with dimensions N L×  resulting 
from the product between a vector and a 3D-matrix, and contains the samples of 
the radiated field in all the considered directions of the space.  

As a first approach to the synthesis problem, if a radiation pattern is somehow 
specified in terms of its amplitude and its phase, and assuming that it is feasible 
for the array being modeled, it is possible to calculate the corresponding voltage 
set using the expression  

 1T TGv e
−=
rr r  (12) 

where 1
G

−r  is named the pseudoinverse 3D-matrix of G
r

 and is defined as the 
3D-matrix combination of the pseudoinverse matrices 1( )iG ϕ−r , 1i …L= .  

14.3 MULTI-REGRESSION AND EQUIVALENT 2D MODELING OF 3D 
PROBLEMS 

The procedure described in section 2 allows the construction of a 3D-matrix 
model of the behavior of an antenna array able to relate the voltages (or any 
feeding values) applied to the elements of the array and the corresponding 
radiated field distribution. However, the problem associated to the use of Eq.(9) 
is the need to perform N L⋅  independent regressions, that is, as many as the 
number of directions considered in the space. While such numbers could be 
acceptable in many 2D problems, typically in 3D problems the number of 
directions of the space makes it necessary to consider an alternative method 
which is able to reduce the computational cost associated with the 
implementation of multiple regressions.  

A first approach to the reduction of the number of regressions could be given 
by the use of support vector multi-regression (SVMR) (Sánchez, Prado, et al., 
2004), a non-conventional approximation to SVR in which the regression leads to 
an optimal matrix instead of an optimal vector. According to SVMR, the problem 
of obtaining the model that relates inputs and outputs in an antenna array can be 
formulated as the minimization of the following cost function  

 2

1 1

1( ( )) ( ) ( )
2

N P

j j ii
i n

J G C L ug εϕ ϕ
= =

= || || +∑ ∑
r r  (13) 

where  
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 2 2

0
( )

2
u

L u
u u uε

ε
ε ε ε
, <⎧

= ⎨ − + , ≥⎩
 (14) 

and ( ) ( )T T
n nn j ju Ge vϕ ϕ=|| − ||

rr r , 
1 2( ) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]T

n j n j n j n N jE E … Ee ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ= , , , , , ,r , being ( )jig ϕr  the i -th 
column of the matrix model ( )jG ϕ

r
, i.e. ( ) ( )j i ji gg ϕ θ ϕ= ,

rr .  
It is important to notice that the use of the cost function expressed in (13) is 

an extension of Vapnik’s ε -insensitive loss function to multiple dimensions, but 
based on the 2L  norm instead of the 1L  norm. A direct extension of the 1L -
based function would result in the need to account for each dimension (θ -plane) 
independently, leading to an independent regression for each column without any 
improvement over the basic SVR. The use of a function based on the 2L -norm 
allows consideration of all the directions of the space in a unique constraint 
yielding a single support vector regression for all the directions (Sánchez, Prado 
et al., 2004). However, this cost function penalizes the deviation of the training 
data from the linear model according to a quadratic value for the data that lay out 
of the ε -tube defined by the standard Vapnik’s formulation, smoothing the 
penalization for certain data. This fact could result in a solution that could differ 
from the optimal linear model from the SRM principle point of view. The most 
important consequence of this fact is that more training data could be necessary 
to approximate the solution to the optimal linear model with the same degree of 
accuracy. In some sense, the use of this multi-regression procedure represents a 
tradeoff between the reduction of the number of regressions (that means time and 
computational cost) and the need for more data or the loss of accuracy.  

Assuming that we are able to find an optimal point of tradeoff between cost 
and accuracy, this first approach allows reduction of the number of regressions 
from N L⋅  to L , as each θ -plane 2D model can be regressed at once. 
Furthermore, this idea opens the way to a second approach which is able to 
obtain a full 3D model in only one regression.  

Let us focus again on the 3D-matrix model of an antenna array, G
r

. 
According to Eq.(11), the samples of the radiated field distribution in a 3D 
domain can be expressed as a matrix that can be calculated by multiplying the 
voltages applied to the array by the 3D-matrix model. It is straightforward to see 
that such a relationship can also be expressed using a 2D-matrix relationship. Let 
us define an extended matrix 1 2[ ( ) ( ) ( )]LG G G … Gϕ ϕ ϕ= , , ,

r r r r
%  as the combination 

of all the ϕ -plane matrix models or the decomposition of the 3D-matrix model 
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G
r

 into a 2D-matrix. Let us consider also an extended field of samples vector 
1 2[ ( ) ( ) ( )]TT T T

Le …e e eϕ ϕ ϕ= , , ,
r r r r% , also let us combine all the ϕ -plane field 
samples vectors, now in a column vector instead of a matrix as in Eq.(11). Then, 
it is obvious that  

 T TGve =
rr r %%  (15) 

This equation represents an equivalent 2D-matrix formulation for the 
proposed 3D problem. The subject of the array modeling can now be considered 
in respect of the matrix G

r
% , and, according to the SVMR formulation, it can be 

obtained by performing only one multi-regression using the following cost 
function:  

 2

1 1

1( ) ( )
2

N L P

ii
i n

J G C L ug ε

⋅

= =

= || || +∑ ∑
r r% %  (16) 

where ( )L uε  is the same function previously defined, but now 
T T

nn nu Gve=|| − ||
rr r %% , ne

r
%  is the extended field samples vector corresponding to the 

n -th training pattern, and ig
r
%  is the i -th column of the matrix model G

r
% .  

Using this formulation, the problem of obtaining an accurate 3D model of the 
behavior of an antenna array can be reduced to performing one regression, 
reducing notably the computational cost and the corresponding time until a 
suitable model is found. However, if reducing the problem to L  regressions led 
to less accurate models (or to the need for more training data), in this case the 
problem is even more significant, and much more training data are necessary to 
obtain a model with the same accuracy as using N L⋅  regressions. In non-
rigorous terms of information, we can consider that we are trying to obtain the 
same model but we are using a simpler process that has been found to lead to less 
accurate results. The reduced complexity should be compensated for somehow. 
In this case, it can be compensated for by using more data to increase the 
presence of information in the process.  

As we did in section 2, let us consider a basic 3D synthesis problem in which 
a radiation pattern is specified in terms of its amplitude and its phase in different 
(3D) positions of the space. Assuming that such radiation pattern could be 
synthesized with the modeled array, it is possible to calculate the corresponding 
voltage set using the expression  

 1TTv e G
−=
rrr
%%  (17) 

where 
1

G
−r
%  is the pseudoinverse matrix of G

r
% .  
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14.4 ANTENNA ARRAY SYNTHESIS USING SVR-BASED MODELS 

In sections 2 and 3 SVR has been introduced to develop different models of an 
antenna array depending on the dimensionality of the problem: 2D, 3D or an 
equivalent 2D representation. In any case, at this point an accurate model of the 
behavior of an array is available and specified as a matrix or a 3D-matrix. 
Eq.(12) and (17) provide a means to obtain the voltages that must be applied to 
the ports of the array in order to obtain a certain radiation pattern specified in 
terms of its amplitude and phase. However, this is not the usual way to specify a 
target radiation pattern.  

Typically, information about the phase distribution of the radiation pattern is 
not available or is irrelevant for synthesis. Under such circumstances, a unique 
relationship between the feeding values and the radiation pattern specified only 
in terms of its amplitude is not guaranteed, and Eq.(12) and (17) cannot be 
considered suitable for obtaining the voltages corresponding to a specified 
radiation pattern.  

In most practical applications, specifications for synthesis problems are not 
given as a deterministic radiation pattern but as a set of parameters that can be 
translated into a template or a mask defining the maximum and minimum value 
of the radiation pattern amplitude at each aspect angle. In these cases, the details 
about the shape of the field distribution are not as relevant as certain parameters 
such as the directivity, side lobes level, main lobe direction, null positions, ripple, 
etc. Under such circumstances, the degrees of freedom in the problem increase 
notably. The proposed matrix models are not able to handle so many degrees of 
freedom, as there is not a unique function to be modeled or approximated.  

Apparently, these limitations do not allow us to solve the synthesis problems 
directly if they are not specified in terms of the amplitude and phase of desired 
radiation patterns, but the simplicity of the matrix models allows us to include 
them in more sophisticated schemes which are able to solve synthesis problems 
with specifications given in different ways.  

14.4.1 Synthesis from field amplitude data 

When a radiation pattern is specified in terms of its desired amplitude but its 
phase is not specified or known, the relationship between voltages and radiated 
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field given in Eq.(1) cannot be considered valid. In fact, the uniqueness in the 
relationship between voltages and field amplitude is not strictly guaranteed.  

Due to the fact that the information is incomplete, additional constrains or 
information must be included in the synthesis process. Such additional 
information can be related to the real properties of the radiating structure. 
Depending on these real properties, the antenna will be able to radiate according 
to different (infinite) field distributions, but only a certain subspace of radiated 
field distributions will be suitable for a real antenna array. Including this 
information in the synthesis scheme could allow retrieval of a coherent phase 
distribution according to the properties of the specified radiating structure. 
Fortunately, if the antenna matrix model has been properly calculated, it contains 
all the information about the real radiating properties of the antenna, including 
the subspace of possible radiated field distributions.  

Using the matrix model to relate field samples and voltages and to include 
information about the possible field distributions means using the model at least 
twice. Intuitively, a recurrent use of the matrix model to reconstruct a phase 
distribution and a set of voltages implies the implementation of an iterative 
scheme.  

An iterative scheme is proposed to reconstruct a coherent phase distribution 
according to the specified field amplitude and the radiating structure. The 
proposed process consists of the use of the model of the radiating structure to 
reduce the distance between the present field phase distribution and another 
phase distribution feasible in the radiating structure along with the specified field 
amplitude. Let 1 2( ( ) ( ) ( ) )T

Ne E d E d … E d| |= | |,| |, ,| |
r

 be a vector containing the 
desired radiation pattern specified in amplitude along N  directions of the space 

id , 1i … N= , , . The algorithm to calculate the voltages begins by considering a 
null initial phase distribution together with the specified radiation pattern 
amplitude, generating an extended radiation pattern. Through Eq.(12), a first 
approximation to the necessary voltages is obtained. This approximation is used 
in q.(2) to obtain the corresponding radiation pattern, whose amplitude is 
compared with the specified one. If the error does not comply with a predefined 
stop criterion, the phase of the reconstructed radiation pattern is used together 
with the specified amplitude, generating another extended radiation pattern used 
in a new iteration to obtain a new approximation to the voltages. This process is 
graphically represented in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Iterative scheme for synthesis from field amplitude. 

 
It is important to notice that the use of the pseudoinverse matrix of the model 

G
r

, provided that this model is accurate, guarantees a minimum mean square 
error solution. In this case this fact means that the voltages calculated in each 
iteration of the method are the best possible voltages for the radiating structure 
being studied and the present extended field distribution (specified amplitude and 
present phase), and they correspond to a radiated field distribution with less than 
or equal to the distance to the solution to that of the present extended field 
distribution.  

This iterative method is a very good example of how the matrix models can 
be easily included in different schemes without any increase of the complexity. 
Due to the fact that the model includes all the real properties of the antenna array, 
this simple synthesis scheme will also take them into account leading to an 
accurate solution.  

14.4.2 Synthesis from template-based specifications 

In most practical applications, specifications for synthesis problems are not given 
as a target radiation pattern, but as a set of parameters that can be translated into 
a template defining the maximum and minimum value of the radiation pattern 
amplitude at each aspect angle, ( )maxB θ ϕ,  and ( )minB θ ϕ,  respectively. This 
problem is equivalent to considering a target field amplitude ( )M θ ϕ,  defined as  
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( ) ( )( )

2
max minB BM θ ϕ θ ϕθ ϕ , + ,

, =  (18) 

and allows a maximum deviation of ( )ε θ ϕ, , also defined as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )max minB M M Bε θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ, = , − , = , − ,  (19) 

i.e., ( )ε θ ϕ,  represents the distance between the mean allowed value of the field 
amplitude and any of the bounds.  

The penalization of values laying outside of the template can then be done 
through the use of Vapnik’s ε -insensitive loss function (4), that adopts a form 
that makes it possible to adopt the SVR problem to the resolution of this kind of 
problem:  

( )( ) ( ) max{0 ( ) ( ) ( )}T TM g v M g vε θ ϕθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ ε θ ϕ,| , − , | = ,| , − , | − ,
r r r r

 (20) 

where ( )g θ ϕ,r
 is the column of the matrix model G

r
 corresponding to the 

direction of the space defined by { }θ ϕ, .  
Notice that in this case the matrix model is known and the voltage set is 

unknown and is, therefore, the subject of our problem. Although the SRM 
principle is not strictly necessary in this case, the statement of the problem using 
Vapnik’s function establishes the following cost function to be minimized:  

 2

( )
1 1

1( ) ( ) ( )
2 i j

N L
T

i j i j
i j

J v v C M gv
ε θ ϕ

θ ϕ θ ϕ
,

= =

= || || + , − ,∑∑r r rr  (21) 

where N  is the considered number of θ -directions of the space, and L  is the 
number of ϕ -directions of the space. The second term of the cost function will 
try to provide a radiation pattern equal to ( )M θ ϕ,  with a maximum error of 

( )ε θ ϕ, , guaranteeing that the field obtained will comply with the specified 
template. On the other hand, the first term is not strictly necessary in this 
problem, as we are trying to obtain a final solution, not a model with 
generalization capabilities. However, it is still interesting to include it because it 
penalizes solutions with large norm leading to a minimum energy/power set of 
vectors, also an important issue in communication systems design.  

It is also important to notice that the "fictitious field" ( )M θ ϕ,  is only 
specified in terms of amplitude. As developed in (Santamaría, Vía et al., 2004), 
field amplitude-only data can be expressed through the 2L -norm as  

 2 2( ) ( )TM gvθ ϕ θ ϕ|| , || =|| , ||
rr  (22) 
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Taking into account that vr , ( )g θ ϕ,r
 and ( )M θ ϕ,  are, in general, complex 

values, E(22) can be written as  

 2 2 2( ) { ( )} { ( )}T T Tg Re g Im gv v vθ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ|| , || = , + ,
r r rr r r  (23) 

 
This expression can also be rewritten as  

 2 { ( )}(24)
( ) { ( )} { } { }

{ ( )}(25)
T T T Re g
g Re M Re Imv v v Im g

θ ϕ
θ ϕ θ ϕ

θ ϕ
,⎡ ⎤

|| , || = , ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ − ,⎣ ⎦

r
rr r r

r  

 
{ ( )}(26)

{ ( )} { } { }
{ ( )}(27)

T T Im g
Im M Re Imv v Re g

θ ϕ
θ ϕ

θ ϕ
,⎡ ⎤

+ , ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ,⎣ ⎦

r
r r

r  (28) 

 
or, in a more compact formulation, as  

 2( ) ( )TTg gv vθ ϕ θ ϕ|| , || = ,
r rr r %%  (29) 

where the following vectors have been defined:  

 
{ }
{ }

Re v
v

Im v
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

r
r% r  (30) 

and  
 

{ ( )}(31) { ( )}(33)
( ) { ( )} { ( )}

{ ( )}(32) { ( )}(34)
Re g Im g

g Re M Im M
Im g Re g

θ ϕ θ ϕ
θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ

θ ϕ θ ϕ
, ,⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤

, = , + ,⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− , ,⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

r r
r% r r

 
{ ( ) ( )}

{ ( ) ( )}

Re M g

Im M g

θ ϕ θ ϕ

θ ϕ θ ϕ

∗

∗

⎡ ⎤, ,
= ⎢ ⎥

, ,⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

r

r  (35) 

where the superscript ( )∗.  denotes complex conjugate. Since ( )M θ ϕ,  is a 
function of template values, for this particular problem { ( )} 0Im M θ ϕ, = . Now 
our cost function can be expressed, in order to deal with the fact that phase 
specifications are not available, as:  

 2

( )
1 1

1( ) ( ) ( )
2 i j

N L
T

i j i j
i j

J v v C M gv ε θ ϕ
θ ϕ θ ϕ

,
= =

= || || + , − ,∑∑
%

r r rr% % %% %  (36) 
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where 2( ) ( )ε θ ϕ ε θ ϕ, = ,%  and 2( ) ( )M Mθ ϕ θ ϕ, =|| , ||% . As was done in Eq.(5), 
two positive slack variables, ξ  and ξ%  are introduced in order to deal with the 
fact that a solution completely inside the template could not be feasible in the 
radiating structure considered, and some deviations could occur. Then, (36) 
becomes  

 2

1 1

1( ) ( )
2

N L

ij ij
i j

J v v Cξ ξ ξ ξ
= =

, , = || || + +∑∑r r% %% %  (37) 

subject to  

 ( ) ( ) ( )T
i j i j i j ijg Mv θ ϕ θ ϕ ε θ ϕ ξ, − , ≤ , +

rr % %% %  (38) 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )T
i j i j i j ijM gvθ ϕ θ ϕ ε θ ϕ ξ, − , ≤ , +

rr %% %% %  (39) 

 
 0ij ijξ ξ, ≥%  (40) 

 
The optimal set of feeding values can then be derived as  

 
1 1

( ) ( ) ( )
N L

ij ij i j i j
i j

v M gα θ ϕ θ ϕα ∗

= =

= − , ,∑∑r r
%  (41) 

where ijα%  and ijα  are the positive Lagrange multipliers obtained in this case by 
solving the dual optimization problem of maximizing the expression  

 
1 1 1 1

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
N L N L

ij iji j ij i j ij
i j i j

W Mα α ε θ ϕ α θ ϕ αα α
= = = =

, = − , + + , +∑∑ ∑∑ %% % % %  

 
1 1

1 ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2

N L
T

ij krij kr i j k r
i k j r

ggα α θ ϕ θ ϕα α
, = , =

− + + , ,∑ ∑ rr %%% %  (42) 

 
subject to 0 ij ij Cαα≤ , ≤% .  

If we consider again the case of a radiation pattern specified in terms of its 
amplitude, we can define a “tube” of tolerated deviation ε  around it. Then, if we 
focus in a direction of the space given by { }θ ϕ, , we have just defined a template 
where ( )M θ ϕ,  is equal to the desired amplitude ( )E θ ϕ| , | , and the maximum 
and minimum bounds are ( ) ( )maxB Eθ ϕ θ ϕ ε, =| , | +  and 
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( ) ( )minB Eθ ϕ θ ϕ ε, =| , | − . In this way, the template-case formulation is also 
valid for the amplitude-only case, accepting a maximum deviation of ε  at each 
aspect angle. Furthermore, ε  could be set to 0 if it is necessary.  

According to this last idea, the template-case formulation can be considered a 
unified framework to deal with any kind of specifications for the synthesis 
problem by choosing the target ( )M θ ϕ,  appropriately and the value of the 
maximum deviation.  

14.5 EXAMPLES AND PRACTICAL ISSUES 

In this section we will show how the SVR framework can be used to solve 
different synthesis problems. For the sake of simplicity, we present only 
simulated experiments where the training data have been obtained using accurate 
simulation tools and considering simulated radiating structures over which we 
solve synthesis problems. However, experimental data obtained from 
measurements held in an anechoic chamber, or in a non-ideal environment, could 
be used if they were available.  

In the examples presented we have considered a 16 half-wavelength collinear 
dipole array, with elements placed along the x -axis and with centers uniformly 
separated by 0 7λ. , λ  being the wavelength. In the first place, we will obtain the 
model of the antenna using SVR, that implies obtaining a set of training patterns. 
A set of 50 vectors of random voltages have been generated and applied to the 
array, obtaining the co-polar component of the radiation pattern at 91 directions 
of the space angularly equispaced between 90oθ = −  and 90oθ =  and at 91 
directions also angularly equispaced between 0oϕ =  and 180oϕ = , using a full-
wave analysis tool (Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC), Part II, 1977) based 
on the Method of Moments (MoM) (Harrington, R. F., 1968) and wire modeling. 
The parameters for the multi-regression have been chosen as 1C =  and 0ε = , 
hence resulting in the 3D-matrix model G

r
. The maximum deviation ε  has been 

set to 0 because working with simulations we guarantee that our data are not 
noisy. Then, the available data should fit perfectly the linear model and, as we 
are looking for an accurate model, no deviation must be allowed. If our data were 
obtained through measurement, ε  should be set to a non-zero value related with 
the estimated variance of the measurement noise.  
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The 3D-matrix model (or the equivalent 2D model) is used in the following 
examples to solve different synthesis problems. In the first example, a nominal 
voltage distribution with hamming window-type amplitude and linear phase is 
applied to the antenna, obtaining the corresponding 2D radiation pattern for the 
plane 0ϕ = , plotted in Figure 2. The amplitude of this radiation pattern, 
considered as the target pattern, is proposed as input to the amplitude-only 
synthesis iterative method proposed in section 4.1 considering only the 2D-
matrix model corresponding to the plane considered. The reconstructed voltages 
are obtained after 20 iterations and represented in Table 1, while the radiation 
pattern that they generate (synthesized pattern) is also plotted in Figure 2. It is 
worth mentioning that the coupling effects between the elements of the array 
have been taken into account through the use of the calculated matrix model 

( 0)G θ ϕ, =
r

 because an analysis tool able to account for them has been used to 
obtained the training pattern. The maximum differences between the nominal and 
synthesized radiation patterns are lower than 0.07dB at -40dB, and lower than 
0.9dB at -50dB. A solution obtained using a synthesis method based on 
minimization of a cost function was not enough to account for the influence of 
coupling effects (Las-Heras, Galocha et al., 1997) is used to calculate the 
corresponding radiation pattern (considering coupling effects) also represented in 
Figure 2.  

 
  

Figure 2: Nominal and synthesized radiation pattern. 
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Table 1: Calculated feeding values. 

Element  Amplitude (V)  Phase (deg.)  
1  0.0847  123.1  
2  0.1258  171.0  
3  0.2459  -139.6   
4  0.4183  -94.4   
5  0.6072  -48.1   
6  0.7923  -2.2   
7  0.9261  43.9   
8  10.000  90.2  
9  0.9920  135.9   
10  0.9047  -178.6   
11  0.7534  -133.2   
12  0.5735  -87.2   
13  0.3841  -41.9   
14  0.2229  4.4   
15  0.1170  46.1   
16  0.0749  90.1  

In these results we can appreciate how the accuracy of the model makes it 
possible to obtain a solution that fits the specification without significant 
differences, while a method based on models that do not account for the real 
properties of the antenna obtains a solution that differs from the specified pattern 
when the voltages obtained are applied to a coupling-element array.  

In the second example, the same model as before is used to solve another 
synthesis problem using the same antenna. The target radiation pattern (also in 
the plane 0ϕ = ) is specified by a set of templates determining the required 
maximum and minimum radiation pattern values at each aspect angle, as 
represented in Figure 3. Using the SVR-based method proposed in section 4.2 
with C=1, a set of voltages is obtained. These voltages, represented in Table 2, 
generate a radiation pattern, also plotted in Figure 3, which perfectly complies 
with the specifications. A solution calculated with the non-coupling coupling 
method proposed in (Las-Heras, Galocha et al., 1997) is analyzed using the 
MoM-based tool resulting in the radiation pattern also plotted in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Template and synthesized radiation pattern. 
  

 
In the following example the previously used collinear dipoles have been 

replaced by 16 half-wavelength parallel dipoles, also parallel to the y -axis, with 
their centers separated by 0 7λ.  and distributed along the x -axis, in the same 
positions as the previously studied collinear dipoles. A 3D model of a radiating 
structure has also been developed using 75 sets of random voltages that are 
applied to the array, obtaining the co-polar component of the radiation pattern in 
all the considered directions of the space using a full-wave analysis tool based on 
the Method of Moments. The radiation patterns have been obtained considering 
91 directions of the space angularly equispaced between 90oθ = −  and 90oθ = , 
and 181 ϕ -constant planes corresponding to equispaced values between 0oϕ =  
and 180oϕ = . Once the 3D matrix model G

r
 has been obtained, it is evaluated 

in both analysis and synthesis cases. A set of voltages following again a 
hamming window-type with linear phase distribution is applied to the structure 
(Table 3). Figure 4 represents the corresponding radiation pattern (co-polar 
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component) calculated both using the full-wave analysis tool based on the MoM 
and wire modeling (nominal radiation pattern), and using the proposed SVR 
model to evaluate its analysis accuracy. The maximum differences between both 
patterns are lower than 0.6dB at -40dB and lower than 2dB at -50dB.  
 

 

 
Figure 4: Radiation u-v pattern (co-polar component) using MoM and SVR models. 

 

Table 2: Calculated feeding values. 

Element  Amplitude (V)  Phase (deg.)  
1  0.1628  -152.8  
2  0.2935  146.6   
3  0.3357  139.4   
4  0.3820  140.1   
5  0.5319  139.2   
6  0.7512  138.9   
7  0.9247  134.3   
8  0.9855  120.5  
9  10.000  101.4   
10  0.9475  87.7   
11  0.7559  82.4   
12  0.5274  80.8   
13  0.3909  79.0   

14  0.3338  81.3   
15  0.2575  79.2   
16  0.2076  27.1  
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Table 3: Calculated feeding values. 

Element  Nominal  Synthesized  
1  0.080 74 4o∠ .   0.082 75 4o∠ .    
2  0.121 148 9o∠ .   0.123 149 7o∠ .   
3  0.234 136 5o∠− .  0.234 136 4o∠− .
4  0.401 62 0o∠− .   0.403 62 1o∠− .  
5  0.594 12 4o∠ .   0.591 12 5o∠ .    
6  0.777 86 9o∠ .   0.774 86 7o∠ .    
7  0.921 161 3o∠ .   0.918 161 2o∠ .   
8  1.000 124 1o∠− .  0.995 124 2o∠− .
9  1.000 49 6o∠− .   1.000 49 6o∠− .
10  0.921 24 8o∠ .   0.921 24 9o∠ .    
11  0.777 99 3o∠ .   0.779 99 3o∠ .    
12  0.594 173 8o∠ .   0.591 174 1o∠ .   
13  0.401 111 7o∠− .  0.404 111 7o∠− .
14  0.234 37 2o∠− .   0.237 36 3o∠− .  
15  0.121 37 2o∠ .   0.120 37 0o∠ .    
16  0.080 111 7o∠ .   0.081 111 2o∠ .  

 
 

  
Figure 5: Radiation pattern (co-polar component) at 45oϕ =  using MoM and SVR models. 

 
In Figure 5, the radiation pattern in the plane 45oϕ =  is represented. No 

significant differences can be seen between the two distributions, the maximum 
differences being lower than 0.007dB at -40dB.  
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The 3D radiation pattern calculated, making use of the MoM model is 
specified for the synthesis method presented in section 4.1. The set of voltages 
calculated after 12 iterations is represented in Table 3. The value of the mean 
square error between the nominal and the synthesized voltage distributions is 

65 10−⋅ .  
All the previous examples considered were working in far field conditions. In 

fact, in all the equations used there is a missing coordinate: the distance between 
the antenna and the point where the radiated field is evaluated. We have assumed 
that far field conditions make the radiation pattern independent of the distance. 
However, this assumption could not be true if far field conditions are not 
satisfied. Including a distance coordinate in the formulation is almost 
straightforward and it would mean increasing in one dimension the problems. If 
in a 3D case we have to account for N L⋅  directions of the space, in this 4D case 
N L K⋅ ⋅  positions of the space must be considered, K  being the number of 
distances where the radiated field is evaluated. In most practical applications 
there is no need to consider more than one distance, but in many cases such 
distance do not satisfy far field conditions, being necessary to predefine the 
domain where the radiated field is evaluated.  

In the next example, a near field (NF) model of an antenna array is necessary 
to solve a NF-synthesis problem at a distance of 1 5λ. . The 16 half-wavelength 
collinear dipole array modeled in the first two examples is considered again, but 
in this case we need a new model of the antenna able to represent its behavior at 
such distance. A set of 150 voltage vectors is randomly generated, and they are 
used to calculate the Eθ  component of the corresponding NF distribution at the 
distance of 1 5λ. , and at 91 directions in space angularly equispaced between 

90oθ = −  and 90oθ =  using our full-wave analysis tool based on the MoM. In 
this case, the multi-regression with parameters 1C =  and 0ε =  leads to the 
elements of the matrix G

r
, in this case a 2D-matrix with dimensions 16 91× . A 

nominal near field distribution (Figure 6) is specified. The amplitude of this 
distribution provides the amplitude-only synthesis iterative method. The 
synthesized near field distribution after 20 iterations is also plotted in Figure 6. 
As in the far field case, no differences can be seen between the two distributions.  
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Figure 6: Nominal and synthesized NF distributions. 

 
 
 
 

14.6 FINAL COMMENTS 

Although all the formulation related to the radiated field throughout the chapter 
does not mention any reference to field components, it has been assumed 
implicitly that all the components satisfy the relationship expressed in Eq.(1). 
This fact allows us to obtain a model of the behavior of an antenna in terms of 
the relationship between feeding values and the field component of interest using 
the same formulation. The only difference can be found in the training data to be 
used, as the radiated field values must correspond to the field component for 
which the model is being developed.  

Another point of interest is given by the fact that the presented formulation 
does not make any reference to the actual positions of the elements of the array. 
Although all the examples are proposed using uniform arrays, there is no need to 
consider a constant distance between the radiating elements. Furthermore, there 
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is no need to consider equal elements. The models are obtained from input and 
output data, so no assumption is made about the geometry of the radiating 
structure.  

Finally, it is also interesting to note that, independently of the use of single 
regressions or multi-regression, each direction of the space is treated separately 
and simply represents one column of the matrix (or 3D-matrix) models. This fact 
means that it is not necessary to consider equispaced directions of the space, and 
non-uniform sampling of the field distribution could be used.  

The use of Support Vector Regression represents a flexible and powerful tool 
for the modeling and synthesis of array antennas able to account for the real 
properties of the radiating structure and its environment. Probably the next 
challenge to make use of its capabilities is improving our own ability to obtain 
proper training data through measurements of our real systems.  
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Chapter 15 

Support Vector Machines for the Estimation of the 
Directions of Arrival of Electromagnetic Waves 

Andrea Randazzo and Matteo Pastorino 

15.1 INTRODUCTION 

New wireless communication systems strongly require the use of smart antennas, 
i.e. antennas able to modify their behaviors (in particular, their radiation 
properties) depending on certain external conditions (Winters 1998; Liberti and 
Rappaport 1999; Paulraj et al. 2000; Dandekar et al. 2002; Blostein and Leib 
2003; Choi et al. 2003; Sarkar et al. 2003). Often, the receiving antenna modifies 
its behavior depending on the basis of the location of the (possibly moving) 
transmitting system. Moreover, the determination of the incident angles of waves 
impinging on receiving antennas is of fundamental importance not only for the 
development of smart antennas for wireless communications, but also in many 
applications related to radar, sonar, and other detection apparatuses for security, 
imaging, etc (Chandran 2006; Martínez-Ramón et al. 2007). The efficiency of the 
smart antenna is strongly related to the effectiveness of the system in precisely 
estimating the directions of arrival (DOAs) of the incident electromagnetic 
signals, which are captured by the antenna in its receiving mode.  

Consequently, the problem of estimating the DOAs of electromagnetic waves 
constitutes in general a prerequisite for the development of smart antennas and it 
has been widely studied in recent years. Several efficient approaches have been 
devised and tested. Among them, the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) 
algorithm (Schmidt 1986), the maximum likelihood (ML) method, and the 
estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) 
(Roy and Kailath 1989) are commonly used methods. Moreover, the use of 
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neural network has been also successfully exploited (El Zooghby et al. 1997, 
2000). Approaches relying on combined spatial and temporal processing have 
also been proposed (Kyungjung et al. 2001). 

Recently, a new class of methods for solving the DOA estimation problems 
based on the use of support vector machines (SVMs) (David Sanchez 2003) has 
been successfully introduced. The main advantage of this approach is related to 
the excellent generalization capabilities (i.e., the ability of the system to 
determine incident angles not included in a fixed training set) that SVMs have 
shown in several applications, including antenna synthesis (Martínez-Ramón and 
Christodoulou 2006), pattern recognition (Vapnik and Lerner 1963), 
classification (Guo and Li 2003), time prediction (Wu et al. 2003), and regression 
problems (Vapnik et al. 1997). 

The present authors proposed in (Pastorino and Randazzo 2005, 2006) a new 
algorithm, in which the estimated DOAs are obtained by using a nonlinear 
support vector regression (SVR) approach (Smola and Schölkopf 2004). In the 
proposed approach, the function that relates the angles of incidence of the 
electromagnetic waves to the outputs of the receiving antennas is approximated 
by using a set of SVMs, which are trained starting from several samples of the 
input/output values of this mapping. After the definition of the internal 
parameters of the SVMs, the DOA estimation is performed in a fast and accurate 
way during the test phase. 

In the present chapter, the mathematical formulation of the proposed 
estimation algorithm is discussed. Furthermore, some relevant results recently 
obtained by using the SVM-based approach are reviewed. Comparisons with 
other existing estimation techniques and experimental validations are also 
reported and discussed. Moreover, although the DOA estimation methods are 
usually evaluated by considering waves with propagation vectors lying in the 
horizontal plane, the SVM-based estimator is also assed in the case of 
electromagnetic waves with arbitrary propagation directions. Finally, the 
capabilities of the approach when dealing with reflected electromagnetic waves 
in near field conditions are evaluated, too. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical basis of 
the DOA estimation approach are reported, whereas in Section 3 the SVM-based 
estimation method is briefly outlined. Finally, numerical and experimental results 
are reported and discussed in Section 4. 
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15.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Let us consider an uniform linear array composed by N receiving elements 
located at positions uniformly spaced along the x-axis, i.e.,  

 ( ) Nndnxnn ,...,1,ˆ1ˆ =−== xxr  (1) 
being d the inter-element spacing (Figure 1). M narrowband electromagnetic 
waves with central frequency ω impinge on the array from directions (φm, θm), m 
= 1,…,M.  
 

 

 
The electromagnetic field is a linear combination of the contributions of the 

M waves, i.e., 

 ∑
=

=
M

m
m

1
)()( rErE  (2) 

where )(rEm , m = 1,...,M, denotes the electromagnetic field due to the m-th 
incident wave. If the electromagnetic sources are located in the far-field region of 
the smart antenna, the received electromagnetic waves can be modeled as plane 
waves, i.e., 

 ( ) rkerE ⋅−= mj
mm e  (3) 

being em, m = 1,…,M, the complex amplitude of the m-th plane wave and 
xk ˆcossin mmm k φθ−= ŷsinsin mmk φθ− ẑcos mk θ− , where ( ) 21

00μεω=k  is the 

N
x

1
d

z
y

r

θ

φ

 
Figure 1: Configuration of the smart antenna 
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free-space wavenumber. The far field assumption will be always considered in 
the training phase of the estimation algorithm, whereas, in the test phase, near-
field conditions can be assumed. 

The open-circuit output voltage of the n-th antenna is given by 

 n

M

m

n
enmn

n
enn nnv +⋅=+⋅= ∑

=1
)()( lrElrE  (4) 

where n
el  is the effective length of the n-th element and nn, n = 1,...,N, is a 

Gaussian noise (assumed with zero mean value and variance σ2). If the receiving 
elements are equal, it results  
 llll ==== N

eee K21  (5) 

As an example, if the receiving elements are dipoles of length h = λ/2 and 
directed along the z axis, it results (Collin 1985) 

 ( ) θl ˆ
sin

cos2cos
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

θ
θπ

π
λ  (6) 

being λ the central wavelength corresponding to ω and θ̂  the unit vector 
denoting the θ direction. 

Under far field conditions, since φθe ˆˆ φθ
mmm ee += , where φ̂  is the unit vector 

of the φ coordinate, it results 

 
( )

n

M

m

kdnj

m

m
mn neev mm +⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∑

=

−−

1

cossin)1(

sin
cos2cos φθθ

θ
θπ

π
λ  (7) 

In the scientific literature it is commonly assumed that the electric field is z-
polarized and the propagation is limited to the x-y plane (i.e., θm = π/2). In that 
case, Eq.(7) can be simplified and the open-circuit voltage at the output of the n-
th antenna can be written as 

 n

M

m

kdnj
mn nesv m += ∑

=

−−

1

cos)1( φ  (8) 

being πλ θ
mm es = . The above assumption is always made during the training 

phase of the considered estimation approach, whereas, in some examples, it will 
be removed in the test phase. 
By using a matrix notation, Eq.(8) is rewritten as  
 nAsv +=  (9) 
where  
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and the superscript t denotes the transpose of the array. Starting from Eq.(9), the 
spatial correlation matrix is computed (El Zooghby et al. 1997, 2000), i.e. 
 { } IAPAvvR 2σ+== hhE  (11) 

where P is a M × M matrix given by { }∗= ssP E , I is a N × N unit matrix, and the 
superscript h indicates the complex conjugate transpose. Since the correlation 
matrix R is hermitian, only the upper triangular part (composed by N(N+1)/2 
complex elements) is considered. These matrix elements are rearranged in an 
array b, given by 

 [ ]tNNNNNNNN rrrrrrrr ,,,...,,...,,,...,, )1()1)(1(22211211 −−−=b  (12) 

where rmn = [R]mn, m, n = 1,...,N. Moreover, the array b is also normalized and 
the new array bbz =  will be used to estimate the DOAs. 

Finally, the problem of estimating the DOAs of the M incident waves can be 
formulated as the identification of the unknown inverse function F which relates 
the angles φm, m = 1,…,M, to the array z. The m-th component of F, denoted as 
Fm, can be estimated by using a regression approach, in which an approximation 

mF~  to Fm is constructed starting from the knowledge of several input/output pairs 
(z, φm). 

15.3 NONLINEAR SVM ESTIMATOR 

The inverse functions Fm, m = 1,…,M, can be successfully approximated by 
using a SVR. Let us first consider the case in which M = 1, for which the 
regression problem can be stated as follows. Let φ1 be the actual incidence 
direction of the impinging wave. The input/output pairs used to train the SVM 
are constructed by considering L fixed angles l

1̂φ , l = 0,...,L−1 and by calculating 
(using the equations described in the previous Section) the corresponding 
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normalized array output vectors lẑ , l = 0,…,L−1. Thus, the training set 1
trainΩ  is 

given by 

 ( ) ( ){ }1
1

10
1

01 ˆ,ˆ,...,ˆ,ˆ −−=Ω LL
train φφ zz  (13) 

The values contained in the training set 1
trainΩ  are used to evaluate the 

function 1
~F  that approximate the unknown actual function F1. In particular, the 

approximating function is given by  

 ( ) ( ) bF +>=< zwz ϕ,~
1  (14) 

In Eq.(14), ϕ is a nonlinear function used to transform the input data z from 
their original space, namely Σ, to a higher dimensional space H (usually called 
feature space) and <⋅,⋅> denotes the inner product of H. Moreover, w and b are 
parameters whose optimal values are obtained by minimizing the regression risk 
associated with this SVR, which is given by 

 ( )∑
−
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l

ll
reg cCR wz φ  (15) 

where C is a constant and ( )iic 1̂,ˆ φz  is the ε-insensitive loss function, i.e., 
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In Eq.(16), ε is the allowable error during the training phase. According to 
(Vapnik 1998), the minimization of the regression risk is accomplished by using 
a dual formulation. In particular, a standard dualization method utilizing 
Lagrange multipliers is employed. The following quadratic optimization 
problem, to be solved with respect to the Lagrange multipliers iα  and iα′ , is 
obtained. 
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The parameter C has been found to control the generalization properties of the 
SVM, i.e., the capabilities of the approach in estimating DOAs not included in 
the training set (Smola and Schölkopf 2004). In particular, high values of C 
produce small estimation errors for the DOAs contained in the training set, but 
they result in low generalization capabilities. 

In Eq.(17), κ is the kernel function, working on the original space Σ and 
defined as  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) >=< zzzz ϕϕκ ,ˆ,ˆ ll  (19) 

Commonly used kernels are polynomial and Gaussian kernels (Smola and 
Schölkopf 2004). For the DOA estimation problem, it has been found that the 
Gaussian kernel, defined as 

 ( ) 2||ˆ||,ˆ
l

el zzzz −−= γκ  (20) 

where γ is a constant, produces good estimation results (Pastorino and Randazzo 
2005). 

Using the dual optimization problem, w can be written in terms of the input 
data z as 

 ( ) ( )∑
−
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′−=
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ˆ
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l
ll zw ϕαα  (21) 

By substituting (21) in (14), 1
~F  is rewritten as 
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The quadratic optimization problem in Eq.(17)-(18) can be efficiently solved 
by using, for example, the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm 
(Keerthi et al. 2001). It is worth noting that only a subset of the Lagrange 
multipliers will have a nonzero value (those satisfying the condition 

( ) εF ii ≥− z11
~φ̂ ), thus a sparse solution is obtained. The samples associated with 

the nonzero Lagrange multipliers are called support vectors (Vapnik 1998). 
Consequently, only the support vectors contribute to the sum in equation (22). 
In the case in which M >1, M SVMs are used, and, after the definition of a proper 
training set, each one is trained by using the same procedure described above. Let 
φm, m = 1,...,M, be the actual incident DOAs. Moreover, let mm

mm φφφ −=Δ +
+

1
)1( , 
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m = 1,…,M−1, be the actual angular separations between two adjacent incident 
angles (clearly, there are M-1 angular separations). In order to correctly estimate 
the DOAs of the M impinging waves it is necessary to consider, in the training 
phase, incident waves with several angular separations. In particular, Q fixed 
angular separations, denoted as )1(ˆ +Δ mm

qφ , q = 1,…,Q, are used in the learning 
phase. The training set for the m-th SVM is then constructed as follows. For each 
angular separation, Lq training samples of the M incident angles, denoted as ql

mφ̂ ,   
lq = 0,...,Lq−1, q = 1,…,Q, m = 1,...,M, are chosen. By using these training angles, 
a set of ∑ =

=
Q

q qLL
1

 values of lẑ , l = 0,...,L−1, is calculated by using the 

equations previously reported. The training set for the m-th SVM, m
trainΩ , m = 

1,…,M, is then given by 

 ( ) ( ){ }1100 ˆ,,...,ˆ, −−=Ω L
m

L
m

m
train φφ zz  (23) 

By using the same procedure described for the case M = 1, an approximation 
of the function mF~  is obtained by using SVR theory, and it is used to compute the 
estimate mφ~  of the m-th angle φm.  

15.4 OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed approach has been numerically and experimentally evaluated in 
several papers. A summary of the results obtained is provided in this Section. 

The first reported results concerned the field of wireless communications, in 
which the received waves are assumed to be generated by remote sources under 
far-field radiation conditions. Moreover, in most cases, the incident waves are 
assumed to propagate in a horizontal plane, and the receiving array lies on this 
plane. In this case, each incident wave is only determined by the azimuth angle φ. 

The numerical analysis has been performed both by considering one or more 
incident waves, with different noisy environments, usually represented by 
additive Gaussian noise. Moreover, the effects of the choice of different key 
parameters for the SVM implementation have also been studied.  

Following the notation used in (Pastorino and Randazzo 2005), the symbols 
η̂  and η  denote the generic quantity η  (an incident angle or an angular 
separation) in the training and test phases, respectively, whereas η~  denotes the 
estimated value of η . Accordingly, the estimation errors are defined as 

 l
m

l
m

l
m φφτ −=

~  (24) 
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where m and l denote the m-th wave and the l-th sample, respectively. For each 
wave, the mean error is given by 

 ∑
−

=

=
1

0

1 L

l

l
mm L

ττ  (25) 

where L is the number of samples. Finally, the mean value of the absolute errors 
(computed for all the waves of the testing set) is defined as 
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where M is the number of incident waves. 

Table 1: Parameters of simulation number 1. 

Number of waves (M) M = 2 
Number of angular separations (Q) Q = 4 
Angular separations in the training set 
( )1(ˆ +Δ mm

qφ , q = 1,…,Q, m = 1,…, M−1) 
°=Δ 5ˆ12

1φ , °=Δ 10ˆ12
2φ ,  

°=Δ 15ˆ12
3φ , °=Δ 20ˆ12

4φ  
Number of training samples for each 
angular separation (Lq, q = 1,…,Q) L1 = 176, L2 = 171, L3 = 166, L4 = 161 

Total number of training samples (L) L = 674 

DOAs in the training phase ( ql
mφ̂ ,  

m = 1,…,M, lq = 0,…, Lq−1, q = 1,…,Q) 

ql
1̂φ  = lq1° 

ql
2φ̂  = lq1°+ 12ˆ

qφΔ  
Angular separations in the test set 
( )1( +Δ mmφ , m = 1,…, M−1) °=Δ 5.1712φ  

Number of test samples ( L ) L = 162 
DOAs in the test phase ( l

mφ ,  

m = 1,…,M, l = 0,…, L − 1) 

l
1φ  = l1° 
l

2φ  = l1°+ 12φΔ  
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) SNR = 10 dB 

SVM parameters (C, γ, ε) 
C = 0.82, γ = 0.5, ε = 0.098 (Cherkassky 
and Ma 2004), ε = 0.33 (Kwok and 
Tsang 2003) 

 
In the case of two incident waves (M = 2) in a noisy environment, results have 

been obtained in (Pastorino and Randazzo 2005). As an example, for the training 
set reported in Table 1 (Simulation number 1), very accurate estimation have 
been obtained for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ≥ 10 dB, for which τ resulted in 
less than 0.5° considering both the Kwok and Cherkassky’s conditions (Kwok 
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and Tsang 2003, Cherkassky and Ma 2004). Moreover, the standard deviation 
has been found to be less than 0.5° for 65° < φ1 < 110°, less than 1° for 10° < φ1 
< 150°, whereas it approaches 10° just for few samples near to φ1 = 0° and 
φ1 = 180°− 12φΔ . Typically some errors have always been found for the extreme 
samples, due to an intrinsic ambiguity in the incident directions. 

Table 2: Parameters of simulation number 2. 

Number of waves (M) M = 2 
Number of angular separations (Q) Q = 5 
Angular separations in the training set 
( )1(ˆ +Δ mm

qφ , q = 1,…,Q, m = 1,…, M−1) 
°=Δ 5ˆ12

1φ , °=Δ 10ˆ12
2φ , °=Δ 15ˆ12

3φ , 

°=Δ 20ˆ12
4φ , °=Δ 25ˆ12

5φ  
Number of training samples for each 
angular separation (Lq, q = 1,…,Q) 

L1 = 351, L2 = 341, L3 = 331, L4 = 321, 
L5 = 311 

Total number of training samples (L) L = 1655 

DOAs in the training phase ( ql
mφ̂ ,  

m = 1,…,M, lq = 0,…, Lq−1, q = 1,…,Q) 

ql
1̂φ  = lq0.5° 

ql
2φ̂  = lq0.5°+ 12ˆ

qφΔ  

Number of test samples ( L ) L = 3 

DOAs in the test phase ( l
mφ ,  

m = 1,…,M, l = 0,…, L − 1) 

1
1φ  = 90°, 1

2φ = 100°, 
2

1φ  = 90°, 2
2φ = 110°, 

3
1φ  = 100°, 3

2φ = 110° 
SVM parameters (C, γ, ε) C = 10, γ = 0.01, ε = 0.03 

 
The results above are only concerned with simulated data. However, the 

capabilities of the approach have also been experimentally evaluated by using 
measured data obtained at the Applied Microwave Nondestructive Testing 
Laboratory of the University of Missouri-Rolla (Randazzo et al. 2007). With 
reference to the configuration reported in Table 2 (Simulation number 2), it has 
been experimentally proven that the absolute errors in the DOA estimation is less 
than 5° for a number of receiving elements greater than N = 19, whereas for N ≥ 
5 the errors are always less than 10°.  

These experiments have been performed by synthesizing the antenna array by 
using a X-band open-ended rectangular waveguide, whereas another open-ended 
rectangular waveguide was used as a transmitter. Both the waveguides are 
connected to a HP8510C vector network analyzer. 

Three or more incident waves have been also analyzed. The effects of the 
noise of the receiving probes have been numerically analyzed with reference to 
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three incident waves (M = 3). The assumed configuration is reported in Table 3 
(Simulation number 3). The mean errors τm in the estimation of the incoming 
waves are reported in Table 4 for different values of SNR. As can be seen, the 
estimation is quite good even in a strongly noisy environment. 

Another key question is represented by the quality of the estimation for 
incident waves that are not included in the training set. In the case of six incident 
waves (M = 6), the results concerning the estimation of incident angles included 
in the training set are directly compared with those obtained by using values not 
included in this set. The configuration used is reported in Table 5 (Simulation 
number 4). Figure 2 reports the DOA estimation errors in the two cases. 

Table 3: Parameters of simulation number 3. 

Number of waves (M) M = 3 
Number of angular separations (Q) Q = 4 

Angular separations in the training set 
( )1(ˆ +Δ mm

qφ , q = 1,…,Q, m = 1,…, M−1) 

°=Δ 5.2ˆ12
1φ , °=Δ 5ˆ23

1φ ,  

°=Δ 5ˆ12
2φ , °=Δ 10ˆ23

2φ ,  

°=Δ 10ˆ12
3φ , °=Δ 20ˆ 23

3φ ,  

°=Δ 15ˆ12
4φ ,  °=Δ 30ˆ 23

4φ  
Number of training samples for each 
angular separation (Lq, q = 1,…,Q) L1 = 173, L2 = 166, L3 = 151, L4 = 136 

Total number of training samples (L) L = 626 

DOAs in the training phase ( ql
mφ̂ ,  

m = 1,…,M, lq = 0,…, Lq−1, q = 1,…,Q) 

ql
1̂φ  = lq0.5° 

ql
2φ̂  = lq0.5°+ 12ˆ

qφΔ  
ql

3̂φ  = lq0.5°+ 12ˆ
qφΔ + 23ˆ

qφΔ  
Angular separations in the test set 
( )1( +Δ mmφ , m = 1,…, M−1) °=Δ 5.1212φ , °=Δ 5.1223φ  

Number of test samples ( L ) L = 142 

DOAs in the test phase ( l
mφ ,  

m = 1,…,M, l = 0,…, L −1) 

l
1φ  = l1° 
l

2φ  = l1°+ 12φΔ  
l

3φ  = l1°+ 12φΔ + 23φΔ  
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) SNR = ∞, 20, 10, 5 dB 
SVM parameters (C, γ, ε) C = 0.82, γ = 0.5, ε = 0.1 
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Table 4: Errors on the estimation of the DOAs of M = 3 incoming waves for different values of 
SNR. 

 τ1 τ2 τ3 τ 
SNR = ∞ 0.32° 0.31° 0.38° 0.34° 
SNR = 20 dB 0.33° 0.32° 0.41° 0.35° 
SNR = 10 dB 0.64° 0.60° 0.75° 0.66° 
SNR = 5 dB 1.83° 1.73° 2.25° 1.93° 

 

Table 5: Parameters of simulation number 4. 

Number of waves (M) M = 6 
Number of angular separations (Q) Q = 4 

Angular separations in the training set 
( )1(ˆ +Δ mm

qφ , q = 1,…,Q, m = 1,…, M−1) 

)1(ˆ +Δ mm
qφ  = qφ̂Δ , m = 1,…,M−1 

°=Δ 51̂φ , °=Δ 5.7ˆ
2φ ,  

°=Δ 103̂φ ,  °=Δ 15ˆ
4φ  

Number of training samples for each 
angular separation (Lq, q = 1,…,Q) L1 = 156, L2 = 143, L3 = 131, L4 = 106 

Total number of training samples (L) L = 536 
DOAs in the training phase ( ql

mφ̂ ,  
m = 1,…,M, lq = 0,…, Lq−1, q = 1,…,Q) 

ql
mφ̂  = lq1°+(m−1) qφ̂Δ  

Angular separations in the test set 
( )1( +Δ mmφ , m = 1,…, M−1) 

)1( +Δ mmφ  = φΔ , m = 1,…,M−1 

φΔ = 10° (samples belonging to the 
training set) 

φΔ = 8.2° (samples not belonging to 
the training set) 

Number of test samples ( L ) 

L = 131 (samples belonging to the 
training set) 
L = 139 (samples not belonging to the 
training set) 

DOAs in the test phase ( l
mφ ,  

m = 1,…,M, l = 0,…, L − 1) 
l

mφ  = l1°+(m−1) φΔ  

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) SNR = +∞ 
SVM parameters (C, γ, ε) C = 0.82, γ = 0.5, ε = 0.0 

 
Concerning the computational aspects of the approach, the use of SVMs 

results in extremely short evaluations in the test phase, whereas the training 
phase can be performed once for all and off line. As reported in (Pastorino and 
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Randazzo 2005), for the case of M = 2 electromagnetic waves impinging on an 
array composed by N = 6 elements, the CPU time needed to train each SVM in 
the learning phase is 12.25 s, whereas, in the test phase, any SVM takes 0.025 s 
to estimate each DOA value (on a PC equipped with a 2 GHz processor and 512 
MB of RAM). 

 0.0001

 0.001

 0.01

 0.1

 1

 10

φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6 φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5 φ6

min(τl
m)

τm
max(τl

m)

Samples not belonging 
 to the training set

Samples belonging 
 to the training set  

Table 6: Parameters of simulation number 5. 

Number of waves (M) M = 1 
Total number of training samples (L) L = 181 
DOAs in the training phase  
( l

1̂φ , l = 0,…, L−1) 
ql

1̂φ  = l1° 

Number of test samples ( φL , θL ) φL = 234, θL = 18 

Total number of test samples ( L ) L = 4212 
DOAs in the test phase ( φφ l

1 , lφ = 0,…, φL − 1, 
θθ l

1 , lθ = 0,…, θL − 1) 

φφ l
1  = lφ0.77° 

θθ l
1  = 5°+lθ5° 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of the estimation errors (mean, minimum, and maximum errors) for six 
impinging waves with DOAs contained and not contained in the training set. 
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The capabilities of the approach have been also evaluated by quantifying the 
errors due to incident waves whose propagation vectors have also vertical 
components. Consequently, the incident direction is identified by both θ and φ. 
The chosen parameters are provided in Table 6 (Simulation number 5). The 
estimated values of the DOAs for some relevant angles are reported in Table 7. 

Table 7: Estimated values of the DOAs of M = 1 impinging wave having a vertical component in 
the propagation vector. 

 θ1 = 90° θ1 = 75° θ1 = 55° θ1 = 35° θ1 = 15° 
φ1 = 90° 90.04° 90.04° 90.03° 90.02° 90.01° 
φ1 = 115° 113.59° 112.70° 108.91° 102.77° 95.07° 
φ1 = 140° 139.01° 136.69° 127.83° 114.96° 100.29° 
φ1 = 165° 170.41° 159.06° 141.06° 122.43° 103.35° 

 

Table 8: Parameters of simulation number 6. 

Number of waves (M) M = 2 
Number of angular separations (Q) Q = 4 
Angular separations in the training set 
( )1(ˆ +Δ mm

qφ , q = 1,…,Q, m = 1,…, M−1) 
°=Δ 5ˆ12

1φ , °=Δ 10ˆ12
2φ ,  

°=Δ 15ˆ12
3φ , °=Δ 20ˆ12

4φ  
Number of training samples for each 
angular separation (Lq, q = 1,…,Q) L1 = 176, L2 = 171, L3 = 166, L4 = 161 

Total number of training samples (L) L = 674 

DOAs in the training phase ( ql
mφ̂ ,  

m = 1,…,M, lq = 0,…, Lq, q = 1,…,Q) 

ql
1̂φ  = lq1° 

ql
2φ̂  = lq1°+ 12ˆ

qφΔ  

Number of test samples ( L ) L = 181 

DOAs in the test phase ( l
mφ ,  

m = 1,…,M, l = 0,…, L −1) 

l
1φ  = l1° 

l
2φ  = l1°+ 12φΔ  

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) SNR = +∞ 
SVM parameters (C, γ, ε) C = 0.82, γ = 0.5, ε = 0.0 

 
In order to evaluate the capabilities of the approach in detecting 

electromagnetic waves generated by sources located in the near-field region of 
the antenna, the SVMs are still trained by considering plane waves, whereas in 
the test phase, the incident waves are produced by line currents moderately far 
from the receiving antenna. 
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The test samples ( )l

m
l φ,z , l = 0,…,L−1, are obtained by analytically 

computing the electric field at the elements of the array due to sources located at 
lc
mr , m = 1,…,M. In particular, the various line-current sources assume different 

angular positions along a circumference centered in the middle of the array, in 
order to keep fixed the distance lc

mr  during the construction of the training set. 
The other data for the configuration are shown in Table 8 (Simulation number 6). 

The degradation in the estimation capabilities of the approach due to the “not-
plane” nature of the incident waves are evaluated in term of the reconstruction 
errors previously defined. In particular, Figure 3 reports the errors in the 
estimation of the incident angles of the two cylindrical waves for different values 
of lc

mr . As can be seen, when λ15>lc
mr  the estimation is quite good. However, 

even in the case in which the electromagnetic sources are very close to the smart 
antenna, the proposed approach is able to estimate the DOAs, although the errors 
are higher. 
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Figure 3: Errors (degree) on the estimation of the DOAs of M = 2 cylindrical electromagnetic 

waves for different values of the distance between the line sources and the smart antenna. 
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Beside being a computationally efficient DOA estimation approach, the 
SVM-based method seems to be able to provide very accurate estimations. In 
fact, some results yielded by this approach have been compared with those 
provided by the MUSIC method, which is a high resolution method. A very good 
agreement has been obtained both by using synthetic and experimental data 
(Pastorino and Randazzo 2005; Abou-Khousa et al. 2006). 

15.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this Chapter, the application of Support Vector Machines for the estimation 
of the directions of arrival of electromagnetic waves has been discussed with 
reference to smart antennas used both in wireless communications and for 
localization and investigative purposes. The formulation of the approach has 
been briefly reported. Moreover, the capabilities of the method, together with 
details concerning the computational requirements, have been discussed with 
reference to several numerical and experimental results. It seems that the 
application of Support Vector Machines represents a very efficient choice and 
further significant developments are expected as results of the current and further 
research in these areas.  
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Chapter 16 

Kernel Methods for Smart Antennas 

M. Martínez-Ramón, A. Navia-Vázquez, R. Jordán and C. G. Christodoulou  

16.1 INTRODUCTION 

In many array processing applications in communications it is essential to reach a 
reasonable performance level, particularly  in those environments which change 
rapidly. For example, in mobile communications, users continuously change in 
number and allocation. Also, channels may vary due to moving objects. In order 
to extend the capacity of the channels, beamforming is used to allow users to 
reuse frequencies. In such situations, adaptive arrays are used for tracking issues. 

Linear LMS or RLS are used because of their properties of fast convergence 
and low computational cost. The limits on their performance are related to the 
maximum available number K of array elements and the number N of data 
available for training the array parameters. K is lower bounded by the number of 
interferences that have to be cancelled. Also, K is upper bounded by many 
practical reasons, but the one that concerns us here is its associated number of 
parameters. If it is too large, then, a large N will be needed for a reasonable 
convergence; with N small, the system may overfit (Haykin, 1996).  

These bounds can be extended with kernel algorithms. They consist of a 
nonlinear transformation of the data to a higher (possibly infinite) dimensional 
Hilbert space Η provided with a dot product which may be expressed as a 
nonlinear function of the input data (kernel) (Aizerman, Braverman et al., 1964). 
Then, linear algorithms can be applied to Η, which is nonlinear from the point of 
view of the input data. Their main drawback is that overfitting may occur due to 
the fact that the complexity of the system will increase the number of data needed 
for training. Nevertheless, control of complexity can be applied by the use of 
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Support vector machines (SVMs) (Vapnik, 1995), thus giving nonlinear 
algorithms which need the same number of data as their linear counterparts -see, 
e. g., (Martínez-Ramón, Rojo-Álvarez  et al., 2007).  

The main drawback of standard SVMs is that they are not adaptive. 
Nevertheless, there exist a set of techniques that use an iterative re-weighted least 
squares for online training of the machine, plus techniques to online adapt the 
subspace in which this procedure is applied, thus making possible an adaptive 
version of these kernel machines (Navia-Vazquez, Pérez-Cruz et al., 2001).  

We present here an adaptive SVM, formulated in its complex valued version 
for antenna array processing. Examples, presented here, cover signal detection 
and tracking in multiuser nonstationary environments.  

16.2 NONLINEAR ARRAY PROCESSING 

16.2.1 Linear optimum beamformers 

The output of a beamformer is a linear combination of the outputs of the 
elements which can be expressed as the dot product ˆ[ ] [ ]Hy n n= w x . If a dataset 

[ ]nx  is available for the training of the parameters, the procedure is called 
beamforming with temporal reference. Minimizing the square error expectation 
between the desired and obtained outputs gives us the well known MMSE 
solution  

 ( ) 11 −−= ≈w R p XX Xy  (1) 

R being the autocorrelation matrix of the data matrix X, and p being the cross 
correlation  vector between the input data and the desired data vector y. 

Instead, one may apply a spatial reference, meaning that we want the 
beamformer to steer to a given direction. Assuming the use of the covariance 
method of data windowing, it is required to minimize the output energy  

 

2ˆ[ [ ] ]
[ [ ]( [ ]) ]H H H

H

E E y n
E n n
= | |

=

=

w x w x
w Rw

 (2) 

while keeping constant the amplitude of the output corresponding to the desired 
angle of arrival, this is  
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 [ ]H
d n r=w s  (3) 

Applying Lagrange multipliers to this constrained optimization problem leads 
to the solution  

 
1

1

[ ]
[ ] [ ]

d
H
d d

r n
n n

−

−=
R sw

s R s
 (4) 

which is the well known minimum variance distortionless method (MVDM). 
The above algorithms are linear since they can be expressed as the dot 

product between a parameter vector and a data vector. Such a class of algorithms 
can be easily nonlinearized using the Kernel Trick. 

16.2.2  The Kernel trick 

The class of linear algorithms [ ] [ ]Ty n n b= +w x  whose parameters w  can be 

expressed as a linear combination of dot products between data, i.e. i iα=∑w x , 
can be nonlinearized through the Kernel Trick (Vapnik, 1995). The basic idea is 
to have a nonlinear transformation ( )ϕ ⋅  of the data [ ]nx  into a higher (possibly 
infinite) Hilbert space for which the associated dot product is expresable as a 
function ( )K ⋅,⋅  of the input data, i. e.:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )i j i jKϕ ϕ, = ,x x x x  (5) 

Such a function is called a Mercer Kernel. A Hilbert Space provided with a 
kernel is called a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space. Mercer’s Theorem states 
the conditions for a Kernel to be a dot product in a Hilbert Space.  

A nonlinear version of the estimator using kernels can be obtained by simply 
using a valid kernel as dot product instead of the linear dot product. Assuming a 
nonlinear transformation ( )ϕ x of the data, the algorithm has a (primal) 
expression as 
 [ ] ( [ ])Ty n n bϕ= +w x  (6) 

If the weight vector has an expression as a linear combination of a dataset 

 
1

( [ ])
N

i
i

iα ϕ
=

=∑w x  (7) 

then, using the Kernel Trick, the estimator has a (dual) expression as 

 [ ] ( [ ])i iy n K n bα= , +∑ x x  (8) 
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Valid kernels are, among many others, polynomial ( )( )1
pT

i jx x +  and 
Gaussian RBF 

2

2

1exp
2 i jx x
σ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

. 

16.3 A NONLINEAR SUPPORT VECTOR ARRAY PROCESSOR  

16.3.1 Nonlinear SVM MinimiumVariance Distortionless Response Method 

The formulation for the MVDM can be combined with the SVM formulation 
(Capon, 1969) to obtain a nonlinear beamformer with control of the interference. 
We present here a nonlinear counterpart of MVDM algorithm using SVM. We 
apply here the complex SVM formulation presented in Martínez-Ramón, Xu et 
al., (2005), and the robust cost function derivation of the SVM presented in Rojo-
Álvarez, Camps-Valls et al. (2005). Assume that a nonlinear transformation 

( )NR x Hϕ: → :x  from the input space NR  to a higher dimensional Hilbert 
space H  whose dot product can be expressed in kernel form, i.e. 

1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( )H Kϕ ϕ = ,x x x x . A nonlinear SVM beamformer with sidelobe control 
can be expressed as:  

 1 ( ) ( )
2

H
p R i i R i i

i i
L ξ ξ ζ ζ= + + + +∑ ∑w Rw l l  (9) 

where the autocorrelation matrix R  has the expression  

 1 H

N
= ΦΦR  (10) 

Φ being a matrix whose column i  is equal to ( )iϕ x  and where Rl  is the cost 
function: 

 21
2

21
2

0
( ) ( )

( )
R C

C

e
e e e e

C e C e e
γ

ε
ε ε ε ε

ε γ

⎧ | |<
⎪

= | | − − ≤| |≤ +⎨
⎪ | | − − ≤| |⎩

l  (11) 

with Ce   =  +  Cε γ , which is applied to the MVDM constraints, but adapted to 
the Support Vector formulation 
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( )
( )
( )
( )

Re [ ] [ ]) [ ](

[ ] [ ]) [ ](

[ ] [ ]) [ ](

[ ] [ ]) [ ](

H
d

H
d

H
d

H
d

r n n n

Im r n n n

Re r n n n

Im r n n n

ε ξ

ε ζ

ε ξ

ε ζ

− ≤ −

− ≤ −

′− + ≤ −

′− + ≤ −

w s

w s

w s

w s

 (12) 

Applying Lagrange analysis to this primal functional straightforwardly gives 
the result 
 
 1

dψ
−= Φw R  (13) 

where ( ) ( )[1] ,..., [ ]
T

d d ds s nϕ ϕΦ = ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . Applying the previous result, and   

expressing the inverse of the autocorrelation matrix as 1 1 H− −=R UD U , one can 
write the dual as  

 11 ( ) 1( )
2

H H H H
d d Reψ γ ψ ψ ε α β α β− ′ ′⎡ ⎤Φ Φ + − + + + +⎣ ⎦UD U I r  (14) 

The optimization of the dual (14) gives us the lagrange multipliers ψ  from 
which one can compute the optimal weight vector (13).  

This algorithm is not solvable due to the fact that we may not have access to 
the data in the feature space. But we still can indirectly solve the problem by 
applying Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) techniques. Let the 
autocorrelation matrix in the feature space be defined as in (10). The eigenvalues 
D and eigenvectors U of these matrices satisfy =DU RU . Also, the 
eigenvectors can be expressed as a linear combination of the dataset as = ΦU V . 
Combining these two expressions and premultiplying by HΦ  we get  

 
1H H H

N
Φ Φ = Φ ΦΦ ΦD V V  (15) 

Here, one can find the matrix H= Φ ΦK  whose element i j,  is the dot 
product ( ) ( ) ( )H

i j i jKϕ ϕ = ,x x x x , that we can compute.  
Putting expression (15) in (14) gives the result  

11 ( ) 1( )
2

H H H H H
d d Reψ γ ψ ψ ε α β α β− ′ ′⎡ ⎤Φ Φ Φ Φ + − + + + +⎣ ⎦VD V I r  (16) 

The matrix 1 1H− −=VD V K  appears, so we can rewrite  
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 11 ( ) 1( )
2

H H H
d d Reψ γ ψ ψ ε α β α β− ′ ′⎡ ⎤+ − + + + +⎣ ⎦K K K I r  (17) 

This expression contains now two matrices that we know. The first is the 
Gram matrix of kernel products whose elements are known. The second is the 
matrix H

d d= Φ ΦK  whose elements are ( [ ] [ ])dK n m,x s . This dual functional 
can be optimized using quadratic a programming procedure.  

Putting Eq.(15) into (13) gives the expression of the weights as a function of 
the dual parameters  
 1 1 1H H

d d dψ ψ ψ− − −= Φ = Φ Φ Φ = Φw R VD V K K  (18) 

and then the support vector machine output for a snapshot [ ]mx  can be 
expressed as  
 1 1[ ] ( [ ]) ( [ ]) [ ]H H H H

d dy m m b m b m bϕ ψ ϕ ψ− −= + = Φ + = +w x K K x K K k  (19) 

where [ ] [ ( [1] [ ]) ( [ ] [ ])]Tm K m K N m= , , ,k x x x xL   
For the autocorrelation matrix to be computed in the Hilbert Space, the data 

must be centered, which implies  
 = − − +K K AK KA AKA%  (20) 
where A  is an N N×  matrix whose elements are equal to 1

M , and  

 [ ] [ ] [ ]m m m= − − +k k aK k A aKA%  (21) 

where a  is a row vector whose elements are equal to 1
N . 

16.3.2 Solution of Primal optimization in Hilbert Subspaces 

Dual problems are hard to solve online, because matrix K containing all dot 
products grows with the number of data. In order to avoid this inconvenience, it 
is useful to reformulate the given optimization problem as a projection on a 
subspace that adequately represents the given data. The subspace will be spanned 
by a selected subset ic of the incoming data through a selection procedure, 
allowing a finite dimension primal vector w  to optimize which can be expressed 
as a linear combination of the vectors in the subspace  
 ( )= ∑w ci i

i
β ϕ  (22) 
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where ci is a set of selected vectors in the input space. In order to keep base 
ic representative, growing and pruning procedures must be applied to the set. We 

apply here the approach of Navia-Vazquez, Pérez-Cruzet al.  (2001). 

16.3.3 Growing procedure 

Consider a set of R  vectors ic  in n (or n ) whose mapping ( )iϕ c  into H  spans 
a subspace of dimension less than or equal to R . We consider that this base is 
representative enough if for any incoming vector [ ]nx , its projection over the 
subspace has a representation error less than a giver threshold growν , that is:  

 
2

min ( ) ( [ ])
i

grow
i id i

d nϕ ϕ ν⎛ ⎞− <⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑ c x  (23) 

If the representation error exceeds the threshold, we will need to add the 
incoming vector to the base, i.e. 1 [ ]R n+ =c x . In order to solve the minimization 
(23), we develop the squared norm:  

 

2

( ) ( [ ])

( [ ] [ ]) 2

i i
i

T T
c n

d n

K n n

ϕ ϕ⎛ ⎞
− =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
, + −

∑ c x

x x d K d d k

 (24) 

where cK  is the matrix of dot products ( )i jK ,c c  between elements of the base, d  
is the vector of projections to be found and nk  is the vector of dot products 

( )[ ] iK n ,x c . The solution of this optimization problem is straightforwardly 
found by computing the square error gradient: 

 ( ) 1
c n

−=d K k  (25) 

This procedure requires a matrix inversion per data sample, which represent 
an unbearable computational burden, as matrix cK grows. Even if we apply a 
prunning procedure, this matrix may have a considerable dimension. 
Nevertheless, one may take advantage of the fact that this matrix is definite 
positive.  

Let nK be a kernel matrix computed from the n elements of the existing base. 
Let us assume, also, that 1

n
−K is known. If a new sample cn+1 is added to the base, 

then this matrix will be incremented as  
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 ( )
1

1
1 1

n n
n

n k n
+

+
+

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠

K k
K k  (26) 

where ( ) 1 11 ( , )n nk n k + ++ = c c . The question now is, given that 1
n
−K is known, 

how to compute the inverse of 1n+K ?  
Let us first write this inverse as 

 ( )
1

1

1 1
n n

TT
n k n r

−
+

+

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

K k P q
k q

 (27) 

and, thus 

 ( )
1

1
1 1

1 1
n n

n nTT
n k n r

−
+

+ × +
+

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

K k P q
Ik q

 (28) 

 
Identifying terms in Eq.(28), we have  

 1
T

n n n n+ ×+ =K P k q I  (29) 
 
 ( )1 1 1T

n k n r+ + + =k q  (30) 
 
 1 0n n r++ =K q k  (31) 
 
from which 

 
( ) 1

1 1

1
1 T

n n n

r
k n −

+ +

=
+ −k K k

 (32) 

 
 1 1

1 1( )T
n n n n r− −

+ += +P K I k k K  (33) 
 
 1

1n n r−
+= −q K k  (34) 

 
If we first compute 1

1n n
−

+=z K k , then  

 
1 1

1 1
1

( )
1

T
n n

n T

r
r

− −
− +
+

⎛ ⎞+ −
= ⎜ ⎟

−⎝ ⎠

K I k z z
K

z
 (35) 
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which avoids a direct matrix computation, saving a huge quantity of time when 
the matrix grows. As an example, we measure the computation time of direct 
matrix inversion compared to this approach (see Figure 1, left). 

 
This approach may be ill conditioned because of  the denominator of Eq.(33), 

but it is easily regularizable by adding a small term. For those cases in which 
( ) 1 11 ( , ) 1n nk n k + ++ = =c c  (as for example when using gaussian RBF kernels), 

the easiest way to regularize is to multiply 1n+k by 1 γ− , 1γ . This is 
equavalent to transform the kernel matrix by a convex combination as 

(1 )n n n nγ γ ×= − + IK K% %  . Figure 1 (right) shows the importance of this 
regularization. This image shows the computation error when iteratively 
computing the matrix inverse of a kernel matrix constructed with a gaussian RBF 
kernel.  

16.3.4 Pruning procedure 

We compute the accumulated optimal projection coefficients and identify which 
base elements have less relevance. Let i

∗d  be the optimal coefficients for 
representing pattern i , the accumulated weighted projection up to time n  is 

simply ( )

1

n
cum n i
n i

i

λ − ∗

=

= ∑d d  and normalizing it such that its maximum value is 1. 

Therefore, we only need to evaluate it if any of the elements of cum
nd  is below a 

given pruning threshold pruneν  and eliminate it from the base. This being the case, 
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Figure 1: (Left) Computation time for the inverse matrix computation. Dash: direct 

computation; solid: iteratively using Eq.(34). (Right) Computation error. Solid: with 
regularization; dash: without regularization.
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we will also have to modify some vectors and matrices to be used in the adaptive 
algorithm by eliminating the corresponding values.   

16.4 ADAPTIVE SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES 

Consider a set of snapshots x j  from an array and the corresponding set of 
(Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, QAM, or Phase Shift Keying, PSK) desired 
symbols jy  available for training purposes. A SVM classifier approach with 
complex arithmetics (Martínez-Ramón, Rojo-Álvarez et al., 2007) consists of 
minimizing the functional  

 21
2p i i

i i

L C Cξ ζ= − −∑ ∑w  (36) 

subject to the constraints  

 
2

2

[ ]
[ ]

i i i i

i i i i

Re y o A
Im y o A

ξ
ζ

∗

∗

− ≤
− ≤

 (37) 

where iξ  and iζ  are positive slack variables introduced to deal with non-
separable problems, 2

i iA y=| | , and C  is the penalization for patterns incorrectly 
classified or inside the margins ( ) ( ) 0i i i i iRe y o A Im y o∗ ∗< , < . This is a complex 
extension of the original SVM primal. Defining cK  as the matrix of kernel dot 
products ( ) ( ) ( )= ,c c c cT

k l k lkϕ ϕ , and using (22), the norm of the weights can 

be written as 2 H
cβ β=w K . Using a Lagrange optimization and applying the 

Karush Kuhn Tucker conditions as in Burges, (1998) , primal (36) takes the form  

 2 ' 21 [ ] [ ]
2

H
c i i i i i i i i

i i
L Re y o A Im y o Aβ β α α∗ ∗= − − − −∑ ∑K  (38) 

where '
i iα α,  are Lagrange multipliers for the real and imaginary constraints 

defined in (26). Defining = −i i ie y o , equation (27) can be written as  

 

1 [ ] [ ]
2
1 [ ]
2

H
ic i i i i i

i i

H
c i i i

i

L Re y e Im y e

Re y e

β β α α

β β ψ

∗ ∗

∗

= + + ′

= +

∑ ∑

∑

K

K
 (39) 
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where '
i ijψ α α= + . To obtain an on-line adaptive SVM, we can transform this 

problem into an iterative re-weighted least squares problem minimization 
problem (Navia-Vazquez, Pérez-Cruz et al., 2001) 

 21 ( )
2

H
c i i i

i
L a b eβ β= + +∑K  (40) 

where  

 

2

( )

0 ( ) 0
0 ( )

( )i i

i i

i i

i i i
CRe y e

i ie A

Re y e
a M Re y e C M

Re y e C M

∗

∗

∗

⎧ <⎪⎪= < < /⎨
⎪ >= /⎪⎩

 (41) 

 

2

Im( )

0 Im( ) 0
0 Im( )

Im( )i i

i i

i i

i i i
C y e

i ie A

y e
b M y e C M

y e C M

∗

∗

∗

⎧ <⎪⎪= < < /⎨
⎪ >= /⎪⎩

 (42) 

We upper bound i ia b,  by M  when they are small in order to avoid 
singularities. This problem also appears in the standard SVM dual formulation 
when the Hessian matrix is rank deficient.  

For any fixed set of parameters i ia b,  minimization of (40) is a weighted least 
squares problem, where i ia b+  are the weights and β  are the parameters to 
optimize. If we compute the gradient of (40) with respect to β , we obtain the 
following equation for their optimal values 
 [ ] [ ( 1)]T T

c bβ+ = +K DK K K D y  (43) 

where ( )i j i jk, = ,K x c , 1[ ]T
Ny y= ,...,y , and { }i idiag a b= +D . The so called Iterative 

Re-weighted Least Squares (IRWLS) procedure consists of iteratively solving 
(43) and then, using this solution, finding ,i ia b  using (41) and (42). The above 
procedure involves an inverse matrix computation in each step, which is 
computationally costly. Nevertheless, using the matrix inversion lemma, the 
inverse can be avoided, and the resulting procedure is similar to the RLS.  

First let us re-write the term to be inverted [ ] ( [ ] )T
zz n n cn n= +R K D K K  in a 

recursive form, using rank-one matrix updates:  
 [ ] [ ] [ 1]T T

zz n n c zz n nn n nλ= + = − +R K D K K R u u  (44) 

For equation (44) to hold [ ]b n , [ ]w n  and [ ]nβ  are assumed to vary slowly, 
such that we can assume that [ ] [ 1]−i ie n e n  to obtain the approximation:  
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[ ] [ 1]
[ ] [ 1]

i i

i i

a n a n
b n b n

λ
λ

= −

= −
 (45) 

Also, update vector nu  is chosen such that [ ] (1 )T T
n n n n n ca n λ= + −u u z z K . This is 

achieved by choosing 1 2[ ]n n n na n/= +u z r . Vector nr  is constructed using ‘noise 
injection method’, which allows dynamic regularization adaptive filters and 
neural networks. The covariance matrix of the noise must verify 

{ } (1 )T
n n cE λ= −r r K . To build such a noise vector, we define { }T T T

n n n= ;r n s , nn  is 
built with P  samples drawn from a (0 1 )N λ, −  distribution, and T

nn = ′s F n  
where (1 ) T

cλ− =K F F , and n′n  is built with R  independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) samples from a (0 1)N ,  Normal distribution.  

 
We define 1[ ] [ ]zz n n−=R Q , [ ] [ 1]TT

nn nπ = −u Q , [ ] [ ]T
nn nλ π= +q u , and 

[ ] [ ] [ ]n n nπ= /g q  and apply the Lemma to [ ] [ 1] T
zz zz n nn nλ= − +R R u u , we obtain a 

recursion for 1[ ] [ ]zzn n−=Q R :  

 ( )1[ ] [ 1] [ ] [ ]Tn n n nπ
λ

= − −Q Q g  (46) 

 
It is also straightforward to obtain a recursion for [ ] [ ]T

zy n nn n=r K D y :  
 [ ] [ 1] ( [ ] [ ])zy zy n n n nn n a n b n yλ= − + +r r k  (47) 

 
and at every instant n  the weight solution [ ]nβ  is obtained as:  

        
Figure 2: Comparisons of the linear MVDM (dot), the standard SVM (dash) and the MVDM-

SVM. 
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 ( )
[ ] [ ] [ ]

[ 1] [ ] ( [ ] [ ]) [ 1]
zy

T
n n n n

n n n

n n a n b n y n

β

β β

=

≈ − + + − −

Q r

g u
 (48) 

16.5 EXPERIMENTS 

16.5.1 SVM MVDM 

We compare our SVM-MVDM to the linear MVDM and to the standard Support 
Vector Machine. The kernel that has been used in all simulations is the gaussian 
RBF 1 2

21 2 2
( ) ( )K exp

σ
|| − ||, = x xx x . The variance parameter σ  is set to 0 1. , 0 1γ = .  

and 1000C = . The scenario consists of a multiuser environment with four users, 
from which one is the desired used and the rest are considered interferences. 
Each one transmit a statistically independent Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 
(QPSK) signal from different directions of arrival (DOA) with the the same 
power. Signal corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The desired 
signal is a train of bursts with a preamble of 100 training bits and 1000 signal 
bits. Figure 2 shows the bit error rate (BER) of the desired signal as a function of 
the signal to noise ratio (SNR). We can see here that the SVM-MVDM has an 
improvement of about 1 dB over the standard complex SVM, and more about 3 
dB over the linear MVDM. In BER, this translates into an improvement of more 
than a magnitude order. In the left panel the desired signal comes from a DOA of 
10o , where the interferences had DOAs of 10o− , 20o−  and 20o . In the right 
one, the DOAs were 00  for the desired signal, where the intereferent ones came 
from 10o− , 5o−  and 15o . Here the improvement of the SVM-MVDM over the 
standard SVM is of about 2 dB. Note that the linear algorithm gives a BER that is 
over 210− , which in practice means that it is not able to solve the problem.  
    The scenario for the experiments consists of three signals coming from DOA 
of 0º, 25º, and -30º. The modulations are three independent QPSK, with 
synchronous timing. All users have the same power, the first of them (0º) 
representing the desired signal. The array consists of 5 elements equally spaced 
at λ/2 and the signal is corrupted by white Gaussian  noise. The transmitted 
frames contained 20 training symbols and 400 unknown (test) symbols.  
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16.5.2 Adaptive SVM beamforming 

We compare the IWRLS-SVM against the linear LMS, linear RLS and kernel 
versions of LMS and RLS.  

We run two experiments. In the first one, the scenario is stationary, and we 
compare the BER of all systems for a range of different SNR.  Figures 3 and 4 
show the measured BER for all systems. All nonlinear systems show a significant 
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Figure 5: Mean Square Error for linear Methods, 

second scenario. 
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first scenario. 
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improvement for SNRs higher than 9 dB. The second experiment consists of a 
scenario in which after 250 received samples, the interferences disappear and two 
other appear from DOAs. Figures 5 and 6 show the MSE across time. It can be 
seen that the adaptation speed of all nonlinear systems is equal to or better than 
those of the linear ones. The used kernel is the Gaussian RBF.  

16.6 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented an adaptive nonlinear framework applied to array processing. 
It uses a nonlinear transformation to a Hilbert space. We present a nonlinear 
version of the MVDM using SVM and Kernel PCA. Then, we present a way to 
produce adaptive versions of kernel methods. The data is projected into a 
subspace constructed by an online growing and pruning procedure in order to 
preserve the dimensions that are significant while discarding the others. In this 
subspace it is possible to formulate a complex version of an adaptive SVM 
through an IRWLS procedure. The performance of the linear LMS and RLS 
algorithms is compared in a static and a nonstationary scenario against kernel 
versions of LMS and RLS and the adaptive IRWLS-SVM. 
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Chapter 17 

A Method of Clustering a Self Organising Map 

Neural Network to Determine Subgroups of Non-

Specific Lower Back Pain Patients 

Sam Empson, Chris McCarthy, Ranjit Lall, Evor Hines, Mark Leeson and 

Daciana Iliescu 

17.1 INTRODUCTION 

Low back pain (LBP) and disability in particular, continue to be significant 

healthcare problems in western society (Waddell, 2004). LBP is a common 

condition with a lifetime prevalence of 58% (Walsh et al., 1992; Papageorgiou et 

al., 1995) though more recently, this has been quoted to be as high as 80% in 

industrialised countries (Walker et al., 2004). In 1998, the UK estimated 

economic burden due to LBP was £10.6 million (Maniadakis and Gray, 2000). 

LBP disability and costs of work loss and sickness benefits increased 

dramatically towards the end of the last century (Waddell, 2004). 

In the UK, physiotherapists see many patients with LBP, with estimates 

varying from 9% to 50% of sufferers having sought help from physiotherapists 

(Maniadakis and Gray, 2000). NSLBP is synonymous with the terms ‗simple 

LBP‘ or ‗mechanical LBP‘ (McCarthy et al., 2004) and derives from an initial 

diagnostic triage process of classifying patients into one of three categories – 

nerve root irritation/compression, serious pathology and NSLBP (CSAG, 1994; 

Bigos et al. 1994; Koes et al., 2001). It is still not possible for clinicians to reach 

a valid pathoanatomical diagnoses for NSLBP, due to the poor correlation of 

clinical presentation (Kent & Keating, 2005) and diagnostic imaging findings. 
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Patients referred for conservative treatments with a diagnosis of NSLBP form 

an extremely heterogeneous group thereby presenting with a large variability in 

prognosis and potential treatment methods (McCarthy et al., 2004). The belief 

that several smaller homogeneous subgroups are likely to exist within the 

heterogeneous groups of NSLBP (McKenzie, 1981; Psitzer, 1987; Leboeuf–Yde 

et al., 1997; Bouter et al. 1998; McCarthy et al., 2004; Fritz et al., 2006), has 

prompted efforts to identify relevant subgroups of NSLBP patients (McKenzie, 

1981; Quebec Task Force, 1987; Delitto et al., 1995; Maluf et al., 2000; 

McCarthy et al., 2004) which may effectively direct treatment, improve research 

efficiency and clinical outcomes (Fritz et al., 2000; Peterson et al., 2003). Some 

classification systems (Quebec Task Force, 1987; Delitto et al., 1995, Maluf et 

al., 2000), it may be argued, have been biased by judgmental approach, author 

experience and biomedical characteristics (McCarthy et al., 2004). Their quality, 

in terms of methodological development can only be classified as moderate and 

therefore have limited generaliseability to clinical practice. Statistical approaches 

to examining patient data, termed ‗unsupervised analysis‘ (Munro, 2003) have 

greater methodological rigour as personal bias is reduced. Indeed, some studies 

provide initial evidence that classification guided subgrouping might aid the 

evaluation process and inform treatment direction (Delitto et al., 1995; 

O‘Sullivan et al., 1997; Riddle, 1998; Fritz et al., 2003, Long and Donelson, 

2004; Hicks et al., 2005). 

Use of a multi layer perceptron (MLP) neural network has been investigated 

by Vaughn (2004) to attempt to classify low back pain patients into one of 3 

groups. These consist of simple low back pain (synonymous with NSLBP), root 

pain and abnormal illness behaviour (AIB). The data in the study mainly 

consisted of results to a clinical examination which was recoded to a set of 48 

binary variables. The resulting MLP achieved a classification accuracy of 99% in 

the training set and a corresponding 78.4% in the test set. In addition a set of 

rules were extracted from the MLP which demonstrated which variables had a 

positive or negative association with each group. Another study by Liszka–

Hackzell and Martin (2002) has shown that the fusion of a self organising map 

(SOM) neural network and MLP network can be used to accurately distinguish 

whether a patient‘s LBP is acute or chronic based on pain and activity data. The 

SOM was used to categorise patients based on their pain and activity, then the 

MLP was used to learn the relationship between a patient‘s category and health 

outcome. 
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With a view to investigating the potential of non-supervised, statistical 

analysis of patient data, the Warwick Medical School (WMS) have conducted a 

study which involved carrying out an examination of 300 patients with NSLBP 

by physiotherapists. The study resulted in demographic data, clinical outcomes to 

question and physical tests and self-reported questionnaire data. The purpose of 

this analysis was to investigate the grouping characteristics of the clinical data. 

Separate analysis will be undertaken using the self-reported questionnaire data. 

The data was analysed using intelligent systems engineering (ISE) techniques 

to investigate the possibility that homogeneous groups of signs and symptoms 

existed within the data. 

17.2 BACKGROUND TECHNIQUES 

17.2.1 A Self Organising Map (SOM) 

17.2.1.1 Introduction to SOMs 

A self organising map (SOM) is a type of unsupervised artificial neural network 

(NN) designed by Kohonen (2001) and is hence also known as a Kohonen 

network. The SOM has a number of data analysis applications, including 

modelling, variable correlation, vector projection and cluster detection (Vesanto 

et al. 2000b). The SOM consists of an input layer and a map layer, see Figure 1. 

Every input vector is connected to every map neuron and the weights of these 

connections are used to find which vectors are ‗similar‘ to which areas of the 

map. The SOM algorithm iteratively adjusts the weights to make the map layer 

fit the input data as closely as possible. As the algorithm is based on Euclidean 

distance measures, it can only accept ordinal variables. This is because for 

categorical variables the distance between classes has no meaning. For example, 

when considering the set of hair colours [blonde, red, brown, black], there are no 

‗high‘ or ‗low‘ values. Hence any attempt to cluster this variable with ordinal 

variables would fail as any conclusion that, say, hair colour was positively 

correlated with height would be meaningless. 
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Figure 1: Structure of a SOM showing map layer of neurons connected to all input vectors. 

17.2.1.2 Advantages in using a SOM 

Some reasons why the SOM may be advantageous are: 

 

(1) That it is less adversely affected by ‗messy‘ data. So for example, it is better 

able to detect clusters of non-uniform density, and is less adversely affected 

by noise caused by ‗irrelevant‘ variables.  

(2) If data is missing from some variables for a sample, this does not preclude it 

from being assigned to the correct cluster. This occurs because the 

connection weight to the output layer for the missing variable is set to zero, 

so it has no effect on the structuring of the map.  

(3) That the SOM is able to plot patient classifiers on the completed map. As 

these variables are categorical rather than ordinal they cannot be used by the 

SOM algorithm to create the map.  

17.2.1.3 Structure and Operation of SOM 

The number of neurons in the input layer corresponds to the number of 

dimensions of the input data. The size, shape and topology of the map layer can 

be determined by the user, although they are typically based on the number of 

data samples available. The structure to be used in this analysis is a ‗sheet‘ type, 
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as in Figure 1, where the lattice is hexagonal, i.e. all map neurons will be 

connected to its six neighbours. 

In operation the SOM creates a two-dimensional grid of neurons which 

maintains the topology of the potentially much higher dimensional input data set 

and so can be used for finding clusters in high dimensional data. The neurons are 

assigned m-dimensional ‗prototype vectors‘, where m is the number of variables 

in the data set. The components of these vectors represent possible values of each 

variable. The prototype vectors can be seen as prototype cluster centres. 

The steps which the SOM algorithm follows are: 

 

(1) The prototype vectors are assigned initial values which can either be 

randomly assigned or based on properties of the data set. A description of 

this process is provided in section ―Conditions required to allow Comparison 

of SOM Clustering Results‖. 

(2) Next a competitive ‗batch‘ algorithm is run which involves presenting a 

group of samples to the map layer and identifying the prototype vectors with 

the smallest Euclidean distance to each sample. The presentation of one 

batch of samples to the algorithm is termed an epoch. The size of each batch 

is either equal to the number of map units or the number of samples, 

whichever is smaller. An alternative ‗sequential‘ method involves updating 

the map every time after a single sample has been presented. The batch 

method was used in this work as it has been shown by Kohonen (2001) to be 

much more computationally effective. However Nöcker (2006) has shown 

that use of the batch method can have undesired effects on the SOM. This 

can be seen where clusters of equal size and density appear severely distorted 

on the SOM. 

(3) After all members of a ‗batch‘ have been presented to the map layer, the 

prototype vectors identified as best matching units (BMUs) (i.e. the 

prototype vectors with the smallest Euclidean distance to each batch 

member) and their neighbours are then adjusted to bring the map units closer 

to the samples. This is done by replacing the prototype vector of each map 

unit by the weighted average of the data samples that were in its 

neighbourhood. This includes samples whose BMU was the map unit being 

updated, as well as samples whose BMU was in the neighbourhood of this 

unit. The weighting of samples for neighbouring map units decreases with 

distance from the unit following a Gaussian distribution. The ‗reach‘ of this 

function is also decreased with time, so initially changes are made based on 

many samples, but this reduces linearly with time as the map becomes 
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organised. The rule for updating the prototype vector m of map unit i, for the 

samples x which have BMU j, is given by: 
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 where h is the Gaussian distributed weighting component which depends 

both on the distance from the BMU of sample x to unit m as well as the 

number of epochs, t, the algorithm has completed. 

(4) Another batch is then chosen and the process returns to step 2 until a 

predetermined number of epochs have been exceeded.  

17.2.1.4 SOM Training 

The training process is carried out in two stages. The coefficients for each stage 

are described in Table 1. These coefficients are generated by the algorithm to be 

good values based on the size of the data set and the size of the SOM. In turn the 

size and shape of the SOM is determined based on the size of the data set and its 

eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. This is explained further in section 

―Conditions required to allow Comparison of SOM Clustering Results‖. 

The training process involves two distinct phases of training. In both stages 

the ‗neighbourhood distance‘ reduces linearly for the duration of the training. 

The ‗neighbourhood distance‘ defines a boundary from an input vector, measured 

using an Euclidean distance. ‗Prototype vectors‘ within the boundary will be 

adjusted however ‗prototype vectors‘ outside it will not. The first stage of 

training is called ‗rough‘ training where the initial neighbourhood distance is 

large and training length is short. This results in large numbers of ‗prototype 

vectors‘ being adjusted with the aim of getting the SOM into approximately the 

right shape. The second phase of training is called ‗fine-tuning‘, where initial 

neighbourhood distances are low and the training length is longer. The resulting 

smaller adjustments of ‗prototype vectors‘ will ‗fine-tune‘ the ‗prototype vector‘ 

coefficients. 

17.2.1.5 SOM U-Matrix and Component Plane Visualisations 

The resulting two dimensional map layer represents the multi-dimensional 

data set while maintaining its topology (i.e. inter-sample distances) and can be 

visualised in a number of ways. The most common forms are the unified distance 
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Table 1: SOM training coefficients for ‗rough‘ and ‗fine-tuning‘ stages. 

 Rough Fine-tuning 

Initial neighbourhood distance 

8
ms   )1,

32
max( ms  

Final neighbourhood distance 
)1,

32
max( ms  

1 

Training length (epochs) 

dlen
munits10  

dlen
munits40  

where  

munits=number of map units 

dlen=number of samples 

ms=width or height of map layer, whichever is greater 

 

matrix (u-matrix) and component planes. These allow the underlying structure of 

the data to be examined. These forms of SOM visualisation are known as ‗cell‘ 

visualisations, the two main alternative forms of visualisation are ‗mesh‘ and 

‗graph‘. Let us consider these in turn: 

 

(1) ‗Mesh‘ visualisations involve plotting the map prototype vectors on a three 

dimensional membrane. This can be achieved by reducing the dimensionality 

of the vectors using principle component analysis (PCA). Vesanto et al. 

(2000) describe these plots to be more efficient than ‗component planes‘ 

when only a few variables are of interest. The distance between neurons in 

the plot represents the distance in the typically higher dimensional prototype 

vector subspace. This can be used to visualise the structure of the map but it 

must be remembered that accuracy is potentially reduced through the use of 

PCA. This may occur because the PCA process involves data loss through 

the removal of components with the smallest contribution to the output. An 

example ‗mesh‘ visualisation can be seen in Figure 2.  

(2) ‗Graph‘ visualisations simply involves plotting extra information on top of 

each cell in a ‗cell‘ visualisation. This could include extra information such 

as cluster membership or properties of the data samples for which the neuron 

is a BMU. An example ‗graph‘ visualisation can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

The ‗cell‘ form of visualisation will be used predominantly in this work as the 

author‘s experience indicates that it is the clearest way to visualise the SOM in 
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the context of this work. For a more general review of forms of SOM 

visualisation see Vesanto (1999). 

The SOM output can be shown using tone indexed planes. These consist of a 

single unified distance matrix (‗u-matrix‘) and have one ‗component‘ plane per 

variable. The ‗u-matrix‘ plane represents the distance between neighbouring map 

units of the SOM.  

 
Figure 2: Example ‗mesh‘ visualisation showing a PCA projection of a SOM map layer (grid) and 

distribution of data (points) showing cluster membership (point shape). 
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Figure 3: Example ‗graph‘ visualisation showing cluster membership of map units (cell background 

tone) and prototype vector values of variables (bar charts). 

 

As an example, a SOM which has dimensions 5x1 (see Figure 4), will have map 

units 
  [m(1)  m(2) m(3) m(4) m(5)] 

 
Figure 4: Example map layer containing 5 neurons. 

 

This will lead to the 9x1 u-matrix  

 [u(1) u(1,2) u(2) u(2,3) u(3) u(3,4) u(4) u(4,5) u(5)] 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Representation of how map neurons create a unified distance matrix (u-matrix).  

 

where u(i,j) denotes the distance between map units m(i) and m(j) and u(k) is the 

mean of the surrounding values, e.g. u(3) = (u(2,3) + u(3,4))/2. This can be seen 

visually in Figure 5.  

One of the results of this process is that there are more cells in a u-matrix than 

there are map units. U-matrices can be used to indicate areas of clustering 
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that may exist in the data set. For a 5 neuron map, 4 (double-arrowed) cells are 

added and take the value of the distance between neurons. The values of the 

remaining (x-bar) cells take the value of the mean of the surrounding distance 

measure cells. 

 

  

Figure 6: (a) Sample U-matrix of a SOM demonstrating two distinct clusters (b) Sample component 
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plane of a SOM for a sepal length variable. (c) Sample component plane of a SOM for a petal 

length variable. Data source: Anderson (1935). 

 

An example u-matrix (Figure 6(a)) and two example component planes 

(Figure 6(b)) and 6c)) are provided, which use data from Anderson‘s (1935) well 

known iris study. The set consists of 4 measurements of 150 iris flowers from 3 

classes of iris: 50 setosa, 50 versicolor and 50 virginica. The measurements are of 

the length and width of the flowers‘ sepals and petals. The ‗u-matrix‘ shows two 

clusters with a clear horizontal cluster boundary of white and pale grey cells. The 

scale to the right indicates the distance between neurons, hence a cluster can be 

visualised in terms of the cells with low distances and cluster edges can be 

visualised in terms of cells with high distances. Each cell in a component plane 

represents a single map unit and its tone represents a value of that variable. As 

each component plane is a ‗slice‘ of the output, two planes showing similar tone 

in the same area of the map indicates that the variables are related. An example 

where the two variables are positively correlated can be seen in Figure 6(b) and 

6(c). In this case it shows that iris flowers which have long sepals also have long 

petals. 

17.2.1.6 Clustering Data using a Self-Organising Map (SOM) 

The approach to be used is a two-level clustering method. This involves training 

a self-organising map (SOM) on the data set. The resulting prototype vectors are 

considered to be prototype clusters. As the number of prototype vectors is much 

greater than the number of clusters expected, they can then be clustered using 

methods such as k-means or fuzzy clustering algorithms. Vesanto and Alhoniemi 

(2000) suggest that the main benefit of this approach is computational efficiency, 

however they also state that noise reduction is an additional benefit.  

An alternative approach is to set up a one-dimensional SOM with the same 

number of neurons as the number of expected clusters. After the SOM algorithm 

has run, each input vector is then assigned to the neuron to which it has the 

smallest Euclidean distance. Mangiameli et al. (1996) have shown that this 

approach outperforms a number of direct hierarchical clustering methods. They 

reported that the advantage is especially pronounced when the data is ‗messy‘; 

that is where the data includes imperfections such as high dispersion, outliers, 

irrelevant information and non-uniform cluster densities. These attributes would 

be expected to apply to experimental data such as the ones examined in this 
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work. Bacao et al. (2005) also show this method to outperform k-means 

clustering and say this is because the k-means method is prone to finding local 

minima and hence does not properly search the whole data-space. 

17.2.2 K-Means (also known as C-Means) Clustering (KM) 

KM clustering is a partitive clustering algorithm which aims to minimise intra-

cluster distances. The objective function the algorithm attempts to minimise is 
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j
ijijduf

1 1

  (2)   

Under the constraints 

 1
1




c

i
iju  for all nj ,...,2,1 (3) 

Where  

  1,0iju   (4) 

This means that every sample will be assigned to one cluster ( iju =1 indicates 

that sample i is a member of cluster j. For this sample, for all other values of j, 

iju =0). The distances from each sample to their cluster centre is then summed 

and the centres are adjusted to minimise this value. 

A problem with this method is that the final results depend heavily on the 

initial starting position of the cluster centres. In the implementation of the k-

means algorithm used here, the centres are set to randomly chosen data points 

from the data set. This does not allow the method to be repeatable as different 

results will be obtained for different runs due to the possibility of finding local 

minima. An improved result may be achieved by averaging the results from a 

number of runs of the algorithm, however this approach would still be adversely 

affected by the results when local minima were found. Hence we do not use this 

approach here. 

17.2.3 Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) Clustering 

This approach to clustering is derived from the KM method, however it is based 

on the idea of partial membership instead of each element being assigned to just 
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one cluster. It is similar to KM in that it provides partitioning results however it 

also provides extra information in the form of values of degrees of membership. 

The clustering problem can be formulated as follows: 

Consider a finite set of elements  nxxxX ,...,, 21  which exist in p-

dimensional Euclidean space 
p such that njx p

j ,...,2,1,  . The problem is to 

partition the data set into c fuzzy sets, where c is a given number of clusters, 

while reaching a given objective, which is typically to optimise an objective 

function. The result of a fuzzy clustering can be expressed by a partition matrix 

such that 

  
njciijuU

...1,...1 
 , (5) 

where iju  describes the degree to which element ix is a member of cluster i. 

However the assumption  1,0iju  for KM is relaxed to  1,0iju  for FCM. 

This allows the membership values, u, to take any value in the range 0,1; so long 

as the total membership to all clusters of each element sums to 1, i.e. 

 1
1




c

i

iju  for all j = 1,2,…,n. (6) 

Additionally, each cluster must be non-empty and different from the entire 

set, i.e.   
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0  for all i=1,2,…,c. (7) 

The resulting objective function for FCM clustering was developed by 

Bezdek: 
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, ,  m>1 (8) 

where jv can be considered the central vector of the jth cluster. In comparison 

to the KM objective function, a power m has been introduced to the partition 

variable iju . This sets how ‗fuzzy‘ the resulting clusters will be. In our 

implementation we set the value of m to 2; Höppner and Klawonn (2003) 

describe this value as typical and they discuss the implications of altering it. 

The aim of the FCM algorithm is to minimise the objective function. To 

achieve this, first we differentiate the objective function in (8) with respect to 
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iv (for fixed iju , i=1,…,c, j=1,…,n) and to iju (for fixed iv , 1=2,…,c), whilst 

obeying condition (6), and hence obtain  
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,i = 1,2,…,c; j = 1,2,…,n. (10) 

The steps followed by the FCM algorithm are summarised as: 

 

(1) Select a number of clusters c (2 ≤ c ≤ n) and exponential weight m (1 < m < 

∞). Choose an initial partition matrix 
 0U and a termination criterion . Set 

the iteration index l to 0. 

(2) Calculate the fuzzy cluster centres 
  civ
l

i ,...,2,1  by using 
 lU and Eq. 

(9). 

(3) Calculate the new partition matrix 
 1lU by using 

  civ
l

i ,...,2,1  and Eq. 

(10). 

(4) Calculate 
      l

ij

l

ijji

ll uuUU 
 1

,

1 max . If  then set l = l + 1 

and go to step 2. If  , then stop. 

 

(Lin and Lee, 1996) 
 

This process can be described as follows: 

 

(1) Choose initial cluster centres. This is typically achieved by either setting all 

centres to the centre of the data-space or by choosing random data points.  

(2) Iteratively adjust the cluster centres while calculating new membership 

values for all data points.  

(3) Stop the algorithm when a certain error level,  , has been reached.  is 

typically chosen to be 0.001, although using 0.01 works well in most cases 

(Babuska, 2001). 
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The degrees of membership corresponds to the possibility that the sample is a 

member of that cluster. The algorithm works in a similar way to the SOM in that 

it starts with a set of prototype vectors (one for each cluster centre) which are 

updated iteratively to try to best represent the data. Should the data be required to 

be ‗crisply‘ clustered, the result can be ‗defuzzified‘ by assigning each sample to 

the cluster for which it has the highest membership value. Results from FCM 

clustering have been shown by Höppner et al. (1999) to be better than those 

obtained from KM clustering. The reason why a defuzzified FCM clustering 

result will produce a different result to KM clustering is that an early cluster 

assignment in the KM method may preclude that sample being considered a 

member of any other cluster (Garge et al. 2005). The FCM clustering algorithm 

does not allow this ‗premature‘ assignment as it delays the decision of crisp 

cluster assignment until the algorithm has finished. 

17.2.4 Fuzzy Clustering Validity Indices 

The success of the clustering depends heavily on the choice of the expected 

number of clusters (Babuska, 2001). A number of clustering indices exist which 

can be used as guidance as to how many clusters are present in a data set. A set 

of possible indices is presented in Figure 7. The indices were again calculated 

using Anderson‘s (1935) well known iris data set. A description of the indices 

used has been described by Balasko et al. (2005). 

 

The indices should be interpreted as follows: 

 

(1) For the partition coefficient (PC) and classification entropy (CE), the indices 

naturally decay and grow with cluster number respectively and so local 

minima and maxima respectively should be used to find ‗good‘ values. In 

this case there is a minor ‗kink‘ in both graphs at 4 clusters.  

(2) For the partition index (SC), separation index (S) and Xie and Benn index 

(XB), a low value indicates a good choice, and where two or more cluster 

numbers have similar index values, the smaller number of clusters should be 

chosen. In this case the indices for SC and S do not reduce significantly after 

5 clusters, and XB after 6.  

(3) The Dunn (DI) and alternative Dunn (ADI) indices should also be 

minimised, so the DI indicates evidence of the presence of 3 clusters and 

ADI indicates 6.  
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As the evidence of five clusters is supported by two of the indices, one would 

draw the conclusion that five clusters may be present however this would be 

asserted with a low level of confidence as the other indices did not support this.  

 

 
Figure 7: Sample clustering indices showing the number of clusters versus the index. 

17.2.5 Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient 

This measures the agreement above chance between two judges. The coefficient 
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is given as 

 
c

cO

p

pp






1
  Cohen (1960) (11) 

Where 

 Op = the proportion of units in which judges agreed 

 cp = the proportion of units for which agreement is expected by chance 

The implication from this coefficient is that the maximum value is +1, which 

would indicate perfect agreement. A value of zero would show that the 

agreement observed is exactly that as would be expected by chance. 

17.2.6 Collection of Data using a Body Chart 

The majority of this study concerns itself with an analysis of inter-rater ‗Body 

Chart‘ data, so an explanation is provided as to how the data was collected. 

 
Figure 8: Body Chart used to show in which areas patients feel pain. 
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The chart (see Figure 8) consists of both an anterior and posterior view of a 

body which has been divided into 20 regions. The chart is completed by a trained 

physiotherapist who indicates in which areas the patient feels pain by shading 

that corresponding area of the chart. As this is an inter-rater study, the patient is 

then examined by a second physiotherapist. The two examinations are carried out 

a few hours apart on the same day. This provides two data sets for each patient. 

The two sets of data were then randomly assigned to be either a member of ‗set 

1‘ or ‗set 2‘; this was to remove any bias caused by individual therapists or time 

of day or the patient remembering their answers to the previous examination a 

couple of hours earlier. Throughout this work, the data from set one will be 

referred to as ‗Body Chart data, set 1‘ or ‗BC1‘ and the data from set 2 as ‗Body 

Chart data, set 2‘ or ‗BC2‘.  

This availability of inter-rater data allows a more rigorous analysis to be 

carried out as the agreement between results from each rater can be assessed. 

17.3 METHODOLOGY 

17.3.1 Outline of Approach of ‘two-level’ Clustering 

In clustering a SOM and extracting the patient‘s ‗identity‘ from the clustering 

results, the aim is not only to separate the data set into distinct clusters but also to 

ascertain how many clusters are present in the data set. With this in mind, the 

SOM will initially be examined qualitatively. The SOM for each rater‘s data will 

then be clustered using both KM and FCM clustering algorithms. The patients 

will be extracted from each cluster found and the agreement between the two 

raters will be determined using Cohen kappa as described in section ―Cohen‘s 

kappa Coefficient‖. This will be carried out for differing numbers of clusters. 

This ‗level of agreement‘ will be used to find the best number of clusters to 

choose to represent this scenario and also the best clustering algorithm for this 

scenario. 

17.3.2 Conditions Required to Allow Comparison of SOM Clustering Results 

The aim of this analysis is to determine whether the two sets of data will create 
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SOMs, which when clustered, are ‗similar‘. This will mean that corresponding 

clusters in both data sets will be similar shapes and sizes and hence 

corresponding map units will be assigned to the same cluster. Similarity will be 

calculated by finding the Cohen‘s kappa coefficient of agreement of the cluster 

assignment between data sets. The SOMs will be clustered with a range of 

possible numbers of clusters and this similarity measure will then be used to 

determine which number of clusters is assessed to be the best. 

In order for this to be successful, both SOMs will need to have map units in 

the same area of the map which also have similar prototype vectors. This is 

because the clustering algorithm uses the prototype vectors of the SOM to carry 

out the clustering. This can be seen visually in Figure 9 which shows the grid of 

two SOMs, including the indices of the map units. For the clustering results to be 

comparable, the prototype vector of map unit 1 of BC1 will have to be most 

similar to map unit 1 of BC2. If however, map unit 1 of BC1 is most similar to 

unit 45 of BC2, then although the structure of data sets BC1 and BC2 may be the 

same, this would not be apparent from the clustering of the map. So for example, 

units [1, 11, 2, 12] may create a cluster in map BC1, but the equivalent cluster 

containing units with similar prototype vectors may appear as units [45, 55, 65, 

46] in BC2 (shown as grey cells in Figure 9). This situation would render any 

direct unit to unit comparison meaningless. 

 
Figure 9: SOM grid showing indices of map units and possible clusters of map units having similar 

prototype vectors. 

 

In order to prevent this happening, when comparing SOMs, the initial settings 

for the first SOM will be used to initialise both SOMs. We will describe how this 

is achieved in the next section. 
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17.3.3 Initialising SOMs to Allow Direct Comparison of Clustering Results 

The aim is to initialise the SOM for body chart 2 (BC2) with the settings used by 

the SOM for body chart 1 (BC1), hence a direct comparison of the clustering 

results of the map units will be possible. By default the algorithm determines the 

optimum size, shape and initial prototype vector values of the map. However 

these will need to be overridden by ensuring that both data sets use SOMs which 

have been initialised to the same settings; hence facilitating direct unit to unit 

comparison.  

Let us consider the process in 3 stages: 

 

(1) Firstly the algorithm decides on the number of map units using the formula  

  nm 5 , where m = number of map units and n = number of  

  samples  

 For our data set of 295 patients, this gives an optimum number of map units 

of 86.  

(2) Secondly the shape (i.e. ratio of width to height) is determined. This is based 

on the ratio of the two largest eigenvalues of the training data. The 

eigenvalues are calculated by first finding the auto-correlation matrix of the 

data set, then finding the two largest eigenvalues and their corresponding 

eigenvectors for this matrix. As the height and width are forced to this ratio, 

the number of map units is secondary to this ratio, but is kept as close to the 

calculated number as possible. 

(3) Finally the initial prototype vectors of the units need to be set. One option is 

to use randomly initialised vectors; however the algorithm is also able to 

base the initial weights on the data set to reduce the time it takes to reach an 

optimum. It does this by initially assigning the mean of each variable to that 

variable‘s prototype vector, then linearly adjusting the values across the two 

eigenvectors of the eigenvalues calculated earlier. To use a dynamics 

analogy, the two largest eigenvalues indicate the two natural frequencies of 

the data set which will give the greatest response and the eigenvectors show 

how the variables will behave at these frequencies. An example initial 

weighting for one variable is shown in Figure 10. 

 

Clustering SOM agreement can be assessed in two ways: 

 

(1) The ‗best‘ number of clusters can be determined by evaluating the agreement 

between the clustering result for each map unit from each rater. Each 

clustering algorithm will assign each map unit to a cluster, and the agreement 
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between raters will be compared using Cohen‘s kappa coefficient.  

(2) Alternatively the agreement can be measured between the clustering result of 

each patient, after they have been extracted from the SOM. 

 

 
Figure 10: A typical example of an initial weighting for one variable. 

17.3.4 Extraction of the Patient’s Identity and Corresponding Cluster from the 

SOM 

Once the SOM has been clustered, the patient‘s identity will need to be extracted 

from the SOM to determine which cluster the patient has been assigned to.  

Let us consider the 4 steps taken to do so in this process: 

 

(1) Consider a single cluster of the SOM map containing a number of SOM map 

units. 

(2) For each SOM map unit in this cluster, find all data samples whose BMU is 

this map unit.  

(3) Assign all data samples found in step 2 to the cluster considered in step 1. 

(4) Return to step 1 until all clusters in the SOM map have been considered. 

 

An example showing how the process is applied to three map units is shown 

in Figure 11. The diagram shows how data samples (labelled with letters) are 

assigned to the SOM map unit which is its BMU and then extracted based on the 

cluster membership of that unit. This example only shows the result for 3 units, 

whereas in practice, the process is carried out for the whole map. 
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Figure 11: Diagram showing how patients are assigned to clusters using the ‗two-level‘ clustering 

method. 

17.3.5 Methodology Applied to Back Pain Data Set 

With a view to improving the current knowledge of NSLBP, the Warwick 

Medical School (WMS) have conducted a study which involved carrying out an 

examination of 300 patients with NSLBP by physiotherapists. The study 

collected demographic data, clinical outcomes to question and physical tests and 

results of a self-reported questionnaire. The purpose of the study was to 

investigate the potential of ‗unsupervised‘ statistical methods for identifying 

clinically recognisable groups where any potential physician bias is removed. 

A subset of the data involving the ‗Body Chart‘ was then analysed using the 

‗two-level‘ clustering technique described in this section. The aim was to search 

for homogeneous groups of patients based purely on the areas of the body in 

which pain was experienced. 
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17.4 RESULTS 

17.4.1 Initial Appraisal of SOM Output 

 

 
 

 
Figure 12: u-matrix of SOM of data set 1 Figure 13: u-matrix of SOM of data set 2 

 

 

 
Figure 14: u-matrix of SOM of BC2, initialised 

to BC1 

Figure 15: u-matrix of SOM of BC1, 

initialised to BC2 

A look at the u-matrices of SOMs for the two sets (Figures 12 and 13) can be 

useful in visualising the structure of the data. They show that both data sets 
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indicate two clear clusters (areas of black and very dark grey) however it is not 

clear what is happening in the remainder of the map. Lines of white or pale grey 

cells indicate cluster boundaries, but the SOM does not provide sufficient 

information for one to be conclusive about the clustering of the data across the 

whole map.  

An additional way of visualising the SOM is to create pie charts of the 

neurons in the map. This visualisation contains the prototype vector values of 

each map unit as a pie chart. Each slice represents the weight of connection from 

a variable; hence each pie will have 20 slices (since the body chart has 20 

regions). An examination of the initial charts showed that 8 out of the 20 

variables dominated the charts, so the remaining 12 variables have been coloured 

black to make the charts easier to evaluate (see Figures 16 and 17). This can also 

be used to find how many clusters there are by deciding how many different 

‗types‘ of chart there are. The plots suggest that there are 3 or 4 types of pie 

chart. These have been indicated on the plots by adding possible region 

boundaries. Figure 16 shows the charts for the results from BC1 which suggests 

there are 4 types of cluster  – mainly middle back (region 3), some upper back 

(region 4), mid and low back (region 2), mid back and low back and rear thigh 

(region 1). 

 
Figure 16: Pie charts for BC1 including suggested clusters.  
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Figure 17 shows the charts for the results from BC2 which suggests 3 types of 

cluster — mainly middle back (region 1), mid and low back (region 2), mid back 

and low back and rear thigh (region 3). In addition there are a handful of units 

(bottom right) which appear to just be low back. 

 
Figure 17: Pie charts for BC2 including suggested clusters.  

17.4.2 SOM Clustering 

From looking at the u-matrices of the SOMs (Figures 12 and 13), two problems 

are made immediately obvious if comparisons between maps are to be made, as 

described in section ―Conditions required to allow Comparison of SOM 

Clustering Results‖. Firstly the data is clustered in different areas of the SOM for 

each data set. The two data sets were expected to contain similar data, as both 

sets contain data which was taken from the same patients. Had the two data sets 

been identical, the two clustering results should be very similar, where the only 

variation is caused by the SOM algorithm. As the two data sets should have some 

differences, the corresponding clustering should still be similar and it is this 
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similarity that is being exploited to find ‗good‘ numbers of clusters. However 

Figures 12 and 13 do not suggest that they are at all similar due to the differences 

in positions of clustering. This suggests that the ‗prototype vectors‘ of a SOM 

map unit in SOM 1 bears no evident relation to the ‗prototype vectors‘ of the 

SOM map unit in the same position in SOM 2. This means that any clustering 

carried out on both SOMs could not objectively be compared unit by unit.  

The second problem is that the SOM maps are different shapes and sizes, 

which would also make unit to unit comparisons inappropriate. As the size and 

shape of SOMs are based on the training data, the optimum number of SOM map 

units for both sets was 86; as they have the same number of samples. However as 

the shape is based on the eigenvectors of the data set (described in section 

―Initialising SOMs to Allow Direct Comparison of Clustering Results‖), the 

resulting SOMs were different shapes. The SOM for rater one‘s data (BC1) was 

automatically set to have a [10x9] grid and the SOM of rater two‘s data (BC2) 

was automatically set to have a [11x8] grid. A SOM will therefore need to be set 

up which is trained on the data from BC2, but where the SOM has the same 

dimensions and initialisations as the map created from BC1. Having done this, 

the results for one of the variables (components) can be seen in Figure 18.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 18: Component plane of variable 4 from the trained SOM of Body Chart data for: a) BC1, b) 

BC2, c) BC2 initialised with BC1 

 

The reason for the differences in u-matrices is made clear here, that is because 

the variables are not clustered in the same areas of the map for the two data sets 

(see Figure 18(a) and (b)). Figure 18(a) and (c) show the results after training 

from sets 1 and 2 respectively, after each started with the same initial prototype 

vectors (shown in Figure 10). The results are fairly similar, which is a good 

initial indication that the two sets contain similar data.  

The above process has also been carried out to initialise BC1 to the settings of 

BC2, resulting in two pairs of SOMs. The two pairs of u-matrices can also be 
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compared to check for agreement, Figures 12 to 15. The two SOM pairs are very 

similar with clusters (areas of dark cells) and cluster borders (lines of white/pale 

grey cells) in similar areas of the SOM.  

The approach described has produced two SOMs which have map units 

which are ‗similar‘ to map units in the same position in the other map; this thus 

allows direct unit to unit comparison between the maps to be made. It is now 

possible to carry out clustering on both maps and the results can be sensibly 

compared. Clustering will be carried out based on the unit‘s vector prototypes 

(i.e. connection weights to each variable) for the completed SOMs using both 

KM and FCM clustering algorithms. The aim of the dual approach is to increase 

the diversity of types of analysis and the result from the one which is seen to 

perform best will be used. Both clustering algorithms will be run independently 

on each SOM and on completion will assign each map unit to a cluster. 

17.4.3 Optimal Recoding using Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient 

In order to make comparisons possible, the numbering of the clustering results of 

one of the SOM maps will have to be recoded such that the SOM maps 

correspond; for example the cluster in the top left in both maps will have to have 

the same number. This will be achieved using an algorithm which calculates 

Cohen‘s kappa coefficient for every permutation of one map when the other map 

is kept constant. The permutation with the highest kappa agreement is then 

accepted as the optimal recoding. As the time the algorithm takes to execute 

increases factorially with number of clusters, this is only feasible for this data set 

for recoding up to seven clusters.  

In addition, the analysis outlined above was also carried out to compare BC2 

to BC1, which had been initialised to the settings of BC2. The resulting 

clustering and kappa plots are shown in Figures 19 to 28. The cluster results 

should be considered in pairs such that both pair members‘ SOMs were 

initialised to the same settings, but each member clustered data from SOMs 

constructed from different data sets (e.g. Figures 19 and 20). In the case that 

clusters are present, both members should create clusters in similar areas of the 

map, when the clustering algorithm attempts to find that many clusters. When the 

clustering algorithm searches for the ‗incorrect‘ number of clusters, the 

agreement between members should be lower as differences between the two 

data sets will cause a disproportionate difference in the clustering result. This 
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effect can be seen for the ‗2 Cluster‘ results in Figures 19 and 20. As a 

comparison, the results for 3 clusters are very similar. This suggests that as both 

data sets agree about the location of the cluster centres, it is likely that 3 clusters 

are present. In addition to comparing the cluster results qualitatively, the kappa 

coefficient between map pairs can be seen in Figures 23 and 28 for maps 

clustered using the KM and FCM algorithms respectively. 

17.4.4 Clustering Performance of Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm 

It should be noted that the indices should be used as guides, rather than absolute 

indicators as described in section ―Fuzzy Clustering Validity Indices‖.  

Figure 29 shows the clustering indices for the SOMs trained on data sets BC1 

and BC2 respectively. For many of the indices there appears to be a ‗kink‘ at 

either 3 or 4 clusters, supporting the premise that 3 or 4 clusters are present in 

each SOM. 

 

 
Figure 19:  Result from KM clustering of SOM neurons of BC1. 
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Figure 20: Result from KM clustering of SOM neurons of BC2, initialised to BC1. 

 

 
Figure 21: Result from KM clustering of SOM neurons of BC2. 
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Figure 22: Result from KM clustering of SOM neurons of BC1, initialised to BC2. 

 

 
Figure 23:  Kappa coefficient (high value shows good agreement) for varying numbers of clusters 

for both [BC1 – BC2, initialised with BC1] and [BC2 – BC1, initialised with BC2]. KM algorithm 

used. 
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Figure 24: Result from defuzzified FCM clustering of SOM neurons of BC1. 

 

 
Figure 25: Result from defuzzified FCM clustering of SOM neurons of BC2, initialised to BC1. 
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Figure 26: Result from defuzzified FCM clustering of SOM neurons of BC2. 

 

 
Figure 27: Result from defuzzified FCM clustering of SOM neurons BC1, initialised to of BC2. 
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Figure 28: Kappa coefficient for varying numbers of clusters for both [BC1 – BC2, initialised with 

BC1] and [BC2 – BC1, initialised with BC2]. Defuzzified results from using FCM algorithm used. 

 

The kappa results from both KM and FCM clustering algorithms respectively, 

indicate the highest agreement for either 3 or 4 clusters; see Figures 23 and 28. 

17.4.5 Clustering Indices from ‘extracted patients’ 

An additional cluster measure can be calculated using the extracted data. The 

‗Cohen kappa‘ agreement between cluster results from BC1 and BC2 on patients 

for a range of cluster numbers can be examined, see Figures 30 and 31. These 

results also indicate that the number of clusters used should be 3 or 4 as the 

highest agreement between BC1 and BC2 occurs at these values. 

17.4.6 Examination of Resulting Clusters 

The body chart data was only a small subset of the data collected during the 

study. Using the clusters identified, it is possible to look at other properties of 

patients who are members of these clusters to look for symptoms of recognised 

conditions. Staff at the WMS manually explored the data and found that the 3 

clusters where the map had been KM clustered created clinically recognisable 

groups. These were:  
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(1) Pain area – back, buttock and leg. These patients have features of hyper- 

vigilance. 

(2) Pain area – just low back pain. Typical NSLBP group with joint and stiffness 

pain. 

(3) Pain in the pelvic ‗sacroiliac joint‘.  

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 29: Clustering indices vs number of clusters for data sets BC1 and BC2. 

 

The pain profiles of the three groups are shown in Figure 32. The tone of the pain 

region represents the percentage of people in that cluster who had pain in that 
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area, black being 100%, white being 0%. The results from both data sets using 

the KM clustering algorithm were very similar, so only the profiles created from 

set 2 are shown. Also the anterior views are not shown as they have very low 

levels of pain and minimal variation between groups. 

 

 
Figure 30: Kappa agreement for patients which have been extracted from a KM clustered SOM for 

a range of numbers of clusters. 

 

 
Figure 31: Kappa agreement of patients which have been extracted from a defuzzified fuzzy 

clustered SOM for a range of numbers of clusters. 
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Figure 32: Posterior view of pain profiles of 3 groups identified by KM clustering of data set BC2: 

(a) Hypervigilant group, (b) typical NSLBP, (c) sacroiliac pain.  

17.4.7 Validation of Results by Comparison with Conventional Clustering 

Methods 

As a means to determine the success of the ‗two-level‘ clustering method, when 

compared to conventional methods, the KM and FCM clustering algorithms were 

also applied directly to the data. That is, for the ‗two-level‘ clustering method, 

the clustering was carried out on a SOM trained on the patient data, however in 

this case the clustering is carried out on the patient data directly. The clustering 

of the patients were also optimally recoded to get best agreement, as described 

for the SOM maps in section ―Optimal Recoding using Cohen‘s Kappa 

Coefficient‖. The optimal kappa values of agreement can be seen in Figure 33. 

This shows that the final agreement for patients clustered between the two raters 

is better when using the SOM clustering and extraction method when compared 

to direct clustering of the data for both the KM and FCM clustering algorithms. 
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17.4.8 ‘Intelligent’ Extraction of ‘Patients’ from Fuzzy Clustered SOM 

Although the fuzzy clustering method outperforms the k-means clustering 

method when applied to the SOM, a large amount of information is lost when the 

fuzzy result is defuzzified. By colouring the cells based on the possibilities 

calculated, the following plots, Figures 34 to 37, show how ‗fuzzy‘ the actual 

results were.  

Each figure shows the defuzzified result followed by a ‗fuzzy‘ plot for each 

cluster. In the fuzzy plots, the tone represents the degree of membership for each 

map unit to that cluster, where a black cell indicates a membership of 1 and white 

indicates 0. 

 

 
Figure 33: Comparison of kappa agreement of clustered patients from direct clustering of raw data 

(data) and SOM clustering and extraction (map) methods. 
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Figure 34: ‗Fuzziness‘ of 2-cluster FCM result for BC1. 

 

 

Figure 35: ‗Fuzziness‘ of 3-cluster FCM result for BC1. 
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Figure 36: ‗Fuzziness‘ of 4-cluster FCM result for BC1. 

 

 
Figure 37: ‗Fuzziness‘ of 5-cluster FCM result for BC1. 
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To explain the ideas behind how the patients are ‗intelligently‘ extracted the 

clustering result for 2 clusters will be discussed. This scenario was chosen 

because the cluster memberships are in the simplest state. However it should 

demonstrate how the process can be adjusted to include more clusters.  

When examining, say, the 2 cluster result in Figure 34, the two clusters are 

not distinct, as there are a large number of neurons which have a similar degree 

of membership to both cluster 1 and 2. This can be seen where units in the fuzzy 

plots which correspond to map units near the cluster border on the defuzzified 

plot have a similar tone in both clusters. As these neurons on the border of 

clusters clearly do not belong to just one cluster, it suggests that when patients 

are extracted from these cells, some of them may be being assigned to the 

‗wrong‘ clusters. A simplified demonstration of this ‗mis-assignment‘ is shown 

in Figure 38(a). The plots use the 8 patients whose BMU was cell 1 of the SOM 

of BC1 (i.e. top left most cell in Figure 34). They plot the distance from each 

patient to each cluster centre using the ‗2 Cluster‘ result and their resulting 

cluster memberships. In this case the defuzzified result placed the cell in cluster 

2. For this reason, all patients assigned to this map unit were assigned to cluster 

2, despite the fact that Figure 38(a) shows that 2 of the patients were in fact 

closer in Euclidean space to the centre of cluster 1 than the centre of cluster 2. In 

practice any extraction method must also take into account the ‗possibilistic‘ 

space in addition to the Euclidean space. This is because in reality, clusters may 

be of non-uniform density and varying size, so a member of a large cluster may 

in fact be closer in Euclidean space to the centre of the smaller cluster than the 

larger cluster. However it would be incorrect to assign this member to the smaller 

cluster.  
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Figure 38: Example of (a) defuzzified, (b) possibilistic and (c) index ‗patient extraction‘ methods 

using cell 1 of map BC1 from the ‗2 Cluster‘ result. A cross indicates membership of cluster 1 and 

a circle of cluster 2. 

 

To overcome this problem, it is suggested that the algorithm be revised to 

assign patients to clusters depending on the possibilities assigned to that neuron.  

One way to achieve this would be to create ‗quotas‘ such that the percentage 

of patients assigned to a neuron related to the possibility that that neuron was a 

member of that cluster. To use the example of cell 1 of the SOM of BC1 again, 

the cell was assigned a possibility of being a member of cluster 1 of 42% and a 

member of cluster 2 of 58%, so 42% (3 patients) of the patients who had that cell 

as a BMU were assigned to cluster 1 and 58% (5 patients) of them assigned to 

cluster 2. The result of this process can be seen in Figure 38(b). This process was 

achieved by measuring the Euclidian distance from each patient in that cell to 

each cluster centre. This process was then repeated for all neurons in a map. 

However a problem with this approach is that it assumes that the Euclidean space 

is directly related to the possibilistic space and as a result assumes that cluster 

boundaries are equidistant from all cluster centres in Euclidean space as they are 

in the possibilistic space. This assumption would only be correct if all clusters 

were of equal size and density and as this is unlikely, the distribution of patients 

should also involve possibilistic information. 

As the clustering algorithm was applied to the map, possibilistic data for 

individual patients does not exist, other than the data inherited from its parent 

neuron. As a result of this, an index was devised which consists of the Euclidean 
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distance from a patient to a cluster centre which has been weighted using the 

possibility value that the patient‘s BMU is a member of that cluster. The result of 

using this index can be seen for cell 1 as before in Figure 38(c). In this case, all 

patients are assigned to cluster 1, which suggests that the cluster boundary in 

Euclidean space does not lie in the same space relative to the patients as the 

cluster boundary in possibilistic space. 

 

 
Figure 39: Kappa agreement of patient clustering from ‗intelligent‘ extraction of patients from a 

SOM. 

 

The idea was implemented and the kappa result for the resulting clustering 

can be seen in Figure 39. 

This result can be considered a success, as the maximum kappa level of 

agreement has improved when compared to the result using the defuzzified 

method (k = 0.5245 vs k = 0.5149, e.g. see Figure 33). The success of the result 

is heavily dependant on the way the patients are distributed to each cluster from 

single neurons. A brief description of how the algorithm works follows, carried 

out for all neurons: 

 

(1) Find all patients who have this neuron as a BMU. 

(2) Calculate the Euclidean distance from each patient to all cluster centres. 
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(3) For each cluster present, create an index for each patient by multiplying a 

patient‘s Euclidean  distance to the cluster centre by the complement of the 

possibility that the neuron is a member of this cluster. 

(4) Assign the patient(s) to the cluster(s) for which they have the lowest index. 

 

Note: The reason for using the complement of the possibility (1-p, where p is 

the possibility) is to force the value relating to possibility to increase with 

distance from a cluster centre. This is to ensure that patients with a low Euclidean 

distance to a cluster centre, and high membership possibility (and hence low 

possibility complement) have a low index. If the possibility value were used 

instead of its complement, these patients would have a similar index to those 

with a high Euclidean distance but low membership possibility and hence would 

not be separated. 

17.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The body chart data strongly supports the existence of 3 homogeneous 

subgroups. Not only were these groups strongly identified by the ISE techniques 

but also the groups were subsequently found to have properties of existing 

clinical NSLBP grouping descriptions. The three groups identified were: typical 

NSLBP, sufferers of hypervigilance and sufferers with pain in the sacroiliac 

joint. This demonstrates that the fusion of a SOM neural network and a clustering 

method such as the KM or FCM algorithms provide a valid method for searching 

for the presence of clusters within NSLBP data sets. It was also demonstrated 

that this ‗two-level‘ method of clustering outperformed conventional ‗one-level‘ 

clustering methods, such as using KM or FCM algorithms in isolation. 

Furthermore an exciting novel approach to ‗two-level‘ SOM/FCM clustering 

has been introduced. This so called ‗intelligent extraction‘ involved combining 

possibilistic data from the FCM clustering result with Euclidean distance data 

from a trained SOM map layer to produce a result which was shown to perform 

better than either the ‗two-level‘ clustering result using the KM algorithm or that 

using the defuzzified FCM results.  
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Chapter 18 

Learning the Relevant Features of Ventricular Fib-
rillation from Automatic Detection Algorithms 

Felipe Alonso-Atienza, Alfredo Rosado-Muñoz, José Luis Rojo-Álvarez and 
Gustavo Camps-Valls 

18.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is a pathological process among the ventricular ar-
rhythmias. These, in turn, are included in the general set of cardiac arrhythmias. 
Any type of cardiac arrhythmia produces alterations in the cardiac rhythm and its 
process ofelectrical activation. Although the origin of the arrhythmias may be 
originated by different causes, all of them can be seen as a consequence of altera-
tions in the cellular electrophysiology of the heart. Ventricular arrhythmias are 
frequently observed and can either be well-tolerated or produce a blood pumping 
threat (Macfarlane & Veitch, 1989). Even the well-tolerated ventricular fibrilla-
tion can eventually produce sudden cardiac death due to ventricular tachycardia 
and fibrillation. Therefore, the life of the patient is at risk, and a rapid detection 
of ventricular arrhythmias is essential in order to take appropriate therapeutic 
actions. Autopsy studies have shown that, in most cases of sudden cardiac death, 
an arrhythmogenic cardiac disorders is the main cause, with no evidence of 
pathological abnormalities of the hear, hence proving that VF can unleash a sud-
den and irreversible cardioelectric degeneration process with lethal consequences 
(Doolan, Langlois, & Semsarian, 2004). Nonetheless, even though the sudden 
death of cardiac origin in people not showing signs of any previous pathology is 
still a usual cause of death, the initial causes have not yet been fully clarified. 

In general, VF is generated and supported by multiple disorganized activation 
fronts, following different re-entry circuits and constantly changing. Initially, the 
number of circuits is small, and they involve a wide area of the myocardium. 
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Later, circuits are smaller and the number of wave fronts increases, causing the 
heart pumping of blood to stop. It seems to be demonstrated that, for the VF to 
persist, a certain heart area must be fibrillating. Despite of some authors consider 
that VF is a chaotic and disorganized pathology, not following any well-defined 
electrical activation pattern, other studies support that a certain degree of organi-
zation exist during VF (Jalife, Gray, Morley, & Davidenko, 1998). This last con-
sideration promotes the search of a processing system being capable of perform-
ing detection, and even prediction, of VF episodes in patients.  

Nowadays, the only effective treatment to revert VF is the electrical defibril-
lation of the heart (Beck, Pritchard, Giles, & Mensah, 1947). Defibrillation con-
sists in the external application of a high energy electrical stimulus on the torso 
of the patient. If the patient has been surgically implanted an implantable cardio-
verter defibrillator (ICD), the electrical discharge is provided by epicardic or en-
docardic electrodes within the torso and the heart (Mirowski, Mower, & Reid, 
1980). Clinical and experimental studies have demonstrated that the success of 
defibrillation is inversely related to the time interval between the beginning of the 
VF episode and the application of the electrical discharge (Capucci et al., 2001). 
This close relation of success in recovery with timewas already accepted during 
the 80’s (Yakaitis, Ewy & Otto, 1996), and together with the invention of the 
microprocessor (Thakor,1984), they have impelled the development of automatic 
devices, which are capable of real-time detection of VF without a need for the 
support or presence of qualified personnel. On the one hand, it is very important 
to be able to distinguish between fibrillatory and not fibrillatory rhythms (AAMI, 
1993), since defibrillation can be harmful when incorrectly applied. On the other 
hand, defibrillation turns out to be the only method of restoring the normal car-
diac rhythm, and hence, the decision of the application of the electrical shock is 
crucial. The reliability of a VF detector is usually defined according to two indi-
cators: Sensitivity, which is the percentage of correct detection when VF exists, 
and specificity, which is the percentage of correct detection of non-VF rhythms. 
The former is important for detecting all VF episodes when they actually exist, 
and the later gives the reliability of the detector in terms of false positives, i.e., 
detection of VF when it does not exist.  

Due to the intrinsic characteristics of VF (lack of organization, irregularity, 
etc.), automatic detection is not a trivial task, especially considering the existence 
of similar pathologies, such as ventricular tachycardia (VT), where the required 
therapyis not the same as for VF. Specifically, some types of VT can be recov-
ered by using drugs, and others require a low-energy synchronized electrical 
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stimulation, the so called cardiac pacing. For those patients without precedents of 
cardiac pathology in which VF can appear suddenly, the only monitoring system 
is the electrocardiogram (ECG) recording by using surface leads. Additionally, 
due to the unpredictable appearance of VF episodes, ECG monitoring is often 
accomplished by using external emergency equipments in scenarios such as air-
ports, sport arenas, or shopping centers. According to these considerations, the 
development of robust algorithms for VF detection using surface ECG is an im-
portant task, given that it will provide a fast diagnosis to be able to supply the 
best therapy to the patient in the shortest possible time.  

A wide number of studies have searched for adequate parameters that, when 
measured in the ECG, yield an accurate VF detection. Algorithms for ICD detec-
tion have an extremely limiting requirement on simplicity, due to the battery dis-
charge that would require, and hence detection in current devices is mostly made 
basing on the cardiac cycle length. This is an extremely simple criterion, which 
yields a high sensitivity at the expense of decreased specificity, but guaranties 
that shock is not inhibited duringa VF episode, hence preserving the patient’s 
security. Aiming to yield enhanced detection capabilities, further research has 
focused on characterizing additional features from the ECG, by measuring them 
either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. Additionally, there is no 
physical model of the heart being detailed enough to explain all the arrhythmia 
mechanisms and origin, and hence, methods that are capable of learning the rele-
vant features from samples have been explored in this setting. Statistical Learn-
ing Algorithms (such as neural networks, clustering, or in general, data mining 
procedures) have been thoroughly analyzed, aiming to build VF detectors from 
the knowledge that these methods can extract from databases of VF episodes in a 
representative number of patients. However, this has led to a high number of 
suitable features proposed in the literature, and more, given the nonlinear nature 
of the majority of the machine learning algorithms, the information that is con-
tained in those variables usually remains hidden in a complex equation, which is 
called a ‘black-box’ solution. These two facts have raised an increasing interest 
for the use of variable selection procedures in this setting during the last years. 
Moreover, given that the nature of VF has not yet been fully established, the use-
fulness of variable selection methods could go beyond the obtention of more ac-
curate VF detectors, and might help researchers to have more knowledge about 
the VF initiation and perpetuation mechanisms.  
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The main objective of this chapter is to give a review on feature selection 
strategies that have been used for VF detection in automatic detection techniques, 
focusing on algorithms that learn the relevant information from examples, this is, 
from patient databases. The outline of the chapter is as follows. In the next sec-
tion, a general taxonomy of feature selection methods is presented, together with 
a brief introduction to the most well known algorithms for VF automatic detec-
tion. Then, two novel methodologies for feature selection in the VF problem are 
proposed. Afterwards, experimental results in these two kinds of feature selection 
methods in a patient database are compared. Finally, a discussion on the topic is 
included, with emphasis in the open issues to the date on feature selection for VF 
detection.  

18.2 THE FEATURE SELECTION PROBLEM IN VF DETECTION 

18.2.1 Filter, Wrapper and Embedded Methods 

Recent applications, such as high resolution image processing or spectrometry 
measurement analysis, motivates the use of supervised learning algorithms to 
infer knowledge from a large amount of datasets (Guyon, Weston, Barnhill & 
Vapnik, 2002). Intuitively, the learning task will benefit from increasing the 
number of available examples. However, the discrimination process is strongly 
affected by the relevance of the input variables, and consequently the learning 
procedure can perform badly in situations with many irrelevant examples. Two 
approaches have emerged in order to cope with this problem, which are called 
feature extraction (FE) and feature selection (FS) techniques. On the one hand, 
FE techniques obtain a new dataset with reduced number of features or variables 
(expressed as combinations of the original ones) that encodes all the information 
contained in the original data (Liu & Motoda, 1998). On the other hand, the pur-
pose of FS techniques is to find a subset of the input variables that best describes 
the underlying structure of the data as well or better than the original features 
(Salcedo-Sanz, Camps-Valls, Perez-Cruz, Sepulveda-Sanchis & Bousono-
Calzon, 2004). The FS approach is, therefore, a particular case of the FE prob-
lem.  

FS can be applied to both supervised and unsupervised methods. In this chap-
ter, we focus on the supervised classification problem where each training exam-
ple n

i R∈x  consists of n  explanatory hvariables, also known as features or at-
tributes. The potential benefits of FS are improving the generalization capacity of 
the classifier, reducing the computational burden associated with the learning 
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procedure, and providing a better understanding of the underlying processes that 
generated the data (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003). The main drawback of the FS 
technique is the search of the optimum set of relevant features, since all possible 
features subset configurations ( 2n , with n  is the number of variables) need to be 
evaluated, which is computationally intractable. For this reason, the search in the 
feature space is conducted heuristically according to some relevance criterion. FS 
techniques can be divided into three major categories, depending on how they 
combine the search of the optimum feature subset and the construction of the 
classification model: Filter methods, wrapper methods, and embedded methods. 

Filter methods (Blum & Langley, 1998) evaluate the relevance of each vari-
able by individually examining the intrinsic properties of the data. Variables are 
ranked according to a predefined relevance score, so that low-scored variables 
are removed. Selected variables then constitute the input space of the classifier. 
Examples of filter methods are (Salcedo-Sanz, et al. 2004) 2χ -test, princi-
pal/independent component analysis, mutual information techniques, correlation 
criteria, Fisher’s discriminant scores, or clustering. Filter methods are computa-
tionally easy and fast. However, they do not usually take into account the exis-
tence of nonlinear relationship among features, and their classification perform-
ance can be reduced.  

Wrapper methods (Kohavi & John, 1997) use the performance of a (possibly 
nonlinear) classification algorithm as quality criterion for evaluating the relevant 
information conveyed by a subset of features, i.e., a search procedure in the 
whole feature spaceis defined, and different candidate subsets are scored accord-
ing to their classification performance. The subset of features which yields the 
lowest classification error is selected. Using a wrapper method often requires to 
define: (a) a classification algorithm; (b) a relevance criterion to assess the pre-
diction capacity of a given subset of features; and (c) a searching procedure in the 
space of all possible subsets of features. Then, for a given classifier, the evalua-
tion of a specific subset is usually performed by cross-validation techniques or by 
splitting the data between training, validation, and test sets. The (usually heuris-
tic) searching procedures can be divided into two types, namely, randomized and 
deterministic search methods. Examples of randomized methods are genetic algo-
rithms or simulated annealing (Kohavi & John, 1997). On the other hand, deter-
ministicmethods, also called greedy strategies, perform a local search in the fea-
ture space and are computationally advantageous and robust against overfitting. 
The most common deterministic algorithms are forward and backward selection 
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methods. Starting with anempty set of features, forward selection methods pro-
gressively add those variables that lead to the lowest classification error until the 
prediction performance is not longer improved. Backward selection methods start 
with the full set of features, and progressively eliminate those variables with the 
lowest discrimination capacity. Wrapper methods usually outperform filter 
strategies in terms of classification error. However, they are computationally in-
tense and can suffer from overfitting if reduced data sets are available.  

Finally, embedded methods combine the training process with the search in 
the feature space. For the particular case of the so-called nested methods, the 
search procedure is guided by estimating changes in the objective function (e.g., 
classifier performance) for different subsets of features. Together with backward 
and forward selection techniques, nested methods constitute very efficient 
schemes for FS.  

18.2.2 On the Suitable Domain for VF Detection 

VF detection has been investigated by means of FE in different signal representa-
tions, such as time, frequency, and time-frequency domains. Time-domain meth-
ods are mainly based on morphological analysis (Mirowski et al., 1980), Thresh-
old Crossing Interval (TCI) analysis technique (Chen, Clarkson, & Qi, 1996), 
autocorrelation function (Aubert, Denys, Ector, & De Geest, 1982), adaptive 
analysis (Finelli, Jenkins, & DiCarlo, 1993), or with (multivariate) autoregressive 
(AR) models (Ge, Hou, & Xiang, 2007). Results show typically low rates of false 
positive rejection for certain signals, suggesting that this is a limited working 
domain. Other temporal FE methods used in the literature consider working with 
fractal features (Wang, Zhu, Thakor, & Xu, 2001), chaos features (Zhang, Zhu, 
& Gu, 1996), eigenvectors (Ubeyli, 2008), or Lyapunov exponents (Guler & 
Derya-Ubeyli, 2005). Recently, new approaches for VF detection in the time do-
main using phase space reconstruction have improved the detection performance 
(Amann, Tratnig, & Unterkofler, 2007), improving specificity but at the expense 
of reduction in sensitivity.  

Regarding the frequency domain, the ECG signal reveals significant differ-
ences between sinus and fibrillatory rythms. In the case of sinus, the spectrum is 
wide (up to 25 Hz) with a great number of harmonics, whereas in the case of VF, 
the spectrum is concentrated in a narrow band between 3 to 9 Hz, containing a 
maximum value known as the dominant frequency (DF) (Clayton, Murray, & 
Campbell, 1995). The DF and some other parameters related to the energy meas-
urement in frequency bands have been used for VF detection (Barro, Ruiz, Ca-
bello, & Mira, 1989). It is important to note that the mentioned studies remark 
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the existing problems in the cases of VF and VT discrimination. Some other stud-
ies (Kuo & Dillman, 1978) assume a sinusoidal-like signal for VF, and use their 
similarity factor as a VF detection statistic.  

Lately, a common approach to FE considers the joint time and frequency do-
mains through the use of the discrete wavelet transform (Khadra, Abdallah, & 
Nashash, 1998). For instance, in (Henriques et al., 2007), time and frequency fea-
tures are stacked and a simple feature reduction is applied to alleviate the collin-
earity problem. These problems can be circumvented by using scale-frequency 
domains like the wavelet transform, as illustrated in (Guler & Derya-Ubeyli, 
2005). Certainly, time-frequency distributions have been applied to biological 
signals in general (Akay, 1998), and to VF signals in particular (Afonso & 
Tompkins, 1995). These seminal papers focus on extracting some VF characteris-
tics in the time-frequency domain for different distributions, but no detection al-
gorithm is proposed. A similar study is done in (Clayton, Campbell, & Murray, 
1997), concluding that low cross-term distributions are appropriate for VF detec-
tion. Different parameters and algorithms are proposed in (Rosado et al. 1999, 
2001) using the Pseudo Wigner-Ville (PWV) distribution. 

However, as noted in (Pardey, 2007), the isolated analysis of temporal, spec-
tral, or time-frequency based parameters is suboptimal. In (Unterkofler, 2005), a 
comparative analysis was made between individual (temporal and spectral) 
methods proposed in the literature, using three public databases of ECG re-
cordings with non-selected segments, which showed that the algorithms under 
study exhibited a performance far below the previously reported. The develop-
ment of detection algorithms based in the joint consideration of temporal and 
spectral algorithms has shown its performance in ICD applications (Aliot, 
Nitzsché, & Ripart, 2004), as well as in predicting the success of defibrillation 
shock (Jekova, Mougeolle, & Valance, 2004). In this setting, in (Rosado-Muñoz, 
2000) several classification schemes were proposed for combining temporal, 
spectral, and time-frequency characteristics obtained from the ECG for automatic 
VF detection.  

18.2.3 Machine Learning Methods for VF detection 

The use of machine learning and data mining methods for VF detection has been 
succesfully presented in several works. Essentially, the proposed systems apply a 
dimensionality reduction or FS step to the extracted features, and then a (non-
linear) classifier is applied. In this subsection, the literature is briefly reviewed.  
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On the one hand, the potentially huge amount of computed features in a given 
domain, e.g. AR or wavelet coefficients, gives rise to a high input space dimen-
sionality that must be further reduced. Typically, this is done by using principal 
component analysis (PCA) (Ceylan & Ozbay, 2007) or correlation analysis (Hen-
riques et al., 2007) as filter methods. Other authors include a clustering step be-
fore classification, implemented with k -NN, fuzzy c -means, or self-organizing 
maps (SOM) (Ozbay, Ceylan, & Karlik, 2006). The same problem occurs when 
working with body surface potential maps. Here, the high number of spatial fea-
tures are reduced with the Karhunen-Loève transform of the data matrix of the 
QRST map (De Ambroggi & Corlan, 2001).  

On the other hand, a wide variety of classification methods have been pro-
posed. In (J. Lee et al., 2005), a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is applied 
with good accuracy rates. A quadratic approach is used in (Ge et al., 2007). The 
mostly used approach considers different topologies of artificial neural networks 
(NN), such as the multilayer perceptron (MLP), radial basis neural networks 
(RBNN), or probabilistic neural networks (PNN) (Clayton, Murray, & Campbell, 
1994; Ceylan & Ozbay, 2007; Ubeyli, 2008). Despite their promising results, it 
seems clear that their performance is highly dependent on the input parameters. 
More recently, (Pardey, 2007) proposed the joint use of parameters TCI and CM 
as the input layer for an artificial neural network, showing an increase in the dis-
crimination capabilities with respect to the individual results reported in the 
original papers. Given the high number of potential pathologies to be identified, a 
common approach in the literature consists of developing dedicated classifiers to 
each one, and then combine them using mixture of neural network experts (Guler 
& Derya-Ubeyli, 2005; Ubeyli, 2008). Recently, the use of the support vector 
machine (SVM) classifiers has been presented (Kostka & Tkacz, 2006). In 
(Osowski, Hoai, & Markiewicz, 2004), a committee of experts formed by several 
SVMs was proposed for the recognition of 13  heart rhythm types including VF, 
and confirmed the reliability of the proposed approach. An updated comparison 
among neural networks and SVM can be found in (Ubeyli, 2008).  

18.3 FEATURE SELECTION METHODOLOGIES FOR VF DETECTION 

This section is devoted to analyze two novel methodologies for FS in the VF de-
tection problem. Firstly, we review the data mining scheme proposed in (Rosado, 
Camps-Valls, et al., 2002). Secondly, a novel SVM-based FS is presented 
(Alonso-Atienza, Camps-Valls, Rosado-Muñoz, Rojo-Álvarez, & García-
Alberola, 2006).  
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18.3.1 VF Feature Selection with Filter Methods 

The proposed scheme for VF feature selection relies on the pooled evaluation of 
both filter and wrapper methods. A common practice to evaluate the (linear) rela-
tionship between each of the n  input features 1 2{ }nx x … x= , , ,x  and output y , 
or among pair-wise features (xi and xj) is the use of the correlation function. This 
is a good method to remove redundant features and to evaluate relationships, but 
fails when working with low number of samples, or when theassumed linear rela-
tionship is not present. When data is considered as the realization of random 
processes, it is possible to compute the relevance of variables with respect to 
each other by means of the mutual information (MI) function, which is definedas 
the difference between entropy of ix  and the conditional entropy of ix  given jx . 
The MI function is suitable for assessing the information content of features in 
tasks where methods like the correlation are prone to mistakes. In fact, the MI-
function measures a general dependence between features, instead of a linear de-
pendence offered by the correlation function. However, computing the MI re-
quires a large enough dataset and a careful histogram parametrization. Finally, 
using Fisher’s discriminat scores is only appropriate when solving linear prob-
lems, which is not the case in VF, in which a complicated (potentially non-linear) 
relation between extracted features and the pathology is observed.  
In the proposed scheme, we develop a pool decision based on several standard 
data mining techniques:  

− Wilks’ lambda criterion. The Wilks’ Lambda is a reflectance of variable 
importance to perform linear discrimination. The smaller the Wilks’ 
Lambda, the more important the variable. An F -test and significant p -
value are also provided as measures of the importance of a variable. 
Therefore, the smallest Wilks’ Lambda and the greatest significance re-
late the most important variables in a set.  

− Principal Component Analysis. PCA provides a preliminary insight in 
data distribution by inspecting the most relevant features associated to 
the highest eigenvalued principal components. PCA is extensively used 
in variable selection and dimensionality reduction, even though linearity 
is assumed.  

− Self-Organizing Maps. Clustering data is a useful technique to identify 
homogeneous groups of variables or cases. The usual methods are based 
on calculating geometric distances between patterns such as k -means 
and hierarchical clustering. This processing pursues that similar input 
patterns self–organize in the output space. Rather than offering a ranking 
of relevance variables, the SOM yields qualitative information about the 
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structure itself of the data. A useful technique for assessing clusters con-
fidence is to inspect the quantization error of a SOM (Kohonen, 2001) 
with the classical hierarchical Ward cluster algorithm (Michie, Spiegel-
halter, & Taylor, 1994). 

− Classification and Regression Trees. CART are binary decision trees, 
which have two branches at each internal node. CART provides fast per-
formance and reliable results (Michie et al., 1994), and can find flexible 
non-linear relations among independent and dependent variables that are 
encoded in the tree with if-then piecewise linear rules. This method does 
not only yield good performance but also allows us to get qualitative 
non-linear information about the data structure by analyzing the surro-
gate and main splits (Rosado, Camps-Valls, et al., 2002). 

The diversity of methods and guiding principles permits capturing different 
aspects and underlying physical processes in the signal, and thus the pooled FS is 
robust (Rosado, Camps-Valls, et al., 2002). Methodology performance will be 
shown in Section 4. 

18.3.2 VF Feature Selection with a SVM Embedded Method 

As previously mentioned SVM classifiers constitute an interesting approach for 
the detection of VF based on combination of temporal, spectral an time-
frequency features, since they have shown an excellent performance in a number 
of practical applications in terms of minimal classification error probability. This 
combination of features is likely to be redundant, so the relative relevance of 
each of the input space features needs to be quantified. A number of procedures 
have been proposed for input space FS in linear and nonlinear SVM classifiers, 
but these methods do not provide with a clear cut-off statistical test. In (Alonso-
Atienza et al., 2006) we proposed a Gaussian kernel SVM together with non-
parametric bootstrap resampling to provide with a distribution independent statis-
tical criterion for FS.  

An advantage of SVM classifiers is its nonparametric nature. Given that their 
optimizing criterion is the maximum margin in the separating hyperplane, they 
are not sensitive to the statistical distribution of input features. According to this 
property, the use of the (nonparametric version of the) bootstrap resampling 
(Efron & Tibshirani, 1998) for creating sequential procedures of input space 
variable selection, in connection with SVM classifiers, is an interesting issue. In 
(Rojo-Álvarez, Arenal-Maíz, & Artés-Rodríguez, 2002), bootstrap resampling is 
proposed for tuning the optimal SVM free parameters in reduced data sets. In 
(Alonso-Atienza et al., 2006), boostrap techniques are proposed and tested for 
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comparing the relevance of disjoint subsets of the input feature space. In this sec-
tion, we present the basis to provide with a backward input space selection pro-
cedure in SVM classifiers based on bootstrap Confidence Intervals (CI). The sta-
tistical criterion to be used is the difference in Error Probability Pe between: (1) 
the input feature space (complete model), and (2) a reduced model that only con-
siders a subset of the input space features. This approach lies in eliminating one 
by one the irrelevant features of the input space, until a subset of only-significant 
input variables is present. This will ensure that the performance of the final SVM 
classifier is not significantly different from the complete model trained classifier.  

18.3.2.1 SVM for classification 

SVM binary classifier is a sampled-based statistical learning algorithm based on 
constructing maximum margin separating hyperplanes in a reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space (Vapnik, 1995). Be V  a set of N  observed and labeled data, 

( ) ( )1 1{ }N Ny … y= , , , ,V x x , where n
i R∈x  and { 1 1}iy ∈ − ,+ . Be ( )iφ x  a 

nonlinear transformation to a (generally unknown) higher dimensional space BR , 
where a separating hyperplane is given by ( ) 0i bφ< , > + =x w . We know that 

( ) ( ) ( )i j i jK φ φ, =< , >x x x x  is a Mercer’s kernel, which allows us to calculate 

the dot product of pairs of vectors transformed by ( )iφ x  without explicitly 
knowing the nonlinear mapping. Two commonly used kernels are the linear, 
given by ( )i j i jK , =< , >x x x x , and the Gaussian, given by 

2

22
( ) exp( )i j

i jK
σ

−
, = −

x xx x .  

Under these conditions, the problem is to minimize  

 
2

1

1
2

N

i
i

C ξ
=

+ ∑w  (1) 

with respect to b,w , and iξ , and constrained to 0iξ ≥ , and to 
( ( ) ) 1 0i i iy bφ ξ< , > + − + ≥x w  for 1i … N= , , , where iξ  represent the losses, 

C  represents a trade-off between margin and losses; and ( )⋅  expresses the dot 
product. By using the Lagrange Theorem, (1) can be rewritten into its dual form, 
and then, the problem consists of maximizing  
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1 1

1 ( )
2

N N

i i i j j i j
i i j

y y Kα α α
= , =

− ,∑ ∑ x x  (2) 

constrained to 0 i Cα≤ ≤  and 
1

0N
i ii
yα

=
=∑ , where iα  are the Lagrange mul-

tipliers corresponding to primal constrains. Gaussian kernel width σ  and pa-
rameter C  are free parameters that have to be previously settled. Methods such 
as cross-validation or bootstrap resampling can be used for this purpose.  

18.3.2.2 Bootstrap resampling to estimate SVM performance 

In (Alonso-Atienza et al.,2006), a bootstrap resampling based method for FS was 
proposed, which is here briefly presented according to the principles in (Rojo-
Álvarez et al., 2002). A dependence estimation process between pairs of data in a 
classification problem, where the data are drawn from a joint distribution  

 ( )p y, →x V  (3) 

can be estimated by using a SVM. The estimated coefficients are  

 ( )1ˆ [ ]N… s Cα α α σ= , , = , ,V  (4) 

where ( )s ⋅  is the operator that accounts for the SVM optimization, and it de-
pends on the data ( V ) and on the values of C  and σ . The empirical risk for the 
current coefficients is defined as the training error fraction of the machine  

 ( )ˆˆ emp tR α= ,V  (5) 

where ()t  is the operator that represents the empirical risk estimation.  
A bootstrap resample is a new data set obtained from the training set accord-

ing to the empirical distribution, i.e., it consists of sampling with replacement the 
observed pairs of data:  

 1 1ˆ ( ) { }N Np y y … y∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

, → = , , , ,x V x x  (6) 

Therefore, ∗V  contains elements of V  appearing zero, one, or several times. 
The resampling process is repeated 1b … B= , ,  times. A partition of V  in terms 
of resample ( )b ∗V  is  

 ( )( ) ( )in outb b∗ ∗= ,V V V  (7) 

where ( )in b∗V  is the subset of samples included in resample b , and ( )out b∗V  is 
the subset of non-included samples. SVM coefficients for each resample are 
given by  
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 ( )( )ˆ ins b C σα ∗∗ = , ,V  (8) 

The actual risk estimation for the resample is known as its bootstrap repli-
cate, and can be obtained by taking  

 ( )ˆ ( ) ( )ˆ outb t bR α∗ ∗∗= ,V  (9) 

Therefore, its normalized histogram for the B resamples approximates the 
empirical risk density function. A proper choice for B is typically from 500 to 
1000 resamples.  

Now, we consider a reduced version of the observed data ( uW ), in which the 
thu  variable is removed in all the available observations. If we perform a parallel 

resampling procedure according to the complete set resampling,  

 1 1 removed
ˆ ( ) { }u N N u
p y y … y∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠|

, → = , , , ,x W x x  (10) 

then the bootstrap replication of the actual risk in the incomplete model is  

 ( )ˆ ( ) ( )ˆ outu b t bR α∗ ∗∗= ,W  (11) 

18.3.2.3 Hypothesis testing for ranking variables 

Let cR  and uR  be the actual risk of a SVM classifier for the completed model 

and for the uncompleted model when the thu  variable is removed, respectively. 
Without loss of generality, an adequate risk measurement in a classification task 
is the classification error probability, denoted by eP . Under these assumptions, 
the relevance of variable u  can be evaluated by comparing the error probability 
between the complete feature dataset ( e cP , ) and the uncompleted model ( e uP , ). 
Then, an hypothesis test can be defined to evaluate the relevance of variable u :  

− 0H : variable u  is not relevant;  
− 1H : variable u  is relevant.  

To assess these statements the following test statistic can be used:  
 e e u e cP P P, ,Δ = −  (12) 

and according to this statistic, the hypothesis test can be reformulated as:  
− 0 0eH P≡ Δ = : variable u  is not relevant;  
− 1 0eH P≡ Δ ≠ : variable u  is relevant.  
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The distribution of this test statistic is generally unknown since the depend-
ence process between pairs of data ( )p y,x  is not available, and consequently the 
exact actual risk cannot be computed. However, as stated before, the performance 
of a SVM classifier can be estimated by using bootstrap resample techniques. In 
this case, the test statistic is redefined as:  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1e e u e cP b P b P b b … B∗ ∗ ∗
, ,Δ = − , = , ,  (13) 

which allows us to quantify changes in the SVM performance due to the elimina-
tion of variable u . Using bootstrap methods, the bootstrap distribution of test 
statistic e

∗ΔP  can be calculated, from which the CI is obtained. Then, for given 
significance level, 0H  is accepted if the CI does not overlap 0 . Otherwise, 0H  
is rejected. This procedure to evaluate the relevance of variables can be consid-
ered as an embedded method for FS.  

18.3.2.4 The Backward Input Space Feature Selection Algorithm 

Note that complex interactions among the input variables can be expected when-
ever a nonlinear SVM model is built, such as collinearity (for the nonlinear case, 
co-information or redundant information), irrelevant or noisy variables, and sub-
sets of variables being relevant only when interacting among them. Under these 
situations, the CI of the test statistic associated to relevant variables may also 
overlap zero. Nevertheless, even if it has not been defined a statistic associated to 
the CI, it is still possible to propose a backward selection procedure. In order to 
eliminate one variable at each step, we can remove the variable either with the 
widest or with the smallest CI overlapping zero.  

The bootstrap-SVM backward selection algorithm is as follows:  
(1) Start with all features of the input space.  
(2) Generate B  bootstrap resamples of the complete model V .  
(3) For each bootstrap resample b , calculate the error probability of the 

complete model ( )e cP b∗
, . 

(4) For feature, as in (3) , generate B  bootstrap samples of the uncomplete 
model W .  

(5) For each bootstrap sample and for each feature, calculate the error prob-
ability of the uncomplete model ( )e rP b∗

,   
(6) For each variable, compute the bootstrap statistic:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )e e r eP b P b P b∗ ∗ ∗
,Δ = −  (14) 
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and calculate the 95% CI.  

(7) If there is any feature with a negative CI, elimine that feature. Otherwise, 
if there is any feature with a zero overlapping CI, then:  

− remove the variable with wider CI overlapping 0, or  
− remove the variable with smaller CI overlapping 0.  

(8) If there is any feature for which:  

 e r e
∗ ∗
, <P P  (15) 

then error probability of the complete model is redefined as:  

 e e r
∗ ∗

,=P P  (16) 

If every feature has a not zero-overlapping CI, end, otherwise go to (4) .  

18.3.2.5 Nonlinear model example 

We illustrate here the performance of our FS algorithm on a synthetic set of data. 
Let 1 2 7{ }…, , ,x x x  be a set of random variables where 1x  and 2x  define a XOR 
problem1: 1 12(0 )ix z N σ, = + ,  and 2 ix z, = +N(0, 12 )σ , being z  a random vari-

able such as { 2 2}z∈ − ,+  and the probability of 2z =  or 2z = −  is equal, for 
1 2i … N= , , , . From 3x  to 5x  different noisy variables are introduced: 

3 (0 3 5)ix N, = , . , 4 ( 0 5 0 5)ix U, = − . , .  and 5 (1) 1ix R, = − , respectively. Collin-

earity is introduced with 6x  and 7x , defined as 6 1 23( ) (0 2)i i ix x x N, , ,= + + ,  and 

7 1 22( )2 (0 2)i i ix x x N, , ,= + + , , respectively. Together with 1x  and 2x , note that 

both 6x  and 7x  are also relevant features (in weak sense) (Kohavi & John, 
1997), since they contain discriminatory information and therefore they can con-
tribute to classification performance.  

Table 1 shows the results of the proposed FS algorithm applied to the nonlin-
ear problem defined by variables 1 2 7{ }…, , ,x x x . The performance of our algo-
rithm has been evaluated in three different situations, where the associated error 
probability for the XOR problem (theoretical eP ) has been tuned according to the 

                                                 
1We denote ( )N μ σ,  to be a normal distribution with mean μ  and standard deviation 
σ . We also denote ( )U a b,  to be a uniform distribution in the interval ( )a b, , and 

( )R r  a rayleigh distribution with 2rmsr σ= . 
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parameter 12σ . The algorithm has been run for 10 random trials, so symbol ( † ) 
indicates that the selected features were obtained 8/10 times, while symbol ( è ) 
corresponds to a variable (or variables) that has been selected 6/10 times. Other-
wise, selected features were obtained 10/10 times. Wider CI criterion performs 
better than smaller CI in terms of eP . In the case of wider CI criterion, the opti-
mum subset of features is selected in most of the trials, which leads to the mini-
mum error probability. As the value of 12σ  increases, performance differences 
between selection criteria decreases, and in these situation the error probability is 
close to the theoretic value then manifesting the complexity of the scenario under 
study.  
 

Table 1: Performance of the FS algorithm in a nonlinear problem ( 1000 500)N B= , = . 

 
12 0 5σ = .   12 1σ =   12 2σ =    

Smaller CI  
7x   †

1 2( ),x x   7x   
Wider CI  †

1 2( ),x x   1 2( ),x x è   †
1 2( ),x x    

e u
∗
,P  smaller CI  5.6(2.0,11.0)·10-3 24 6(3 4 5 9) 10−. . , . ⋅  0 32(0 29 0 35). . , .   

e u
∗
,P  wider CI  7.6(0.0,100.0) ·10-5 24 6(3 4 5 9) 10−. . , . ⋅  0 29(0 25 0 37). . , .    

Theoretic eP   56 3 10−. ⋅   24 5 10−. ⋅   0 32.    

 
It is worth noting that for each value of 12σ  the SVM free parameters ( C , 

σ ) have been obtained only once at the beginning of the algorithm. We have 
observed that the SVM does not need to be retrained if the values of C  and σ  
are chosen correctly. In fact, we attribute the variability of selected variables pre-
sented in Table 1 to the difficult task to appropriately determine the values for all 
the SVM free parameters.  

18.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we examine the proposed FS algorithms in Section 3 in the prob-
lem of VF detection. For this purpose, input features were extracted from the 
PWV distribution calculated on ECG signals. In this extraction procedure, a 
number of temporal, spectral, and time-frequency parameters have been defined. 
Based on these parameters we analyze the performance of our FS algorithms. We 
first study the combined strategy of classical and modern filter methods. Then, 
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we examine the SVM-based FS algorithm. This section concludes with a com-
parison between both approaches.  

18.4.1 Data collection and pre-processing 

Signals employed for training and classification were taken from the AHA ECG 
Arrhythmia Database (8200 series) (AHA, 1998) and the MIT database (MIT-
BIH, 2002). A total of 25 patient recordings were analyzed, each containing an 
average of 30 minutes (1800 seconds) of continuous ECG, from which approxi-
mately 100 minutes corresponded to VF. Data contained normal sinus rhythms 
and several different pathologies, including those closely related to VF, such as 
VT and ventricular flutter. These pathologies were classified into four groups, 
which appeared with different prior probabilities in the database: NORMAL 
( 1p =40.25%), for normal sinus ECG; VT ( 2p =8.84%), for ventricular tachycar-
dia including their variants (regular VT, polymorphic VT or “torsade de 
pointes”); VF-FLUTTER ( 3p =10.66%), for VF signal and flutter, both having 
the same application therapy (electric shock); and OTHERS ( 4p =40.25%), com-
prising the rest of arrhythmias. It is essential to remark that VT usually appears 
asa previous stage to VF, and for this reason discrimination between VF and VT 
is a complex issue.  

Segment lengths of 128 samples and 125Hz sampling frequency were used, 
giving a 1.024s window for the segment analysis. This segment length was cho-
sen to contain at least one QRS complex (if existing in the analyzed signal). A 
general signal pre-processing was done. Firstly, the mean value of the signal was 
subtracted. Secondly, a low pass 40 Hz filtering was made, providing us with a 
free noise signal from the 50 Hz or 60 Hz electrical network interference and 
other high frequency components that were not relevant for the analysis.  

18.4.2 Time-frequency parametrization 

A full set of parameters was obtained, mainly in the time-frequency domain. 
Time-frequency distribution of a signal shows the evolution of its spectral com-
ponents along time, and therefore it provides with joint information of both time 
and frequency domains. Based on this time-frequency analysis combined-domain 
parameters can also be defined. Apart from the set of parameters extracted in the 
time-frequency domain, two time domain parameters were also used, due to their 
ability to easily reject non-VF rhythms.  
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A total of 27 parameters were considered, 25 of them extracted from the 
PWV distribution and 2 of them obtained directly from the time domain. Some 
basic statistics of the extracted parameters are shown in Table 2.A full detailed 
description of parameters can be found in (Rosado et al., 1999; Rosado, Guer-
rero, Bataller, & Chorro, 2001).  
 

Table 2: Some basic statistics of the calculated parameters. 

Variable  Normal  Other  VT  VF-Flutter   
MINIMFREC  0.73 ±  0.49  0.63 ±  0.38  0.64 ±  0.35  0.64 ±  0.34   
MAXIMFREC  21.9 ±  7.7  20.1 ±  7.3  15.4 ±  7.8  14.1 ±  5.6   

PMXFRQ  5.51 ±  3.16  4.01 ±  2.47  2.80 ±  2.00  2.56 ±  1.24   
AREA (50%)  133 ±  107  126 ±  96  186 ±  136  173 ±  110   
LFREC (50%)  9.47 ±  5.01  7.81 ±  3.68  5.49 ±  3.89  4.66 ±  2.17   
LTMP (50%)  13.83 ±  11.65  15.43 ±  12.65  33.81±  20.73  34.97 ±  21.80   
MINFREC 

(50%)  
3.28 ±  3.35  3.07 ±  3.85  2.44 ±  1.75  2.36 ±  1.55   

MAXFREC 
(50%)  

12.76 ±  6.04  10.88 ±  4.65  7.94 ±  4.32  7.03 ±  2.13   
NAREAS (50%) 1.46 ±  0.81  1.55 ±  1.59  1.76 ±  0.93  1.64 ±  0.86   
DISPERSION 

(50%)  
5.72 ±  6.04  5.96 ±  6.57  8.80 ±  7.88  9.89 ±  7.93   

TMY (50%)  158.6 ±  72.2  158.3 ±  62.6  292 ±  124  251 ±  113   
TE  6.5E+08± 1.0E+09 1.9E+09± 5.1E+10 1.2E+10± 2.0E+11 9.9E+08± 1.7E+09  

TEH  5.8E+07± 1.0E+08 3.7E+08± 1.7E+10 2.9E+09± 7.2E+10 1.9E+07± 1.0E+08  
TEL  5.0E+08± 7.2E+08 1.3E+09± 2.9E+10 7.4E+09± 1.0E+11 8.7E+08± 1.4E+09  

QTEL  75.4 ±  10.6  76.7 ±  11.6  84.8 ±  9.5  86.0 ±  10.1   
QTEH  12.1 ±  9.9  7.9 ±  7.2  4.0 ±  6.0  2.8 ±  4.4   
CT8  3.6 ±  1.6  3.8 ±  1.5  6.3 ±  1.3  6.0 ±  1.3   

TSNZ  1048 ±  635  1104 ±  638  1596 ±  477  1496 ±  492   
TSNZL  686 ±  338  723 ±  332  1250 ±  345  1197 ±  346   
TSNZH  172 ±  232  161 ±  226  125 ±  177  104 ±  182   

QTL  68.53 ±  9.70  68.86 ±  10.17  79.25 ±  10.01  81.21 ±  10.66   
QTH  15.02 ±  10.04  12.30 ±  8.69  6.43 ±  7.61  5.35 ±  7.02   

MDL8  93.4 ±  44.3  86.7 ±  39.5  69.2 ±  36.8  64.0 ±  25.4   
VDL8  99.2 ±  43.8  87.9 ±  38.6  50.3 ±  29.9  46.7 ±  21.2   

CURVE  0.112 ±  0.123  0.134 ±  0.117  0.038 ±  0.202  -0.008 ±  0.208   
VR  8.2 ±  6.7  6.0 ±  5.0  1.6 ±  3.4  1.5 ±  1.1   

RatioVar  1.6 ±  0.5  1.8 ±  0.5  2.5 ±  0.6  2.7 ±  0.4   
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18.4.3 Learning Relevant VF Features with Filter Methods 

We followed a thorough analysis of the 25 parameters extracted by means of 
standard data mining techniques: PCA, SOM, and CART. These filter methods 
allows as to better understand the key factors and drivers of VF.  

18.4.3.1 Principal Component Analysis 

The analysis of the first three principal components (67% of explained vari-
ance) suggested that variables TE, TEL, TEH, and CURVE are very poor rep-
resentations of the data (Figure 1(a)). Accordingly, variables TSNZL, CT8, 
QTL, LFREC, MAXFREC, and LTMP contain relevant information in the first 
principal component. However, when working with high inter- and intra-subjects 
variability, it becomes necessary to assess global PCA results performing indi-
vidual PCA. Individual PCA is illustrated in Figure 1(b). In this case, we made 
estimations on individual PCA and extracted “mean” information over the popu-
lation. Therefore, we can conclude that it is necessary to use, in average, six prin-
cipal components to explain the 90% ofvariance and 9 for the 95%. Additionally, 
we inspected the correlation matrix between eigenvectors as a function of the 
patient, and found that most of them were highly correlated. This procedure 
helped us to identify three patients characterized by significantly different fea-
tures from the rest of the population. Consequently, results on these patients are 
undertaken in a cautious way.  

 
 

 
Figure 1: (Left) Eigenvector components of the highest eigenvalue (34% of explained vari-
ance). (Right) Number of necessary principal components to explain a given % of variance. 
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18.4.3.2 Self Organizing Maps 

Visualization of SOM clustering determined relevant features and data distribu-
tions. The optimal partition was constituted by five clusters. We visualized the 
SOM clustering for every feature, as illustrated in Figure 2. Several conclusions 
can be drawn. First, variables TE, TEL and TEH scattered uniformly in all clus-
ters out of VT, which indicates that these parameters do not contain discriminant 
information except for VT separation. Second, variable TSNZ and xtttQTL traced 
smooth border lines for a cluster mainly formed with VT and VF, which suggests 
that these variables contain high discrimination power of those pathologies. 
Third, variable TEL revealed excellent prognosis capabilities since itself deter-
mined cluster #5, which contained the highest number of VT samples. This issue 
was not captured by any previous statistical method. Finally, it is worth to note 
that variables AREA and MAXFREC defined specific clusters which were highly 
correlated with tachycardia episodes (figure not shown). 

We additionally analyzed the quantization error to assess the identified clus-
ters. The quantization error is a measure of how good the data vectors from the 
source data set are matched by a specific node. It is computed by the average of 
the squared distance of all data records associated with a node. Averaging over 
the quantization errors of all nodes yields the quantization error of the map. The 
map is well adapted if the quantization errors are very small and equally distrib-
uted over the map. Table 3 relates to quantization and shows the results of this 
test. We can observe that clusters #1-#4 contained similar and lower variability 
with respect to cluster #5. This may be due to the presence of badly-fitted VT 
samples which were mainly associated with #5. However, despite of being a 
weak boundary in terms of SOM theory, it helped us to identify features associ-
ated with VT patterns. 

 

 

Table 3: Analysis of the quantization error for each cluster. 

Cluster Mean STD DEVIATION Max 
1 0.073 0.051 0.338 
2 0.050 0.044 0.268 
3 0.138 0.067 0.437 
4 0.106 0.051 0.307 
5 0.374 1.139 5.607 
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18.4.3.3 Classification Trees 

Analysis of surrogate and main splits in CART yields valuable information on 
the relevance of input features. Table 4 shows different ranking of variables ac-
cording to these measurements and the classical Wilks’ Lambda statistical analy-
sis. Similar results are obtained in the parameter relevance list. Confidence on 
this analysis could be ensured, since classification rates of the best CART 
achieved recognition rates higher than 83% in all classes, hence suggesting that 
the underlying differences between classes had been captured.  
 

 

 

 

  

  
 
Figure 2: SOM clustering for (top): pathology (left) and TSNZ (right); (bottom): TEL (left) and 
CURVE (right).
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Table 4: Analysis of surrogate and main splits in CART and statistical analysis through Wilks’ 
Lambda. †  

Variable  Main Splits Variable  Surrogate Splits Variable  Wilks’   
 Score    Score    lambda   

TSNZL*  100.00  TSNZL*  100.00  TSNZL*  .671   
LTMP*  89.29  LFREC*  63.52  CT8*  .710   
CT8  79.93  TE*  43.75  TMY*  .724   

MAXFREC 79.80  TEL  32.03  QTL*  .747   
TEL  78.18  CURVE*  31.03  VDL8*  .805   
TE*  77.69  QTEL  30.21  QTEL*  .807   

LFREC*  72.78  MAXIMFREC* 17.47  LTMP*  .807   
TMY*  62.33  MAXFREC 17.34  LFREC*  .819   
TSNZ  61.63  TEH  16.45  QTEH*  .822   

MAXIMFREC* 54.83  QTL*  13.37  MAXFREC*  .834   
QTEH  54.25  TMY*  6.53  QTH  .842   
QTEL  49.38  PMXFREC* 4.58  CURVE*  .849   
QTL*  46.43  MDL8  4.38  PMXFREC  .863   

PMXFREC* 39.40  QTEH  4.10  MAXIMFREC .875   
QTH*  36.15  AREA  2.96  TSNZ  .911   
TEH  33.80  TSNZ  2.59  DISPERSION .924   

CURVE*  32.49  LTMP*  2.47  MDL8  .937   
TSNZH  23.58  QTH*  1.90  NAREAS  .947   
MDL8  21.44  VDL8  1.44  MINFREC  .964   

MINFREC 21.03  TSNZH  1.37  AREA  .966   
NAREAS  18.72  DISPERSION 0.81  TSNZH  .986   
VDL8  18.11  MINIMFREC 0.78  MINIMFREC .988   
AREA  7.44  MINFREC 0.71  TEL  .997   

MINIMFREC 3.79  NAREAS  0.25  TE*  .998   
DISPERSION 1.65  CT8  0.00  TEH  .999   

 
†  *: Selected Parameters.  

18.4.3.4 Combining individual selections 

A pool of all methods considered 10 parameters to be significant, namely: 
TSNZL, LTMP, TE, LFREC, TMY, MAXIMFREC, QTL, PMXFREC, 
QTH, and CURVE. The decision on kept parameters was taken based on CART, 
PCA, SOM, Wilks’ lambda and correlation analysis. All discrimination models 
and PCA were developed in MATLAB  environment (Mathworks, Inc). SOM 
and CART processing were carried out by using shareware implementations from 
http://www.eudaptics.com/ and http://www.salford-systems.com/, respectively. 
Statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS.  

We performed discrimination with all features and with the ones selected in 
the previous process using the detection tree previously presented in (Rosado et 
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al., 1999). Patterns were randomly assigned to two sets, two thirds for training 
(38605 patterns) andthe rest for validating (19302 patterns) the discrimination 
tool. The criterion used to choose the best model was the sum of sensitivity and 
specificity rates applied to the validation set in order to obtain well-balanced 
models. Detection using the reduced set of parameters (sensitivity ‘VF-Flutter’ 
88.8%, specificity ‘Normal -Other’ 94.9%, specificity ‘VT’ 76.3%) showed bet-
ter results compared to a detection tree using classical statistical parameter selec-
tion (sensitivity ‘VF-Flutter’ 85.3%, specificity ‘Normal-Other’ 95.3%, specific-
ity ‘VT’ 73.9%). Using the proposed methodology, 10  parameters were used, 
while previous methods gave rise to a more complex detection tree. We can con-
clude that proposed methodology simplifies the solution and improves discrimi-
nation scores.  

18.4.4 SVM-based embedded method 

Besides the aforementioned filter methods, we also examined the performance of 
a SVM classifier for detecting VF based on the complete set of temporal, spec-
tral, and time-frequency parameters previously extracted. Once the complete 
model was characterizedin terms of eP , we applied the FS algorithm defined in 
Section 2. According to previously presented considerations, wider CI criterion 
was used to eliminate irrelevant features.  

18.4.4.1 SVM Classifier Performance 

Given that our purpose was VF detection, the arrhythmia classification problem 
was simplified by considering a binary output target, this is, aiming to discrimi-
nate VF episodes from any other rhythm. The free parameters of the SVM classi-
fier were tuned byusing a 5 -fold cross-validation strategy. Due to the large 
amount of available ECG recording samples, the training set was defined as a 
random subset (20%) of the original data. Those samples being not included in 
the training set were used as a testset, in order to measure the generalization ca-
pabilities of the classifier.  

Results are summarized in Table 5. The detection capabilities of VF when us-
ing the SVM algorithm can be considered as acceptable, specially taking into 
account that the complete data base, and not selected segments, had beenused, 
together with unbalance between the examples of each class. Nevertheless, most 
significant errors were present in a number of VT segments, which were often 
erroneously classified as VF segments.  
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Table 5: SVM classifier performance for FV detection. 

 Sensitivity  Specificity Specificity Specificity Specificity   
 FV-Flutter  NORMAL OTHERS TV  global  

5-fold  86.4%  97.3%  96.6%  40.0%  90.8%  
Test  87.6%  97.5%  97.4%  40.0%  91.4%   

 
Figure 3 shows two application examples of the SVM classifier, which corre-

spond to two different ECG recordings. In the upper panel of each example, the 
pathology for each segment is represented, whereas the lower panel shows the 
VF classifier output. Continuous line depicts the target output (VF segments were 
labeled with { 1}− ), and dotted line depicts the soft output of the classifier. Fig-
ure 5(a) contains an example in which the algorithm was able to discriminate cor-
rectly the VF episodes from all the other pathologies, despite it occasionally 
failed in VT recordings. Figure 5(b) shows the evolution of the soft output of the 
classifier towards a VF episode. Note that the transition from sinus rhythm to VF 
was in this case progressive, and this time interval corresponded to a VT episode 
which preceded the VF onset. 

18.4.4.2 Feature Selection 

Table 6 contains the results of the FS algorithm for VF detection. The final set of 
chosen features are sorted by their relevance order, for temporal (t), frequency 
(f), and time-frequency (tf) characteristics. The error probability for the complete 

Table 6: Results of the FS algorithm for SVM and bootstrap resampling. Chosen variables have 
been sorted according to the average value of decision statistic e

∗ΔP . Right column contains 
the average value and CI of ethbfP∗Δ  for each variable. 

Selected Variables 
CURVE  f  4.95(2.34,7.28)   
QTL  f  3.42(0.97,5.91)   
MDL8  t  3.30(0.92,5.89)   
QTEH  f  2.75(0.28,5.32)   

MAXFREC  f  2.65(0.19,5.38)   
TSNZ  f  2.60(0.37,4.91)   
AREA  tf  2.51(0.09,5.10)   
TSNZH  f  2.48(0.19,5.22)   
MINFREC  f  2.45(0.09,5.22)   
TSNZL  tf  2.42(0.09,5.14)   

MINIMFREC  f  2.41(0.19,5.38)   
DISPERSION  tf  2.33(0.19,5.15)   
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feature set was ( )e %∗ =P  9.3(7.8,10.7), whereas for the reduced set it was 

( )e r %∗
, =P  11.6(9.3,14.1). Despite the fact of the slight decrease in average error 

probability with respect to the complete set, the test allows us to consider that the 
reduction in the feature set has not modified significantly the classifier perform-
ance. We should also note that the ratio of spectral and time-frequency parame-
ters of the reduced set increased with respect to the complete set, while the tem-
poral indices were poorly represented in this final selected set of features. 
 

1.4.5 Filter and embbeded methods comparison 

Further work has been devoted to analyze the FS process from the set of parame-
ters considered in (Rosado-Muñoz, 2000), which have been used in this study. In 
(Rosado et al., 2001), up to seven significative parameters were extracted by us-
ing classical techniques of discriminant analysis, such as correlation method and 
the Wilks’ Lambda method. From empirical considerations, four more features 
were included in this set, hence yielding 11 relevant features. Later (Rosado, 
Camps-Valls, et al., 2002) explored the FS by using data mining schemes, such 
as principal component analysis a self-organized maps. In this study, a number of 
10 features were selected, exhibiting higher performance in sensitivity and speci-

Table 7: Comparative analysis of different methods for FS. Features have been sorted for being 
able to compare the shared and different results for the three methods. 

Method 1  Method 2 (Rosado et al., 2001)  Method 3 (Rosado et al., 2002)   
CURVE  CURVE  CURVE   
QTEH  QTH  QTEH   
TSNZL  |  TSNZL   
QTL  |  QTL   
DISPERSION  DISPERSION  |   
|  TE  TE   
| LTMP LTMP 
| TMY TMY 
MINFREC CT8 LFREC 
TSNZ VDL8 MAXIMFREC 
MINIMFREC VR PMXFREC 
AREA NAREA | 
MDL8 RatioVar | 
MAXFREC | | 
TSNZH | | 

( )e r %∗
, =P  11.6(9.3,14.1) ( )e r %∗

, =P  9.7(7.8,11.4) ( )e r %∗
, =P 10.6(8.9,12.5) 
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ficity when compared to those ones presented in (Rosado et al., 2001). Table 7 
shows a comparison among the results from the SVM and bootstrap FS example 
(Method 1), and the methods in (Rosado et al., 2001) (Method 2) and in (Rosado, 
Camps-Valls, et al., 2002) (Method 3). Among the selected features with SVM 
and bootstrap, only four of them were also included in the set of Method 3, and 
three of them in the set of Method 2. Note that features QTEH and QTH have been 
considered as a single variable, given that the correlation between them was 
higher than 95% (Rosado, Guerrero, Bataller, & Serrano, 2002). Method 2 and 
Method 3 shared five features. The best method, from a point of view of the error 
probability in the reduced set, was Method 2. However, the differences with the 
other methods are minimal, all of them showing good detection capabilities. It 
can be noted that Method 3 improved Method 2 in terms of sensitivity and speci-
ficity, however, the last one had lower error probability. Therefore, the minimum 
error probability does not guaranty the best performance in terms of sensitivity 
and specificity. In fact, the VF detection procedure proposed in (Rosado et al., 
2001; Rosado, Guerrero, et al., 2002) was made by using a decision tree, in 
which a first discrimination of the observations relied on temporal features whos-
erelevance was empirically estimated. Despite of the differences in the sets of 
selected features, their performances were quite similar (Table 7), which shows 
that, in any case, the original set conveys a great amount of redundant informa-
tion.  

18.5 CONCLUSIONS 

This study revised, analyzed and proposed the application of machine learning 
techniques for the selection of parameters for VF detection. This goal is accom-
plished by using both filter and wrapper methods. Filter methods allow us to ac-
complish effective discrimination of VF pathologies by selecting the most rele-
vant features in the database, while wrapper methods optimize the objective crite-
rion (discrimination accuracy) by following a SVM-based approach. We showed 
that by following the filter approach an improved detection was attained, while 
the wrapper approach yielded good classification accuracy and extracting infor-
mation about the relevant features indirectly.  
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(a) 

  

(b) 
 

Figure 3: Detection examples of VF episodes with SVM. (a) Episode 13. (b) Episode 5. 
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Chapter 19 

Evolutionary Fuzzy Mixture Model based Decision 

Support System for an Anaesthetist 

Ross Folland, Evor Hines and David Morgan 

19.1 INTRODUCTION 

Here we present the problem of providing a decision support tool for the 

anaesthetist, and ergo to model the knowledge of the anaesthetist in evaluating 

patients during pre-operative assessment. During the pre-operative assessment 

(i.e. prior to a surgical operation) the anaesthetist is responsible for assessing the 

patient‟s suitability for anaesthesia. The anaesthetist decides whether the general 

physical state of the patient is robust enough for the stresses, etc. which are a 

natural part of surgery. Such an assessment may include blood pressure, pulse 

oximetry, lung function and body weight measurements, etc. but most notably 

includes cardiac and respiratory competence tests. A complete assessment of the 

patient‟s cardiac and respiratory systems must be made as it is these systems in 

which the anaesthetist intervenes during surgery. 

Here we investigate the potential application of intelligent systems to support 

the anaesthetist in pre-operative assessments. In particular we consider two of the 

principal aspects of these being namely: 

 

(1) to develop a technique for assessing the competence of the cardiac and 

respiratory systems of the patient via auscultation; and 

(2) to develop a technique for determining the patient‟s suitability for surgical 

anaesthesia via information fusion. 
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Section 2 introduces the intelligent systems techniques that are employed as 

part of this work whilst Sections 3 and 4 discuss proposed solutions to the above 

problem areas. We complete our discussion with an account of the development 

of a decision support aid (DSA) for the anaesthetist which combines the work 

undertaken in Sections 3 and 4. 

19.2 BACKGROUND 

Whilst there is no formal definition, it can be said that an intelligent system is 

one which is able to learn from and adapt to input stimuli (Bishop, 1995). In 

particular they can be considered to solve problems by applying knowledge 

gained from past experiences. Intelligent systems are varied and encompass 

neural networks (NNs), genetic algorithms (GAs) and linguistic approaches such 

as fuzzy systems (FSs). Here we briefly consider several NN architectures, 

namely the multilayer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function network (RBFN) 

and the constructive probabilistic neural network (CPNN). We conclude our 

discussion with Genetic Algorithms and the relatively more recent  genetic 

programming (GP) paradigm. 

19.2.1 Neural Network 

Whilst a more in depth treatment of NNs is presented in previous chapters we 

briefly recount the underpinning principles behind these techniques. A NN is a 

collection of inter-connected artificial neurons. Generally, input data is presented 

to these neurons which as a collective perform a mathematical transform, 

generating output data as a result of these calculations. The artificial neuron - 

first proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 (McCulloch, 1943) - comprises 

three components: the m inputs xm which are weighted with some arbitrary factor 

wij (1  j  m, for neuron i); the processing element in which the weighted inputs 

are summed and translated through some activation function  a f ; and the 

output response yi of the function. The output of the neuron is the transform of 

the weighted sum of inputs such that 

 
1

,
m

i ij j i

j

y a w x 


 
  

 
 
  (1) 
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where i is an arbitrary offset.  As can be seen from  Eq.(1) the neuron has a 

number of adjustable parameters such as the weights wij and offset i which 

affect how the neuron responds to input data. The manner in which these neurons 

are implemented within the NN architecture and the selection of neuronal 

activation functions gives rise to the different NN types which will be discussed 

presently. 

19.2.2 The Multilayer Perceptron Architecture 

Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are a particular type of NN favoured in 

classification problems as they are relatively simple to use, and have been shown 

to operate well on linear and non-linear problems (Bishop, 1995). The MLP 

architecture is comprised of layers of neurons inter-connected in such a way that 

the outputs of one layer are propagated to the subsequent layer. Figure 1 shows 

the architecture of the MLP and illustrates the relationships between neurons, 

layers and inter-connections. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of a 3-layer MLP 
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In Figure 1 some data vector xm is presented to the input layer. At this layer, 

the values of xm are not weighted but are transformed through the neurons 

(depicted by circles in Figure 1). The values are propagated to the hidden layer 

neurons through the inter-connecting synapses (denoted in Figure 1 by the 

unbroken and dashed lines). Here they are weighted and transformed by the 

neurons as given by Eq.(1). This process is replicated as the transformed outputs 

are propagated to the subsequent layer(s). It can be seen from Figure 1 that the 

output vector of the MLP is some transform of the input vector xm. It follows that 

the MLP‟s response to an input vector xm is fundamentally governed by the 

parameters of the individual neurons. Rumelhart et al. elegantly said of the MLP, 

“In this case the information coming into the input units [neurons] is recoded into 

an internal representation and the outputs are generated by the internal 

representation rather than the original pattern” (Rumelhart, 1986). 

19.2.3 The Radial Basis Function Network architecture 

Similar to the MLP, the radial basis function network (RBFN) - suggested by 

Moody et al. (Moody, 1989) - is a NN consisting of artificial neurons. Recalling 

Figure 1, the RBFN has a similar architecture to the standard MLP, exhibiting 

fully interconnected layers. Whilst the output layer neurons follow the 

McCulloch and Pitts model, the hidden layer employs a different type of neuron: 

the Radial Basis (RB) neuron. 

An RB neuron‟s activation function is an m-dimensional homoscedastic 

Gaussian kernel  centred on some prototype vector . Considering an  

m-dimensional input pattern x, the response of the activation function is a 

measure of the similarity between the input pattern and prototype vector. The 

activation function  n x  is expressed as 
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where the variance of the nth Gaussian function is n . The Gaussian functions 

are typically normalised such that 
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It is evident from Eq.(2) that the response of a Gaussian activation function is 

partially governed by the Euclidean distance between the input pattern and the 

prototype vector with the smoothness of the function being defined by n . 

The output layer of the RBFN consists of neurons with linear activation 

functions. The output neurons sum the weighted outputs of the hidden-layer RB 

neurons and transform the result through the activation function so the output i 

becomes 

   1
,  1,..., ,

N

i i ik k ik
a w g i L 


   x  (4) 

where i is the ith final-layer neuron output, L is the number of neurons in the 

output layer, N is the number of neurons in the hidden layer and i is the ith 

neuron offset. 

19.2.4 The Constructive Probabilistic Neural Network architecture 

We start our discussion with the probabilistic neural network (PNN) (Specht, 

1990; Specht, 1992). Recalling Figure 1, the PNN is similar to the  

3-layer MLP in that it is comprised of an input layer, hidden layer and output 

layer. The PNN possesses a fully inter-connected input and hidden layer, 

ensuring that all pattern vectors presented to the network are available to all 

hidden neurons. The hidden neurons utilise an exponential activation function in 

their neuronal model and there exist as many neurons as there are patterns 

presented to the network – similar to an un-optimised RBFN. The second 

synaptic layer of inter-connections exists to aggregate the responses of the hidden 

neurons into class neurons and is thus only partially connected. The existence of 

these partial inter-connects indicate that the true class assignments of the training 

data are known during the training phase, i.e. that the PNN employs a supervised 

learning mechanism. The final layer represents the probability of class 

assignment for each class (Berthold, 1998). NNs operate by estimating the 

statistical distribution of the training data and use these estimations to define 

posterior probability densities  | kP x C  (i.e. the probability of class k given the 

datum x) for classification of unknown data. One of the most straightforward 

approaches to this statistical density estimation is to represent the probability 

density  P x  in a functional form. The PNN represents these densities as 

multivariate normal distributions which can be expressed as 
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The constructive probabilistic neural network (CPNN) is essentially a PNN 

that is grown by the sequential addition of neurons in the hidden and output 

layers. The neurons are added in response to patterns presented in the training 

dataset. Prior to adding a neuron, an assessment is firstly made as to whether 

existing neurons can perform the same function. If they can, then they are 

adjusted to encompass the new training pattern, otherwise a new neuron is added. 

This method of constructing the CPNN often results in highly compact and 

efficient architectures requiring low computational overheads. One method for 

constructing a PNN is the dynamic decay adjustment (DDA) algorithm. 

The DDA algorithm (Berthold, 1998) is a constructive algorithm in that it 

iteratively adds neurons to the network and adjusts the parameters of the neuronal 

activation functions in Eq.(5). Parameters are adjusted by the algorithm to 

prevent conflict between neurons i.e. when two or more neurons linked to 

different classes respond to an input pattern resulting in an ambiguous 

classification. Adjustment to the parameters include modification of the 

amplitude of the function and the covariance matrix .  Berthold et al. define two 

terms 

 

(1)   the minimum correct-class probability.  Given an input pattern x linked to 

class k presented to the network, at least one neuron linked to the same class 

must respond with an activation greater than   ; and 

(2)   the maximum incorrect-class probability.  Given an input pattern x linked 

to class k presented to the network, any neurons linked to any other class are 

permitted to respond provided that their activations are no greater than   . 

 

Presented now is an annotated formal description of the algorithm as given by 

(Berthold, 1998) followed by a qualitative description. For clarity  k
i x  is the 

activation function for neuron i linked to class k as given in Eq.(5). 
 

(1) Present a training pattern-class pair  ,kx  to the network. 

(2) If    :k k
i i    x x  then increase the amplitude 

k
iA  of function  k

i x  

by 1 and proceed to step 4. 

(3) Introduce a new neuron with activation function  1
k
i  x , amplitude 1 1k

iA    
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and mean vector 1
k
i μ x .  Calculate the standard deviation using 

 

2

1

1
,1

min ,
lnl

l k
j ik

i
l k j q






   

 
 

  
 
 

μ μ
 (6) 

 where ,1 ll k j q    is equivalent to all neurons connected to all classes 

other than class k (correct class), and lq  is the number of neurons in class l. 

(4) Adjust the standard deviation of all conflicting neurons using 

 

2

,1 : min , ,
ln

l
jl l

l j jl k j q  
 

 
 

      
 
 

x μ
 (7) 

 and then proceed to Step 1. 

 

In qualitative terms, when a pattern-class pair  ,kx  is presented to the network 

during training, if any neuron i linked to class k responds with an activation    

then the neuron‟s activation function amplitude is increased by 1. All neurons 

linked to classes l k  have their standard deviations  reduced using Eq.(7). The 

reduction is such that their activation responses to pattern x will be less than   . 

If no neuron of class k responds to the pattern x then a new neuron is added to the 

architecture, linked to class k and centred around x i.e. 1
k
i μ x . The new neuron 

is added to the architecture to account for future occurrences of the pattern. 

19.2.5 Genetic Algorithms & Genetic Programming 

Here we discuss two of the principal evolutionary techniques, these being namely 

the genetic algorithm (GA) and genetic programming (GP) paradigms. 

A GA can be defined as a search procedure based on the mechanics of natural 

selection and genetics (Goldberg, 2002). To better discuss GAs and their 

application we consider the following points by (Koza, 1992) 

 

(1) There exists an environment possessing some entity which has the ability to 

reproduce; 

(2) The environment contains a population of such self-reproducing entities; 

(3) There is some variety between the self-reproducing entities; and 
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(4) This variety affects the entity‟s ability to survive in the environment. 

 

Given a natural or artificial system adhering to these four points it becomes 

possible to observe an evolutionary process by which successive generations of 

the self-reproducing population change in response to their environment and 

peers (usually to the betterment of the population). Theorised by Darwin 

(Darwin, 1859) the process of evolution remained until when Holland  

(Holland, 1962; Holland, 1975) demonstrated how it could be applied to artificial 

systems. One such modality is the GA which provides a framework for codifying 

the problem domain and evolving solutions via a mixture of breeding functions 

and random mutation operations. Whilst a more comprehensive account is 

presented in previous chapters, for a detailed exposition of the theory of GAs the 

reader is referred to (Goldberg, 2002; Holland, 1975). 

The theory of GAs as developed by Holland and subsequent researchers was 

based primarily on the underlying principle that the GA operates on chromosome 

parameter sets of fixed size. Koza argues that this principle limits the 

effectiveness of GAs on numerous fronts and - given that one generally lacks 

sufficient information concerning the optimisation problem - it is ill advised to 

impose a fixed-size parameter set on the GA as this can have the undesired effect 

of constraining the optimisation process (Koza, 1992). In response to this 

perceived lack of dynamic variability in GAs the GP paradigm has been lent 

considerable credence. 

In the GP paradigm a genetic program consists of functions and terminals 

specific to the problem under consideration. Functions can by arithmetic 

operations, mathematical functions, logical operations, etc.; whilst terminals can 

be variables, parameters, internal system states, etc. The GP approach, as will be 

shown later, adopts the same evolutionary principle as the GA technique and for 

a more comprehensive discussion on the mechanics of the GP paradigm the 

reader is referred to (Koza, 1992). 

19.3 CLASSIFYING CARDIAC & RESPIRATORY ABNORMALITY USING 

INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 

Here we provide an account of how a NN ensemble was developed to identify 

cardio-respiratory abnormalities based on auscultated sounds. A précis of the 

data pre-processing methods and subsequent NN analysis is presented alongside 
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a technique for aggregating the responses of each NN in the ensemble to form a 

more robust classification scheme. 

19.3.1 Data Processing Considerations 

The audible sounds heard during auscultation are the consequence of either 

normal or abnormal cardio-respiratory function with abnormal sounds being 

frequently the result of some pathology or physiological defect. The different 

cardiac and respiratory sounds that the NNs were trained to recognise are 

presented in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. The regions of auscultation are 

also indicated in both cases. 

Table 1:  Cardiac abnormalities the NNs were trained to recognize. 

Cardiac abnormality Region of auscultation 

Normal heart sound Mitral region 

Hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy Aortic region 

Non-rheumatic mitral regurgitation Mitral region 

Mitral valve prolapse Mitral region 

Bicuspid aortic valve Aortic region 

Aortic stenosis Aortic region 

Severe calciphic aortic stenosis Aortic region 

Aortic regurgitation Aortic region 

Mixed aortic valve disease Aortic region 

Mitral stenosis Mitral region 

Mixed rheumatic mitral valve disease Mitral region 

Atrial septal defect Aortic region 

Ventricular septal defect Ventricular region 

Dilated cardiomyopathy  Ventricular region 

Aortic incompetence Aortic region 

Papillary muscle dysfunction Ventricular region 

Left ventricular impairment Ventricular region 

 

Two separate NN ensembles were trained: one which classified cardiac 

auscultated sounds into the classes given in Table 1; and one which classified 

respiratory auscultated sounds into the classes given in Table 2. Each ensemble 

consisted of a MLP, RBFN and CPNN. Prior to NN training the acquired 

samples were pre-processed with the aim of retaining information whilst 

reducing the amount of underlying data. 
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Real-world data is frequently unsuitable for direct analysis because the 

information it contains is inefficiently represented (Bishop, 1995). For example, 

given a dataset pertaining to some process we wish to model, each datum within 

the set is N dimensional (i.e. N variables that describe the data). 

Table 2:  Abnormalities the NNs were trained to recognise. 

Respiratory abnormality Region of auscultation 

Normal tracheal-bronchial sounds Tracheal region 

Normal broncho-vesicular sounds Bronchial region 

Normal vesicular sounds Bronchial region 

Diminished sounds Bronchial region 

Tubular breath sounds Bronchial region 

Fine inspiratory crackles Bronchial region 

Medium, coarse inspiratory and  

    expiratory crackles 
Bronchial region 

Fine, late inspiratory crackles Bronchial region 

Mild expiratory wheeze Bronchial region 

Medium inspiratory crackles with  

    moderate and severe expiratory wheeze 
Bronchial region 

Pleural friction rub Bronchial region 

Inspiratory and expiratory stridor Tracheal region 

Bone crepitus Bronchial region 

Subcutaneous emphysema Bronchial region 

 

It is often the case that a subset of these dimensions is irrelevant as it contains 

no apparently useful information (e.g. the variables may be correlated with each 

other). Dimensionality reduction is the process by which one identifies and 

removes redundant dimensions from the dataset. By removing apparently 

unimportant dimensions we retain the informative features of the dataset which 

may be used in a subsequent analysis. The importance of feature extraction is 

exemplified by (Hartman, 1990). 

The auscultated sounds were sampled at a rate of 44kHz for approximately 30 

seconds. The following processes were performed separately for the cardiac and 

respiratory sounds 

 

(1) Each sound was sampled and vectorized to approximately 1.32106 elements 

(i.e. 30 seconds  44 kHz); 

(2) A matrix was created from the samples giving  ijxX  where xij was the jth 

element of sample i; and 
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(3) The frequency spectra of the acquired sounds were computed using the Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) which afforded a frequency domain representation 

of the sounds. After the addition of noisy replicates the final size of the 

cardiac dataset was 1700 samples, and the respiratory dataset 1400 samples. 

 

 
Figure 2: Example of (a) 2 normal cardiac sound cycles; and (b) the associated frequency spectrum. 

 

Direct analysis of these spectra by NNs was not feasible due to the FFTs 

being highly dimensional so a method of encoding the FFTs whilst reducing the 

dimensionality of the dataset was required. The method employed was the 

Levinson-Durbin autoregression algorithm for spectral estimation (Luo, 1997). 

The method is a computationally light-weight approach to parametric signal 

estimation, constructing a P-order data model that describes the frequency 
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spectra. Given a data model  ˆ
xs f  which is a P-order estimate of signal s, 

information from s can be encoded into the estimation model parameters. A 

model order of 15 parameters was selected based on an analysis of residual error 

between the original and estimated signals. The Levinson-Durbin algorithm was 

applied to all of the frequency spectra for both the cardiac and respiratory sounds. 

This resulted in two matrices, one containing cardiac FFT estimation parameters 

and the other containing respiratory FFT estimation parameters, both containing 

15 columns which were subsequently linearly normalised such that 

   | 1,2,...,15 0,1ka k   . 

19.3.2 System Implementation 

The MLP was applied to discriminate between the different classes of cardiac 

and respiratory sounds. The 3-layer (i.e. input, hidden and output layer) MLP was 

employed with the topology being estimated using the geometric mean approach 

suggested by Widrow et al. (Widrow, 1990). 

The MLP was trained with 1000 cardiac samples and tested with the 

remaining 700, from which a results matrix was formed (of dimensions 700×17). 

Given that each MLP response y took some value  1,0y   a threshold  was 

used to convert these results to a binary 1-in-N equivalent. The optimal  was 

found to be 0.30, yielding an MLP classification accuracy of 99.20% with 

sensitivity of 88.24% and specificity of 99.88%. 

The process used to train an MLP in identifying different classes of 

respiratory abnormalities was similar to that used in the previous cardiac sounds 

experiment. We recall that the respiratory dataset contained 1400 samples each of 

15 variables. The resulting MLP topology was a 15-15-14 architecture which was 

trained for 2500 epochs on a dataset of size 1000×15 and subsequently tested 

with a dataset of size 400×15. The optimal threshold  was found to be 0.10 

resulting in a classification accuracy of 67.11% (77.00% sensitivity, 66.35% 

specificity). 

We now consider the training of a RBFN to classify the cardiac and 

respiratory datasets in an attempt to compare with – and improve upon – the 

MLP-based classifier. The RBFN‟s architectural considerations were such that an 

appropriate number of hidden radial basis neurons should be selected prior to 

training. K-means clustering analysis was performed on the cardiac dataset in 

order to determine the optimal number of clusters that could partition the data 
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and hence the optimal number of neurons in the RBFN hidden layer. 27 clusters 

adequately covered the input feature space and consequently a 15-27-17 RBFN 

was created and trained on the cardiac 1000-sample training dataset with the 

resultant SSE being 92.30. Given the 700-sample novel test dataset, the RBFN 

attained a classification accuracy of 99.88% (sensitivity 99.06%, specificity 

99.93%). The optimal threshold cut-off  yielding these results was found to be 

at 0.45. 

Training and subsequent testing of the RBFN to discriminate between the 

different respiratory sounds followed a similar procedure. The K-means 

clustering technique identified that 24 clusters provided the optimal coverage of 

feature space and hence the optimal number of RBFN hidden layer neurons. A 

15-24-14 RBFN was created and trained on 1000 samples of the available 

respiratory dataset. The RBFN was subsequently tested on the remaining 400 

samples and attained a classification accuracy of 95.79% (100% sensitivity, 

95.46% specificity) with the optimal  being 0.02. We now consider the 

application of the CPNN to the discrimination between the cardio-respiratory 

abnormalities. 

Prior to creating, training and testing a CPNN with the cardiac data the 

threshold levels  
and  

were defined. These two values fundamentally govern 

the resulting sensitivity and specificity of the CPNN (Berthold, 1998).  

Berthold et al. observed that the respective values of 0.4 and 0.2 provided 

excellent results in practical situations. 

The CPNN was trained using 1000 of the cardiac data samples, with a fixed 

input layer size of 15 neurons, and fixed output layer size of 17 neurons. The 

number of training epochs was set to 5 and the algorithm grew the architecture 

entirely within the first training pass. Adjustments to the hidden neurons‟ density 

functions were made during each training epoch. After training the CPNN hidden 

layer contained 286 neurons and when tested with the remaining 400 test 

patterns, attained a classification accuracy of 89.17% (89.17% sensitivity, 

99.36% specificity). A CPNN was also created and trained to discriminate 

between the different abnormalities presented in the respiratory dataset. Similar 

to the previous CPNN implementation, the classifier was trained for 5 epochs on 

1000 samples from the respiratory dataset. When tested with the remaining 400 

samples the CPNN attained a classification accuracy of 97.80% (97.80% 

sensitivity, 89.60% specificity). 
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19.3.3 Evidence Combination using Dempster-Shafer Theory 

The Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST) of evidence combination offers a framework 

for reasoning between imprecise, ambiguous and conflicting probabilistic 

assertions (i.e. classifications). We start with a brief overview of DST whilst a 

complete account can be found in (Shafer, 1976). DST extends traditional 

Bayesian classification to incorporate belief and plausibility terms. In order to 

define these concepts and examine how they can assist in combined classification 

we consider the following. Let each possible classification kCx  be one of a 

number of mutually exclusive propositions Ai where 1,...,i k . The classification 

from a NN in an ensemble can be considered to be a basic belief assignment m. 

The value  m A  can be considered to be the mass of belief that is committed to 

kAx  (and to none of its subsets) (Denœux, 1997). Consequently for all subsets 

(i.e. classifications) B A  the belief measure  Bel A  can be expressed as 

    .
B A

Bel A m B


  (8) 

The quantity  Bel A  is the extent to which one believes in A either directly 

attributable to  m A  or indirectly attributable to  m B  for all B A . In 

extension to this, plausibility is defined as the body of evidence committed to A  

or its subsets i.e. the extent of doubt of kAx . Plausibility is therefore expressed 

as 

      1 .
A B

Pl A m B Bel A
 

    (9) 

Belief and plausibility measures afford the user with a framework for assessing 

the strength of classifications from ANNs. An important aspect of DST is its 

ability to combine classifications (i.e. evidence) provided by multiple sources 

(e.g. ANNs in an ensemble). Given two basic belief assignments m1 and m2 from 

two independent sources, Dempster‟s rule of evidence combination follows the 

form 

  
   

   

1 2

1 2

,  ,
1

B C A
E

B C

m B m C

m A A
m B m C

 

 

  





 (10) 

 

where  1 0m B   and  2 0m C   for some non-disjoint subsets B and C of 

universe of discourse  and  Em A  is the orthogonal sum of m1 and m2. As can 
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be seen from Eq.(10), Dempster‟s rule of evidence combination permits the 

aggregation of independent NN classifications at the output-neuron level. It 

facilitates the creation of a combined NN classifier that accounts for conflicting 

and ambiguous classifications. 

Using Dempster‟s rule of evidence combination presented in Eq.(10) the 

combined classifications for both datasets were established. Table 3 and  

Table 4 present individual NN classifications and their combined results for both 

cardiac and respiratory datasets respectively. 

 

Table 3:  Comparison of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the MLP, RBFN, CPNN  and DST 

approaches to the cardiac sounds classification. 

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

MLP 99.20% 88.24% 99.88% 

RBFN 99.88% 99.06% 99.93% 

CPNN 89.17% 89.17% 99.36% 

Combined via DST 99.77% 98.14% 99.88% 

 

Table 4:  Comparison of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the MLP, RBFN, CPNN, and DST 

approaches to the respiratory sounds classification. 

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity 

MLP 67.11% 77.00% 66.35% 

RBFN 95.79% 100.0% 95.46% 

CPNN 97.80% 97.80% 89.60% 

Combined via DST 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate that given a plurality of NN classifiers, an 

aggregated approach can improve classification accuracy. Whilst the accuracy of 

the combined classification mechanism for analysing cardiac auscultated sounds 

appeared lower than the RBFN, the difference was negligible (0.11%). Table 4 

shows that the combined classification scheme attained 100% classification of 

the test dataset, with 100% sensitivity and specificity. 

In Figure 4 we observe the accuracies of the MLP, RBFN and DST 

techniques. It is interesting to note that for low (< 0.3) values of  the DST 

system behaves like the RBFN classifier in terms of its accuracy, whereas above 

this  value it tends towards the relatively poorer abilities of the MLP. 
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Figure 4: Classification accuracies of the RBFN, DST and MLP classifiers on the respiratory 

dataset. 

 

At 0.3   the MLP sensitivity approached 2% so a trade-off between 

classification accuracy and sensitivity was found at 0.10  . Given the results 

in Tables 3 and 4 it can be observed that the combined classification mechanism 

does not inherit the relatively poor sensitivities attained by the weakest classifier 

in the ensemble. 

19.4 CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT WITH EVOLUTIONARY CLASSIFIERS 

In forming the DSA this section draws upon the work presented in the previous 

section. Here we apply the GP paradigm to the task of constructing an 

Evolutionary Fuzzy Mixture Model (EFMM) that can successfully model the 

anaesthetist‟s decision-making strategy. The purpose of the EFMM is to fuse the 
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classifications performed by the DST-based ensembles of Section. 3 with other 

pertinent patient data in forming a complimentary decision strategy. 

19.4.1 Data Processing Considerations 

The DSA is furnished with input from the cardiac and respiratory classifiers. 

Recalling from Section 3 that the outputs of the cardio-respiratory ANNs were 1-

in-N encoded and normalised such that the DST method could be applied to 

aggregate responses in forming more accurate classifications. The outputs from 

the DST-based system were similarly normalised thereby representing the 

classifications as probabilistic assertions as to the cardio-respiratory abnormality. 

Each DSA input from both the cardiac and respiratory classifiers was bound 

between 0 and 1 representing classification probabilities. A further DSA input 

was the patient‟s SpO2 measured via pulse oximetry. The final DSA inputs were 

a plurality of biometric values briefly comprising blood pressure, heart rate, lung 

function and clinical history indicators. The variables considered as part of this 

work are presented in the summary Table 5. The encoding of the patient‟s 

clinical history and medication as presented in Table 5 merits particular attention. 

Relevant patient information was grouped into five categories: haemodynamic, 

cardiac (incorporating circulatory), respiratory, biohazard and medication.  

Table 5 further expands each category into the relevant conditions which are 

noted in the patient‟s clinical history. Each item (e.g. cardiovascular disease 

history) was binary-encoded with 1 and 0 representing the presence or absence of 

the item respectively. These values were bit-masked such that the category value 

was set to 1 if any of its „child‟ values were 1. 

Data was collected from 194 patients and was classified by a consultant 

anaesthetist into three categories: „suitable for general anaesthesia‟, „possibly 

suitable for general anaesthesia (refer patient)‟, and „unsuitable for general 

anaesthesia‟. 

Table 5: Values provided to the DSA during normal operation. 

Metric Unit Minimum value Maximum value 

Cardiac sound classification N/A 0 1 

Respiratory sound classification N/A 0 1 

Blood Pressure (systolic) mmHg 40 220 

Blood Pressure (diastolic) mmHg 30 150 

Heart Rate Bpm 25 130 
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Peak Expiratory Flow Rate L/min 50 500 

Forced Expiratory Volume (1s) L 0.1 10 

SpO2 % 1 100 

Patient age Years 18 110 

Patient gender N/A 0 (female) 1 (male) 

    

Warfarin, Inhalers, HRT N/A 

Binary encoded: 

 

1: true / positive presence or history 

0: false / negative presence or history 

Steroids, Aspirin, Diuretics N/A 

Female Contraceptive Pill N/A 

  

Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C N/A 

MRSA, Active TB, HIV N/A 

    

Afro-Caribbean origin N/A 

Binary encoded: 

 

1: true / positive presence or history 

0: false / negative presence or history 

Excessive alcohol intake N/A 

Infection N/A 

Blood disorders / anaemia N/A 

Diabetic N/A 

Kidney / urinary problems N/A 

Bleeding disorders N/A 

Thyroid disease N/A 

Malignancy N/A 

Open wound N/A 

    

Smoker (> 40 per day) N/A Binary encoded: 

 

1: true / positive presence or history 

0: false / negative presence or history 

Cardiovascular disease history N/A 

Varicose veins N/A 

Diabetic N/A 

    

Smoker (> 40 per day) N/A 

Binary encoded: 

 

1: true / positive presence or history 

0: false / negative presence or history 

Pneumonia / chronic bronchitis N/A 

Asthma (well controlled) N/A 

Asthma (hospitalised) N/A 

Shortness of breath at rest N/A 

Respiratory disease history N/A 

Productive cough N/A 

 

19.4.2 The Evolutionary Fuzzy Mixture Model 

Whilst NNs can generalise solutions to domain classification problems, they 

cannot easily produce a linguistic interpretation of their decisions.  The response 

of a conventional NN is the weighted sums of successive linear and non-linear 

translations usually devoid of any inductive reasoning that could explain its 
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decision-making.  Because of this NNs are infrequently employed in medical 

applications which require classifications based on this inductive reasoning.  

Fuzzy classifiers on the other hand possess the ability to linguistically 

demonstrate the chain of reasoning which results in their classifications.  Rule-

based expert systems can also be used for this type of decision-making, however 

fuzzy systems are frequently used due to their ability to handle imprecision in 

their reasoning scheme (Jang, 1997).  For this compelling reason the DSA 

employed a form of fuzzy classification in its decision-making strategy. 

For the purpose of this section we consider a fuzzy rule to be a linguistic 

statement of variable x‟s membership of class C to degree  C x  (the fuzzy 

membership function). In many real-world scenarios data does not generally 

follow set distributions (e.g. Gaussian, etc.) and when analysed with models 

employing fuzzy membership functions the mechanism is committed to 

increasing rule-base complexity to account for these distributions, sometimes to 

the detriment of classification accuracy and sensitivity. The EFMM attempts to 

ameliorate this by providing a framework for the mixing of fuzzy membership 

functions. To illustrate this principle, consider the set of membership functions 

 ,  ,  ,  tr g b t      where these functions are trapezoidal, Gaussian, bell and 

triangular respectively. From these functions one can identify a set of common 

parameters: the function‟s centre point c and spread value . The fuzzy 

membership functions are mixed by simple addition of the weighted functions of 

  such that 

          ,tr tr g g b b t tx w x w x w x w x         (11) 

where wtr, wg, wb and wt are weight terms which sum to unity. The weights 

themselves are defined by a series of triangular membership functions which are 

governed by a mixture coefficient m  0 100m  . The membership function 

 x  in Eq.(11) is a linear mixture of at most two functions in  . Between the 

range 0 33m   the membership function is a mixture of triangular and 

Gaussian components (at 33m  the function is purely Gaussian). Similarly 

between the range 33 66m   the membership is a mixture of Gaussian and 

bell-shaped components (at 66m  the function is purely bell-shaped), and so 

forth. The consequent terms employed by the EFMM were namely „suitable for 

general anaesthesia‟, „possibly suitable for general anaesthesia (refer patient)‟, 

and „unsuitable for general anaesthesia‟. 
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Figure 5:  Structure of the EFMM chromosome. 

 

With reference to Figure 5 an EFMM can be coded into a chromosome of 

variable length. The first segment of the chromosome relates to the input variable 

mapping using fuzzy membership functions, i.e. for each input variable there was 

created a fuzzy membership function centred around c with spread  and being a 

mixture of m. Each fuzzy membership function linguistically expressed whether 

its associated variable was medium and further membership functions were 

implied for the variable being low and high. Example membership functions are 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

The remainder of the EFMM chromosome, as illustrated in Figure 5, is 

comprised of 3 fuzzy rules, each corresponding to an output classification. Each 

rule is of varying complexity and each term in the rule comprises an operator 

(either AND  , OR  , AND NOT   and OR NOT  ), a fuzzy variable 

(given in the first segment of the chromosome), and a linguistic expression 

(either „is low‟, „is medium‟ or „is high‟). 

As can be observed the above model provided no mechanism for adapting its 

fuzzy rulebase to accord with the anaesthetist‟s decision making strategy. We 

therefore employed a genetic technique to evolve the model to adapt to – and 

hence learn – the anaesthetist‟s strategy.  Evolution of the EFMM is derived from 

the fact that new models can be bred from two existing models.  Breeding is a 

two-stage process 

 

(1) Breed the input variable mappings: for each variable membership function, 

either mutate the function, create a new function, or breed the function from 

its parents i.e. take m, c, and  from either parent. 

(2) Breed the terms in each rule: for each rule term either mutate the term, create 

a new term, delete a term, or breed the term from its parents i.e. take the 

Rule #1 Rule #2 Rule #3 

Rule complexity 

Input variables 

… 

… 

… 
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operator, variable and linguistic term from either parent. 

 

Using the method of evolution above a population of characteristically unique 

EFMMs can be generated and change over successive generations. Two distinct 

methods of evolution are presented in subsequent sections alongside an account 

of their efficacy. 

19.4.3 Model Learning with Genetic Algorithms 

Of the available dataset discussed in Sec. 4.1, 150 patient samples were made 

available to the EFMM for learning whilst 44 samples were retained for testing 

purposes. The system was trained for 100 generations on a dataset which had 

been previously classified by a consultant anaesthetist. The model was evolved 

using a GA with a population size of 500 chromosomes and the maximum 

allowable rule complexity of 44 antecedents per rule i.e. permitting one 

antecedent term per variable. 

The model converged to a solution after 5 generations, with the fittest 

chromosome MSE being 0.26. The worst performing chromosome MSE 

appeared to stabilise at approximately 1.75. Given the training dataset of 150 

samples, the GA EFMM correctly classified 87.56% with a sensitivity of 81.33% 

and specificity of 90.67%. The EFMM was tested with the 44 remaining samples 

and correctly classified 90.91% with a sensitivity of 86.36% and specificity 

93.18%. 

19.4.4 Model Learning with Genetic Programing 

The GP-based DSA incorporating the EFMM kernel was executed with an initial 

population size of 50 programs. This was performed as a preliminary test to 

assess the performance of the system. The poorest performing 20% of the 

population was arbitrarily terminated between generations, thereby freeing space 

for new programs. 

Furthermore a probabilistic measure was applied to program crossover such 

that the programs which had the highest fitness is given highest probability of 

breeding, in accordance with the genetic paradigm formalised by Holland. The 

probability of mutation and reproduction were both 10%. Figure 6 shows the 

error curves for each population of 20 generations. It illustrates that as the 
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population changed from generation to generation, the average program MSE 

became smaller. The experiment was conducted again with a larger population 

size (1000 programs) and over 100 generations. The early stopping criterion was 

that at least one program had a MSE  0.25. The fittest program classified the 

training dataset (i.e. successfully predicted the surgical anaesthesia suitability 

group) with an accuracy of 89.86%, sensitivity of 88.37% and specificity of 

92.11%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Error curves for the best and worst performing EFMM programs over 20 generations. 

 

When presented with the test dataset, the fittest program correctly classified 

91.79% (88.21% sensitivity, 95.18% specificity). 

When comparing the performances of the GA and GP approaches, two main 

criteria must be considered: system accuracy and architectural size. The former 

relates to the ability of the system to correctly predict the surgical anaesthesia 

suitability group in accordance with the anaesthetist‟s decision. The second 

pertains to the efficiency of the decision i.e. how many antecedent rule-base 
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terms the system required in order to make the decision. Presented below is the 

rule-base generated by the GA EFMM after pruning of counterposing terms. We 

consider the following rule-base with reference to Table 6. 

 
Rule #1: (Suitable for surgical anaesthesia) 

IF (X(4) IS NOT high) THEN (Y IS class_1) 

 

Rule #2: (Possibly suitable) 

IF (X(11) IS high) AND (X(5) IS low) AND (X(3) IS NOT high) AND (X(9) IS high) OR (X(10) 

IS low) AND (X(11) IS high) AND  

(X(3) IS high) OR (X(5) IS low) AND (X(12) IS NOT low) AND  

(X(2) IS NOT medium) OR (X(4) IS high) THEN (Y IS class_2) 

 

Rule #3: (Unsuitable for surgical anaesthesia) 

IF(X(2) IS low) AND (X(7) IS high) AND (X(8) IS NOT high) THEN (Y IS class_3) 

 

It can be clearly observed from the above rule-base that the complexity of 

each rule is such that it can be considered trivial.  To demonstrate this point we 

contrast this rule-base to that generated by the GP EFMM mechanism, presented 

below. 

 
Rule #1: (Suitable for surgical anaesthesia) 

IF (X(6) IS high) AND (X(9) IS NOT high) AND (X(30) IS medium) AND (X(4) IS low) OR 

(X(4) IS NOT high) AND (X(41) IS NOT high) OR (X(38) IS low) AND (X(5) IS NOT high) OR 

(X(8) IS low) AND (X(5) IS low) OR (X(41) IS NOT high) AND (X(3) IS low)  AND  

(X(13) IS low) AND (X(7) IS NOT medium) AND (X(7) IS high) AND (X(10) IS low) AND 

(X(17) NOT high) AND (X(1) IS NOT medium) OR (X(7) IS medium) AND (X(9) IS low) 

THEN (Y IS class_1) 

 

 

Rule #2: (Possibly suitable) 

IF (X(40) IS low) AND (X(5) IS high) AND (X(6) IS high) OR (X(5) IS NOT high) AND  

(X(8) IS NOT high) AND (X(17) IS NOT medium) AND (X(24) IS low) OR  

(X(22) IS NOT medium) AND (X(4) IS high) OR (X(4) IS NOT medium) AND  

(X(1) IS NOT high) OR (X(13) IS low) OR (X(5) IS high) OR (X(9) IS high) AND  

(X(3) IS medium) AND (X(10) IS low) OR (X(19) IS NOT low) AND (X(4) IS low)  

THEN (Y IS class_2) 

 

Rule #3: (Unsuitable for surgical anaesthesia) 

IF (X(5) IS low) AND (X(13) IS high) AND (X(8) IS low) AND (X(11) IS high) AND  

(X(6) IS low) OR (X(4) IS NOT medium) AND (X(17) IS high) AND (X(12) IS NOT low) AND 

(X(3) IS high) AND (X(7) IS NOT low) AND (X(6) IS low) OR (X(28) IS high) OR  

(X(37) IS high) AND (X(2) IS high) AND (X(1) IS medium)  

THEN (Y IS class_3) 
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Table 6: Variable descriptions for the evolved rule-base 

Variable Variable description 

x(1) Gender 

x(2) Age 

x(3) Systolic blood pressure 

x(4) Diastolic blood pressure 

x(5) Heart rate 

x(6) SpO2 

x(7) Peak expiratory flow rate 

x(8) Forced Expiratory volume (1 second) 

x(9) Medication indicator 

x(10) Biohazard indicator 

x(11) Haemodynamic indicator 

x(12) Cardiovascular indicator 

x(13) Respiratory indicator 

x(14) – x(30) Heart sound classification (1-17) 

x(31) – x(44) Lung sound classification (1-14) 

 

The number of antecedent terms per class for both EFMM implementations is 

given in Table 7. 

 

Table 7:  Antecedent terms generated for each FIS classification. 

Classification 
Number of antecedent terms: 

GA EFMM GP EFMM 

Suitable 1 20 

Possibly Unsuitable 11 18 

Unsuitable 3 15 

 

As is evident from the rule-base evolved by the GA EFMM summarised in  

Table 7, there were insufficient terms by which the system could make an 

accurate appraisal; yet the system attained an accuracy of 87.56%. This is 

suggestive of the GA EFMM using the „suitable for anaesthesia‟ category as a 

default classification: a potentially dangerous mode of operation. In comparison, 

the GP-based approach resulted in a more complex rule-base which accounted 

for more input variables. This would suggest that the system offered competition 

between the rules, rather than the default-state case of the GA-based system. 
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19.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this work was to attempt to capture and model the expert 

knowledge of the anaesthetist and hence develop a decision support aid that 

would assist the anaesthetist in determining a patient‟s suitability for surgical 

anaesthesia. To address this objective we decomposed the anaesthetist‟s 

perceived decision-making strategy into two sub-problems, these being namely: 

 

(1) how does the physician diagnose cardio-respiratory disease processes from 

the associated heart and lung sounds? 

(2) how does the anaesthetist combine the diagnosis with additional patient 

information in determining their suitability for surgical anaesthesia? 

 

From the work presented in Sec. 3 it can be concluded that an automated 

means of cardio-respiratory disease process classification is possible using NNs 

both individually and collectively. In particular we conclude that the frequency 

spectra of heart and lung sounds provide sufficient information with which to 

form these classifications. 

The final conclusions relate to the function of the DSA presented in Sec. 4; to 

its design; and to its performance in the context of these objectives. In the context 

of this work, the main function of the DSA was to encapsulate the knowledge of 

the anaesthetist, and do so in such a way that an understanding of the decision-

making strategy could be imparted in the form of a rule-base. It is concluded that 

the evolutionary approach to rule-base generation is attractive, due to it being 

computationally efficient. This approach can confer the additional advantage of 

not generating overly-complex rules, thereby facilitating an easier understanding 

of the decisions it makes. 

In conclusion, it is possible to encapsulate the knowledge of the anaesthetist 

in an expert decision support system which determines whether a patient is 

suitable for surgical anaesthesia. We consider this a demonstration that intelligent 

systems, such as NNs, fuzzy systems and evolutionary techniques, can be applied 

to the healthcare domain in eliciting knowledge of the anaesthetist in the context 

of pre-operative anaesthesia assessment. 
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